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' InYour Spare lime 

Ma FADIO I 

The four 
plans 

shown are but a 
sample of the many 
ways in which our mem- 
bers are making $3.00 an 
hour upwards, spare time 
and full time, from the day they join 
the Association. If you want to get 
into Radio, bave a business of your 
own, make $50 to $75 weekly in 
your spare time, investigate the 
opportunities offered the inexper- 
ienced, ambitious man by the As- 
sociation. 

Our Mentbers Earning 

Thousands of Dollars 

Every Weeh 
The Association assists men to 
cash in on Radio. It makes past ex- 
périence unnecessary. As a member 
of the Association you are trained 
in a quick, easy, practical way to 
install, service, repair, build and 
rebuild sets—given sure-fire money- 
making plans developed by us— 
helped to secure a position by our 
Employment Department. You earn 
while you learn, while you préparé 
yourself for a big-pay Radio position. 

The Association will enable you to 
buy parts at wholesale, start in busi- 
ness without capital, help you get 
your share of the $600,000,000 spent 
annually for Radio. As a resuit of 
the Association, men ail oyer the 
country are opening stores, increas- 

ing their pay, pass- 
l inglicensed operator 

examinations, land- 
ing big-pay posi- 
tions with Radio 
, makers. 

Mail Coupon Today Sor the 

FREE HANDBOOK 

It is not only chock-full of absorbing 
information about Radio, but it shows 
you how easily you can increase your 
income in your spare time. Mailing the 

coupon can mean $50 to $75 a week more for you. 

Radio Training Association oS America 
4S13 Ravenswood Avenue Dept. RN-1, Chicago, Illinois 
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Below 

are a Sew of 

the reports 

Srotn those now 

cashing in on the 

"40 Easy Ways" 

Clears Frank J. Deutch, Pa.—"Since 
«* nnn nn juining the Association I have cleared nearly $3,000.00. It is 
almost impossible for a young fellow to fail, 
no matter how little éducation he has, if he 
will follow your easy ways of making money." 

$1.100.00 fal J- R- Allen, Calif. — "Have 
A Wookc donc over $1,100.00 worth of 

business in the last 6 week s. 
Next month I am going to open up a store 
of my own. I never knew that money could 
corne so fast and easy." 

$25.00 a Week N- J- Friedrich, N. Y.—"I 
«nnro Timo haveaveraged$25.00aweek spare time for the ]ast 7 months even 

though I am not a graduate but just learning." 

Training Lands R- C. Kirk, N. C.—"Your 
Him Joh training has been very mm jo u valuable to me. I landed a 

job with the big department store out here a 
few weeks ago because I had my member- 
ship card with me. There were a large bunch 
of applications ahead of me." 

ACT NOW 

IS You Wish NO-COST 

Membership 

For a limited time we will give to 
the ambitious man a No-Cost Mem- 
bership which need not—should not 
—cost you a cent. For the sake of 
making more money now, and 
having a better position in the 
future, mail coupon below now. 
You'll always be glad you did. 

Radio Training Association of America 
Dept. RN-I , 4513 Ravenswood Ave., Chicaso, III. 

Gentlemen; Please send me by return mail full détails of 
your Spécial No-Cost Membership Plan, and also a copy 
of your Radio Handbook. 

Vame 

Address 

Suite Ctly 
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The Old Way 

E L E CTRI CITY Becomes 

Amazingly Easy Wh en Taught 

Wïthout Bcoks orLessons DAYS 

Why work at dull, uninteresting jobs that will never 
pay you more than $35, $1*0 or perhaps $50 a week? 
Make up your mind NOW and become a master of 
electricity! Train in 12 easy weeks to hold down the 
kind of a job that pays $60 and up a week, 
and which créâtes a constant demand for 
your services nearly any place in the world! 

No Books " No Classes 
Electricity, as tanght in the Great Shops of Coyne, 
ia surprismgly easy to grasp. That's becanse we 
use no books. You learn by doing actual, pradtical 
experimenting on big, electrical machinery—finest 
ontlay in the country. You learn by doing—and 
you learn from the ground up. 

Not a CORRESPONDENCE SCH00L 
Experts work right along with you every step of 
the way. You get personal attention—you aretrained 
not by books but on actual electrical machinery. 
The COYNE WAY gives you real, sound knowl- 
edge that fits you to do pradtical electrical work 

e3' T^oiv in Our 
in ail its branches. 

INCLUOEO 
IS You Act Nowî 

3VO EXPERIENCE or Advanced 
Education Necessary 

You don't need one days' previous electrical expéri- 
ence or advanced éducation to master electricity 
the Coyne way. Some of our most successful gradu- 
âtes never went farther than the 8th grade. 

S. R. FARS 
will be ref unded 
upon enrollment 
from any point in the 
U. S. to Chicago. 
AVIATION 
my big new Aviation 
Electrical course in- 
cluded at no extra 
charge. 
RADIO 
course Included ab- 
solutely without any 
extra charge. 
AUTO 
course, covering 
truck and tractor 
electricity. 

SEE COUPONI 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Earn While You Learn 
By spécial arrangement, our employrnent depart- 
ment helps students locate part-time work, if they 
want to earn while they learn. And after gradua- 
tion we give them the benefit of our FREE EM- 
PLOYMENT Service for Life. Every week we 
secure m any positions for Coyne men. 

Get FREE BOOK 
Write today for my big book on Electricity with 
over 150 photographe. Learn what great opportu- 
nity Coyne Training opens np for you. Also get 
full détails of roy Big 3-Special Offer. No obliga- 
tion. Mail the coupon now. 
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NEW HOME ^ | 
This is our new, fireproof, 
modem home wherein is in- 
stalled thousands of dollars' 
worth of the newest and most 
modem Electrical Equipmentof 
ail kinds. We have now the larg- 
est amount of floor space devoted 
to the exclusive teaching of prac- 
itical electricity in the world. Ev- 
ery comfort and convenience has 
been arranged to make you happy 
and contented during your training. 

FREE BOOK Coupon 

COYNE 
509 S. Paulina St., Dept. 10-27, Ghicaso, 111. 

R. C. LEWIS, Président 
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL, Dept. 10-27 
SOO S. Paulina Street, Chicago, III. 
Please send me your free catalog on Electricity and détails 
of your railroad fare allowance and extra courses. No ob- 
ligation on my part. 

ELECTRICAL SCHOOL | 
H. C. LEWIS, Près., Est. 1899^ | 

Name. 

Address. 

d City. . State. 
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JULES VERNC-8 TOMBSTONE AT AMIENS PORTRAYINS HIS IM MORTALITY 

In Our Next Issue: 

REMOTE CONTROL, by Walter Kateley. The 
author shows great ingenuity in treating the sub- 
ject of the control of intellects of animais from a 
center of dissémination. Basing our assumption 
on present-day findings, we can hardly say that 
the conception of "Remote Control" is impossible. 
We know you will be even more pleased with this 
than with Mr. Kateley's previous contributions. 

THE EXPLORERS OF CALL1STO. by Harl Vin- 
cent. Générations of men have lived their span 
of life, but no one has ever seen the other side of 
our satellite. This well-known author has proved 
his ability to write of space travel before and he 
casily holds his réputation with this story. We 
can also promise a sequel for it. 

BEYOND THE GREEN PRISM, by A. Hyatt 
Verrill. (A Sequel to "Into the Green Prism." In 
2 parts.) Part II. Mr. Verrill not only answers 
satisfactorily ail the questions raised in the first 
story and in the first instalment, but has built an- 
other taie of ancient Indian civilization, which is 
of absorbing interest. Concluded in this issue. 

THE ICE MAN, by William Withers Douglas. We 
have had a number of stories dealing with the im- 
pressions of a possible future civilization and we 
have always thought it would be interesting to 
know what reactions a Roman, for instance, of 
ancient Rome, would experience if he were sud- 
denly brought into the midst of our "modem civi- 
lization." Our new author gives us his idea of 
this in a cleverly written story, which, among 
other things, has a good touch of Edgar Allan 
Poe about it. 

VITAMIN Z., by William Lcmkin, Ph.D. The 
author of "Cold Light" now treats the most im- 
portant subject of calories. And because he is a 
scientist, has a good imagination and the art of 
story-telling, you will like learning about calories 
and you won't think his Vitamin Z impossible. 
The story rcads cxceedingly well and is quite 
plausible. 

January, 1930 

Vol. 4, No. 10 

In Our January Issue: 

Beyond the Green Prism 
(A sériai in 2 parts) Part I 

By A. Hyatt Verrill  886 
Illustrated by Morcy 

The Sword and the Atopen 
(Hopkins University Midwinter Lecture 2348) 

By Taylor H. Green fiehl   904 
Illustrated by Morcy 

What Do You Know? 
(Science Questionnaire)  909 

When the Atoms Failed 
By John IV. Campbell, Jr  910 

Illustrated by Wesso 

The Hungry Guinea-Pig 
By Miles J. Breuer, M.D 926 

Illustrated by Wesso 
The Sweep of Space (A poem) 

By James Terry  935 

Air Lines 
By David H. Kellcr, M.D 936 

Illustrated by Wesso 

The First Ornithopter 
By Jack Winks  943 

Illustrated by Morey 

The Corpse That Lived 
By E. D. Skinner  950 

Illustrated by Morey 

Fourth-Dimensional Space Penetrator 
By Julian Kendig, Jr 958 

Illustrated by Wesso 
Discussions 975 

In the Realm of Books 
(Mostly scientific fiction)  976 

Our Cover 
this raonth depicts a scene from the story entitled, "When 
the Atoms Failed." by John W. Campbell, Jr., in which 
the visitors from Mars are shown arriving in their in- 
terplanetary cruisers, fitted out for attack with atomic 
weapons hanging from the bottoms of their ships. 

AMAZIKO STORIES MONTHXT. Published at 184-10 Jaunira A «nue. Jamalca. N. T. Enl.rad ai second-flan matter at Jamalca N. T.. under th. act of March 3. 1879. Tltle Rcslsteted U. 8. Patent Office. CopTrlsht. 1929. by B. P. Inc.. N. Y. Européen Aienti. S. J. Wlse et Ole.. 40 Place Verte. Antwerp. Belglum. Prlnted in U. S. A. eubscrlpllon prlce la 82.50 a year In V. 8. and Posaeislona; 83.00 a year In Canada and Korolm Countrles; ainsi, copies, 25 cents eaeb. Editorial and Esecutlre Offices, 381 Fourtb Avenue, New York, N. T. Publlshera are not responsible (or casa lost, altboufb evety care is tal.cn for their safety. 
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Always outside of things 
—that's xvhere I was just 
twelve short monlhs ago. 
I just didn't have the 
cash, lhat ivas ail. No 
théâtres, no parties, no 
good restaurants. No real 
enjoyment of life. I was 
just gelting by, just ex- 
isling. What a différence 
todayl I drive my ozvn 
car, have a good hank 
account, enjoy ail the 
amusements I plcase. 

I Couldn't Get the Good Things of Life 

Then I Quit My Job and "Found" Myself ! 
HOW does a man go about making 

more money? If I askcd myself 
that question once, I asked it a hun- 

dred times! 
I know the answer now—you bet. I 

Itnow the way good money is made, and 
l'm making it. Gone forever are the days 
of cheap shoes, cheap clothes, walking 
home to save carfare, pinching pennies to 
make my salary last from one pay-day to 
the next one. I own one of the finest 
Radio stores you ever saw, and I get al- 
most ail the Radio service and repair work 
in town. The other Radio dealers send 
their hard jobs to me, so you can see how 
I stand in my line. 

But—it's just a year ago that I was a 
poorly paid clerk. I was struggling along 
on a starvation salary until by accident my 
cyes were opened and I saw just what was 
the matter with me. Here's the story of 
just how it happened. 

One of the big moments of my life had 
corne. I had just popped the fatal ques- 
tion, and Louise said, "Yes!" 

Louise wanted to go in and tell her 
father about it right away, so we did. He 
sort of grunted when we told him the 
news, and asked Louise to leave us alone. 
And, my heart began to sink as I looked 
at his face. 

"So you and Louise have decided to get 
married," he said to me when we were 
alone. "Well, Bill, just listen to me. l've 
watched you often here at the house with 
Louise and I think you are a pretty good, 
upstanding young fellow. I knew your 
father and mother, and you've always had 
a good réputation here, too. But just let 
me ask you just one question—how much 
do you make?" 

"Twenty-eight a week," I told him. 
He didn't _say a word—just wrote it 

down on a piece of paper. 
"Have you any prospects of a better job 

or a good raise some time soon ?" he asked. 
"No, sir ; I can't honestly say that I 

have," I admitted. "l'm looking for sorae- 
thing better ail the time, though." 

"Looking, eh? How do you go about 
it?" 

Well, that question sfopped me. 
How did I? I was willing to take a 

better job if I saw the chance ail right, but 
I certainly had laid no plans to make 
such a job for myself. When he saw my 
confusion he grunted. "1 thought so," he 
«aid. Then he held up some figures he'd 
been scribbling at 

"l've just been figuring out your fam- 
ily budget, Bill, for a salary of twenty- 
eight a week. l've figured it several ways, 
so you can take your pick of the one you 
like best. Here's Budget No. 1 : I figure 
you can afford a very small unfurnished 
apartment, make your payments on enough 
plain, inexpensive furniture to fix such an 
apartment up, pay your electricity, gas and 
water bills, buy just about one modest out- 
fit of clothes for both of you once each 
year, and save three dollars a week for 
sickness, insurance, and emergencies. But 
you can't eat. And you'll have to go with- 
out amusements until you can get a good, 
substantial raise in salary." 

I began to turn red as fire. 
"That budget isn't so good after ail," he 

said, glancing at me; "maybe Budget No. 
2 will sound better " 

"That's enough, Mr. Sullivan," I said. 
"Have a heart. I can see things pretty 
clearly now; things I was kidding myself 
about before. Let me go home and think 
this over." And home I went, my mind 
in a whirl. 

At home I turned the problem over and 
over in my mind. l'd popped the question 
at Louise on impulse without thinking it 
out. Everything Mr. Sullivan had said was 
gospel truth. I couldn't see anything to do, 
any way to turn. But I had to have more 
money. 

_ I began to thumb the pages of a maga- 
zine which was lying on the table beside me. 
Suddenly an advertisement seemed almost 
to leap out at my eyes, an advertisement tell- 
ing of big opportunities for trained men to 
succeed in the great new Radio field. With 
the advertisement was a coupon offering a 
big free book full of information. I sent 
the coupon in. and in a few days received 
a handsome 64-page book, printed jn two 
colors, telling al! about the opportunities in 
the Radio field and how a man can préparé 
quickly and easily at home to take advan- 
tage of these opportunities.^ I read the book 
carefully, and when I finished it I made 
my décision. 

What's happened in the twelve months 
since that day seems almost like a dream 
to me now. For fen qf those twelve months 
l've had a Radio business of my own ! At 
first, of course, I started it as a little prop- 
osition on the side, under the guidance of 
the National Radio Institute, the institu- 
tion that gave me my Radio training. It 
wasn't long before I was getting so much 
to do in the Radio line that I quit my 

measly little clérical job and devoted my 
full time to my Radio business. 

Since that time l've gone right on up, al- 
ways under the watchful guidance of my 
friends at the National Radio Institute. They 
would have given me just as much help, too. 
if I had wanted to follow some other line qf 
Radio besides building my own retail busi- 
ness, such as broadeasting, manufacturing, 
experlmenting, sea operating, or any one of 
the score of Unes they préparé Von for. And 
to think that until lhat day I sent for their 
eye-opening book, l'd been wailing, "1 never 
had a chance I" 

Now l'm making real money. Louise and 
I have been married six months. and there 
wasn't any kidding about budgets by Mr. 
Sullivan when we stepped off, either. l'U 
bet that today I make more money than the 
old boy himself. 

Here's a real tip. You may not be as bad 
off as I was. But, think it over—are you 
satisfied ? Are you making enough money, 
at work that you like? Would you sign a 
contract to stay where you are now for the 
next ten years, making the same money? If 
not, you'd better be doing something about 
it instead of drifting. 

This new Radio game is a live-wire field 
of golden rewards. The work, in any of the 
20 différent Unes of Radio, is fascinating, ab- 
sorbing, well paid. The National Radio In- 
stitute—oldest and largest Radio home- 
study school in the world—will train you 
inexpensively in your own home to know 
Radio from A to Z and to increase your 
earnings in the Radio field. 

Take another tip—no matter what your 
plans are, no matter how much or how little 
you know about Radio—clip the coupon be- 
low and look their free book over. It is filled 
with interesting facts, figures, and photos, 
and the information it will give you is worth 
a few minutes of anybody's time. You will 
place yourself under no obligation—the book 
is free and is gladly sent to anyone who 
wants to know about Radio. Just address 
J. E. Smith. Président, National Radio Insti- 
tute. Dept. OAS, Washington, D. C. 

J. E. SMITH, Président, 
National Radio Institute, 
Dept. OAS, Washington, D. C. 
Dcar Mr. Smith: 

Please send me your M-page free book, ■ 
printed in two colors, giving ail information ; 
about the opportunities in Radio and how I | 
can learn quickly and easily at home to ê 
take advantage of them. I understand this [ 
request places me under no obligation, and I 
that no salesmen will call on me. 
Name   | 
Address   | 
Town   .State 
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Thousands of 

Positions 

Open 

Right Noiv 

at 

Salaries Ranging 

UP to $200- per WEEK 

for MOTION PICTURE SOUND Engineers 

II 
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417E are in contact with chain 
_theatre8 and manufacturera of 

Sound equipment who deaire the 
•erricea of compétent aound men 
as engineers, projectioniats, instal- 
lation and service men. Our em- 
ployaient department will assiat 
you in making a profitable con- 
nection free of charge. 

GUARANTEE 

Our guarantee inaures you that if 
you enroll as one of our atudenta 
and take advantage of the many 
opportunitiea that your mcmber- 
«bip entitlea you to your increaaed 
income will pay the tuition of the 
course many timea. We nncon- 
ditionally guarantee that if for 
any reaaon you are diaaatiafied 
(you being the jndge) we will re- 
fund erery cent you have paid. 

Due to the tact that [radio and [aound 
are so closely allied, men with radio 
experience are' the most adaptable. 

POLICY 
Our course on Sound Projection 
which ia prepared by the most 
eminent authoritiea on Electrical 
Âcouatics will qualify you for a 
Profession whoae place in the 
engineering world ia second to 
none. Ail of the available knowl- 
edge of the art and the underlying 
fundamental principlea of sound 
ia given to you in an everyday, 
plain-talk language, as well as 
two weeks' practical training in 
the opération, aervicing and instal- 
lation of Sound Equipment. 

DEMAND 
In the 20,000 theatrea throughout 
the United States and Canada, 

which now employ approximately 
50,000 projectioniats, it ia eati- 
mated that a very amall per cent 
of this number arc qualified to fill 
the position as Sound operatora. 
Many thouands of ncw men will 
have to he taken into this field aa 
fast as the many thousand unwired 
theatrea are wired for aound aa the 
additions of sound doubles the 
number of operatora required. 
Thia condition will create many 
thousands of positions at salarie» 
up to $200.00 per week. 

The tuition for theae courses i» 
very reasonable and is payable in 
easy installments as you stndy. 
Also you have the added conve- 
nience of atudying at home in your 
epare time. Fill out and mail the 
coupon below today for spécial 
scholarship proposition. 

Mail Coupon for Free Information 

PROJECTIONIST 

SOUND 

INSTITUTE 
W. A. JE WELL, Geo. Mgr. 

P. O. Box No. 28, Easton, Pa. 

i PROJECTIONIST SOUND INSTITUTE. 
P. O. Box No. 28, Easton, Pa. K. N.-13 

Gentlemen: 
IPlease send me, br return mail, full détails of your Spécial Scholarakip Prop- 

osition on Sound Projection. 
I Name. 
I 
| Addre 

| City.. .State. 
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Extravagant Eviction Today Cold Fact Tomorrow 

Calories and Diet 

By T. O'Conor Sloane, Ph.D. 

AGOOD many months ago, one of tlie great restaurant 
organizations of this country operating a vast number 
of restaurants on a chain System, as it is called, printed 
upon their liill of fare, following the name of each of 
the principal items, the number of calories contained in 

each portion as supplied to the hungry consumer. It would be 
inleresting to know how many people, reading this bill of fare 
and ordenng from it, knew what a calorie was. how many had 
the slightest idea of whether they should eat a great many calories 
or few, or whether any portion containing a large number 
of calories should be preferred to one containing fewer. It 
sometimes seêms as if an effort is being made to induce the public 
to feel that they are living not upon a diet of bread and butter, 
corned beef and cabbage and the like, but that they are being 
supported by vitamins or enzymes and, to corne back to the subject 
we start with. by calories. 

Those of our readers who have worked in the chemical labora- 
tory, who have made their initial chemical experiments, were 
taught to makc oxygen by mixing potassium chlorate with 
manganèse binoxide in a test tube or retort, heating the mixture 
rather gently, whereupon oxygen would corne off in great 
quantity. The opération was a perfectly quiet one and always 
gave good results. But, if they had omitted the manganèse 
binoxide and undertaken to make oxygen by heating the potassium 
chlorate alone, a much higher hcat would have been required, and 
the opération would probably have been very much less quiet. 
Now, in this method of making oxygen, the manganèse binoxide 
is absolutely unchanged. In some mysterious way it causes the 
oxygen to part company with the potassium chlorate quietly and 
at "a low température, and when ail is over, if the residue is 
treated with hot water, filtercd and washed, the expérimenter 
will get back exactly the manganèse binoxide with which lie 
started. The potassium chlorate will be decomposed and will 
disappear, potassium chlorid being formed. 

This is called catalytic action. In our food vitamins and 
enzymes are contained in rather small or even minute quantities, 
but by catalytic action or by fermentation they produce results 
and enable the System to assimilate the various foods which are 
taken into the mouth. 

But in the case of calories there is no question of small 
quantity. One physician, a high authority on diet, says that lie 
lives upon 1800 per day, other authorities give as high as 3000 
per day as a proper number, so in dealing with calories we are 
no longer indulging in the prospect of minute quantities of matter 
exercising a great influence. Indeed we are not dealing with 
matter at ail, as a calorie, while it is defined by using matter as 
a standard, is purcly and simply a heat unit, a unit of quantity 
of heat. 

If you are a good housekeeper you know how many tons of 
coal you have to buy to keep your house warm in winter, you 
know' how many dollars' worth of gas you have to buy to do your 
cooking. You can express the heating value of a ton of coal 

in calories so that it will bc a simple matter, if you know how 
good your coal is, if you know how many calories it gives to 
the pound, to say, "In order to heat my house I have to use so 
many thousands of calories in the winter, just as in order to heat 
my body and to support life, I have to use 3000 or perhaps less, 
perhaps as little as 1800 calories, each day." But what is a 
calorie? The so-called small calorie, of which we are speaking, 
which is spelt with a small "c" as ils initial letter, is the 
quantity of heat required to raise the température of one gram 
of water, one degrec centigrade. To heat a tumbler of water one 
degree centigrade requircs about 250 calories and to heat it one 
degree Fahrenheit would require, roughly speaking, about 150 
calories, because the degree Fahrenheit is less than the degree 
centigrade. So if you want to live on 1800 calories a day, you 
must take food whose heating power, just as if it was to bc 
burned in a furnace, would be sufficient to raise about eight 
tumblers of water one degree centigrade. It would be an inter- 
esting thing for the housekeeper to find out the calorific value of 
the fuel which she is burning in the furnace or the gas which 
she is burning in the range and compare the calories with those 
which she consumes personally, which she might assume, in lier 
case, to be 2000 to 2500. She would be surprised beyond measure 
as to the small amount of heat units required to take care of 
this wonderful human System of ours. 

If any combustible producing calories, for that is really what 
are produced in the System, could producc heat for ail the work 
that is required for our vital processes, human life would bc 
much simpler ; we could live on kerosene oil which is a first-class 
fuel, we could follow the Diesel engine and live on heavy oil, 
we could live on coal. 

But the human system is an amazingly complicated one. and 
food has to be of a very definite constitution to supply nutriment. 
The human system will burn only a few things. For the human 
body is not maintained by the production of heat alone, com- 
plicated products have to be formed and delivered to the system. 
a certain amount of sugar is necessary, and too much sugar 
indicates disease. Many other products, some of which arc 
absolutely unknown to us, have to enter into the processes of 
the human body. So when we have determined just what we 
can eat, our best chemical analysis or détermination of what our 
complicated system needs is to go ahead and eat. and see if we 
maintain our good health. Then we can always find from books 
the approximate calories per pound or per gram or ounce in the 
food and ail that the calories will tell us is this simple thing, how 
many grams or ounces of these foods, which seem to suit us, we 
should eat. The books tell us the calories in foods—how much 
are the calories in the sugar we put in our tea or coffee, how 
much the calories m the cereal which we eat, in eggs, in milk. 
meat and vegetables amount to. We then have to see if we 
cannot make up what is called a nicely balanced diet that will suit 
ooào5. -fiai? ta?te.1's concemed, which diet will aggregate about 2000 to 2500 calories for a day. 
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A Sequel to "Into the Green Prism" 

By A. Hyatt Verrill 

^Beyond the 

Çreen <Prism 

When ive published Mr. Verrill's story, "Into the Green Prism," ive ivere quite 
prepared to learn that it wotild meet ivith the général approval of our readers. 
But even we were surprised to receive the numerous insistent demands for a se- 
quel, and the explanation for the varions questions that arose in the minds of our 
readers when they had finished the story, We asked Mr. Verrill to write such 
a story. "Beyond the Green Prism" is the resuit, which, we are certain you will 
agree, far exceeds the original. A goodly number of the "fallacîes" in the other 
story are explained, we believe, to the satisfaction of those whose questions and 
objections we published in the "Discussions" columns of AMAZING StorIES for 
several issues back. However, many new and thrilling adventures take place 
and entirely new and unexpected discoveries are made. Read the first half of this 
story this month. 

Illustrated by MOREY 

CHAPTER I 

An Unexpected Surprise 

WT" HEN I made public my story relating 
the true facts regarding the mysterious 
disappearance of my dear friend, Profes- 
ser Ramon Amador, and the incredible 
events that led to it, I had no expectation 

of ever revisiting that portion of South America where 
Ramon had vanished before my eyes. 

In the first place, my work in the Manabi district had 
been completed before Ramon attempted his suicidai 
experiment, and in the second place, the many associa- 
tions, the thoughts that would be aroused by the familiar 
surroundings—the holes we had dug, the traces of our 
camp, the site of Ramon's field laboratory—would have 
been more than I could bear; and finally, I would not 
have dared lift a shovelful of earth, drive a pick into the 
ground or even walk across the desert for fear of 
burying the microscopic people and their princess—yes, 
even Ramon perhaps—beneath avalanches of dislodged 
sand and dust. 

Yet, throughout ail the time that had passed since I 

stood beside Ramon and watched him draw the bow 
across the strings of his violin, and with a shattering 
crash the green prism and Ramon vanished together, he 
had been constantly in my thoughts. Ever I found my- 
self speculating, wondering whether he had succeeded in 
his seemingly mad détermination to reduce himself to 
microscopic proportions, wondering if he actually had 
joined his Sumak Nusta, his beloved princess, whose 
love had called to him across the centuries. How I 
longed to know the truth, to be sure that he had not 
vanished completely and forever, to be assured that he 
was dwelling happily with that supremely lovely princess 
of the strange lost race we had watched through the 
green prism for so many days. And what would I not 
willingly have given to have been able once again to see 
that minute city with its happy industrious people, to see 
the inhabitants kneel before their temple of the sun, to 
see the high-priest raise his hands in bénédiction, and 
once more see the princess appear before her subjects, 
perchance now with Ramon walking—erect, proud as the 
king he was—beside her. But ail was idle spéculation, 
ail vain supposition. With the shattering of the prism 
through which we had so often watched the city and its 
people, ail hopes of ever knowing what had occurred had 
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been lost. Never again could I gaze through the mar- 
velous, almost magical, sea-green crystal and see what was 
transpiring in that city whose mountains were our dust, 
whose people were invisible to unaidcd human eyes. No 
fragment of the strange Manabinite remained, as far as 
I knew, and even had there been a supply, only Ramon 
would have been able to construct another prism. 

Yet somehow I could not feel that my beloved friend 
had failed in his desires. I could not believe that sudi 
love as his could have been thwarted by a just and be- 
nign Divinity, and my inner consciousness kept assur- 
ing me that Ramon had succeeded, that he still lived, and 
that he was happier with Nusta than he ever could have 
been among normal fellow beings. Moreover, I had rea- 
son and logic on my side. I knew that the donkey and the 
dog had survived the test, that although they had vanished 
as mysteriously and as abruptly as had Ramon, yet they 
had been uninjured by their réduction in size, and so 
why should Ramon have been affected otherwise? Such 
thoughts and mental arguments were comforting and 
reassuring, but they did not still my desire to know the 
truth, they did not prevent me from speculating con- 
tinually upon Ramon's fate, and they did not restore 
the prcsence and companionship of the finest, most 
lovable man I had ever known. 

Not until he had disappeared and was forever beyond 
my reach did I fully realize how much Ramon had grown 
to mean to me. We had been thrown very close together 
for months; we had worked side by side, had watched 
that marvelous miniature city through the same prism, 
and our hopes, fears, successes and disappointments had 
been shared equally. Moreover, Ramon had possessed a 
strange personal magnetism, an indescribable power of 
intuitively sensing one's feelings, such as I had never 
known in any other human being. 

And though I am—I flatter myself—a matter-of-fact, 
hard-headed and wholly unromantic and unsentimental 
scientist, who—theoretically at least—should be mentally 
immune to ail but proven facts, yet Ramon's highly 
romantic and sentimental nature, his readiness to believe 
in the most extravagant théories, his temperamental 
tnoods, his unconqucrable optimism and his, to me, in- 
compréhensible mysticism, ail found a ready response in 
my more practical mind, and I loved him the more be- 
cause he differed so widely from myself. And often, as 
I sat late at night, smoking contemplatively in the dark- 
ness of my study and mentally reviewing those months at 
Manabi, I recalled incidents that I now realized were 
proofs of the high courage, the indomitable will-power, 
the limitless patience and the almost womanly tenderness 
of my lost friend. 

Almost without my realizing it, Ramon and I had 
grown to be even more than brothers, and often, as I 
thought of the past and of the présent, a lump would 
corne into my throat and my eyes would fill with tears as 
I realized that never again would I see Ramon alive. 

It was, I admit, great comfort and consolation to 
write the story of our strange expériences and of his 
disappearance, but after the taie was donc, I realized ail 
the more vividly that he had gone forever and my sorrow 
became ail the more poignant. It was like writing 
"Finis" to the story, and I found myself becoming mo- 
rose, aloof and avoiding other men. In order to throw 
off this almost melancholic mood I devoted myself ail the 
more assiduously to my archeological work, striving in 
my scientific ardor to forget my lost friend. 

AND tlien, entirely unexpectedly and as though by a 
direct act of Providence, a most astonishing event 

occurred which entirely altered my point of view, my 
thoughts and my plans. 

Among the many wealthy private collectors of the 
world. Sir Richard Hargreaves, Bart, was perhaps the 
most widely known for the value—both intrinsically and 
scientifically—of his archeological treasures. For many 
years he had been acquiring—both by personal collection 
and by purchase—the most unique and priceless spéci- 
mens from ail parts of the world. Unlike so many 
wealthy men—for Sir Richard was many times a million- 
aire—he was neither a scientist nor a collector in the 
ordinary sense of the word. To him collecting archeologi- 
cal specimens of the greatest value was not a hobby nor 
a fad. Rather it was a love of art and of the irreplaceable. 
He realized how rapidly such objects were disappearing, 
how many priceless specimens had been lost to science and 
the world, and he was well aware that, in many if not 
most cases—muséums and public institutions are handi- 
capped by lack of funds and must invest their money 
in those things that will represent the greatest show or 
results in the eyes and minds of the directors and 
patrons. 

To spend thousands of dollars for a single unique 
specimen seems to the lay mind a waste of funds, 
when the same amount would defray the expcnses of an 
expédition and the acquisition of hundreds, perhaps thou- 
sands, of specimens. But Sir Richard, with his millions, 
could purchase such unique objects, thus preserving them 
for science, and his collections were always available 
for study and comparison by any archeologist. He was, 
in fact, one of the greatest benefactors of science, al- 
though no scientist himself, and his mansion near Guild- 
ford, Surrey, housed several thousand specimens that had 
no duplicates in any muséum in the world. I had flrst met 
Sir Richard in Peru, where he had just purchased a mar- 
velous collection of gold vessels from a Chimu temple- 
mound. Later I had the opportunity in New York of 
showing him some of my own finds, and I spent a most 
delightful fortnight at his magnificent estate, examining 
and describing his specimens of early American cultural 
art. 

He was a delightful gentleman—the typical British 
aristocrat—abrupt, sparing of words, incapable of show- 
ing excitement, enthusiasm or surprise ; but kindly, hos- 
pitable, courteous to a degree, and thoroughly unpreten- 
tious and wholly démocratie. I can see him now as I 
close my eyes—a big-boned, broad-shouldered, slightly- 
stooping figure; ruddy faced, sandy-haired; his keen, 
pale-blue eyes hidden under bushy brows, a close-clipped 
moustache above his firm lips, and always—even in the 
tropics—dressed in heavy tweeds. Alert, active, with a 
swinging stride, no one would have guessed that Sir 
Richard was well past the three score and ten mark, and 
no one would have guessed—in fact no one other than 
himself and his doctor knew—that Sir Richard's heart 
was in bad shape and might fail him at any moment. 

Hence it came as a great shock when I learned of his 
sudden death in London, and I wondered what disposai 
he had made of his collections. As far as I was aware 
he had no family nor heirs, for his wife had died years 
before and there had been no children. Probably, I 
thought, he had willed his specimens to the British Mu- 
séum and I could picture the dation of Dr. Joyce at 
such an unexpected acquisition. 
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But it appeared that Sir Richard had not agreed wîth 
my views in this matter. His will—or that portion of it 
that held any interest for me or has any bearing on this 
narrative—provided that his collections should be di- 
vided between various institutions in England and the 
United States. 

Ail specimens from British territories went to the 
British Muséum ; most of his Oriental specimens went to 
the University of Pennsylvania Muséum; the Mexican 
and Mayan specimens vvere left equally to several of our 
most noteworthy muséums, whose studies of the Nahua 
and Mayan cultures had been most important, while, to 
my unbounded amazement, his comparatively small but 
priceless and unique collection of Peruvian and Ecua- 
dorean objects were bequeathed to me in view—so the 
testament most flatteringly put it—of my deep interest 
and noteworthy discoveries in the field of Peruvian arch- 
eology and the deceased Baronet's personal esteem and 
regard. 

Naturally I was overwhelmed. Even before I re- 
ceived the collection, I realized what a magnificent and 
princely gift it was. I had, as I have said, seen the 
things and had studied them and no one appreciated their 
character and scientific value more than I did. In fact 
they were so valuable that I determined that I would at 
once place them in the muséum for safe keeping, loaning 
them to the institution as long as I lived and leaving them 
to be preserved intact when I died. Only an ardent 
scientist can fully appreciate my feelings as I unpacked 
the cases and gazed at the treasures revealed. Yet, ail 
else were forgotten, ail the unwrapped remaining speci- 
mens disregarded when, upon removing the tissue paper 
coverings from one specimen, I found it a rather crudely- 
carved mass of semi-transparent green crystal. 

Instantly I recognized it. It was manabinite—a larger 
piece than I had ever before seen—and I stared at it with 
bated breath, as wild thoughts and mad impulses raced 
through my mind. Here in my hand was the key that 
might open the closed door of Ramon's fate. Here 
might be the "open sesame" to enable me once again to 
look upon that microscopic village, to set at rest forever 
the question as to whether Ramon had lived and was 
happy or whether he had vanished once and for ail. 
And yet—and my heart sank and I felt weak, helpless, 
bitterly dîsappointed at the realization that the lump of 
carved green crystal was useless to me. In its présent 
form it would fail utterly as a lens or a prism, and I 
possessed none of the deep and profound knowledge of 
optics, none of the almost uncanny mechanical skill of 
Ramon. It would be utterly impossible for me to trans- 
form the crystal into a lens or a prism, and the knowledge 
that, although I possessed the raw material, I was in- 
capable of using it, was a blow I could scarcely bear. 

For hours I sat, brooding, staring at the translucent 
mass of green, cursing my lack of optical knowledge, 
wasting my time in vain regrets at not having learned 
Ramon's formula, and racking my brains in an effort 
to think of some means of making the rough green mass 
serve to solve the mystery of my beloved friend's fate. 

THEN, suddenly, like an inspiration—almost, I 
thought, as if Ramon had spoken to me—an idea 

flashed across my mind. I could remember vividly the 
shape of the prisms Ramon had made. My long years 
of training, my acquired power to visualize the most 
minute détails of a sculpture, or an inscription enabled me 

to reconstruct, in my mental vision, every détail of the 
prisms. Of course I realized, even at that time, that no 
human eye could measure, much less carry in memory, 
the exact curvatures and angles of a complex prism or 
lens. But I was positive of the général form, and trem- 
bling with fear lest the image should slip from my mind 
or that, in trying to revisualize it more clearly, I might 
become confused and uncertain, I at once made careful 
drawings of the prisms as I remembered them. With 
these and my description to guide him, any expert op- 
tician could, I felt sure, transform my mass of Mana- 
binite into a prism that, with careful grinding and ad- 
justing, would enable me to again view the city where 
Nusta—and, I prayed God, Ramon also—ruled their 
minute subjects. Suddenly I leaped up, shouted, actually 
danced, as another inspiration came to me. I still had 
the delicate ingenious device by means of which Ramon 
had focused the prisms. One had corne uninjured 
through the explosion of the prisms and I had preserved 
it, together with Ramon's violin and ail else I had sal- 
vaged from Manabi. 

No doubt, to an expert in optics, the device would be 
simple and easily understood, and would aid greatly in 
manufacturing the contemplated prism. 

But to whom could I go with my problem? Rapidly 
I went over in my mind ail the specialists, professors 
and acknowledged experts in optical physics with whom 
I was acquainted or with whose names I was familiar. 
They were lamentably few, but one was ail I required, 
Finally I remembered Doctor Mueller, whose mono- 
graphs and discoveries in his chosen field were world- 
famed. In view of what I hoped and expected, the fact 
that he was in Vienna was of no moment. I would 
gladly have encircled the globe had it been necessary. 
Within the week I was at sea, speeding as fast as the 
humming screws of the Brcmen could take me across 
the Atlantic towards Vienna and Dr. Mueller ; and locked 
securely in the Purser's safe was my priceless lump of 
manabinite, my drawings and the delicate device that 
Ramon had so skil fully and painstakingly wrought in his 
laboratory at Manabi. 

CHAPTER II 

The Doctor Makes Another Prism 

DOCTOR RUDOLF MUELLER, next to Ramon 
the world's greatest authority on optics and 
physics, greeted me effusively and like an old 

friend, although I had never before met him. He was a 
diminutive. dried-up little man of indefinite âge, bald as 
the proverbial billiard bail, with inquisitive eyes behind 
thick lenses that appeared to be held in place by his 
bushy overhanging eyebrows, and with such an enormous 
sandy moustache that I mentally wondered if ail the hair 
which should have been on his head had not been di- 
verted to this hirsute growth that extended fully six 
inches on either side of the face. 

"Hah !" he exclaimed in guttural tones but in excellent 
English. "So, it is my pleasure to meet with you who 
have made such works of archeological greatness. Ach! 
Yes, it was with great interest I have read your so- 
wonderful story of the Herr Professer Amador." He 
shook his head sadly, his moustache waving like hairy 
banners with the motion. 

"Then, Doctor, you will be doubly interested in my 
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purpose in visiting you," I told hira, and as briefly as 
possible I explained my purpose. 

He nodded understandingly. "Yah, y ah," lie raut- 
tered, "it is a most wonderful matter and most interest- 
ing to me. The manabinite—I have so greatly desired to 
see it, to experiment with it, to test it. And now you 
corne with the crystal that I tnay make a prism for you 
that you may seek for your lost friend. No, my friend, 
I am afraid that you will be disappointed, for sad as it is, 
I feel that the Herr Professer was utterly destroyed. 
But we will see, we will see. Permit me the drawings and 
the instruments to examine." 

He chuckled behind his moustache-screen as he ex- 
amined my sketches. "From these sketches it would be 
most hard to work," he muttered, "but yet do I see in 
them the idea that is desired to consummate it. And 
the little instrument is to my eyes a delight, so-most-ex- 
cellently made is it. Yah, yah, my friend, we will make a 
prism from the green crystal that will serve your pur- 
pose. But—" he threw out his hands in a gesture of 
finality—"no experiments will I make and no fiddle near 
my laboratory will I permit. Ach, no ! I have no wish 
yet to vanish nor to be transformed into a microscopic 
man. And—" he laughed merrily—"if that should oc- 
cur, then the crystal to you would be lost and everything 
ended. But—" he again sighed— "it is a so-great pity 
this wonderful carving to destroy." 

I nodded. "Yes, it is a priceless thing, but what is a 
specimen—or even archeology—compared to my desire 
to learn the truth of Ramon's state? And if, as you fear, 
he was utterly destroyed, even that knowledge will be 
better than the uncertainty." 

He agreed. "And maybe yet I can préservé the carv- 
ings," he announced as he examined the crystal. "Per- 
haps I may slice from the mass a section with the carving 
intact." 

And so cleverly and skilfully did he work, that no least 
détail of the sculptured figures was injured or lost. 

To relate the détails and incidents of the manufacture 
of the prism would be tedious. It was donc secretly, 
carefully and even though my sketches were of the 
crudest, yet so incredibly expert was Doctor Mueller 
that, once having determined the refractive index and 
other factors of the manabinite, and knowing what was 
desired and the général form and prismatic principles of 
Ramon's invention, and having studied the device for 
focusing, as it were, the little Austrian eut, ground and 
polished until he had a perfect replica—as far as I could 
judge—of the prisms made by Ramon. There was only 
one real différence. Ramon had built up his prisms from 
innumerable fragments while this was constructed from 
a single piece. And when at last the thing was donc, and 
in order to test if it were correctly made we tried its 
powers of magnification, Doctor Mueller was almost be- 
side himself with excitement and wonder. Yet the mo- 
ment I gazed into the prism I realized that for some 
reason it fell far short of those Ramon had made. 

Its magnifying powers were, to be sure, astounding— 
that is to anyone who had never before experienced 
manabinite's powers in this field, but as compared with 
those we had used at Manabi, it seemed scarcely better 
than an ordinary lens. No traces of atoms, much less of 
molécules could be seen, and I felt dubious as to the 
possibility of seeing the microscopic people with the thing. 
Whether the fault lay in the quality of the crystal—it 
may have corne from some other source, for ail I 

knew—whether it was due to some error in Dr. Mueller's 
formula, or whether a built-up prism was superior to one 
made from a single piece of crystal, neither of us knew. 
And although by delicate and most painstaking regrind- 
ing and slightly altering the angles and facets of the prism 
some improvement resulted, still it fell far short of my 
expectations. 

"But it is marvelous, most wonderful !" cried the 
Doctor. "Ach, my friend, if we had a piece of mana- 
binite of so sufficient size, a telescope we could make 
that the inhabitants upon Mars would reveal. And, my 
friend, for the love of science, have a care that you do 
not destroy or lose this so-wonderful crystal. 

"Into microscope lenses transformed it would revolu- 
tionize the study of biology and germs. Ach, yes, if a 
source of this manabinite a man could find, he would be 
a millionaire and the world might turn topsy-turvy." 

I smiled. "l'm afraid that never will happen," I de- 
clared. "As I told you, the crystal is formed only by 
météorites striking upon certain mineralized rocks. It is. 
in a way, a sort of nature-made glass, and I doubt if it 
has ever occurred in any spot on earth other than at 
Manabi." 

He shrugged his thin shoulders. "Nature herself is 
constantly repeating," he observed. "Maybe tomorrow— 
next year—some one will find another deposit. But for 
now, my friend, ail that the world of manabinite holds is 
in your so-competent hands. Much would I be delighted 
to make further tests and experiments, but it would be 
too sad were it to explode or vanish when so doing. So 
I must content myself with what I already have seen and 
wish with my whole heart that you may see your dear 
good friend again, alive and happy." 

SO, bearing the precious prism that had required 
months to complété, and with Doctor Mueller's best 

wishes and hopes for my success in my ears, I crossed 
to England and took passage on a Pacific Steam Naviga- 
tion Company's ship that would carry me direct to South 
America. At Panama I outfitted and transferred to a 
coastwise vessel for Guayaquil and six weeks after leav- 
ing Vienna I found myself once more amid familiar 
scenes. Nothing had changed since my last visit. Guaya- 
quil still steamed and simmered in the sun beside the 
river. The same dank, pungent odor of bared mud flats 
and decaying végétation arose from the mangrove 
swamps ; the same boats swung to their moorings in the 
stream ; the same idle, brown-skinned, cigarette-smoking, 
open-shirted, rope-sandal-shod customs officiais dozed on 
up-tilted broken-down chairs in the vast bare office of 
the customs, and I could have sworn that the same péli- 
cans flapped ponderously back and forth and plunged into 
the muddy water, and that the identical ragged, harness- 
galled donkeys drew the identical loads of coconuts and 
plantains through the glaring, roughly-cobbled streets. 

The little bongo or sailing vessel that I chartered to 
carry me to Manabi was so like that in which Ramon 
and I had traveled that I felt a sharp pang of sadness at 
not finding him beside me. And though he denied ail 
knowledge of it, and declared he never had seen me be- 
fore, the fiercely-moustached, swarthy captain might 
have been the twin brother to him who had navigated our 
craft when Ramon and I had journeyed northward tow- 
ards Manabi and the weirdly strange adventures and 
expériences we were fated to meet. 

And when at last T stepped ashore and glanced about. 
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I scarcely could believe that it had not ail happened 
yesterday or a few weeks past. There stretched the 
distant desert; there were the bare red and dun moun- 
tains becoming blue and hazy as they receded to the 
horizon; there were the spiny cacti, the sparse growths 
of gray-green shrubs, the mounds of gravel where we 
had dug. Yes, and there was my old camp—scarcely af- 
fected by months of burning sun and drenching rains; 
and beyond was the framework of Ramon's laboratory. 
Somehow, as I gazed about and recognized each familiar 
scene and détail, I had a strange, indescribable, almost 
uncanny feeling that Ramon was close at hand. 

The moment I stepped ashore ail my doubts of his 
still living fell from me like a discarded garment. I felt 
absolutely sure he was alive, and I seemed actually to 
sense his presence near. In fact this was so strong that, 
as I went about directing my peons and preparing for my 
camp, I found myself constantly glancing up and half 
expecting Ramon to appear at any moment. Of course, I 
reasoned, this was only natural. There where Ramon 
and I had been so long together, where we had undergone 
such strange expériences, where he had so mysteriously 
vanished, and surrounded on every hand by scenes and 
objects that brought him vividly to my mind, the reflex 
action of my mind would unquestionably cause such 
sensations in my brain. Yet despite my matter-of-fact 
scientific reasoning, I could not help feeling that my 
sensations were, to some extent at least, a prémonition or 
a promise that Ramon still existed. I turned and gazed 
towards the spot where I had last seen him standing 
before the prism, his poncho draped over his shoulders, 
his violin in hand, ready to take that plunge into the un- 
known. Only the bare stretch of sand met my gaze. 
Yet there, invisible to human eyes and among the minute 
grains of sand, were the microscopic people, the minute 
city with its temple, the high priest, Nusta the beautiful 
princess and—perhaps—my lost friend, Ramon. But 
were they there ? My heart skipped a beat and I drew a 
sharp hard breath as a thousand possibilities raced through 
my brain. How could I know if some sand storm had not 
buried them beneath inches of dust and sand? How 
could I be sure some torrential rain had not washed vil- 
lage and people away? How could I be certain that 
some créature—or even some man—had not dug or 
burrowed where the village had stood and had blindly 
destroyed ail? Only by viewing the spot through my 
precious prism could I assure myself if the people still 
existed or if they had vanished, and I was not even cer- 
tain that my prism would be powerful enough to reveal 
them if they were there. I was beset by terrible fears, 
by doubts, by the most pessimistic thoughts. I was mad 
to rush over, set up my prism and put ail doubts at rest, 
and yet I almost dreaded to do so. And I was compelled 
to control myself, to calm my excited mind, to be patient, 
for I had arrived late in the day. The sun was rapidly 
sinking below the Pacific and there was much to be donc 
before darkness fell, over land and sea. 

So, fighting back my longings to set up the prism and 
end my uncertainties at once, I busied my mind with the 
more practical routine of establishing my camp, for I 
had planned to remain for some time. In the first place, 
I realized that it might require days, even weeks per- 
haps, for me to locate the précisé spot where we had dis- 
covered the minute city and its people. 

We had found it purely by accident and the entire set- 
tlement, I knew, occupied an infinitésimal area of the 

earth—a spot smaller than a pin point. To find such a 
tiny area amid ail that waste of sand would, of course, 
have been impossible by ordinary means, but if my 
prism served its purpose as well as I hoped and prayed 
it might, then it would not be such a hopeless task even 
if I was not absolutely certain of the exact situation of 
the village of the liliputian Manabis. But it would take 
time, even if, as I hoped and expected, I might still 
identify the précisé spot where we had set up our prisms 
in the past. And even if I had good luck in locating the 
village, I intended to remain near for a considérable 
period. If I saw Ramon among the people, I would have 
my doubts set at rest but I felt sure that I would be un- 
able to tear myself away for a long time. And if I saw 
no signs of Ramon, then I would try to forget my bitter 
sorrow at his loss by making a full and intensive study 
of the impossible people for the benefit of science. 

But as I had no intention of carrying on archeological 
work, I had not brought any equipment for excavating 
nor had I engaged a large force of cholos as before. My 
outfit consisted mainly of supplies and my only com- 
panions were two young fellows I had engaged as camp 
boys and servants. One was a Jamaican whom I had 
found at Panama and who was to be my cook, the other 
a Quichua youth who was a sort of général utility man. 
It might be supposed that a party of three would not re- 
quire much of a camp and that an hour or so would 
suffice to see us settled. And it would have been enough 
under some conditions, but it takes time to unload a 
cranky bongo (canoë) surrounded by bottomless mud. 
It is slow work portaging boxes, bundles, baies and pack- 
ages on heads or shoulders up a perpendicular river 
bank and across an area of floury sand, and to set up a 
camp with mosquito netting screening, to arrange goods, 
chattels and supplies, to unpack, to get the commissary 
under way and to pay ofï and bid endless farewells and 
"May you go with God" wishes to the boatmen. So, by 
[the time ail my outfit had been transferred to my old 
camp site, and the two boys were unpacking food and 
bedding and the bongo was slipping down stream and 
Sam's fire was cracking under his pots and pans and 
Chico was helping me put up the mosquito bars, the sun 
had vanished below the horizon, and the gorgeous crim- 
son, gold and purple western sky cast a weird lurid light 
across the desert and transformed the brown mountains 
to masses of molten gold. 

Rapidly the shadows deepened, the myriad hues faded 
from the sky, the mountains loomed dark and mysterious 
against the stars and the desert spread like a black sea on 
every side. By the light of hurricane lanterns we ate our 
dinner and—so strange and inconsistent are the workings 
of one's brains—my last conscious thoughts as I fell 
asleep were not of whether or not Ramon still lived, but 
spéculations as to whether or not the microscopic Indians 
had invented some means of artificially lighting their vil- 
lage after nightfalL 

CHAPTER III 

Ramon Returns via the Prism 

NEVER have I felt more excited, more keyed up 
than on the morning after my arrivai, when I 
unpacked my precious prism and its accessories 

and prepared to learn the truth regarding Ramon's dis- 
appearance. For some reason that I have never been 
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able to explain—even to myself—I had brought along 
Ramon's violin. Perhaps it was merely sentiment that 
had caused me to do so. Possibly I had been actuated by 
a subconscious, and wholly unrealized feeling that it 
might please Ramon—or his spirit. But mainly, I think, 
it was because it was the last thing that he had handled, 
the only Connecting link, so to say, between him and 
myself, the only tangible object left when he had so 
suddenly and uncannily vanished with the explosion of 
the manabinite prism. At any rate, it most certainly was 
not because I had any thoughts or expectations of making 
use of it. I had no intention of attempting to reduce 
myself to microscopic proportions, even if, as I devoutly 
hopcd, I was fortunate enough to find that Ramon had 
succeeded and had not been harmed by his strange trans- 
formation. And even had I desired to do so, it would 
have been utterly impossible, for although I had had the 
violin restrung—though I cannot explain why I had done 
so, for I did not know one note from another as far as 
producing them on an instrument was concerned. At ail 
events, when on this momentous morning I was unpack- 
ing my instruments and prism and came upon the violin, 
something, some strange inexplicable whim or intuition, 
urged me to take it with me when I went to make the 
experiment that would settle my doubts and fears once 
and for ail, or would prove to me that I should never 
know my dear friend's real fate. 

It was with trépidation, as well as fast-beating puises 
and taut nerves, that I approached the spot where. as 
nearly as I could judge by memory, Ramon and I had 
set up the prisms before. Somehow I could not rid my- 
self of a most unreasonable fear of treading upon the in- 
visible Indians—even upon Ramon—and utterly annihi- 
lating them. Yet I well knew—as we had proved so 
conclusively before, that a human being might walk di- 
rectly over the village without causing the least damage. 
But the whole affair, the village, the people, the amazing 
condition surrounding them, even Ramon's disappear- 
ance, was one of those incredible things that, even when 
we know positively that they are so, cannot be believed. 
But my fears of treading upon the village were dispelled 
when I reached the spot and glanced about. Fate, Provi- 
dence or Destiny—as well as Nature and the éléments— 
had favored me. To secure his instruments when we 
had been preparing for Ramon's great adventure, he had 
driven stakes into the sand, and they still remained, în- 
fallible marks to enable me to set up my instrument on 
the précisé spot. Though I have ever prided myself upon 
the steadiness of my nerves and my coolness under ail 
conditions, though I have faced most tense and even 
perilous situations calmly and with no conscious feelings 
of excitement or nervousness, and although I do not 
honestly think that I ever had experienced what is com- 
monly termed a thrill at the prospect of some new sensa- 
tion or discovery, yet, as I erected the tripod that was to 
support the prism and realization came to me that within 
a few minutes T would perhaps be watching the micro- 
scopic people and their city, might even look once more 
upon the face of Ramon, I found myself a-tingle from 
head to foot, my hands shaking as if I had a severe attack 
of malaria, and I was aware of a most peculiar and en- 
tirely novel sensation in my knees, which seemed suddenly 
and without reason to have lost their power to support 
me steadily. In fact, my hands and fingers were so 
confoundedly shaky, that it was with extreme diffîculty 
that I managed to set up the affair and to adjust the green 

prism in its supports. But at last ail was in readîness, 
and with beads of perspiration on my forehead, I 
swung the prism about as nearly as I could judge to the 
position our former device had occupied, and with a mut- 
tered prayer that the prism might not fail me, I looked 
into its sea-green depths and slowly, carefully adjusted 
the tiny screws and knurled knobs. For a space I saw 
nothing but a blurred, greenish haze. Then, so suddenly 
that I started, the tremendously enlarged sand leaped 
into view. Even though I had seen the same thing so 
many times before, even though I might and did expect 
it, yet for an instant I gasped, almost unable to believe 
my eyes. As far as ail appearances went I was looking 
through glasses at a vast expanse of tumbled, inexpres- 
sibly wild and rugged mountainous country. Immense 
ridges and hollows were everywhere, their slopes, even 
their summits, strewn with great jagged, rounded, irregu- 
lar, even crystalline masses of rock of every hue. 

There were huge, shimmering, blood-red crystals like 
titanic rubies, ice-like octohedrons, that I knew must be 
Jiamonds, cyclopean six-sided columns of gleaming trans- 
parent material that I identified as quartz, cubes of 
vivid green, boulders of orange, yellow and amber; great 
rocks of intense blue, and countless fragments of every 
shade of brown, gray, ochre with here and there masses 
of jet black. It was, in fact, a mineralogical Vvonderland ; 
such an array of rocks, gems, semi-precious stones and 
mctalli ferons ores as could exist nowhere on earth save 
in an accumulation of sand, the detrius of mighty moun- 
tains disintegrated, eroded, reduced to their primordial 
crystals by the éléments through endless âges. 

I had seen the same astonishing sight many times, as 
I have said, yet it was as amazing, as fascinating, as 
though my eyes had never before looked upon it and, 
for the fraction of a second, my thoughts of the minia- 
ture city and—yes, I must confess it—of Ramon were 
forgotten in my wonder and admiration of this im- 
measurably magnified yet infinitésimal portion of the dull 
earth about me. But only for the briefest of moments. 
The next instant I had moved the prism slowly towards 
the left, watching as I did so with bated breath, striving 
to recognize some détail of the enlarged scene before my 
eyes, expecting at any moment to see the houses or the 
temple of the city spring into the range of my vision. 
I drew a sharp breath. Could I be mistaken? No, 
there was the narrow pass among the boulders—or rather 
sand grains—down which the miniature, reduced burro 
had corne as Ramon and I had watched him with in- 
credulous, wondering, elated eyes. My breath came in 
quick short gasps, there was a strange tense feeling about 
my heart. The village was close at hand—the merest frac- 
tion of a fraction of a millimeter from the spot; half a 
turn of the fine adjusting screw beneath my trembling 
fingers should bring it into view. A sharp, involuntary 
gasp escaped my lips. Clearly, as though it stood full- 
sized before me, I saw a low stone wall, a stone house! 
By its open door sat a woman spinning or weaving. Bc- 
yond were more houses, a street, men and women. I al- 
nost shouted with delight. Once more I was gazing at the 
microscopic Manabi village. Would I see the princess? 
Would I see Ramon? The crucial, long-dreamed-o£ 
moment had arrived. An instant more and  

IFELT myself hurled violently aside. I reeled back- 
ward, stumbled, strove to recover myself and came 

down violently with a jar that caused a whole constellation 
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to flash and rotate before my eyes. It had ail happened 
in the fraction of a second, yet, even in that immeasur- 
able period of time, I found myself wondering what had 
happened, what heavy object had struck me, what it 
meant. And there is no denying that I was terrified 
and completely upset—both figuratively and literally— 
at one and the same time. I was conscious also of a sharp 
pain and a most disconcerting jar as I fell. In fact the 
jolt must have been sufficient to have dazed me for a 
moment—if it did not actually render me unconscious, for 
I found myself blinking, rubbing my eyes and sitting up. 

And what I saw came near causing me to lose my 
senses altogether. My jaws gaped, I felt paralyzed, as 
with staring wild eyes I gazed at the apparition bending 
over me. It could not be. It was impossible. I must be 
delirious, mad, suffering from delusions. Or had I been 
killed and was I in the spirit-land? For, as clearly, as 
plainly as though he were actually beside me, I saw— 
Ramon ! 

Ail these thoughts, these sensations, raced through my 
brain in the hundredth, perhaps the thousandth of a 
second. And coincidently with them rushed other wild, 
impossible thoughts. Had I been, by some unknown 
means, reduced? Had something gone wrong with the 
prism and had I, like the burro, the dog, Ramon, been 
transformed to less than microscopic size? Or was it 
ail an illusion, a figment of my overwrought brain, a 
chimera born of my excitement, my constant thoughts 
of Ramon, some injury to my spine or brain caused by 
my fall? 

And as the vision, the ghost, the apparition reached out 
a hand and touched me, so tense, dazed, utterly bereft 
of my normal senses was I, that I screamed. Then, in- 
stantly, the spell was broken. "Madré de Dios!" the 
vision exclaimed. "1 scared you almost to death. And 
I must have given you a fearful blow, I " 

The voice was Ramon's ! It was no vision, no halluci- 
nation ! By some miraculous means he, my long-lost, 
dcarest friend, was there beside me! What if I had 
been reduced to microscopic size? What if I were lost 
forever to the world? I had found Ramon! He was 
alive, unharmed, the same handsome, smiling, kindly- 
voiced Ramon I had known and loved as only one man 
may love another. 

I leaped to my feet, threw myself upon him, embraced 
him in the effusive Spanish manner. Never in ail my 
life has such indescribable joy, such great happiness 
been mine. And even in that moment, when I felt his 
strong muscular arm about me, a wonder beyond words 
to describe or express came over me. I had not been 
reduced. I was not in the village. Not a house was 
visible. There, lying on the sand within a yard of where 
I stood, were the tripod, Ramon's violin, the prism, ail 
normal in size. And there, at the edge of the trees. 
stood my camp. And Ramon was there, full-sized, 
normal, in every way just as I had last seem him except 
that—I stared, puzzled, uncomprehending—he was clad 
in dazzling, iridescent-hued, shimmering garments unlike 
anything I had ever—No ! Sudden recollection came to 
me, they were—yes, the counterparts of the garments I 
had seen upon those microscopic inhabitants of the vil- 
lage. My brain whirled. T seemed to be taking leave of 
my senses. Ramon's voice came to me as from a vast 
distance. 

"Por Dios!" he cried, "what a splendid prism ! What a 
magnificent crystal !" 

He had caught sight of my prism and, springing 
towards it, eagerly examined it. "Where did you find 
this mass of manabinite, amigo mio?" he exclaimed. "It 
is marvelous, magnifico. And I thought we had searched 
everywhere and had secured every fragment. No wonder 
I crashed into you and bowled you over, amigo. But I 
did not dream you were gazing through this. You see 
it resulted in my missing my aim, so to speak." 

At last I found my voice. "What on earth are you 
talking about?" I demanded. "What has that prism to 
do with knocking me down ? Where have you been, what 
have you been doing ail this time? And where did you 
get that strange thing you're wearing? Am I dreaming 
or am I crazy or are you actually here, in flesh and 
blood, and unchanged? For Heaven's sake, Ramon. 
explain yourself." 

He grinned and then roared with laughter until his 
face was scarlet. "If you could only see your own face, 
amigo!" he cried, when at last he could control his mer- 
riment. "Never, never have I witnessed such a mingling 
of perplexity, of wonder, of incredulity and of injured 
pride. But forgive me, my dear friend. Of course it is 
ail most strange and inexplicable. You saw me vanish, 
you saw me join my princess, my beloved ; you saw me 
become a tiny microbe-like being, and now you see me 
and hear me talking with you, just as though nothing un- 
usual had occurred. But " 

"Pardon me, Ramon," I interrupted. "I did not see 
you join the princess. The prism through which I was 
watching was shattered by the same note that caused you 
to disappear. I never knew whether you were reduced 
or whether you were utterly destroyed and " 

"Caramba, my fiddle!* he exclaimed, îgnoring my 
words and seizing the instrument. "Ah amigo, how 
thought fui, how kind, how considéra te you were to have 
brought it ! So you were expecting me after ail." 

"Confound it!" I ejaculated petulantly. "Can't you 
answer my questions? Can't you explain? Don't you 
realize that I have been racked with doubts and fears? 
That I came here with the one hope—the forlorn hope— 
of settling once and for ail whether or not you lived ?" 

Ramon smiled, but he was now quite serious. "For- 
give me, my dear, dear friend," he begged. "It is only 
my joy and delight at being with you again that causes 
me to be so inconsequential. And of course I did not 
know that you were ignorant of the resuit of my experi- 
ment. But to reply to your questions. No, amigo, you 
assuredly are not dreaming, you are very wide awake 
and, as far as I can judge by your appearance, quite 
normal mentally. I am here, in flesh and blood, and—at 
the présent moment—quite unaltered. As to what the 
prism has to do with my knocking you over : everything, 
my friend. And do you not recognize this garment— 
you who pride yourself so greatly on your trained eye- 
sight, your ability to note the most minute détails, to 
recall the most insignificant peculiarities of a fractured 
potsherd after months, years ? Do you not remember the 
garments we both saw upon the microscopic Manabis? 
And as to what I have been doing, where I have been 
since that mémorable day when I stood before the prism. 
Ah, amigo mio, I have been experiencing greater happi- 
ness, more wonderful love than I had thought could exist 
in this world. Never has life held such joy, such perfec- 
tion as has been given me since I joined my Sumak 
Nusta. But you will understand when you, too, meet 
her and speak with lier, as you will." 
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1GASPED. What on earth was he talking about. 
Was he mad? He was trying to make me believe 

that he had been reduced, that he had joined the princess. 
And yet I knevv that was impossible, for was he not 
here before me, large as ever, and not a sign of village 
of Indians visible? Yet, there was his clothing, of that 
strange, iridescent, opalescent material that, as he re- 
minded me, we had both observed upon the minute 
Manabis. 

Ramon evidently judged correctly the doubts and the 
questions that were in my mind. 

"Of course no one would believe my story," he said. 
"But you, my friend, having seen with your own eyes the 
marvels that the manabinite prisms can perform, should 
not be skeptical and should be able to comprehend. 
But I must tell my story. First, amigo mio, let us look 
through your prism at my people. My beloved one will 
be worried unless shc knows ail is well. Already I have 
been too long without reassuring her. Corne, gladden 
your eyes and set your doubts at rest by again gazing 
upon the village of my people and upon the loveliest, 
the most adorable of women—my wife, the queen." 

Still feeling as if in a dream, still beset with fears that 
Ramon or I were mad, utterly at a loss to understand 
what it ail portended, I saw Ramon adjust the prism, 
glance through it, and uttcr a delighted cry. 

"Here! Here, amigo!" he cried. "Is she not glorious? 
Is she not wonderful? And she sees us. She knows 
you, my dearest, nearest friend, are beside me, that once 
more we are united. Look, look amigo!" 

In a daze, my mind a turmoil, I looked into the green 
depths of the crystal and as I did so a sharp cry of utter 
amazement escaped my lips. There, clear, sharp, shining 
in the morning sunlight, was the temple, the village. 
And there, lovelier than ever, was the princess, Nusta. 
And by the wrapt, joyous expression upon her face I 
knew that, as Ramon said, she was aware of his prés- 
ence beside me. For a brief instant she looked directly 
at me—through the prism she appeared life-sized and 
seemed to be but a few yards distant and gazing into my 
eyes—and a strange sensation, a feeling of weakness, al- 
most fear, swept over me as I saw those indescribably 
beautiful eyes so near my own, those half-parted lips 
seeming about to speak. Then, with a quick movement, 
she stepped to one side, and to my utter amazement I saw 
her bend and peer into a green prism that seemed a 
counterpart of the one before my own eyes. Before I 
could voice my wonder, before I could collect my thoughts 
at this incredible sight, she again rose, looked towards 
me and, touching her fingers to her lips with a lovely 
grâce fui geslure, she threw me a kiss. 

CHAPTER IV 

A Révélation 

" "1^ IW Y God !" I gasped. "She actually saw me, 
1 I Ramon ! And she has a prism—a manabinite 

prism ! What, what docs it ail mean?" 
Ramon, beaming with happiness, seized me and em- 

braced me enthusiastically. 
"Of course she saw you," he cried delightedly. "She 

saw you ; she saw me. She knows ail is well, that we are 
reunifed. But isn't she the loveliest, the most glorious of 
women? Ah, mi amigo, is that not proof of the great 
friendship I have for thee? Is not the fact that I can 

leave her, if only for a brief moment, proof of how I 
have longed and waited for the happy hour when once 
again I could see you, hear your voice, delight in your 
friendship? And is not the fact that she could permit 
me to leave, could risk losing me forever, proof of how 
greatly she values your friendship, of how grateful she is 
for your aid in bringing us together, of the sublime faith 
she has in me and my assurances? Santishna madré, 
amigo, until you have experienced such happiness as has 
been mine, until you have known such a love as ours, you 
will not, cannot understand what such a parting, such a 
risk means. But I felt sure, confident. Every détail of 
my plan was studied, and Nusta, wonderful being that she 
is, insisted that I take even that risk in order that you, 
dearest of our friends, might join us and share something 
of our happiness." 

With the utmost difficulty I managed to confine my 
brain to lucid, logical, connected thoughts. If Ramon 
were crazy, so was I. But the sight of the village and 
of Nusta had convinced me that neither one of us was 
mad. There was some explanation, some common sense 
solution to the whole weirdly incredible afïair of Ramon 
being there beside me and yet talking as if he had been 
in the microscopic village. And despite the fact that it 
controverted ail common sense, and appeared utterly be- 
yond credence that he should have been reduced and still 
should be in his normal state and size, yet I realized that 
it was even more preposterous to assume that he had been 
living here in the desert alone for ail the months that had 
passed. And I knew, I was positive that he had vanished, 
had utterly disappeared before my eyes. 

But he was speaking, and I concentrated ail my senses 
upon his words, for at last he was serious, and was tell- 
ing me strange, more incredible, more utterly amazing 
happenings than any living being ever experienced or that 
any man ever imagined. 

"Though, as you now tell me, you knew nothing of 
what happened when on that morning I took the plunge 
and vanished," he began, "yet I never, of course, realized 
the fact. And thank God, I did not, for, amigo mio, had 
I known that you were in ignorance of the results, I 
should have sorrowed and grieved at thought of the 
doubts and the uncertainties that might have filled your 
mind, and my perfect, glorious happiness would have 
been marred. I cannot in words explain my sensations 
or just what happened to myself. I remember standing 
before the prism, of drawing my bow across the strings. 
Then I seemed lifted, whirled, swept into a greenish, 
misty vortex. It was not unpleasant—on the contrary 
it was a rather pleasurable sensation—somewhat like 
those strange dreams in which one seems to float—a dis- 
embodied intellect—in space. 

"And then—exactly as though awakening from a 
dream, unable to know whether the vision had endured 
for hours or for the fraction of a second, I blinked my 
eyes to find myself standing before Nusta. With a sharp 
glad cry she rushed to me, her soft beautiful arms en- 
circled my neck, I held her throbbing glorious body close, 
and our lips met. I cannot describe to you the wonder, 
the glory, the heavenly joy of that moment, when, after 
countless centuries, our two soûls were again united in 
that embrace. And yet my heart was torn with fears 
that it was only a dream, a vision born of my longings. 
But Nusta was very real, and presently I forced myself 
to believe that I had been reduced, that I was among the 
microscopic people who had gathered, wondering, half- 
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frightened at my appearance, that Nusta my beloved was 
actually in my arms. 

"Yet let me assure you, amigo mio, that even in that 
time of my new found love and happiness I did not for- 
get you or my promise to you. Though we had no 
means of knowing if you were watching us, yet I turned 
and waved my hand, and Nusta at my request threw 
you the kiss I had promised you. There is no need to 
relate ail the incidents and détails now. I was happy— 
supremely, gloriously happy, and in the temple before the 
altar, Sikuyan, the priest, made Nusta my wife. Oh, 
amigo mio, if only I could convey in words some faintest 
idea of the joy I found with Nusta among her people. 
Hers is a community of perfect happiness, perfect con- 
tentment. There is no poverty, no sickness in that vil- 
lage of the little people. It is almost the land of per- 
pétuai youth. The people die only of old âge or acci- 
dent, and—Madré de Dios—the discoveries I have made ! 
The puzzles I have solved ! Ah, you must congratulate 
me, amigo, for among other things I have learned the 
secret that lias puzzled me for years, the secret of how the 
ancient races eut and carved the enormous stones to build 
their cyclopean walls. It is a scientific wonderland, a 
treasure-trove of archeology, amigo mio, for Nusta's 
people have preserved ail the most ancient traditions, ail 
the knowledge. ail the customs of their ancestors for 
thousands of years. Invisible to human eyes, by their 
minute size isolated from ail the world, they have re- 
mained untouched, unaltered, unchanged by outside in- 
fluences. But come! We are wasting time; you must 
see for yourself ; let us hurry to rejoin my beloved 
Nusta. I " 

"Look here, Ramon !" I cried, interrupting his words. 
"This has gone far enough. Do you mean to stand there 
—full-sized as ever—and calmly try to make me believe 
you actually have been among those people, have actually 
met and married Nusta? And what's ail this damned 
tommy-rot about my going with you to her? Have you 
got some crazy idea in your head that l'm going to try 
the mad experiment of being reduced. No, indeed." 

Ramon smiled, but lie looked hurt and grieved. "Por 
Dios!" he exclaimed. "You do not believe me, then? 
But, pardon me, my dear friend. Of course you would 
not crédit my words ; they must sound mad to your ears. 
Who would believe I spoke the truth? And yet, mi 
amigo, ail I have related is as true as the Gospel. I was 
reduced, I did marry Nusta, I have dwelt among the mi- 
croscopic people, and I am going back—yes, within ten 
minutes. And—" he grinned maliciously—"you, my 
friend, are going back with me." 

I snorted contemptuously. Still, I thought, if Ramon 
were mad or if he were merely romancing—and I must 
confess I was beginning to believe his utterly preposter- 
ous taie—it might be well to humor him, to learn just how 
far he would go. 

"Very well," I assented. "Admitting then that ail you 
have told me is true, how is it, Ramon, that having been 
reduced as you daim, you are now here, life-size, un- 
changed." 

HE laughed merrily. "By the simples! of means, 
amigo," he retorted. "By precisely the same means 

that reduced me." Then, more seriously, he continued. 
"In that microscopic village I found manabinite, quan- 
tities of it. To be sure the fragments were—judged by 
human standards, infinitésimal, particles—mere motes, 

but in proportion to the size of myself, of the inhabitants, 
larger than any of the crystals you and I found here. 
And at once, when I discovered the minerai, a great 
vista, a wonderful idea came to me. I hoped—I felt 
sure, that sometime you, my dear friend, would return 
to this spot, and I grieved to think that you might be here. 
might actually walk above my head and I would be ob- 
livious of your presence. But with a manabinite prism. 
and looking through the reverse field, I might be able to 
so reduce your image as to see you. Santisima Madré, 
but it was slow, tedious work, fashioning a prism with- 
out my tools, my instruments. But the people are mar- 
velously skilful in working the hardest of stone, and by 
chipping, flaking, grinding and polishing we at last com- 
pleted the prism. It was a poor, inadéquate afïair, but it 
revealed wonders, and elated, I made a second, a third, 
a dozen, until I had two that I felt would reveal your 
presence if you came here. Of course, amigo mio, I did 
not dream that you would have a prism, that you would 
be able to see me. But it was most fortunate that you 
did, for never would I have known you had arrived had 
it not been for your prism. Do you not see? Do you 
not guess? It was your image, your reflection in your 
own prism that at last—after days, weeks, months of 
watching, I saw. By itself, my misérable prism would 
never have revealed you, but my prism when focused 
upon the opposite end of yours, did the trick. It was like 
gazing at the image in the wrong end of field glasses 
through the other end of a second glass. Ah, Dios mio, 
how can I describe, how can I put into words the joy, 
the happiness that thrilled my veins when once again I 
saw you, my friend, appearing so near to me. And in- 
stantly, at once, I put into practice that which I for 
months had planned should this occasion ever arise, and 
which I had talked over with my adored Nusta so many 
times. Having been reduced, I had no fears of attempt- 
ing the experiment and even Nusta felt confident there 
was no risk. So, standing behind my prism, I blew the 
note upon the quena I had prepared, and, as before, came 
the whirling, dream-like, disembodied sensation. Then 
a shock, a blow, and I bumped into you, amigo, full- 
size, unchanged, enlarged by the reverse action of the 
two prisms in unison. And here I am !" 

I sank, speechless, upon the sand. No words suitable 
to the occasion came to my lips. Of ail the absolutely 
amazing and incredible things I had heard or witnessed, 
this was the limit. And yet, as my dazed brain began to 
function, I could see no valid or logical reason why 
everything Ramon had told me should not be so. If a 
man, a dog or a burro could be reduced to microscopic 
size by means of almost magical properties of manabinite, 
why should a microscopic organism not be enlarged by 
reversing the process? As I thought of this, a sudden 
idea flashed into my mind, and I roared with laughter. 
"Good Lord, Ramon, you took a terrible risk," I cried. 
"How did you know that if your experiment worked you 
would regain your normal size? How did you know 
that you might not be enlarged to enormous proportions, 
that the power of the prisms might not transform you 
to a giant as much larger than ordinary men as they are 
larger than the little people yonder !" 

Ramon smiled. "1 knew," he replied, "because I have 
learned many secrets of manabinite's powers of which I 
knew nothing when I experimented here with you. Ob- 
jects, reduced by the minerai, cannot be enlarged to more 
than their original size, and objects enlarged cannot be 
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reduced to smaller dimensions than they possessed before 
being enlarged. No, amigo, the risk I took was when I 
reduced myself. I had no positive knowledge that I 
might not be reduced to such minute proportions that I 
would be as much smaller than Nusta, as Nusta is smaller 
than ourselves at this moment. But I felt confident that 
she and her people had—or rather that their ancestors 
had—been reduced to the utmost limits vvhich the mana- 
binite could impart. And I had the évidences of the dog 
and the burro. They, if you remember, were reduced, 
and yet—though we had no previous idea of how greatly 
they would dwindle in size—they were in perfect propor- 
tion to the size of Nusta and her people. And I had 
another guide. As we looked at thé village through the 
prism, the people appeared to be normal in size. Hence, 
I reasoned that as the action of the crystal when acted 
upon by the vibratory note was merely to make actual the 
image reflected in it, there would be no altération in the 
size of the image when fixed, as I might say. And if 
Nusta and her people when refracted in the prism ap- 
peared normal in size, then, I reasoned, if the image were 
reversed, if my image were transferred in actual flesh and 
blood to the same spot upon which the prism were fo- 
cused, I, when transferred bodily to that spot, would 
of necessity be exactly the same size as the people there. 
And I was quite right, amigo. But now, now that I 
knmv the powers, the properties, the means of controlling 
manabinite, and the laws that govern it, there are no 
risks. And " 

"Hold on," I broke in. "1 saw the princess—your 
wife, I should say—looking at us through a prism. How 
did it happen that when you enlarged your self that other 
prism was not shattered ? That was what occurred here 
when you were reduced." 

"That my friend, is one of the laws of manabinite. 
When used as a reducing prism, the stuff Aies into dust- 
gas, I might say. But when used for enlarging an object, 
no visible altération takes place in the minerai. But now, 
corne, amigo! I must keep my promise to Nusta. I 
must return and I must bring you with me." 

I leaped to my feet. "You're a consummate ass if you 
think l'm going to try any such experiment," I de- 
clared angrily. "Even if I were willing to risk annihila- 
tion by the thing, I have no desire to remain a micro- 
scopic being. Why, Ramon, you don't know how I have 
worried for fear that at any moment someone, something 
might corne that would bury those people—and your- 
self—or destroy the village and its inhabitants forever. 
No, no, my very dear friend. If you really want to 
please me, if you want me to see and meet your lovely 
wife, if you wish to help those people, for the love of 
Heavcn, enlarge them ail to normal size and be donc 
with it. You have it in your power to do so. Why 
delay ?" 

RAMON roared with almost hysterical laughter. "Oh 
what a timid, nervous old woman Don Alfeo is!" 

he cried between peals of merriment. "But tell me, 
amigo, are you, are the great cities, the communities, 
the inhabitants of this humdrum feverish world you live 
in, immune to cataclysms, to accidents, to disasters? 
Are your cities never destroyed by earthquake, by land- 
slides, by hurricanes? Are not thousands killed every 
year by motor cars, floods, explosions, cave-ins, ship- 
wrecks, volcanic éruptions, falling rocks and ten thou- 
sand other causes ? Why and how then would we, we lit- 

tle people, be any safer if normal in size? Perhaps—I 
grant that—if we could be enlarged to—well, say a 
thousand feet in height or even less, if we could become 
véritable giants, we might avoid many périls and disasters 
that decimate ordinary humans. But to be of ordinary 
size! Ah, amigo, we would be subject to far greater 
dangers than we are as microscopic beings. 

"And why, dear friend, are you so fearful of being 
reduced? Is life in your présent state and form so safe 
and secure that you have no least fear that some disaster 
may overtake you? And ail your life you have been 
facing dangers far greater than this ; braving new situa- 
tions, making experiments that held far more uncertainty. 
I have been reduced, I know it is safe, that there is no 
danger, but even though you ran a great risk—which you 
do not—even though there was but one chance in a mil- 
lion that you would survive the test yet, I assure you, 
amigo, that it would be worth the risk just to see Nusta, 
to hear her voice, to know her in the flesh. I " 

"You forget," I reminded him dryly, "that not only is 
the princess your wife, but that I am an old or at least 
a middle-aged man, and that Nusta is a glorious youthful 
woman. And while I do not deny that there may be 
much of truth in your words regarding her, and though 
I would be delighted to meet Mrs. Amador—or should I 
say the Empress Amador? yet you cannot really expect 
me to have the same ideas as yourself regarding the risk. 
But, seriously," I continued, "I do not agree with you in 
respect to the safety of such a proceeding as you sug- 
gest. Possibly, yes, I will go so far as to say positively— 
there is little or no risk in you or perhaps myself being 
reduced by the prism. But how do you know that two 
persons can be safely reduced at the same time? Even 
if it were possible, is it not within the bounds of pos- 
sibility that in the process of réduction, two personali- 
ties might be combined into one, or that molécules or 
atomic portions of one might be transferred to the 
other, or even that the effect might be to totally elimi- 
nate both?" 

Ramon rolled upon the ground roaring with laughter. 
"You old scare-head," he cried, when at last he could 
control himself. "There is no reason to assume anything 
of that sort. And now, see here. If some one should 
tell you that a totally new and unknown civilization had 
left wonderful remains on the further side of yonder 
mountains, and that to reach them it was necessary to 
climb the ridge, face the périls of glaciers, crevasses, 
landslides, dizzy précipices and the dangers of snow 
blindness and starvation; or if someone should inform 
you that to reach an archeological site you would be 
forced to pass through hostile Indian country with the 
attendant dangers of disease, insects, snakes, rapids and 
what not, would you hesitate? Would you weigh the 
dangers before starting out? Answer me that, amigo. 
Give me an honest reply to that question." 

I had to grin in spite of myself. Ramon had me there. 
I shook my head. "1 never hesitated and never have 
considered any dangers that beset the path to scientific 
discoveries," I admitted. "But this is " 

"Différent, you were about to say," he interrupted. 
"But permit me, amigo, to contradict you. Among my— 
Nusta's—people, in that village that you have seen only 
through the prism, you will find scientific treasures, 
archeological discoveries beyond anything of which you 
ever have dreamed. And they are at your Angers' tips, 
if you will corne with me, my friend." 
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Ramon had won and he knew ît. He was well aware 
that I could not resist the bait he held ont for me, and 
as a matter of fact, from the very first I had, in my 
heart, felt sure that I would undertake the experiment. 
My curiosity to see the place and the people for myself 
was irrésistible. Still, I felt I could not yield so easily. 
"But suppose I wish to return to this normal world, as I 
shall," I asked, "are you sure I can he enlarged ?" 

"Absolutely," he assured me. "Was I not enlarged, 
and I can enlarge you even more readily than myself. 
No, the only trouble is that unless some one should dis- 
cover another mass of manabinite, no one in the future 
can ever be reduced, for as you know, this prism of yours 
will be shattered when we reduce ourselves. So, my 
friend, if you leave us and are enlarged, and at any 
future time should wish to revisit us, you will find it 
impossible." 

"Hmm," I muttered. "Well, let us not worry about 
the future, Ramon. For ail I know there may be no 
future. Your hints of what I may learn in the line of 
science have decided me. I am willing to take the plunge 
with you." 

Ramon sprang forward, embraced me, and his eyes 
sparkled with delight. "1 knew you would, amigo miol" 
he cried. "Ah. my friend, if you only knew the joy that 
fills me to know we are not to be parted. And Nusta, 
too, will be filled with happiness. Corne, waste no more 
precious moments. Everything is in readiness. Stand 
with me behind the prism and in a moment more we will 
be looking into Nusta's glorious eyes. hearing the music 
of her voice. And—I forgot to tell you, amigo—she 
speaks Spanish. I have taught her, in expectation of 
this glorious time, in hopes that some day you would be 
with us." 

CHAPTER V 

Accepting His Friend's Invitation 

IMUST admit that, as I stood there with Ramon 
behind the prism and watched him examine his 
qucna and préparé to produce the note that would 

cause such miraculous results, T felt nervous, tense, keyed- 
up and well—I must admit it—somewhat fearful of 
what was about to occur. I cannot honestly say that I 
was afraid, for during a long life of adventure and of 
exploration in the wilder portions of our hemisphere, I 
had faced too many périls and death in too many forms 
to know the true meaning of what most persons call 
fear.- Not that I am braver than the average man. I do not 
lay any claim to that, but merely because familiarity 
with danger breeds something of contempt for it, and 
because fear so often brings on disaster that I had 
trained myself to eliminate fear from my reactions. In 
fact I sincerely believe that I would have felt less un- 
easy had I been certain that the note upon Ramon's quota 
would resuit in our complété disintegration, for it was 
the uncertainty of the matter, the sensation that we or 
rather I was about to enter the unknown, that afïected 
me. It is this dread of the unknown, I believe, which 
is the basis of most of human beings' fears and terrors. 
It is dread of the unknown that causes men to fear 
death, that makes children and some adults fear the 
dark, that has led to the almost universal belief in and 
fear of ghosts and spirits, and that is the basis of nearly 
ail our superstitions. I might even go further and say 
that our religious beliefs are the direct results of man's 

fear of the unknown. Religion originally was invented 
in order to calm those fears by explaining the unknown, 
by picturing it as a delightful place, and by peopling it 
with personalities, gods or beneficent spirits. And the 
more highly civilized and intelligent a man is the more, 
I have found in my experience, he dreads the unknown. 
Animais do not fear death ; neither do primitive savages, 
for the brute has no conception of the unknown, possesses 
no imagination, and the savage feels so assured that his 
conception of after-life is correct that, as far as he is 
concerned, there is no unknown. And I am sure that 
the reason that Orientais and some others court death 
rather than dread it is because they, too, feel convinced 
that there is nothing unknown before them. The idea of 
leaving this familiar world, this life with its pleasures 
and its pains, to be plunged into some state of which we 
know absolutely nothing and from which no one has 
ever returned, is, I confess, rather appalling. In fact 
few persons are capable of imagining anything or any 
state other than an earthly existence. And I was on the 
verge of taking a plunge that was not only into the un- 
known, but that, if I could trust Ramon's words and 
assurances, would transform me into a microscopîc being ; 
truly a transformation that was so incredible, so utterly 
beyond reason or the known laws of nature that even 
my brain could not really conceive of it. To be sure I 
had one advantage over the man whose life is about to 
end, and I had one great advantage over Ramon when 
he had taken the chance in the first place. He had been 
through the experience and had told me of the sensations, 
the results. Still, there was the chance, the possibility, 
that the prism might fail when two persons attempted 
the experiment, and there was the possibility also, that 
for some reason or another, the resuit might be dis- 
astrous for us both. How could I be sure this particu- 
lar prism was precisely like the others? How could I 
feel certain that the least variation in its composition, 
its form, its adjustment might not destroy us or reduce 
us to such infinitésimal proportions that we would be in- 
visible even to Nusta and her people? But I had made up 
my mind. Ramon's hints at scientific truths to be dis- 
covered would have led me to take far greater risks, and 
while ail these thoughts, misgivings and reasons flashed 
through my perturbed brain I had no intention of back- 
ing out. Then, suddenly, just as Ramon placed the 
quota to his lips, I remembered something. 

"Hold on !" I cried excitedly. "l'd forgotten about my 
men. It won't do to vanish without preparing them for 
my disappearance. What the devil shall I tell thçjn ?" 

Ramon grînned. " Why tell them anything ?" he asked. 
"After they've eaten up ail your supplies they'll find 
their way back to Guayaquil or Esmeraldas or somewhere, 
and tell a great story of you being whisked off by devils 
or getting lost in the desert." 

"Yes, and probably be shot or hanged for murdering 
me," I reminded him. "And even if they escaped such a 
fate I have no desire to have my mysterious death pub- 
lished far and wide, and then later bob up. There'd be 
some rather incredible explanations to make." 

"You'd really be famous if you vanished, and think 
what sport it would be to read ail the complimentary 
things the world would say about you. But, honestly and 
seriously, I see your point. Why not tell the fellows 
you're going off alone and not to worry if you don't 
return. You might give them a letter stating they were 
to be held blameless if you never reappeared." 
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"Not bad," I commented, "but suppose they should 
décidé to clear ont before I were reenlarged, and I should 
find no one here, no food, no boat? It would put me 
in a far from pleasant situation." 

"AU the more reasons for you not ever to return to 
normal size," he declared. "And I don't believe you 
ever will, amigo. But you might set a definite time for 
your return. and tell them to wait for you until then, 
and if you fail to reappear, to leave and report your 
loss. How long will the supplies last them?" 

"With reasonable care, about two months," I replied. 
"I think your suggestion the only practical one. 111 tell 
them I am going ofï with a friend I have met, in order 
to visit an ancient city, and that I may be absent two 
months. I shall surely be ready to have you enlarge me 
by that time." 

Ramon grinned maliciously but said nothing, and I 
hurried off to my camp to give instructions to my men. 
Being unemotional and unimaginative fellows, and quite 
content to live a lazy life and feast upon my provisions 
for the next sixty days, they asked no questions, took 
my announcement as a matter of course, and showed no 
indications either of wonder or curiosity at sight of 
Ramon, who was standing near. 

THIS matter having been thus arranged, we returned 
to the prism and again took up our positions, stand- 

ing as closely as possible together as Ramon tentatively 
ran over the scale upon his instrument. Then, with a 
smile and a nod, he indicated that the moment had corne. 
The next instant the shrill, quavering note rang in my 
ears. Involuntarily I shut my eyes, clenched my hands, 
prepared for the strange sensations Ramon had de- 
scribed. But instead of the whirling, dream-like feeling 
I had expected, I heard an ejaculation from Ramon and 
opened my eyes. Nothing had happened. We were still 
there beside the prism, and Ramon was staring, a 
puzzled, uncomprehending half-frightened expression on 
his face. 

"Nombre de Dios!" he cried. "What is wrong?" 
Santisima Madré! Is it possible? Is it—" he left his 
sentence half finished, leaped aside and seized his violin, 
and an expression of delight, of vast relief swept across 
his features. "Caramba, of course!" he exclaimed. "I 
should have known. What a fool I was. And for an in- 
stant I feared—Valgame Dios how I feared, that some- 
thing was amiss, that never, never would I be able to 
return to my beloved one. But it was the quena, amigo 
mto. Its note—enough to enlarge me—was too weak 
to work upon this crystal and to reduce us. But now— 
now, with the note upon my fiddle, in a moment more we 
will be standing beside my Nusta." 

Oddly enough, as sometimes, in fact so often, happens, 
ail my nervousness and doubts had vanished with the 
sudden reaction that had followed that tense moment. 
And as Ramon tucked the violin under his chin and 
grasped the bow ready to draw it across the strings, I 
recalled a matter that had puzzled me greatly. 

"Just a moment!" I exclaimed. "How was it, Ra- 
mon, that when you were reduced your violin remained 
intact? When I picked it up after you had gone, I 
found the strings had vanished with you but otherwise 
it was not affected, and yet the glue that held it together 
should have vanished also, being animal matter." 

Ramon threw back his head and roared with laughter. 
"Ah. amigo, for a keen, observant scientist you some- 

times are most unobservant. The glue that holds it to- 
gether, indeed ! Why, my dear friend, did you not know, 
have you not noticed that there is no glue used in this 
instrument. See—" he held it out for me to examine— 
"it is not a real violin but a Charanko, a native Peruvian 
fiddle hollowed complété, body and neck entire, from a 
single block of wood. And the sounding board, the 
belly, is attached to the sides, not by glue but by Kara- 
mani wax, a cernent composed of vegetable gums, the 
secret of which is known only to the jungle Indians of 
the upper Amazon. Now, amigo mio, do you under- 
stand? And this time, my friend, we will be off. If 
only I could take my Charanko with me! How Nusta 
would delight in its music !" 

Again he cuddled the instrument beneath his chin; 
his lips smiled, happiness shone in his fine eyes, his 
fingers caressed the strings, and with a sudden, swift 
motion he swept the bow downward. I was watching him 
intently. I saw the sudden motion of his wrist and elbovv, 
I heard the first crescendo note and then  Ramon. 
desert, everything seemed swallowed in a dense fog; a 
gust of wind seemed to lift me, whirl me about. I seemed 
floating a spiritual, weightless, entirely disembodied 
intellect upon billowy clouds. Yet my mind, my brain 
was functioning perfectly. I found myself speculating 
upon what had occurred, upon what was to be the re- 
suit. I endeavored to correlate, to fix every détail of my 
sensations in my mind. I recalled the exact motions of 
Ramon, the précisé sound of the note that had preceded 
my dream-like state, and I wondered, rather vaguely, if 
my sensations were the same as those of a person who 
died, and whether I might not really be dead. 

I seemed to remain in this peculiar state, drifting like 
a bit of thistle-down in a faintly luminous haze, for hours. 
I began to think that I would continue to drift in this 
state forever, that the experiment had been a failure, 
that both Ramon and myself had been killed. And 
then, abruptly, with precisely the same shock of con- 
sciousness that one expériences when suddenly awakened 
from a dream, my mentality seemed to fit itself into a 
corporeal body, my feet touched firm earth and the mist 
vanished. 

For a moment I could not believe my eyes, could not 
crédit my senses. I was standing in the Manabi village ! 
Everything seemed normal, natural. The houses near 
me appeared normal-sized houses, the earth seemed 
ordinary sand; against a blue sky loomed a range of 
hills, several Indians of ordinary proportions were within 
range of my vision, and with a sharp, delighted yelp a 
mongrel dog fawned against my legs. Could it be pos- 
sible, was it within the bounds of possibility that I had 
been reduced, that Ramon's experiment had been such 
a complété success, that everything appeared perfectly 
normal and natural, because I, instead of being a full- 
sized man, was in perfect proportion to my sur- 
round ings? 

CHAPTER VI 

In the Microscopic Eden 

THEN, to my confused, whirling brain came the 
sound of a voice; a voice so musical, so soft, so 
melodious that tlv words might have issued from 

a silver flûte. I wheeled at the sound and stood dumb 
with émotion, speechless with wonder, gazing transfixed 
at Nusta, who stood almost beside me. clasped in Ra- 
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mon's arms. Instantly ail doubt vanished from my mind. 
I had been reduced. I actually was in the miniature vil- 
lage. I was a microscopic being gazing with rapt ad- 
miration at the transcendingly beautiful créature whose 
glorious head rested upon Ramon's breast, whose wonder- 
ful eyes were fixed upon me, whose luscious, adorable 
lips were half parted in a ravishing smile. Ramon, the 
villain, was grinning from ear to ear at the expression 
of bewilderment and amazement upon my face. 

"Well, amigo, here we are!" he observed, as he ca- 
ressed Nusta's hair. "And," he continued, "when you 
have quite recovered from the novelty of your experience 
I shall be delighted to présent you to Her Majesty, 
Queen Naliche of Urquin, otherwise the Senorita 
Amador." 

Then, to the superb woman in his arms, he spoke in 
Spanish : "Did I not say, aima de mi vida, that he would 
corne back with me ? Did I not promise thee, coraconcilo, 
that ail would be well, and that the staunchest, dearest 
friend a man ever had would join us here in Urquin?" 

No wonder, I thought, that Ramon had been willing 
to risk death, the unknown, anything, on the chance of 
joining such a woman, with her love as the reward for 
his risk. The lucky devil ! And it spoke volumes for 
his friendship for me that he could leave her—if only 
for a few moments—perhaps to lose her, in order to 
join me and induce me to return with him to the village 
which he called Urquin. 

I had now in a measure collected my thoughts, and 
bowing low to Nusta, or as I should perhaps call her, 
Queen Naliche, I murmured conventional words of 
salutation and expressed my delight at being in her prés- 
ence. The next instant I was blushing scarlet and de- 
voutly wishing I were a thousand miles from there, for 
I had become suddenly aware that I was naked to the 
waist. I had been wearing a cotton shirt, and of course 
it had been left behind, lying somewhere upon the sand 
beside the shattered prism in that outer normal world. 
Fortunately, I had worn woolen trousers, for otherwise 
I should have been a véritable Adam in this microscopic 
Eden. And my embarrassment was increased a thou- 
sand-fold by Nusta's, no, Naliche's next words. 

"Oh, my Ramon," she exclaimed, "how beautiful is 
the body of our friend. It is as white as the robes of 
Melik the priest." 

Ramon burst into a guffaw of hilarity at her words. 
"Caramba !" he exclaimed, addressing me, "l'il be getting 
jealous of you in a moment. The idea of you appearing 
in such dishabille in the presence of a queen ! And my 
wife is in love with that blond torso of yours already! 
Not here five minutes and she can't take her eyes from 
you. Shame on you, my friend ! But—" with a change 
of tone, "1 know just how you feel, old man: as if you'd 
been taking a bath and the walls of the room had sud- 
denly vanished. l'il fix you up in a moment." 

He gave some order to an attendant standing near 
and in a few seconds the girl returned with a garment 
similar to Ramon's own. Donning the gorgeous opa- 
lescent thing I felt far more at ease, but Naliche de- 
clared that she thought I looked far better without it. 
Modesty is, I reflected, a most peculiar thing after ail. 
Many of the men, and a number of the women, who 
had gathered about wore no garments above the waist, 
and even Naliche's costume left little to the imagination, 
yet I had felt inexpressibly embarrassed and ill at ease, 
absolutely immodest, when I had realized my condition. 

And I could well understand Naliche's surprise and— 
perhaps not admiration so much as curiosity—at the 
color of my skin. I was the first really white man she 
or any of the people had ever seen. Even Ramon's skin 
was a decided olive ; Naliche, fairest of ail her race, had 
a glowing, golden color, and I knew from long experience 
among Indian tribes that nothing arouses greater wonder 
among brown-skinned people than the first sight of the 
colorless epidermis of a white man's body. 

Ramon's voice interrupted my half-conscious médita- 
tions on this phase of human psychology. 

"Now that you are clothed and—I hope—in your right 
mind," he remarked, "permit me to invite you to acccpt 
the hospitality of the palace, tnio amigo. Even the most 
sublime love and the most wonderful of women—" with 
an affectionate glance at Naliche—"do not, I find, pre- 
vent one from having a healthy appetite. For myself, 
amigo, I am famished—my appetite has not diminished 
with my size—and you will find that we of Urquin do 
not lack the good things of life." Then, with a laugh 
and mock bow, "Don Alfeo," he said, "will you be so 
kind as to escort Her Majesty to the repast that awaits 
us?" 

Naliche's eyes sparkled mischievously, and she laughed 
musically. "Can you not be serious, O King of Urquin ?" 
she asked him as, flushing and feeling quite like an 
awkward schoolboy, I took Naliche's arm. And I must 
confess that at the touch of her hand, the nearness of 
her living, pulsing body, the ravishing beauty of her 
face and eyes so close to my own, a most disconcerting 
but very delight fui thrill ran through my veins. And 
I no longer marvelled that Ramon was quite willing to 
forego ail the rest of the world and to dwell here in this 
unknown, invisible spot, where grains of sand were 
mighty mountains, where a millimeter was a vast dis- 
tance and where the very lovely, very féminine, su- 
premely alluring woman by my side was his bride and 
his queen, even though she were smaller, yes a thousand 
times smaller, than a mote of dust. Abruptly, at the 
thought I chuckled, and Naliche turned her eyes ques- 
tioningly upon me. 

TX^HAT a strange thing is habit! How unreason- 
* » ably, with what fallacy do we humans measure and 

judge matters! Invisible, microscopic, indeed! Motes, 
grains of sand, mountains, millimeters! These people 
were no more microscopic than I was. Everywhere 
about were grains of sand by countless millions. In 
the brilliant shaft of light that streamed through a 
window, sparkling motes danced and gyrated and against 
the horizons mountains loomed blue and hazy. 

It was ail a matter of proportion, of comparison, of 
relativity, as I might say. To these people—to myself if 
I had any sense—everything here was quite normal, 
full-sized, entirely natural. But I had been born, had 
lived, had become accustomed to another sphere of life, 
and my brain, my thoughts, my impressions remained 
those of the man—the gigantic incredible being—I had 
been. I still thought, reasoned and made comparisons as 
though I were yet in the world to which I had been 
accustomed from birth. I thought in terms of the world 
I had left. And yet how did I know, how did anyone 
know that there might not be other worlds, other phases 
of life, other human beings to whom the earth and its in- 
habitants—as I had known them—would appear as in- 
finitésimal as this land of Urquin had appeared to me? 
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And how could I, or Ratnon, or Naliche, or any of 
these people, be sure that there were not still other 
beings, other places, still smaller, quite invisible to them, 
and so on ad infinitum? 

But I could not explain ail this to Naliche, whose ques- 
tioning eyes were upon me and whose silvery questions 
were delighting my ears. Though she spoke Spanish 
marvelously well, and was a remarkably intelligent little 
créature, yet to attempt to explain matters of which she 
had no conception was, I felt, beyond my limited powers. 
But I found that I had greatly erred. Ramon had told 
her ail about the gigantic world he had left in order to 
join her. And he had made clear to her the amazing 
properties of the prisms and how he had been reduced. 
She was quite familiar, therefore, with conditions out- 
side her own domains ; she was aware that there was an- 
other world, other people of whom Ramon and I were 
individuals. But, most important of ail, she was thor- 
oughly familiar with the history of her own people. 
She knew the tradition of how her race had once been 
in that other world, huge people—I must say normal, to 
express my meaning—and how, by a great calamity, 
nearly ail the race had been destroyed and the remainder 
had been transformed to their présent state. To be 
sure, until Ramon had told lier of the manabinite she 
had had no idea of what had occurred in the dim past, 
of how her people had been translated to a new existence, 
and she had had no slightest idea that she and her people 
were any smaller than their ancestors. But once Ramon 
had explained, once he had told lier his théories and 
suppositions, it had ail been clear. 

Just as he had surmised, some of the ancient Manabis, 
sometime in the past had, by merest accident, by some vi- 
bratory note in ail probability, been instantly reduced to 
microscopic (there I go again, but it cannot be helped) 
proportions. Naturally, not realizing what had oc- 
curred, these few, finding themselves alone in a strange 
spot, had assumed that ail their fellows had been wiped 
out by some cataclysm. And being unconscious of the 
amazing altération in their own size and surroundings, 
they had made the best of their state, had lived, estab- 
iished themselves, built their houses and temple, had in- 
creased and had survived believing themselves still physi- 
cally unchanged and the sole inhabitants of the land. 
Also, as Ramon had told me, having been thus eut off 
and isolated through countless centuries, they had re- 
mained uninfluenced by time, by other civilizations and 
races, preserving ail the customs, the arts, the traditions, 
the faith, and the unspoiled, unsullied simplicity, content- 
ment and happiness of which human beings are capable, 
when free from vain ambition, politics, alien influences, 
envy, greed, wars, and ail that go to make ordinary mor- 
tals unhappy, restless, unsatisfied and sinful. 

Ail this I learned from Naliche—helped out by Ra- 
mon—as together we ate in the ancient palace of Urquin. 
And as the taie unfolded and as I glanced about at my 
surroundings, I realized the truth of Ramon's words 
when he had declared that the place was an archeological 
treasure-house. Yet, somehow, it ail seemed most unreal, 
most dream-like. I was feasting upon delicious yet 
strange viands—delicate méats, delectable vegetables, 
luscious fruits, and sipping chicha. Beside me was a 
breathing, vividly alive, beautiful woman. Within reach 
of my arm was Ramon, dark, handsome, unchanged. 
Silent-footed, half-naked girls moved about, attending 
to our wants. From somewhere the plaintive notes of a 

quena drifted to our ears, and yet ail my surroundings, 
the ornately sculptured walls of the great hall, the pastel- 
colored frescoes, the mosaic floor, the vessels of mar- 
velous pottery, of gold and of carved precious stones, 
might ail have been those of a civilization that had 
vanished and had been forgotten hundreds, thousands 
of years before. I had in effect been whisked back 
through the âges, not only reduced physically but trans- 
lated bodily to the life, the surroundings of perhaps three 
thousand years before. Even while listening to the 
story, the fascinating révélations of my companions, my 
mind or a portion of it was pondering on the past, on 
the amazing manner in which Urquin and its people had 
been preserved unchanged. Tempest, cataclysms, wars, 
conquests had passed them by. The steel-shod horses 
of the Spanish invaders, the tramping feet of Pizarros' 
men had marched unsuspected, unsuspecting overhead. 
Kingdoms had risen and fallen, rebellions had devastated 
the land, civilizations had corne and gone and yet these 
people, invisible, indescribably minute, had been, as 
Ramon had so truthfully expressed it, unharmed, un- 
changed, unsullied by their very minuteness that, at 
first thought would have appeared to have left them at 
the mercy of the first breath of wind, the first downfall 
of rain, the first chance passer-by. Yes, verily, that 
which had seemed a calamity, that which had appeared 
such a misfortune had proved their salvation, the most 
fortunate of occurrences. And I was soon to learn that 
it had been even a far greater blessing than I imagined. 

CHAPTER VII 

An Astounding Discovery 

AFTER the meal, Naliche left us. and Ramon sug- 
gested that we should stroll about the city—for 
it deserves to be referred to as more than a 

village. 
Although I had observed much of the life and of the 

industry of the place when viewing it through the 
prism with Ramon, yet I found I had practically no 
real knowledge of the place or its inhabitants. My po- 
sition might be likened to that of a person who had seen 
a motion picture of some strange and distant spot and 
had imagined, from repeatedly watching the picture, 
that he was familiar with the place and its people. 
To be sure, Ramon and I had seen the actual happenings, 
the actual people, the actual buildings. As far as I had 
been able to obtain any real knowledge of affairs I might 
as well have watched cinematograph pictures thrown upon 
a screen. And at every step, at every turn and every 
new sight, I was more and more fascinated, more and 
more amazed. 

In one day, I realized, I could learn more of the ancient 
races of Peru, could make more archeological discov- 
eries than in months or even years devoted to poking 
about crumbling ruins, disinterring mummies, trying to 
reconstruct life and cultures as they had been âges 
before. For here I was surrounded by that life and 
culture, I was among the people who had left those 
amazing structures, whose feats had mystified the world's 
scientists for générations. In this splendid temple that 
we were approaching, I saw the counterpart of the 
wonderful temple of Pachakamak as it must have been 
when that sacred city was a Mecca for the races from 
Mexico to Chile. 

Often, in company with my friend Dr. Tello of the 
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Lima Muséum, I had examined, explored and studied 
that most ancient of Peru's temples, and in an entirely 
friendly way we had argued and discussed the questions 
of its original plan, its détails and the purposes of its 
various portions. Never had we been able to agree 
upon any of these matters, and the accounts of the 
Spaniards—the letters of Ifernando Cortez, who visited 
the temple in his search for loot—threw little dcfinite 
light upon the matter. Yet here, in the great temple of 
Urquin, I had almost a précisé replica of that at Pacha- 
kamak, and at a glance, a most cursory examination, I 
realized how far wrong both Don Juliano and I had been 
in our assumptions, our théories and our ideas. 

Through the prism I had obtained no adéquate im- 
pression of the temple or of its détails. It had appeared 
a somewhat pyramidal structure ornately and impres- 
sively decorated, but I had been far more attracted by 
the people, the priests, and by the worship, than by the 
structure itself. And a score of other puzzles were 
solved as Ramon and I mounted the immense steps 
and stood within the portais of the temple. The great 
stone thrones or chairs, of which I have already spoken 
in my former manuscript, the symbolic images, the 
frescoes and every accessory ail had their distinct and 
obvious reasons for being there. Objects that from 
time to time had been found in ancient ruins or in 
tombs, and whose uses or purposes no one had been able 
to explain, were here with their purposes quite obvious. 
AIso, with something of a shock I found that théories 
and suppositions, that had so long been accepted by ail 
archeologists as to be regarded as facts, were utterly 
and instantly destroyed, scrapped, and that much that I 
had always looked upon as almost incontrovertible truth 
was palpably false. I had always believed, as had others, 
that the story of création as known in Peruvian folk- 
lore had been instiiled by the Spanish priests and did not 
antedate the arrivai of Europeans. 

Yet here, in magnificently-executed frescoes, was the 
pictured taie. I, like others, have always maintained that 
no ancient Peruvian (and by that term I tnean Ecuador- 
ean as well, for of course there were no such places as 
Peru and Ecuador in pre-Columbian days) possessed a 
recorded language. Yet here, arranged in regular chrono- 
logical order within niches—precisely like those that for 
years had proved a mystery to ail scientists—were rows 
of the effigy and portrait jars that—even at a glance— 
divulged their purpose as idéographie records. And the 
peculiar elliptical, pointed-bottomed urns that Saville 
and others, including myself, had found in such numbers 
at Manabi and elsewhere in Ecuador, were here by scores, 
each filled with ashes of long dead and cremated mem- 
bers of the community, and each with its life-like por- 
trait-jar bearing the face and features of the deceased, 
beside it. 

Here, too, was the great altar, and above it the gleam- 
ing golden image of the sun flanked by the silvery moon, 
the varicolored rainbow, the planets and stars, exactly 
as the old Dons described the arrangement within the 
great Kori Kancha, or Temple of the Sun. at Cuzco. 
But the Spaniards had fallen far astray when they had 
described the figures. They had, to be sure, stated that 
the sun bore the likeness of a human face upon its sur- 
face, that upon the moon-disk was the face of a woman. 
But they had failed to relate that the face upon the 
polished golden sun was that of a benign, kindly-appear- 
ing, bearded man. 

It was the face of a white man. 

RAMON was watching me intently and I saw a 
triumphant smile upon his face at my expression 

of surprise. 
"Wira Kocha," he observed in a low voice. "The 

original Bearded One of the ancient legends. I am no 
archeologist, as you know, atnigo, but even I recognized 
him instantly. And if I am not mistaken, it knocks the 
jaguar-god theory ail to bits. See here—doesn't this 
give you a jolt ?" 

As he spoke, he stepped towards a shrine-like recess 
and I gaped in wonder. There, surrounded by offerings 
of fruit, textiles, weapons, precious stones and other 
objects, was the life-sized statue of a bearded white 
man! There could be no question of the fact. The 
features, the hair, the long flowing beard, the heavy 
luxuriant moustache, were ail unmistakeably those of a 
European. And so perfectly modelled were the fea- 
tures that any anthropologist would instantly have 
recognized them as distinctly, indisputably Semitic. But 
if there had been any question, there were the garments. 
Upon the head was a tight-fitting skull-cap with tabs or 
ears, a cape or shawl was over the shoulders, and a 
toga-like robe covered the body. 

I felt dazed, thunderstruck. Yet, though it destroyed 
ail my preconceived ideas, I knew that what had always 
been deemed a fable, was actual fact ; Wira Kocha, most 
revered of the ancient Peruvian divinities, the Bearded 
One, as he had been called, had actually existed, and he 
had been a European, a white man, and that âges, 
centuries before Columbus, a Semite, a Hebrew—or 
more likely many of the race—had reached the shores of 
the New World and had visited Peru. The conviction, 
the certainty that this was so, instantly explained in- 
numerable puzzles. It solved the mystery of why there 
are no known evolutionary forms of the arts, cultures 
and religions of the ancient Americans ; it accounted for 
the many inexplicable similarities in mythology, worship, 
arts, architecture, physiognomy and even dialects be- 
tween those of America and the Old World, and into my 
mind flashed the knowledge that it explained the ancient 
legend of the coming of Manko Kapak, the first Inca. 
The taie was merely an allegory; Wira Kocha, the 
Semite, had corne from the east, he had been revered as 
a divinity; he had taught the people their arts, their 
religion, their civilization ; he had organized and en- 
lightened them, and during the thousands of years that 
had passed he had become inextricably confused with 
the first Incan ruler of whom the people had any definite 
knowledge. What more simple? And I now knew why 
the Incas, the royal family, had been—according to the 
old Spanish chroniclers—men and women very différent 
from their subjects; tall, fine-featured, light-skinned ; 
often brown-haired. And why Nusta—no, Naliche— 
was so fair, so lovely, so totally unlike the humbler in- 
habitants of Urquin. Ail were descendants—or partial 
descendants—of those wandering Jews, who, no one 
could say how long before, had reached America, had 
settlcd in the land, and had left their indelible imprint 
upon the people, the civilizations, the mythology of the 
ancient American races. I felt that I could not be 
wrong. The statue or image left no shadow of doubt 
as to the nationality of the original, and it was so ob- 
viously a likeness that I felt it must have been modelled 
from life. Yet—and the thought was disconcerting— 
how could that be? The stranger assuredly could not 
have been seen or known to these microscopic people, 
and if the statue had been made before they had been 
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reduced, how could it—an inorganic thing—have been 
reduced with them ? I turned to Ramon and voiced my 
perplexity. 

He smiled. "That troubled me, also," he admitted. 
"But it is very simple, amigo. If you will examine the 
image very carefully, you will find that it is not what 
you surmise, but the real thing. Yes, amigo mio, it is 
old Wira Kocha himself—or what remains of him— 
his mummy." 

I could scarcely crédit my ears. But a moment's close 
examination convinced me. What I had mistaken for a 
beautifully-modelled or carved image was a most mar- 
velously preservcd human body. Not one of the dessi- 
cated, shrivelled bodies called "mummies" that are so 
common in Peru and elsewhere in South America, but a 
cadaver preserved by some mysterious lost process more 
remarkable than anything ever accomplished by the old 
Egyptians or by any other race. Still, there had been a 
great deal of reconstruction donc upon it. I could see 
that portions had been filled out, modelled in, that the 
features had been touched up, and that the hair, beard 
and moustache had been moulded into solid masses with 
some clay-like material. But Ramon was again 
speaking. 

"According to tradition," he said, "the explosion of the 
manabinite altar—for it was a sacred altar and not a 
prism that reduced the people—the explosion, I say, 
took place while a very holy ceremony was being con- 
ducted. And the mummy of Wira Kocha, being within 
the range of the activity, was reduced at the saine time as 
the living beings. Of course, when the people came to 
their senses, there was no trace of their temple, their 
houses, or anything else they had known. But there, 
beside them, was their venerated god, a little the worse 
for what he had been through—minus ornaments and 
décorations, with ail the added modelling and patching 
missing, but still in good shape. And this, of course, 
convinced the people that he had stood by them, guarded 
them, had protected and saved the few chosen ones from 
destruction. Hence he became more sacred, more adored 
than ever, and though we have the sun-god, Inti, of my 
people, yet in Urquin, Wira Kocha, the Bearded One 
of my ancestors, of ail the ancicnt races of Peru, is the 
suprême, the omnipotent." 

I could not find words to express the thoughts that 
filled my mind as I stood there, gazing transfixed at that 
hard, dark form that once had been a living, breathing 
human being. Who was he? Whence had he corne? 
How many thousands of years had passed since he had 
left his home in Palestine, Turkey, Phoenicia, Baby- 
lonia—perchance in Atlantis, and journeying over seas 
had found this new world and had become revered as 
a deity born of the sun? 

WHAT a strange, fascinating, încredible taie those 
bearded, kindly lips could relate could they but 

speak. Yet, I musecl, it would be no strangcr, no more 
incredible than the taie I could tell of my own expéri- 
ences here in Urquin. 

And even the wonders of the Bearded One, of the 
temple, of ail I had seen, were no greater nor more 
interesting than the discoveries I made at every turn 
«s Ramon guided me about the city. It was like stepping 
back perhaps ten thousand years. The arts, the habits, 
the life of the people were ail those of the Manabis be- 
fore the untoward shattering of their manabinite altar 
had segregated them from ail mankind. 

"Here's something that will interest you," announced 
Ramon, indicating a group of men busily at work in the 
shelter of a thatched shed. 

I drew near and saw that they were métal workers, 
and I uttered an exclamation of delighted surprise when 
I saw that they were plating copper and other objects 
with gold. How often had I racked my brains trying 
to solve the secret of how the ancient Manabis, Chibchas 
and Chimus had plated objects of métal—and even of 
clay—with gold. How many théories and suppositions 
had I formed to explain the puzzle. But none had been 
near the mark, for here before my eyes the mysterious 
art was being carried on, and I laughed when I saw how 
very simple it was, how I (as well as others) had strained 
at a gnat and had swallowed a camel, metaphorically 
speaking. It was ail donc by amalgam, by combining 
gold with mercury and then evaporating the mercury 
by beat leaving the gold adhering to the object to be 
plated. Yet, after ail, there was a secret to the process. 
The objects were boiled, both before and after plating, 
in some chemical solutions, and even Ramon had failed 
to learn the secret of these compounds. 

"I don't quite understand," I remarked, as we walked 
on, "how it is that if inorganic substances cannot be 
reduced by manabinite, there are gold, copper, silver—ail 
the éléments, minerais, substances familiar to us—in 
this place, and that the surroundings, the earth, the 
rocks, everything, appear no différent from those to 
which we are accustomed. I expected " 

"My dear Don Alfeo," laughed Ramon. "Why should 
anything be différent? If we accept the known facts of 
science, we must believe that the entire substance of the 
earth is composed of certain basic éléments—gases, 
minerais, metals—and that everything we know is com- 
posed of these in various combinations. Your own body, 
and mine, contain iron, sulphur, oxygen, hydrogen, car- 
bon—the same éléments as those in rocks, trees, the sea, 
in fact everything else. Yet we call some things organic 
and others non-organic. If we admit that the uni verse— 
as we know it—is composed wholly of definite éléments 
and their combinations, then, amigo, we must admit that 
the same must occur in the most infinitesimally minute 
portions of the universe, to the nth degree as I might 
say. I have no doubt that, could we but view portions 
of the earth as much smaller than Urquin as Urquin is 
smaller than London, Paris or New York, we would find 
precisely the same conditions, surroundings, earth and 
objects as we find here, or as you might find anywhere 
in that larger sphere of life we have left. I " 

"Hold on," I interpolated. "How about molécules, 
atoms, électrons? How about vibratory waves? Why, 
Ramon, an atom would, to my way of thinking, be out 
of ail proportion to these people—to us. It should ap- 
pear as large as—well, it should certainly be visible to us. 
And how is it possible for us, for the rocks, for metals 
composed of atoms and molécules, to exist in these minute 
proportions if the atoms themselves are as large or larger 
than the objects?" 

Ramon roared and clapped me familiarly on the back. 
"The idea of you, a professed scientist, asking that ques- 
tion!" he exclaimed. "Don Alfeo, I am ashamed of 
you. Answer me this, amigo mio. What is an atom, a 
molecule, an electron ? You can't give me a lucid, matter- 
of-fact, hard and fast définition. Why? Because 
neither you, I, nor anyone else knows anything definite 
in regard to them. It is " 

"Wait a bit, wait a bit," I admonished him. "You 
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contradict yourself. You showed me atoms when you 
were experimenting with the manabinite crystals. If 
those whirligigs were atoms, then I most assuredly can 
dcscribe them." 

Ramon snorted. "Yes, atoms of cloth, of objects in 
proportion to ourselves at that time. And that proves 
just the point I was about to explain. Those atoms— 
and for the sake of argument the électrons also—were 
a certain definite size, a certain definite proportion to the 
cloth, to ourselves, to our surroundings. And if you 
could look through a simiiar crystal, that magnified fibres 
or other objects here to the same extent as that lens 
magnified objects there, you unquestionably would see 
atoms that would be simiiar to, if not identical with, those 
you have viewed. In other words, amigo, the size of 
atoms dépends upon the size of the object which they 
compose. 

"1 might go further and state, without the least fear 
of contradiction, that, as a matter of fact, we don't know 
anything about atoms, molécules, électrons, vibratory 
waves or the rest. It's ail theory, supposition, guess- 
work. It's like religion among primitive races. They 
argue that there must be some reason for things as they 
are, so they build up a theory or a faith or a religion to 
fit conditions, and create a god or gods or spirits to 
start and control matters. 

"We ask ourselves: what lies back of ail objects, of 
the universe? What keeps the wheels going around? 
There must be something smaller than we can see, than 
we can conceive, and those things must be composed of 
still smaller things. So we imagine atoms, électrons; 
this and that and the other thing. And just because we 
discover that we have guessed right in one détail, and 
that there are minute universes or planetary Systems 
that pretty well bear out our theoretical atoms, we 
shout T told you so' and thereupon assume that every- 
thing else we have imagined must be equally correct. 
Take the question of rain. We discussed that subject 
long before I left you. According to theory, spatters of 
raindrops small enough to answer for rain here would be 
invisible as a gas. True enough if ail atoms, ail molé- 
cules in water were based on one definite condition and 
locality. But we have proof that this is not the case. 
Ah-ha! Speaking of angels, you know, here's confirma- 
tion of my words; it's beginning to rain. Do you note 
any visible différence between these drops that are fall- 
ing and the raindrops to which you have been accustomed 
ail your life?" 

I admitted I did not. But my brain was in something 
of a chaos. I could not exactly grasp his reasoning, 
could not accustom myself to the idea that there was no 
conceivable limit to the minuteness of things. That be- 
ing the case, the component parts—atoms, électrons, 
whatever they might be—would of necessity be in pro- 
portion. The thing was too profoundly abstruse. It 
could be carried to the ultimate degree until there was— 
well, nothing; and was there, I wondered, such a thing 
as nothing ? Ramon was again speaking. 

"The whole trouble is," he observed, "that we are still 
hedged in, hide-bound, so to speak, with ideas and con- 
ceptions acquired through générations of human beings 
dwelling in a definite world, under definite conditions. 
With our customary egotism we think that we—I am 
speaking of human beings as an entity and not of our- 
selves—are the most important, the only intellectual be- 
ings in the universe. We cannot imagine any other 
spheres above or below us, larger or smaller than our- 
selves. And yet here we have incontrovertible proof of 
the fallacy of such nonsensical ideas. These people in 
Urquin haven't the least conception of the world you 
and I came from. 

"To them it is non-existent. To them the whole uni- 
verse is here. They live in sublime ignorance of ordi- 
nary human beings, of any other world, of any other 
surroundings, and if there were scientists among them. 
they'd have very much the same ideas and the identical 
théories of atomic matter as our scientists who are ut- 
terly unaware of this place and these people. Why, amigo, 
even I who have lived here, who am wedded to the most 
wonderful woman alive, who have become accustomed to 
the place and the life, even I, I say, find that my brain. 
my intellect, my reasoning powers are ail more or less 
controjled by the ideas and beliefs acquired in my 
former physical state. I find myself constantly, uncon- 
sciously, making comparisons, thinking of everything 
here as small, reasoning in ternis of inches, millimeters, 
hours, litres, grams, and ail that tommy-rot. Size, time, 
measurement, weight—Bosh ! 

"Such things don't exist. They're merely means 
adopted to enable us to classify and understand matters 
that otherwise would be impossible. It's ail a matter of 
proportion, of relativity as Einstein puts it. But, amigo, 
even Einstein is as far off as the rest of mankind. He's 
on the right track, but he's traveling in circles. If I 
could induce him to be reduced and he could live here in 
Urquin a while, he'd see things from a new point of 
view. But—" he laughed at the thought—"l'il wager 
he would not be satisfied. He'd never rest content until 
he'd tried reducing himself to still more minute pro- 
portions; and the Lord alone knows where that might 
end. It's beyond the limits of our imagination to con- 
template it. But there's another matter, amigo. 

"Speaking of atoms reminds me that I told you that 
I had discovered how the prehistoric races eut and fitted 
the stupendous stones used in erecting the cyclopean 
walls and buildings about Cuzco and Tiahuanaco. That, 
in a way, hinges upon the same subject we have been 
discussing. I know you'll be interested. Corne, let us 
return to the palace and join Naliche. I had my in- 
formation from her lips—and from the old priest. By 
the way, he's a fine chap, and brimming over with tra- 
ditions, legends, history and occult knowledge. You'll 
like him, and we'll probably find him knocking about 
somewhere near. And Fil tell you what l've learned and 
we have old Melik and my beloved one to verify what 
I say or to put me right if I make a mistake." 

End of Part I 
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|ÇfrAe télévision 'phone called my name. I 
immediately hurried to the booth nnd saw 
General Loomis, the Commander-in-Chief 
. . . standing in his helicopter headquarters 
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Hopkins University Midzvinter Lecture 2348 

By Taylor H. Greenfield 

DEAR ERDMAN: 
I am enclosinii a copy of a paper by one of our recent 

visitiniS lecturers, Dr. Johnson. As the lecture was de- 
livered it was automatically typed by Morrison's new 
invention, which has just been installed. 

Only sufficient copies were made to supply the mera- 
bers of the graduate school in Chemistry. Knowing your 
interest in everything that happened during the past war, 
I havc made'iyou a sort of brief résumé of the high spots. 

Hastily, as ever, I am, 
Fraternally, 

EMIL ZONEFF. 

LTHOUGH Divine intervention in human af- 
fairs passée! into the realm of the mythical 

/ toward the end of the twentieth or at the 
/ dawn of the twenty-first century, one is al- 

niost inclined to give thanks to the Super- 
natural for the marvelous efficacy of Dr. Rutledge's 
discovery and strategem which so recently freed us from 
the Oriental menace. 

A year ago only the Missis- 
sippi and the most severe winter 
in many générations was stay- 
ing the complété invasion of the 
United States. In an unbe- 
lievably secret manner our 
cnemies had for five décades 
been developing a scientific of- 
fensive against which our lab- 
oratories could not in a short 
interval protect us. The vast 
and fundamental discoveries 
made during the past hundred 
ycars by the Orientais (and 
now the héritage of the whole 
world) can only be compared 
to the Industrial Révolution of 
the nineteenth century. With- 
out warning, through the dis- 
covery of the cause of gravita- 
tion, the Mongols practically 
lifted their Nangsi métal trans- 
ports (which were built of a 

/ 

'N this story, our new auihor 

makes a very ingénions sug- 

gestion. The conversion of light 

into electricity by spectrum grat- 

ings he treats as a possibility, and 

assumes there is no reason why it 

should not be done sometimes. The 

idea of using the physiological 

principle of the action of foreign 

proteins on the human system to 

repel an enemy is also an original 

idea, and with the other furnishes 

material for an excellent short 

story, which Mr. Greenfield has 

worked out in an exceedingly 

clever manner. 

material combining the lightness of aluminum with the 
strength and hardness of steel) out of the sea; and in 
five days skimmed across the surface of the Pacific. 
The whole West lay at their mercy, though we know 
with what gallantry their forces were held in check from 
summer until winter, when the enemy had reached the 
Mississippi. 

Of course, one of the surprises which the Orientais 
had not counted on was the providential inspiration of 
Dr. Mernick of the Hopkins, who devised the now 
famous Mernickian transformer by which light from 
the sun, received through a sériés of grates, is stepped 
from the wavelengths of light into those of electricity. 
This gave us a sudden limitless source of power on 
which the enemy had not counted. It virtually lifted 
our forces off the ground and made them almost the 
equal of an enemy who had succeeded in neutralizing the 

gravitational drag. 
The final and most disastrous 

card our subtle enemies played 
was dealt on the prairies in 
Nebraska. They themselves 
were afraid of their weapon 
and wanted plenty of space to 
try it in. I was personally 
présent at its début, being at the 
time in General Sanford's sta- 
tionary observing helicopter 
which, through the agcncy of 
the power supplied by a Mer- 
nickian transformer, hung mo- 
tionless as a bce fifteen thous- 
and feet in the air. Only the 
treble hum of the air turbine 
could be heard faintly through 
the transparent walls of the ob- 
servatory, constructed of the an- 
nealed clersite which has taken 
the place of the unsatisfactory 
glass used by our forefathers. 
The toughness and tensile 
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strength of this élément, comparable to the best chrome 
steels, combinée! with its crystal clarity, made an idéal 
warfare observation unit. It was practically invisible and 
likewise quite bullet proof. The great strength of the 
material in our machine, and the rapidity with which we 
could rise and fall, indeed made us difficult prey. In 
addition to this we were hanging behind the great elec- 
tric field that the Radio Défensive Corps had spread like 
a screen before our forces, greatly to the embarrassment 
of the enemy in the use of his anti-gravitational machines. 

As we stood at our posts, we saw the great degravi- 
tated bombs hurtled against our lines suddenly corne into 
contact with the fan-like electric field, somersault a few 
times and fall. At the edge of the electric screen the 
ground was excavated to an enormous depth by the 
bursting of these intercepted degravitated bombs, most 
of which had been projected from stationary batteries 
three or four hundred miles behind the enemy lines. The 
local batteries bombarding with the old fashioned Sangsi 
steel shell were still effective. On the whole, however, 
from our own observation of the local front and from 
the télévision reports we were constantly receiving, we 
judged that the American and Allied Caucasian forces 
were more than holding their own. 

General Sanford, the Chief of the Signal Corps, who 
stood by my side, grasped my arm, and pointed to the 
west. Everyone crowded to our side in excitement. Be- 
fore we could gasp our amazement, the incandescent 
spot which our Chief had mutely indicated on the distant 
horizon, zoomed in a blazing arc across our zénith and 
plunged into the terrain of the English forces which 
were occupying the litlte town of Ogallala about six miles 
to our south. We held our breath. What next ? 

Only a faint throbbing seemed to puise in the air 
above the spot where the missile sank. I was about to 
pronounce the diagnosis of "a dud," when someone cried, 
"My God, General, they've turned hell loose this time!" 
The whole atmosphère for a quarter of a mile radius 
about the fatal bomb quivered as over a heated griddle. 
Even as we remarked this, the area began to glow a 
cherry red. A deafening thunder assaulted our ears 
when to our horror the earth on which had stood the now 
flaming town of Ogallala, rose a gigantic incandescent 
bail and shot like a meteor into the heavens. Our car was 
a feather tossed in the ensuing hurricane, but even while 
we bobbed back and forth there was an ear-splitting ex- 
plosion as the land that was once an American village 
burst into a blinding blue flare of hydrogen flame twenty- 
five miles above us. 

The swaying of the car gradually subsided in the 
tortured atmosphère, and a gentle rain began to fall. 
Ogallala had been chemically "stepped down" into the 
most primitive élément, combined with the oxygen above 
and was condensing back to earth again as a few 
globules of H20. That day was a sort of crisis; the 
enemy had discovered and turned upon us the power of 
atomic degeneration ! And I, as assistant chief chemist 
of the American Army, felt my heart become heavy 
within me as I soared back to the Central Laboratory. 

Providing Flour for the Enemy 

EVEN as I watched the advent of the electronîc 
detonator two days previously the inspiration had 
corne to me. What had happened to the doomed 

Nebraskan tow n had been so obvious. Through some 
tinexplained agency discovered by the Orientais, the 

electronic restraint of the normally stable éléments had 
been removed. In a brief time Ogallala had de- 
generated through ail the steps of the periodic table 
until it became hydrogen, at which point, owing to the 
terrifie air current and incandescent heat, it had re- 
combined with the oxygen of the air as simple molécules 
of water. 

I thought I had a due as to how it had been ac- 
complished. The Centra! Chemical Laboratory was the 
focus of feverish excitement. The air was tense with 
the expectancy of tremendous things. Every scientist 
there felt that we were on the verge of discovering the 
principle of the Mongol's new weapon. "Give us 
time!" "Time" was the plea we sent daily to the Dé- 
fense Headquarters. "Only six weeks more, only a 
month," we begged, "and then we'll make a boomerang 
out of the enemy's invention." Anderson, Mahaffey, 
Dr. Spritz—ail the great physicists and chemists of the 
présent âge—labored at my side endeavoring to trick 
Nature into giving us that saving secret. 

The télévision 'phone called my name. I immediately 
hurried to the booth and saw General Loomis, the Com- 
mander-in-Chief of the American and Caucasian Armies, 
standing in his helicopter headquarters. He seemed hag- 
gard and worn. "How much longer, Johnson?" he 
asked. "The enemy has pretty well eaten out the coun- 
try and with the advent of winter and lack of food, are 
bending ail their efforts to crush us. Besides, we cannot 
tell just how long it will be before they begin turning 
out their new bomb in other than expérimental quantifies. 
Two weeks, I should estimate, is about ail the longer I 
can hold them." 

"If that is the case, General Loomis," I replied, "we 
may as well give up. Two months will see us ready. 
But two weeks— !" 

I felt a hand laid on my shoulder. Dr. Rutledge, my 
science chief, had stepped into the booth behind me and 
overheard the conversation. 

"General Loomis," Dr. Rutledge spoke, looking for 
ail the world like a patriarch of olden times, "until five 
minutes ago what Johnson has just said would have sealed 
our fate. But now, I think, I believe, we have one more 
card to play. I have only this moment completed a 
sériés of reactions which have resulted (as I calculated 
they should) in the production of a new protein, similar 
in appearance to flour. It should, although of course I 
have not yet had time to verify this statement, be a 
practical substitute for flour; and indeed, it is my belief 
that it will easily be mistaken for that substance. Its 
particles are laminated similar to starch, of an identical 
size, and the nutritive factor should be greater than that 
of bread. It is, in short, a new, a foreign protein never 
before found in this world of men !" 

"Very interesting, I am sure," replied General Loomis. 
with a trace of bitterness and sarcasm in his voice. "Your 
noble efforts will resuit in feeding the yellow devils an 
excellent artificial fare. They will be grateful, I know !" 

"Exactly my object, général," Dr. Rutledge replied. 
He continued impressively : "You have until now relied 
upon me largely in the waging of this war to save the 
white race from the menace of the yellow. Since ail is 
lost at any rate, grant me one last effort in behalf of my 
country. At ail costs, Loomis, hold your présent lines 
for two days, preparing to suddenly retire to the west 
bank of the Mississippi. I leave it to your strategy to 
make a sudden retreat (which should extend over a 
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0«r car tcar <j feathcr tossed in the 
ensuing hurricane, but even while we 
bobbed back and forth, there was an 
ear-splitting explosion as the land . . . 
burst into a blinding blue flore of hydro- 
gen fîame twenty-five miles above us. 

period of at least ten days) appear as if enforced 
by the enemy themselves." 

"There should be no difficulty in that direction," 
General Loomis interpolated, smiling wrvly on the 

télévision screen. 
"Once on the west bank," went on Dr. Rutledge se- 

riously, not noticing the interjection, "make a stand for 
a day or two and then suddenly retreat across the river 
to the east bank as if again forced to do so. Now, 
General, two days from this time—before your retreat 
begins—I shall, I trust, have your armies ail along the 
Unes supplied with my new artificial, foreign protein 
flour. This you will leave in the enemy's hands, which, 
you have intimated, will be much to their delight. You 
will do the same at the stand which for a while you held 
on the west bank. But,.mind you, let none of your men 
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use any of this perfectly harmless food. I will per- 
sonally see to it that you will receive it in such containers 
that none will come in contact with your persons." 

"Doctor," Loomis said after staring at the old scîentist 
some time in astonishment, "except for years of personal 
acquaintance, I would say that you were suffering a 
mental shock. Knowing you as I do, however, I pray 
to God you're making no mistake this time. l'Il do as 
you wish." His figure faded from the screen. 

The next fortnight was one of black despair. I myself 
doubted on occasions whether or not the old doctor was 
mentally accountable—even I who had trusted him so 
long. General Loomis and his staff called up daily to 
inquire if Dr. Rutledge had any change of plans. As for 
the army and the populace, they were one in calling on 
the Président to make ternis with the enemy. The allies 
truly were on the point of collapse. Ail that kept up 
what morale was left in the chemical division was the 
unrelenting demands made on us by Dr. Rutledge to con- 
tinue to ferret ont the electronic detonator. Until then, 
lie had scarcely bothered with our work; now he would 
hear of nothing else. "Today's the Day!" was the 
slogan lie had displayed above every bench. 

Finally the fatal day arrived. The retreat across the 
Mississippi was consummated. This time it was not 
feigned. The Mongols were hungry, and their appetites 
were whetted for more flour such as had sustained them 
for the past twelve days. Moreover, new electronic 
bombs were beginning to be supplied them. 

My name lept at nie across the room: I was beîng 
called by that almost human instrument, the télévision 
'phone. Both my superior and I hurried to the cabinet. 
It was, as we had guessed, Loomis. "It's ail up," he 
said wretchedly. "The fresh supply of atomic degenerat- 
ing bombs, for which the enemy has been holding back, 
bas now arrived. They matched and neutralized our 
electric field defense screen just an hour ago, leaving us 
at their mercy. You've had your chance, doctor, and 
failed. I advise you both to make your way north and 
wait until these fiends forget the inconvenîence you both 
have caused them. As for me, l'ni leaving this instant to 
offer unconditional surrendcr in the name of ail the 
allies." 

An Unexpected Tu m 

IT was about ten o'clock in the morning, just after he 
had transported ail his forces hurriedly to the east 
bank, and as the Mongols were occupying the old 

entrenchments on the west, that General Loomis closed 
his conversation with the Chemical Laboratory. He 
turned to an aerial officer who stood at attention beside 
him. "Major Maniu," he said, "trail a white banner of 
truce on your plane and tell the enemy I will parley 
with them. Tell them that we will serve rations pres- 
ently to our men who have worked ail night without 
food or rest, and that if it is agreeable to them, both 
sides shall simultaneously discontinue activity at one 
o'clock. At that time I shall cross the river to offer them 
our tenus of surrender." 

The officer saluted and hastened to his near-by plane. 
General Loomis ascended into his helicopter to confer 
with his staff to dravv up in documentary form the 
surrender, and gîve the necessary orders relative to low- 
ering of fire that afternoon. He also spoke to the Prési- 
dent and to the crowd outside the White House, and 

then began nervously waiting the crucial moment. About 
twelve-lhirty, however, a remarkable fact forced itself on 
his attention. Whereas the allied batteries continued to 
thunder away, the fire from the Orientais became irregu- 
lar and sporadic. "Celebrating their victory before- 
hand," the French commander remarked bitterly to his 
chief. Loomis nodded. "And getting careless, too," an- 
other of the Staff added as he saw one of the enemy's 
detonator bombs disintegrate three or four hundred 
acres of a Mongolian base encampment fifty miles to the 
northwest and shoot it a monstrous blazing rocket twenty 
or thirty miles into the midday sky. 

By twelve forty-five the enemy's barrage had fallen 
completely ail along the line. Our battery nevertheless 
continued until the set time but elicited no answcr. 
Exactly at one General Loomis with two aides stepped 
into his air-car. He was a picture of grief and despair. 
Three minutes later the party landed forty miles across 
the river before the headquarters and armored dining hall 
of the Oriental General Staff. 

Loomis and his officers stepped out of their car and 
looked about. No one was in sight. Not even a sentry 
guarded the mess room door. The General paced back 
and forth a few minutes in indécision. 

"Evidently they mean to make us feel our defeat," he 
said. "They apparently do not even think it further 
necessary to observe rudimentary diplomatie courtesy. 
Come on, boys, beggars can't be choosers, as the antique 
saying goes." He led the way to the dining hall through 
a window of which a light was seen shining. 

"Perhaps if we find his xanthic highness after a good 
meal he will be inclined to be a bit more lenient," Loomis 
whispered with a forced laugh trying to cheer his glum 
companions. 

He opened the unguarded door of the hall. An in- 
stant later he reeled back horror-stricken, Instead of a 
feasting gathering of officers attached to the Mongolian 
Staff he saw before a feast of men contorted in gro- 
tesque shapes by some violent death. Many lay beside 
the table, some on it, their faces blotched with great, un- 
sightly wheals, their chests bloated until they seemed 
about to burst. Only one poor wretch had any life left 
in him—he lay exhausted on the floor with great streams 
of frothy mucous pouring from his nose and throat. 

A possibility dawned in Loomis' mind. He dashed 
away to search the other mess tents shouting to his aides 
to follow suit. It was as he guessed: they had landed 
in a camp of dead and dying ; stricken by some mys- 
terious power. Hope suddenly surged back into his soul. 
He felt dizzy and faint. Could a similar fate have 
caused the unaccountable silence of the enemy's cannon- 
ade ? Even as the thought came to him, he knew it must 
be so. His marvelous old friend, Dr. Rutledge, had 
risen to the need of the world and crushed the yellow 
menace. 

SUCH, truly, had been the case. In a single hour, 
through the agency of a harmless food, the subtle 

scientist had crushed a nation. The principle involved 
had been discovered nearly two centuries before, when 
it was well-known that if an animal were injected with 
a small quantity of a protein forcign to his body, a 
subséquent dose a hundred million times as weak would 
cause its immédiate and violent death. Even the quantity 
that might be flying in the atmosphère and become dis- 
solved in the fluids of the nose or eyes would act as the 
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most virulent of known poisons. Through the âges, 
however, the human race had more or less corne in con- 
tact with ail the proteins in their world and hence 
rarely became highly sensitized to any protein occurring 
in nature. The terrible toxicity of a protein which had 
never before occurred in nature and to whose power 
mankind had never been even partially desensitized had 
up to the time of Dr. Rutledge only entered the minds of 
a few scientists. His strategy was the working out of a 
new maxim : Nature is terrible, but man makes it more so. 

Addenda 

FOREIGN protein sensitization or anaphylaxis was 
the basis of Dr. Rutledge's coup. ïhe laws gov- 
erning this reaction had been more or less worked 

out by a group of scientists in the twentieth century. 
They had demonstrated that if a guinea-pig or rabbit 
were injected with the blood sérum of another species, 
a subséquent dose of an infinitely small quantity of 
this substance would cause convulsions, collapse and 
rapid death. Inasmuch as there were many proteins in 
the atmosphère at that time due to the unrestrained 
pollination of plants of every description, it was not sur- 
prising that they found as many as ten per cent of the 
white race afflicted with a slight pollen sensitivity which 
showed up seasonally by causing spasms of the smooth 
muscle of the respiratory System, a disease popularly 
called "hay-fever." 

Since, however, the proteins of the world had always 
been présent, the human race had, by constantly coming 
into contact with them, become more or less immunized 
to the majority. Only occasionally a case of violent sen- 

sitivity came to light and was recognized as such. Two 
or three cases there had been which the old scientist 
discovered while searching the archives of ancient medi- 
cine and these gave him the clew he needed. 

One was the case of a little girl who had somehow or 
other become sensitized to the protein of wasp toxin and 
who suffered almost immédiate death from anaphylactic 
"choc" as the resuit of being stung by that insect. A 
second instance concerned a woman who went into violent 
asthmatic paroxysms if a mouse entered the room 
where she was, and whose skin broke out into large 
wheals if touched with mouse hair. Finally, and most 
outstanding in his mind, was the case of a child who 
was thought to be sensitive to the fish protein in glue 
and who died almost immediately when the physician 
testing her had brought a small quantity of the dry 
protein into contact with a scratch on her arm. 

These had, however, been rare cases, but they pointcd 
out the method. It had already been proved over and 
over again that animais could be sensitized experimentally 
by treating them with foreign proteins, provided that 
after the initial dose they did not corne into contact with 
the same protein until after a lapse of about two weeks. 
If they happened to do so the first injection or treatment 
was frequently neutralized and failed to give the desired 
sensitivity. 

With the discovery of a new, highly pure and syn- 
thetic protein by Dr. Rutledge the situation with the 
enemy could be put on a close parallel with the laboratory 
condition. The enemy could be fed the protein when 
they were in need of food and had little else, but since it 
was synthetic, they could not get a second supply until 
the Doctor put the fatal meal in their way. 

Tue End 

What Do You Know? 

READERS of Amazinc Stories bave frequently commented upon the fact that there is more actual knowledge 
- to be grained through reading its pages than from many a textbook. Moreover, most of the stories are written 

in a popular vein, making it possible for anyone to grasp important facts. 
The questions which we gire below arc ail answered on the pages as listed at the end of the questions. Please 

see if you can answer the questions without looking for the answer, and see how well you check up on your général 
knowledge of science. 

1. How many kinds of éléments are there? Give 
examples of isotopes. (See page 913.) 

2. Is there any matter in spacc? Is space hot or cold? 
(See page 914.) 

3. What amount of the earth's solid surface layers is 
oxygen? What percent of water and of air? (See 
page 917.) 

4. What is the second most active element? (See 
page 917.) 

5. What was the system of artillery practice in the 
World War? (See page 929.) 

6. What two ductless glands are intimately related to 
bodily growth? (See page 929.) 

7. What is the available method of producing a letlial 
disease? (See page 932.) 

8. What is the area of dispersion for a 150-millimeter 
gun? Expiait) the terra. (See page 933.) 

9. How large a quantity of strychnine îs required to 
kill a man? (See page 933.) 

10. What airplane flight was raade in 1929 using heavy 
oil instead of gasoline? (See page 938.) 

11. What was the expense for fuel and what would it 
have been with gasoline? (See page 936.) 

12. What effects would follow from the use of the Diesel 
type engine on airplanes? (See page 938.) 

13. Can dimensions be referred to or specificd as func- 
tions of motions? (See page 960.) 

14. Why is a shadow not two-dimensional? (See 
page 960.) 

15. What is a sextillion in the English language or 
nomenclature? (See page 962.) 

16. What is a simple expression of Bode's law? (See 
page 966.) 
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A 

When the 

toms ^ail ed 

By 

Author's Foreword 
WHEN the events 

of which I am to 
tell took place 
ail the world 
was interested 

solely in their final outcome, but 
when that last awful day was 
ended, and time enough had 
passed to give our world a 
chance to find a way to apply 
and use the awful forces it had 
had forced upon it, or, indeed, 
had even found how to control 
their immense energies, men be- 
gan to wonder about the true 
story of the Invasion. 

I had always been a writer, 
first newspaper work, then a 
book or two. Perhaps because of 
this the world expected that an 
account would soon be presented. 
But had those millions seen that 
awful battle, seen those mighty 
wrecks on the hot sands, even 
then might they understand my 
dread of telling of that titanic 
conflict—a conflict in which the 
weaker was a million times more 
powerful than any force man had 
previously seen ! It still burns in 
my memory, that awful scene in 
its desolate setting—the vast rolling desert below, seared, 
blasted, fused in great streaks where the intense, stabbing 
heat rays had eut it, mighty craters blasted in its surface 
where the terrifie explosions of the shells had heaved 
thousands of tons of sand into great mounds, and those 
ghastly wrecks that lay crushed and broken on the hot 
sands below, bathed in the ruddy light of the sun of 
sunset, now slowly sinking behind the distant purple 
hills, as the last of the Invaders crashed on the packed 
sands below. 

Two men of ail Earth's billions saw that scene—but 
those two will never forget—as Stephen Waterson and I 
can testify. 

Ten years have passed, ten years of stupendous 
change, readjustment, and cosmic conquest. Ten years 
in which a world has been added to man's domain, yet 
still sharp and clear in my memory is the picture of those 
shapeless masses, those lumps of glowing métal, that 
lay on the sands beneath us, the sole vestiges of the 
mighty ships of Mars. 

John W. Campbell, 

Jr. 

OUR. new author, ivho is a 
student at the Massachu- 

setts Institute of Technology, 
shows marvelous ability at com- 
bining science with romance, 
evolving a pie ce of fiction of 
real scientific and literary value. 
A careful perusal of this story 
should give the reader not only 
keen enjoyment, but a considér- 
able amount of instruction, be- 
cause most of our readers will 
want to confîrm their views of 
cosmic topics, of atoms, of 
energy—atomic and material— 
and the other subjecis that blend 
so well in the text of this taie. 
A great deal of interesting ma- 
terial may be found on these 
subjects in recent text books. 

Never have I wanted to think 
long on that scene of titanic de- 
struction, destruction such as 
man never before knew, but 
friends have convinced me that 
it is my duty as one who lived in 
closest contact with the facts, and 
one of the two men who saw 
that last sruggle, to tell the story 
as it unrolled itself before me. 

Brief it is. The entire event. 
for ail its conséquences, lasted 
but two days—days that changed 
the history of a Universe ! 

But in this march of mighty 
events, I was but a spectator, and 
as a spectator I shall tell it. And 
I shall try to depict for you the 
character of the greatest man of 
ail the System's history—Stephen 
Waterson. 

Waterson Laboratories 
May, 1957 

David Gale. 

Iliustrated by 

WESSO 

I 

T was late afternoon in May, 
1947, and the température 
had climbed to unbelievable 

heights during the day. It 
seemed impossible to work with 
that merciless sun beating down 
on the roof. It is odd that a 

température of 95 in May should seem far higher than 
a similar température in July. On the top floors of the 
great apartments it was stifling. The great disadvantage 
of roof landings for planes had always been the tendency 
of the roofs to absorb heat in summer, yet on the top- 
most floors of those apartments people were living, and 
in one of those apartments a man was trying to work. 
Heat was a great trouble, but he found thoughts of 
hunger in the not too distant future an even greater 
inspiration to work. The manuscript he was correcting 
was lengthy, but this was the final revision, which was 
some comfort. Still the low buzz of the téléphoné an- 
nunciator was a relief. It was so much easier to talk. 
He took up the téléphoné. 

"Gale speaking." 
"Hello Dave, this is Steve. I hear you are having a 

bit of hot weather in New York today. I have a sug- 
gestion for you—l'm coming to pick you up in an hour 
and a half, and if you will be ready on your roof then. 
in a camp suit, and with camp clothes for about a 

911 
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month packed, I can guarantee you some fun, providing, 
of course, that you're still the man I knew. But I 
can't guarantee to return you ! Meet me on your roof 
in an hour and a half." 

"Well, l'II—novv what's up? So he isn't sure l'Il get 
back—and he calls that a 'suggestion' ! Anyhow it 
sounds interesting and IH have to hurry. I wish he'd 
get into the habit of warning a fellow when he is going 
to start one of his expéditions! And I may not come 
back—I wonder where on Earth he's going now—and 
where he was then. The only reason he gives me an hour 
and a half is bccause it will take him that long to get 
here. He would drop in on me without any notice 
otherwisc. In that case he must be about three hundred 
miles from here. But where?" 

AN hour and a half later he was on the roof, watch- 
ing the darting planes, there were a good many, 

but by far the larger part of the world's business and 
pleasure was on the ground in those days. Still the 
crimson and gray spécial of Waterson's ought to be 
easily visible. He was late—unusual for Steve. Gale 
hadn't seen him in more than a year—probably been 
working on one of his eternal experiments, he decided. 

Still he searched the skies in vain. Only the regular 
planes, and one dirigible—tiny in the distance—it seemed 
to be coming toward him—and it certainly was coming 
rapidly—it couldn't be a dirigible—no gas bag could go 
that fast—then he saw the crimson and the gray band 
around it—it was Steve. 

And now as it darted down and landed gracefully on 
the roof beside him, he saw that the machine was but 
thirty-five feet long, and ten or so in diameter. Sud- 
denly a small round hatchway opened in its curved, 
windowless side of polished métal, and a moment later 
Stephen Waterson forced his way out. The door was 
certainly small, and forcing that six-foot-two body in 
and out through it must have been a feat worthy of a 
magician. Gale noticed that he would just about fit it. 
but the giant Waterson must have intended to use it very 
infrcquently to make it that size. 

"Hello, Dave—how do you like my new boat? But 
get in, we're going. There, your bag's in already." 

"Good Lord, Steve, what is this? I gather you in- 
vented it. Certainly I never saw nor heard of it 
before," said Gale. 

"Well Dave, I suppose you might say I invented it, 
but the truth is that a machine invented it—or at least 
discovered the principles on which it is based." 

"A machine ! A machine invented it ? What do you 
mean? A machine can't think, can it?" 

"l'm not so sure they can't, Dave, but get in—l'Il tell 
you later. I promised Wright I would be back in three 
hours, and l've lost ten minutes already. Also, this 
machine weighs three thousand tons—so I don't want to 
leave it on this roof longer than is absolutely necessary." 

"But, Steve—let me look at it. Man, it is beautiful. 
What is that métal ?" 

"Try the inside, Dave—there!" 
Dave Gale was rather good sized—five feet ten, and 

weighing over one hundred and sixty pounds, but Water- 
son was in perfect physical condition, two hundred and 
ten pounds of solid muscle, and Gale had been popped 
into the hatch like a bag of meal, so quickly was it donc. 

Now he turned to look at the tiny room in which he 
found himself. It was evidently the pilot room, and 

around the front of the room there ran a clear window, 
curved to fit the curve of the ship's walls, and about 
three feet high, the center coming at about the level of 
the eye of a person sitting in either of the two deeply 
cushioned chairs directly facing it. The chairs were 
evidently an intégral part of the machine, and from the 
heavy straps attached to them it was obvions that the 
passengers were expected to need some support. The 
arms of each chair were fully two feet broad, and many 
small instruments and controls were arranged on their 
polished black surfaces. Waterson had seated himself 
in the right hand chair and strapped himself in. Gale 
hastened to secure himself in the left chair. 

"Take it easy Dave, and be prepared for a shock when 
we start." 

"l'm ready Steve, let's go !" 
Waterson moved his right hand a bit, and a tiny red 

bulb showed on his left instrument panel; many of his 
instruments began to give readings and several on Gale's 
board did so also. Another movement, and there was a 
muffled hum of an air blower. Then Waterson looked 
at Gale and turned a small venier dial—Gale had been 
watching intently—but suddenly the look left his face— 
and was replaced by a look of astonished pain. The en- 
tire car had suddenly jerked a bit, then that peculiarly 
unpleasant sensation connected most intimately with a 
rapid elevator or helicopter starting from rest had made 
itself unpleasantly pronounced. Gale's pained and 
somewhat sick expression caused Waterson's smile to 
broaden. 

"Whew—Steve—what is this—why don't you warn a 
fellow of what's coming!" 

"1 did warn you, Dave," answered Waterson, "and if 
you will look out, I think you will understand this." 

THE car was rising, at first slowly, but ever faster 
and faster, from the roof, not as a helicopter rises, 

not as a dirigible rises, but more as a heavy body falls, 
with high accélération ever faster and faster. Soon it 
was rising quite rapidly, straight up. Then another tiny 
red bulb flashed into life on Waterson's switchboard, 
and the ship suddenly tilted at an angle of thirty de- 
grees. Then it shot forward, and continually accelcrated 
an already great speed, till New York lay far behind, and 
then the sky became dark and black, and now the stars 
were looking in at them, not the winking, bitte stars of 
Earth, but the blazing, steady stars of infinité space, and 
they were of every color, dull reds, greenish, and blue. 
And now as they shot on across the face of Earth far 
below. Gale watched in rapture the magnificent view 
before him, seeking the old friends of Earth—Mars, 
Venus, Jupiter, and the other familiar, gleaming points. 
Then he turned his gaze toward the Sun, and cried ont 
in astonishment, for the giant sphere was a hard, electric 
blue, like some monster electric arc, and for millions of 
miles there swept from it a great hazy, glowing cloud, 
the zodiacal light, almost invisible from Earth, but here 
blazing out in indescribable beauty. 

"We're in space ! But, Steve, look at the sun ! What 
makes it look blue ? The glass of the window isn't blue, 
is it?" said Gale excitedly. 

"We're in space ail right—but it isn't glass you're 
looking through ; it is fused quartz. Glass that thick 
would crack in a moment under the stress of température 
change it has to undergo. The sun looks blue because, 
for the first time in your life, you are seeing it without 
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havîng more tlian lialf îts light screencd ofï. Tlie atmos- 
phère won't pass bine light completely and it cuts off the 
ultra-violet transmission very shortly after we leave the 
visible région of the spectrum. The reason the sun bas 
always looked yellow is that you could never see that blue 
j)Ortion of its spectrum. Remember, a thing gets bluer 
and bluer as it gets botter. First we bave red bot, 
brigbt red, yellow, wbite, then the electric arc is so bot 
that it gives blue ligbt. But the sun is nearly two 
thousand degrees centigrade botter than the electric arc. 
Naturally it is blue. Also, Fil bet you haven't found 
Mars, bave you ?" 

"No, Steve, I haven't. Where is it?" 
"Right over tbere. See it ?" 
"But that can't be Mars. It's green, green as the 

Earth." 
"But it is Mars. The reason Mars looks red from 

Earth is that the light that reaches us from Mars lias had 
to go through both its own atmosphère and through 
curs, and by the time it reaches us, it is reddened, just 
as a distant plane beacon is. You know how a light 
in the distance looks red. That is what makes Mars look 
red." 

"Mars is green. Then it is possible that the life on 
Mars may be the same as that of Earth !" 

"Right, Dave. It probably is. Remember that the 
chlorophyl that gives the planets their color is also the 
material that can convert sunlight energy into fixed 
energy of starches and sugars for the plant, and prob- 
ably the same material is serving in that capacity ail over 
the universe, for carbon is the only élément of the more 
than a hundred that there are that can possibly permit 
life's infinitely complicated processes to progress." 

"But I thought there were only ninety-two éléments." 

"'TpHERE are ninety-two différent types of atoms, but 
JL if you have half a dozen men ail doing exactly 

the same thing, can you call them 'a man'? They have 
found more than six différent kinds of lead, two dif- 
férent kinds of chlorine, several différent kinds of argon, 
and many of the other éléments are really averages of 
several kinds of atoms, ail of which do exactly the same 
thing, but have différent weights. They are called 
isotopes. We say the atomic weight of chlorine is 
35.457, but really there is no atom that has that weight. 
They have weights of 35 and 37, and are jumbled 
together so that the average is 35.457. Really there 
are over a hundred différent kinds of atoms. In my 
work on this ship I found it made quite a différence 
which kind of chlorine atom I had." 

"Well, how does this machine work, and what do 
you mean by saying that a machine invented it ?" 

"Dave, you know that for a numbèr of years the 
greatest advances in physics have been made along the 
lincs of mathematical work in atomic structure. Ein- 
stein was the greatest of the mathematicians, and so the 
greatest of the atomicists. Now as you well know, I 
never was too good at mathematics but I did love atomic 
structure, and I had some ideas, but I needed someone 
to work ont the mathematics of the theory for me. 

"You remember that back in 1929 in the Massachu- 
setts Institute of Technology they had a machine they 
called the integraph, an electrical machine that could 
do calculas too com'plex for Einstein himself to work 
out, and problems it would take Einstein months to solve, 
the machine could solve in a few minutes: It could 

actually do mathematics beyond the scope of the human 
brain. The calculus is a wonderful tool with which man 
can dig out knowledge, but he has to kcep making his 
shovel bigger and bigger to dig deeper and deeper into 
the field of science. Toward the end of this decade, 
things got so the tail was wagging the dog to a considér- 
able extent, the shovel was bigger than the man—we 
couldn't handle the tool. When that happened -in the 
world once before they made a still bigger shovel, and 
hitched it to an electric motor. Ail the integraph did 
was to hitch the calculus to an electric motor—and then 
things began to happen. 

"I developed tliat machine further in my laboratory, 
and carried it far beyond the original plans. I can do 
with it a type of mathematics that was never before 
possible, and that mathematics, on that machine, has donc 
something no man ever did. It has found the secret of 
the atom, and released for us atomic energy. But that 
wasn't ail, the machine kept working at those great long 
équations, reducing the number of variables, changing, 
differentiating, integrating, and then I saw where it was 
leading ! I was scared when I saw what those équations 
meant. I was afraid that the machine had made an 
error, I was deathly afraid to test that last équation, the 
équation which the machine was absolutely imable to 
change. It had been working with the équations of 
inatter, and now it had reachcd the ulthnatc, définitive 
équation of ail matter! This final équation gave explicit 
instructions to the understanding ; it told just how to 
completely destroy matter! It told how to release such 
terrifie energy, I was afraid to try it. The équations of 
atomic energy I had tested and found good, I had suc- 
ceeded in releasing the energy of atoms. 

"But the energy of matter has been 1 nown for many 
years; simple arithmetic can calculate the energy in one 
gram of matter. One gram is the équivalent of about 
ten drops of water and that much matter contains 
900,000,000,000,000,000,000 ergs of energy, ail this in 
ten drops of water ! Mass is just as truly a measure of 
energy as ergs, as foot-pounds or as kilo-watt hours. 
You might buy your electricity by the pound. If you 
had five hundred million dollars or so, you could buy a 
pound. You have heard of atomic energy, of how terrifi- 
cally powerful it is. It is just about one million times 
as great as the energy of coal. But that titanic energy 
is as little compared to the energy of matter itself, as the 
strength of an ant is compared to my strength. Material 
energy is ten thousand million times as great as the 
energy of coal. Perhaps now you can see why I was 
afraid to try out those équations. One gram of matter 
could explode as violently as seven thousand tons of 
dynamite ! 

"But the machine was right. I succeeded in releasing 
that awful energy. I happened to release it as a beat ray, 
and the apparatus had been poînted in the direction of an 
open window luckily. Beyond that was just sand. The 
window was volatilized instantly, and the sand was 
melted to a great mass of fused quartz. It is there, and 
will be there for centuries, a two-mile streak of melted 
sand fifty feet broad ! It makes a wonderful road of six 
foot thick glass! The machine showed me a thousand 
ways to apply it. I am driving this ship by means of 
an interesting bit of apparatus that the calculating ma- 
chine designed. You remember Einstein's général rela- 

■ tivity theory said that mass, gravity, bent spa.ee; but as 
it didn't fall in, as it would if attracted and not resisting. 
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it must be that it is elastic. The field theory that he 
brought out back in 1929 showed that gravity and electro- 
static fields were at least similar. I found, with the aid 
of my machine, that they were very closely related. I 
charge the walls of my ship strongly négative, then I 
have a piece of apparatus here that will distort that 
electro-static field so it cuts ofï gravity—and the ship has 
no weight. The propulsion is simple also. I told you 
that space was elastic. I have a projector, or sériés of 
projectors ail around the ship which will throw a beam of 
a ray which tends to bend space toward it. The space 
resists, and since the mountain won't corne to Mahomet, 
Mahomet goes to the mountain—and the ship sails along 
nicely. 

"The only theoretical limit to my speed is, of course, 
the velocity of light. At that speed any body would have 
infinité mass, and as you can't produce an infinité force, 
you certainly can't go any faster, and you can't go that 
fast in fact. If I accelerated one of the little five gram 
bullets I use in that machine gun to the speed of an alpha 
partible such as radium shoots off, not a very high speed 
in space, it would require as tnuch energy to get it up to 
that speed, 10,000 miles a second, as five thousand fast 
freights, each a thousand tons apiece, would require to 
get up a speed of a mile a minute. You see that there 
is no possibility of getting up any speed Hke that even 
with material energy—it is too expensive even with that 
cheap energy—for it costs just as much to slow down 
again ! 

"The înteresting thing about this energy is that scien- 
tists have known about it for a good many years, and 
while hundreds of people told about atomic energy, no 
one outside of the scientists ever spoke of the far 
greater energy of matter. The scientists said that the 
sun used that energy to maintain its heat—forty million 
degrees on the interior of the sun. They said man could 
never duplicate that température nor that pressure that 
prevails at the interior of the sun. They therefore said 
that man would never be able to release that energy. 
But the sun had to raise thousands of tons of water, and 
blow that vapor many miles, and do a lot of other 
complicated things before there was any lightning. Man 
would never be able to reproduce those conditions, and 
he would never be able to make lightning. Besides, if 
he did, what good would his electricity do him; it 
would be so wild, and so useless. 

"But man discovered other ways of releasing his 
energies and converting it into electricity in a way that 
did not exist in nature. Manifestly it is possible to do 
the same with the energy of matter, and I have done it. 

"The object of this trip, Dave, is exploration. I am 
going to the other planets, and I want you to corne along. 
î believe I am prepared for any trouble we may meet 
there. That machine gun shoots bullets loaded with a 
bit of matter that will explode on impact. There is only 
a dust grain of it there, but it is as violent as ten tons of 
dynamite. If I exploded the entire shell, remember I 
would get the équivalent of thirty-five thousand tons of 
dynamite—which is manifestly unsafe. There are also 
a sériés of projectors around the car that project 
heat rays. These rays are capable of volatilizing any- 
thing that will absorb them. The projectors of ail the 
rays have a separate generator unit directly connected. 
The unit is built right into the projector, but controlled 
from here. They are stnall, but tremendously more 
powerful than any power plant the Earth has ever seen 

before—each one can far outdo the great million and a 
half horse power station in San Francisco. They can 
develop in the neighborhood of fifty million horsepower 
each !" 

"Lord, Steve, l'm no scientist, and when you speak 
glibly of power sources millions, billions of times more 
powerful than coal, l'm not only lost, l'm scared. And 
you have a couple dozen of those fifty-million-horse- 
power-generators around this ship. What would happen 
if they got short-circuited or something?" 

"If they did, which I don't believe they will, they 
would either explode the entire ship, and incidentally 
make the Earth at least stagger in its orbit, or fuse it 
instantaneously and so destroy themselves. I might add 
that we would not survive the calamity." 

"No, I rather guessed that. But, Steve, here in the 
utter cold and utter vacuum of space I should think that 
it would be hard to heat the ship. How do you do it?" 

"The first thing to do in any explanation is to point 
out that space is neither empty nor cold. In the second 
place, a vacuum couldn't be either hot or cold. Tempéra- 
ture is a condition of matter, and if there is no matter, 
there can be no température. But space is quite full— 
about one atom per cubic inch. There is so much matter 
between us and the fixed stars that we can actually detect 
the spectrum of space superposed on the spectrum of 
the star. The light that the stars send us across the 
intervening spaces cornes to us laden with a message of 
the contents of space—and tells of millions of tons of 
calcium and sodium. Even the tiny volume of our solar 
System contains in its free space about 125,000,000,CXX) 
gram,s of matter. That doesn't mean much to an 
astronomer—but when you remember that every gram 
of that can furnish as much energy as 10,000,000,000 
grams of coal, we see that it isn't so little ! And as space 
does have matter, it can have a température, and does." 
It has a température of about 15,000 degrees. Most of 
the atoms of that space have escaped from the surface 
of stars and have a température about the same as that 
of the surface of the stars. So you see that space— 
utterly cold—is botter than anything on Earth! The 
only difficulty is that it takes a whale of a lot of spacé to 
contain enough atoms to weigh a gram, and so the aver- 
age concentration of heat is so low that we can say that 
space is cold. Simîlarly a block of ice may contain far 
more heat than a piece of red-hot iron. Nevertheless; 
I would prefer to sit on the ice." 

"Quite so, I see your point, and I believe l'd prefer 
the ice myself. But that's înteresting! Space isn't 
empty, it's not cold, in fact it is unusually hot !" 

"Now we've started this let's finish it, Dave. It is hot, 
but not unusually hot—if anything it is unusually cold! 
The usual, or average température of ail the matter in 
the universe is about one million degrees, so space at 15,- 
000 is really far below the average, and so we can say 
that it is unusually cold. The température of the in- 
terior of the stars is uniformly forty million degrees. 
which brings the average up. But it is the unthinkably 
great quantifies of matter in interstellar space that brings 
the average down. Remember that the nearest star is 
four and a half light years from us, and between the 
stars there is such a vast space in which the matter is 
thinly distributed that the few pînpoint concentrations 
of matter have to be exfremely hot if they are to bring 
the average up any appréciable amount. But here and 
there in this vast space there are a few tiny bits of matter 
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lhat have cooled down to terrifically frigid températures 
—températures within a few degrees of absolute zéro, 
only two or three hundred" degrees above; spots of mat- 
ter so cold that hydrogen and oxygen can unité ; so cold 
that this compound can even condense to a liquid ; so cold 
that life can exist. We call those pinpoints planets. 

"In the interstellar range of températures we have 
everywhere from absolute zéro to forty million above. 
Life can exist between the températures absolute, of 
about two hundred and three hundred and twenty—a 
range of one hundred degrees in a range of forty million. 
That means that the température of this planet must be 
maintained with an allowable inaccuracy of one part in 
four hundred thousand ! Do you see what the chances 
of a planet's having a 'habitable' température are? 

"But we are near my laboratory now, Dave, and I 
want to introduce you to Wright, my laboratory assist- 
ant, a brilliant student, and an uncannily clever artisan. 
He made Bartholemew, as I call the mathematics ma- 
chine, and most of the parts of this ship. He had beat 
rays to work with, and had iridium métal as his ma- 
terial, and plenty of any élément. He had a fine time 
working out the best alloy, and the best treatment. The 
shell of the car is made of an alloy of tungsten, iridium 
and cobalt. It is exceedingly tough, very strong. and 
very hard. It will scratch glass, is stronger than steel, 
and is as ductile and malléable as copper—if you have 
sufficient force. Iridium used to sell for about 250 
<lollars an ounce, but these powers allow me to transmute 
it, which renders it cheap for me. After this, sodium 
métal will be cheaper than sodium compounds !" 

"1 wish that that trip had not been so short, Steve. 
There were a lot of things I wanted to ask you. Where 
are we now ? I don't seem to recognize this country." 

"We are over Arizona—see there is the laboratory 
now—off there." 

"What, Arizona! How fast were we going?" 
"We were going slowly, considering we were in space, 

but considering our proximity to the Earth we are going 
rapidly. The actual speed is difficult to déterminé—re- 
member we had eut loose ail ties of gravity, and I had 
to follow the Earth in its orbit, and the whole solar 
System along through space. From here to New York 
City is about three thousand miles, and as we made the 
trip in just under one hundred minutes, we traveled at a 
speed of thirty miles a minute, or half a mile a second." 

"Well, the airplane speed record was about four 
hundred and twenty, wasn't it—I mean an hour—you 
have to specify now! You set a new record, I guess!" 

THEY were slanting down through the atmosphère 
toward the distant low building that had seen the 

construction of that first of Earth's space cruisers. 
The long gentle glide slowly flattened out and the car at 
last glidcd slowly, gently through the open hangar doors. 
Wright was there to greet them, but Waterson called out 
that he would stay in the ship a few minutes to show 
Gale around. 

"Steve, you sure picked a desolate place to work in. 
Why did you go way out here?" 

"For two reasons. First I wanted a place that was 
quiet ; and second I wanted a place where I could safely 
work with atomic energy—where explosions, premedi- 
tated or accidentai, would not blow up an entire city.' 
Did you notice that crater off to one side as we came in ? 
That is where I tried out my first bullct. I hadn't gotten 

a small enough charge in it. I had nearly a milligram— 
a hundredth of a drop of water. Rut corne, I guess you 
saw the pilot room. l'il show you how to run the ship 
tomorrow." 

He led the way to the rcar end of the pilot room, 
where a small door opened in the smooth, windowless 
métal partition. It too gleamed with that strangely iri- 
descent beauty of metallic iridium. 

"This bunk room should appeal to an apartment 
house addict. I had about eleven feet I could use to 
make it, and it is just a bit crowded." 

Considering Waterson's six-feet-two, a room eleven 
feet long, ten feet high, and about as wide, would cer- 
tainly be crowded if there was anything or anyone else in 
the room. As the bunk room was also dining room, 
gallcry, and chart room, it was decidedly crowded. One 
thing that particularly interested Gale was a small scrccn 
on which were a sériés of small lights, projected from 
the rear. 

"What is that, Steve ?" he inquired. 
"That is my chart. It is the only kind of a chart you 

could well expect on board a space ship. The lights are 
really moving and maintain the relative positions of the 
planets. I think we will go to Mars first, because it is 
now as close as it will be for some time. I want to go to 
Venus soon, but that is on the other side of the sun. I 
will find that there are détours even in space when I go 
there !" 

"That's quite a chart ! I suppose you have more ac- 
curate ones too?" 

"No, I have no need of more accurate ones. I start 
for my objective, and it is so big I can't miss it!" 

"That's true too! But I haven't seen any apparatus 
for taking care of your air. I suspect that door over 
there hides something." 

"It does. It leads to the store room and the apparatus 
room. There are ail the tools I carry, the air purifier and 
water renewer. Remember that the break-up of the 
atomic energy gives me unlimited amounts of electricity, 
so I have ail the electric power I can use. I find that 
there is a way to electrolyse carbon dioxide to carbon 
and oxygen. In this manner I recover the oxygen for the 
air—at least part of the necessary oxygen—and at the 
same time remove the menace of the C02. There is con- 
sidérable oxygen fixed as ILO, however, so I installed 
an electrolyser to take care of that. The moisture of 
the air is in this way kept down to a comfortable maxi- 
mum. The same apparatus is useful for reducing the 
water. Ail the water I have I must carry in tanks, 
which require space. I am able to make them consider- 
ably smaller by taking the water, passing it through this 
electrolyser, reducing it to hydrogen and oxygen, burn- 
ing them to water again, and thus getting pure H.O. 
The one difficulty is in getting rid of the heat. Remember 
that ail the heat I lose I must lose by radiation. But 
the sun is radiating to me. I receive heat at exactly the 
same rate the Earth does and I have no protective at- 
mosphère, so the tendency is to reach a super-tropical 
température. The easiest solution of this problcm is to 
go with the ship at such an angle to the sun that the 
shadow of the exposed surface shades the greater por- 
tion of the ship, then by adjusting the angle of the ship, 
I can ad just the ratio of radiating to receiving area to 
any value I wish, and get almost any température I 
need." 

"That is an idea. I never heard of electrolysing car- 
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bon dioxide, tliougli. Tell me—how do you do it?" 
"That is a process I developed. It requires considér- 

able explaining. However, I am doubtful whether it 
wouldn't bave been easier to convert the stuff directly 
to oxygen by transmutation." 

"Steve, I notice you bave plenty of ligbt, but wby not 
bave windows?" 

" T HAVE no windows except in the main pilot room. 
J. The trouble with windows is that they reduce the 

strength of the shell. Also, as this is a sleeping room, 
and there will be no night in space, why not have it this 
way? I need considérable strength in the walls of the 
ship, because the accélérations that I use in starting and 
turning and stopping are really rather a strain on any 
material. The outer wall is a six-inch iridio-tungsten 
alloy shell, with two openings in it, the window, and the 
door. The rest is absolutely seamless, one solid casting. 
The window is so designed, in connection with the place- 
ment of the ray projectors that it doesn't weaken the 
shell. There is no frame work, but the two partitions 
across the ship are each six inches thick, and act as 
braces. The inner wall is a thin one-inch layer of métal, 
supported by the outer shell, and separated from it by 
small braces about two inches high. This intervening 
space has been evacuated by the simple process of going 
ont into space and opening a valve, then closing it before 
returning to Earth." 

"That one-inch layer of métal of yours is bothering 
me. There is something strange about it, and ail the 
trim and mouldings in here. The green I suppose is to 
relieve eye strain, but it is not the color itself that seems 
strange. It is the impression I have that the métal itself 
is of that beautiful leaf green shade, and that it is the 
métal in the chairs, table, and racks that gives them that 
color." 

"Quite right Dave, it is." 
"But Steve, I thought that there vvere no more clé- 

ments to be discovered. In the collection at the Muséum 
in New York they had ail ninety-two, and I saw no 
colored metals." 

"In the first place, remember I told you there really 
were more than ninety-two éléments, if we treat the iso- 
topes as éléments, and I don't believe they had ail the 
ninety-two there, for there are several éléments that dis- 
integrate inside of a few days. They couldn't keep those. 
But these metals are compounds." 

"Compounds! Do you mean alloys?" 
"No, chemical compounds, just as truly as sait or 

sulphuric acid. They are related to tetra ethyl stibine, 
Sb which is a compound that acts like a métal 
physically and chemîcally. It is too soft to be any good. 
but there are hundreds of these organic compounds of 
carbon. There are red ones, green ones, blue ones, and 
a thousand différent ones, soft, brittle, liquid, solid; 
some are even gaseous." 

"Colored metals! What a boon to artists! Think 
what fun they will have working in that stuff !" 

"Yes, but it is also useful for décorative purposes, 
although the large molecule makes it too soft to be used 
as a wearing surface." 

"Well Steve, you sure have a mighty fine little ship! 
What do you call it? You said that you called the mathe- 
matics machine 'Bartholemew.' What do you call this ?" 

"As yet it has not been named. I wanted you to sug- 
gest some name for it." 

"That's a sudden ovdcr, Steve. What have you 
thought of ?" 

"Well, I thought of calling it flourine, for the chemical 
clément which is so active that it can not be displaced 
by any other, but will, on the other hand, force any other 
non-metal out of its compound. Then I thought of 
Nina, the name of Columbus' ship which first touched a 
new world, and Wright remindcd me that Eric, the Red's 
son Lief landed here in about 1000 and suggested Eric 
as a name." 

"Well, that's a good assortment. Why pick on me?" 
"We thought you ought to be good at inventing names, 

since you had written several books." 
"That is a fine excuse! I get mine from old maga- 

zines! But I might suggest 'The Electron.' It sounds 
well, and I remember that you said that you charged it 
negatively to eut out the gravity of the Earth and an 
électron—or is it a proton that has a négative charge?" 

" 'The Electron'—sounds good—and the idea is good. 
An électron has a négative charge. Wright also sug- 
gested the 'Terrestrian,' as it would be the first ship of 
Earth to visit other worlds. It is between 'Electron' 
; d'Terrestrian' now. Which do you like better?" 

"I prefer 'Terrestrian.' It has more meaning." 
"Well. we'll tell Wright about it. In the mean time, 

corne in to the laboratory and meet Bartholemew." 

BARTHOLEMEW was at the moment engaged in 
tracing a very complicated curve, the intégral of a 

half dozen or so other curves. Wright was carefully 
watching the thin line left by the pencil. There was a 
low steady humming coming from the machine, and a 
bank of small transformers on the other side of the room 
connectcd to it. Wright turned off the machine as they 
entered, and after greeting Waterson, and meeting Gale, 
proceeded at once with an enthusiastic description of 
the machine. He was obviously proud of the machine, 
and of the man who had developed it. The entire machine 
had been enclosed in a métal case when Gale entered, 
but now Wright opened this, and Gale was decidedly 
surprised to see the interior. He really had had no rea- 
son to form any opinion of the machine, but he had ex- 
p-jeted a maze of gears, shafts, levers, chains and every 
sort of mechanical apparatus. Somehow the mention of 
a machine for doing mathematics conveyed to him that 
impression. The actual machine seemed quite simple— 
merely a small cable leading from the separate "graph 
interpreters," as Wright called them, to the central in- 
tegrater, and hence a small motor carried the integrated 
resuit into practice and put it on paper. 

This machine made possible a type of mathematics 
hîtherto unknown. This new calculus was to the pre- 
vious intégration what intégration was to addition. In- 
tégration is an infinité summation of very small terms, 
and this new mathematics was an intégration in an in- 
finité number of dimensions. The beginner first learns 
to integrate in two dimensions. Then corne three. Ein- 
stein had carried hîs mathematics to four. The machine 
seemed to work in an infinité number of dimensions, but 
the conditions of the problem really chose the four out of 
infinity that were under discussion. An infinité number 
of dimensions has no physical meaning. It might be put 
this way, Wright said : there are an infinité number of 
solutions to the équation x=2-f-y, and as such it has no 
meaning. But if for example you say also that 2y=x, 
then auto-mathematically you choose two of an infinité 
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numbcr of values that fit the problem in hand. A man 
inight bave donc ail this machine did, had he lived long 
enough and been patient enough. This machine could 
do in an hour a problem that would have taken a man a 
lifetime. Thus it had been able to develop the true 
mathematical picture of the atom. 

OVER the supper table that night they had a final 
discussion as to the name of the ship. It was de- 

cided that the name should be "Terrestrian," and plans 
were made to christen it in as scientific a manner as pos- 
sible. Considering that the shell was made of iridium, 
and therefore highly inert to chemical action, they de- 
cided on a bottle of aqua regia which dissolves gold and 
platinum, and does not attack iridium. A bottle was pre- 
pared, and they were ready for the christening in the 
morning. Just as they decided to call the day donc, the 
téléphoné rang. It was Dr. Wilkins of Mt. Wilson call- 
ing Waterson. The conversation was rather lengthy, 
and Wright, who had answered, told Gale that Dr. Wil- 
kins had called before, about two months ago, on a 
question in astro-physics, and Waterson had been able to 
give the answer. This time however, Dr. Wilkins, it 
seemed, was grcatly agitated. Just then Waterson re- 
turned. 

"Gale, it seems we chose our name well. Also I am 
lucky in having you here. I must go to Mt. Wilson at 
once, l'il be back about dawn, and l'il tell you two ail 
about it then. Fve got to hurry. So long." 

A moment later the two men heard the hum of the 
motor as the hangar doors were opened. Another mo- 
ment and the cntire countryside was flooded with a 
blaze of bluish whitc light, that illuminated the desolate 
dry desert for miles, and for ail those weary miles it was 
an unending, rolling surface of sand. In the glow of 
sudden light, great strange shadows which started up 
by the buildings gave weird effects on the sand, but with 
it ail there was a rugged and compelling beauty to the 
little world which the light had eut from the darkness. 
There was a sudden whistle of air, and the light faded 
as the car shot off toward Mt. Wilson. 

"What a mass of sand there is around here ! It would 
seem almost like a dried up océan bed," said Gale. 

"I suppose there is a lot of sand in the world—there 
should be though, it is the direct compound of the two 
most abundant éléments on Earth, silicon and oxygen." 

"Wright, Fve often wondered why it is that oxygen. 
which combines with almost anything, should be found 
free in nature. Why is it?" 

"1 don't know, Fm sure. At that I suppose one reason 
is that there is so much of it. Just a very small fraction 
less than half of the Earth's surface layers is oxygen. It 
forms over forty-nine per cent of it to a depth of ten 
miles at least. It is the second most active élément on 
Earth—in the universe for that matter, and of the active 
éléments there is only one with which it can't combine, 
namely, fluorin. Of course it can't combine with the 
inert gases, so I say the active éléments. I suppose it is 
left free principally because there was nothing else to do. 
Apparently there weren't enough partners to go around. 
At that it did a mighty good job of it ! Forty-seven per 
cent, of the solid crust is oxygen, 85% of the water is 
oxygen, -and 20% of the air is free oxygen. Well, let's 
not look so favorable a gift horse in the mouth. If it 
hadn't been left free, where would we be?" 

The discussion soon died down and the men retired 

for the night, each wondering what it was that had called 
Waterson away so suddenly, and each determined to be 
on hand when he returned in the morning. 

The coming of the light of dawn had, perforce, put 
an end to the activities at Mt. Wilson, so it was shortly 
after sunrise that the two men heard the hangar doors 
open. And it was very shortly after sunrise that they had 
dressed and gone down to grect Waterson. The worried 
look on his face told a great deal, for both men knew him 
well, and when Waterson looked worried there was some- 
thing of tremendous import under way. 

"Hello. Had a good night Dave? I have something 
that is going to interest you—and two and a half billion 
other human beings. They have discovered something at 
the Mt. Wilson observatory that is going to change our 
plans quite a bit. We had intended going to other 
planets to visit the inhabitants, but we won't have to go. 
They are coming to us; furthermore, twenty ships are 
coming, and I have an idea they are good sized ships. 
But Wright, I think you had better start breakfast. 
We can discuss it at the table. Fm going to wash, and 
if you will help Wright, Dave, I think we will be at 
work pretty soon." Waterson left the room, and the two 
men looked at his retreating figure with astonishment 
and wonder. An announcement that our planet was to 
be invaded from space is a bit hard to take in ail at once, 
and particularly when it is given in the matter of fact 
way that Waterson had presented it, for he had known 
it now for over ten hours, and had been working on it 
during ail that time. 

AT the table the cxplanation was resumed. 
"The ships were first sighted in the big telescope 

when they turned it toward Mars last night. You re- 
member that Mars is at its closest now, and they are 
taking a good many pictures of it. When they saw these 
spots of light on the dise of Mars they were at once ex- 
cited and started immédiate spectroscopic and radiometric 
observations. The fact that they showed against the dise 
of Mars meant that they were nearer than the planet. 
and by measuring the amount of energy coming from 
them they tried to calculate their size. The results at 
once proved that they could not be light because of re- 
flection, for the energy that they emitted would require 
a surface of visible dimensions, and these were points. 
Their température was too low to be incandescent, so 
they were violating ail the laws of astro-physics. By 
this time they had shifted sufficiently to make some esti- 
mate of their distance, shifted because of the movement 
of the Earth in its orbit, Dave, and so they were covering 
a différent spot on the dise of Mars. Allowing that they 
were going in a straight line, they were some ten and a 
half million miles away. The spectroscope showed by 
displacement of one of the spectral lines that they were 
coming toward us at about 100 miles a second. The line 
of their flight was such that they would intercept the 
Earth in its orbit in about thirty hours. That means that 
we have about twenty to work in. 

"It doesn't take any alarmist to guess that this means 
trouble. They would not be coming in twenty ships if 
they were coming on a peaceful mission. Also consider- 
ing that they corne in only twenty ships it shows that they 
have considérable confidence in those twenty. Since 
they are coming here without first sending a scouting 
party of one or two ships, I suspect that they already 
know that the conditions of Earth are suitable to them. 
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To détermine our conditions would require exceedingly 
powerful telescopes, but they are helped by the tbin air 
of their planet. I believe that they can actually see our 
machines and weapons, and that they know just about 
what we have. I think that they are counting on clean- 
ing up the world very easily—as indeed they would but 
for one factor, for they have atomic energy. Wright, 
do you remember that we decided to use electronic 
rockets to drive the car, once we discovered atomic 
energy? And that having discovered material energy, 
we naturally decided not to? Well, they have electronic 
rockets. This makes me feel sure that that means that 
they have atomic energy, but have no material energy." 

"Fine Steve. Your reasoning is most admirable—but 
will you please translate 'electronic rocket* and a few of 
those other ternis into English? And otherwise make 
yourself clear to the layman?" 

"Well, I suppose I have no right to call a cathode ray 
tube an electronic rocket, but when a cathode ray tube 
gets that big it really needs a new name. The idea is 
the same as that of a rocket. You know the experi- 
inents the Germans, the millionaire Opel, and others 
carried ont in 1927 with rocket automobiles? They had 
a terrible time with their rockets because the beat of one 
set ofï the next. The resuit was a disastrous explosion— 
and they had a whole océan of air to cool them ! What 
would a rocket do in free space? Also remember the 
principle of a rocket is that you shoot particles out of 
the rear at a very high speed and thus impart the kick to 
the ship. The electronic rocket does the same thing—but 
instead of shooting molécules of hot gas, it shoots élec- 
trons, a giant cathode ray tube such as Coolidge had in 
1927, but his was so small that the kick was immeasur- 
ablc. Remember that as the velocity of the électrons ap- 
proaches that of light, the mass increases and so the 
électrons as shot from a cathode ray rocket may weigh as 
much as a milligram. The problem of propulsion then is 
not hard with atomic energy to supply the terrifie volt- 
ages needed to run the tube. But the cathode rays are 
going to be their first weapon. Cathode rays are ab- 
sorbed by any object they hit, and their terrifie energy 
is converted to beat. They are deadly in thetnselves, and 
the beat is of course deadly. They will also have beat 
rays. I can make a beat ray with atomic energy, though 
mine is derived from material. The only way we can 
fight them is to know beforehand what we are to meet. 
This is to be a war for a world, and the war will be a 
battle of titanic forces. The weaker of the forces will be 
a million times greater than anything man has ever known 
before, and either of these two forces would, if fully 
applied, blast our planet from its place around the sun! 
Such forces can not be withstood. They must be an- 
nulled, deflected, or annihilated by some greater force. 
Only when we know what to expect can we fight them, 
and live. Remember, if they once succeeded in getting 
one weak spot in our armor, we can never have another 
chance, and the world can never hope to fight them— 
mere armies and a navy or two, with a couple of air 
forces thrown in—what would they amount to? The 
energy of atoms could destroy them like paper in a blow- 
torch—think what would happen to one of those beauti- 
fully absorbing grey battleships if a beat ray touched it ! 
Their eighteen-inch steel armor would not melt—it would 
boil away ! A submarine would be no safer—they could 
cxplode the water about it into steam and crush it. The 
effcct of a heat ray in water is just that—the water is 

converted to steam so suddenly that there is a terrifie ex- 
plosion. The cathode rays could sweep an army out of 
existence as hose might wash away an army of mud 
soldiers. They won't have gases. They will have no use 
for them. They could wipe a city ofï the map, leave 
only a great crater in the scarred Earth, while men were 
getting ready to lay a gas barrage. A shell would cer- 
tainly just bounce ofï of the armor of my ship and I 
suspect that it would do the same with the Martian ships. 
Earth has only one weapon that can even bother them ! 
And that one weapon is the one factor they did not figure 
on! It is the 'Terrestrian.' But now, if we want to 
make that one factor upset the whole équation, we have 
to calculate how to make its value a maximum, and to do 
that we have to know every other factor in the équation. 
I have suggested two weapons they will have, the ca- 
thode rays and the heat ray. They will, of course, bave 
others ; they will have atomic bombs, and I am sure that 
they will find us so dangerous that they will be willing 
to lose a ship and crash us. This gives us something 
else to avoid. Can any of you think of something else ?" 

"Good Lord Steve, haven't you thought of enough?" 
"Plenty, Dave, but it isn't considered good form in 

military proceedings to permit the enemy to surprise you. 
In fact, it is highly probable that if he does, you will get 
a new form, one more adapted to aerial transit." 

"Yes, that's true, too. But I remember reading once 
that ultra-violet light was invisible, and very dangerous 
to the body. I wonder if they will use that ?" 

"They may, but I greatly doubt it. Air is very nearly 
opaque to ultra-violet light, above a certain limit, and 
below that limit it is not very harmful. The infra-red 
heat rays, though, are going to be a very great menace. 
I can't think of any way to make them harmless. Of 
course, the polished iridium shell of the ship will pro- 
tect us from the sides, as the heat will ail be reflected. 
The difïiculty will be that the heat will fuse the window, 
and thus attack us. The quartz glass is nearly opaque 
to heat rays, as is ail glass. Being opaque, it absorbs 
it, 'cuts it out' as we say. The resuit will be that the 
glass will melt instantly, whereupon we will go very 
quickly. The idea of putting a polished métal shutter 
before the window is the one we will have to adopt, but 
we must modify it somehow. The heat rays will be 
turned back ail right—and so will the light rays. The 
question is to shut out heat and let in light. Any sug- 
gestions ?" 

"1 wonder if there isn't some sélective reflector that 
we could use, Dr. Waterson ?" 

"That is a good idea, Wright—but I don't know of 
any that will pass ail the light and reflect ail the heat !" 

"What is a sélective reflector, Steve?" 
"There are lots of things that have that property Dave, 

gold leaf is one, it can transmit green light—that is you 
can see green light through it, but it reflects yellow light 
—the complément of the green it transmits. There are 
a great many organic dyes that are one color when you 
look at them and the complément of that color when 
you look through them. The trouble is we need one 
that transmits the visible portion of the spectrum and— 
boy—that's it, Wright, that's it—spectrum—take a totally 
reflecting diffraction grating, reflect out ail that part of 
the spectrum that we don't want, take what we do, pass 
it through a prism to recombine it to white light, then 
through lenses so we can see as if through a télescopé! 
We will have absolutely cold light !" 
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."Again it sounds good, but l'd like to hear it in 
English, Steve." 

"The idea is to take a diffraction grating, a piece o£ 
métal with, usually, 14,438 lines to the inch ruled on it, 
and previously highly polished, so that it reflects most o£ 
the light that hits it. Now it is reflected at différent 
angles, so that we have a spectrum. The spectrum 
spreads ont light and heat waves as well—I use the re- 
flection grating as no material will pass the heat rays, 
and it then is possible to reflect ont of the car again those 
rays we do not want. The light, which we do want, we 
will pass through a prism which will recombine it to 
white light. A prism can either split up light into dif- 
férent colors, or recombine thcm to white. Lenses then 
will be needcd to niake the images clear. The effect will 
be much the same as a telescope. And that takes care of 
the heat waves. The cathode rays, luckily won't bother 
us for the car is alrcady charged strongly négative, and 
negalively charged électrons will be strongly repelled, as 
they are in the grid of a vacuum tube, so will never hit 
us. The bombs constitute the worst menace. The only 
defcnse we have against them is the very doubtful one of 
not being there when they are. That is a good policy 
in any case, 

"As a last précaution—a bit grim—I will arrange it 
so that if the 'Terrestrian' is damaged to the point of 
utter hclplessness we can, by pushing a single button, 
explode the entire car—as material energy. It will 
utterly destroy everything within a radius of a hundred 
miles, and damage everything within a much greater 
radius. I believe it will not be serious enough to change 
the Earth's orbit, tliough." 

"Good—cheerful man, aren't you, Steve ! Now what 
have we to meet that delightful array ?" 

"We have things even more delightful. Our heat ray 
is considerably more powerful, I imagine. It is gener- 
ated by a force ten thousand fîmes as great. Our bombs 
will be worse. Wright, I wish you would make about a 
hundred shells that will explode with the full thirty-five 
thousand ton équivalent of dynamite. And then we 
will have everything they have that is going to be ef- 
fective, and have it in a more concentrated form. Can 
any of you suggest anything else?" 

"Steve, you said that your car was nearly pure iridium 
on the outside, and that is very inert. The outside of 
their ship will be polished too, won't it ?" 

"Probably—though I don't believe they were expect- 
ing to meet a heat ray." 

"Well, I wonder if there isn't some chemical you 
could spray out that would tarnish their ship, without 
hurting your iridium ship? Then it wouldn't be polished 
and would absorb your heat rays." 

"That's a good idea, Dave. I niîglit use a sulphide— 
nearly ail sulphides are colored, and form very easily 
and rapidly. Or I might use liquid ozone. That will 
tarnish almost anything to an oxide, which is also apt to 
be colored. I could certainly heat the ship that way, but 
I wonder—l'm afraid that the oxide or sulphide would 
break down too easily. There is only one métal that 
they might use on which that would work, namely steel. 
Iron sulphide is black, stable, and will not décomposé 
readily. The oxide forms readily, is highly colored, and 
will not décomposé before the métal is incandescent, or 
even mclted. The only difficulty is that steel is so 
readily attacked, that they wouldn't use it. They would 
probably côat it with an inert métal, silver for instance. 

That forms a black sulphide very readily. l'm afraid 
that won't work Dave. But Wright, I think that it 
would be a good idea to develop a few of those field theory 
équations in a différent way. Try integrating number 
two-six-thirty-nine—I think that's it—and between the 
limits of équation one-four-twenty-three and zéro. I have 
an idea that a little development of that idea will give 
us a beam that will be very useful. We haven't time to 
make much apparatus, but I think the resuit will be 
near enough to the space curving projector to allow us 
to change the extra projectors we have in the laboratory 
to fit. Also, try calculating the arrangement we will 
nced for the heat eliminator, please. l'm going to give 
Dave his first lesson in space navigation. We'll be back 
about noon—if at ail !" But Gale caught the vvink, so 
the effect was lost. 

TEN thousand miles out in free space the practice 
began. As Waterson poinled out, it would require 

some mighty poor handling to hit the Earth now. For 
the first time in Gale's life he could practice with a 
machine with no fear of hitting anything. 

When the ship slanted down in a long graceful glide, 
to enter the hangar doors that noon, Gale was in con- 
trol. The controls of the ship were remarkably easy to 
master and extremely simple. The one thing that was 
hard to master was the tremendous range of power. It 
could be changed in a smooth climb from a fraction of a 
horsepower to billions! The first atfempts had been a 
bit hard on the passengers, the seat straps coming in for 
their share of use. 

When they returned to the laboratory, they found 
Wright had just prepared a light lunch, and at once be- 
gan to demolish it. Six hours between breakfast and 
lunch is conducive to a husky appetite. 

Wright had finished the intégration on the machine, 
and had calculated the mathematics of the heat elimi- 
nator in a little less than four hours. The results were 
very satisfactory, and in the remaining time he had 
converted six of the extra projectors to their new use, 
and had them rcady for installation. After lunch the 
men began on the construction of the heat eliminators. 
Two were to be înstalled, one for the observer as well 
as one for the pilot. The heavier work of installing the 
projectors and the iridium shield was reserved for later 
in the afternoon. 

By six that evening, the new projectors were com- 
pletely installed and the connections made, and the great 
iridium shield was cooling from blinding incandescence 
in its mold. It would be installed that night, but now 
they felt that a rest and a meal were due them. They 
had been working under a great strain that afternoon, 
for they knew that they must get that machine ready be- 
fore the Martians reached Earth, and there was a great 
deal to do. After the brief dinner they went out to 
the shining "Terrestrian." As yet, the new projectors 
had not been tried. 

Gracefully the great shining shell backed out into the 
ruddy glory of the sinking sun, the red light had turned 
the desert to a sea of rolling fire, with here and there a 
wave that showed dark—a mound. In the far distance 
the purple hills of Nevada seemed like distant islands 
in this burning sea, and above it rode thîs lone, shining 
ship, magnificcntly iridescent in the setting sun. Now it 
stopped, hovered, then suddenly a pile of métal ingots 
that lay to one side of the laboratory leaped into the air 
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and shot toward it—tlien paused in mid-air, hnng poised 
for an instant, then sank lightly to the ground. Now 
the sand of the desert began to roll into some strange 
wave that began just beneath the ship, then sped away— 
further—till it died in the far distance, by means of an 
invisible beam. A wall of sand thirty feet high had been 
built in an instant, and it extended as far as the eye 
could reach ! Now the ship settled, and slowly, light as 
a feather for ail its three thousand tons of métal, it 
glided into the hangar. 

"Man Steve, that works! How long a range has it? 
And please tell me about it now you are sure it works !" 

"1 don't know just how long a range it has—it af- 
fected the sand as far as we could see, and we were using 
very little powcr. It is just a modification of the space 
curving apparatus. It projects a beam of gravity, and 
theoretically at least it has an infinité range; and it 
certaînly has a whale of a lot of power. I can use a 
gopd deal of the power too, for the strain of the attrac- 
tion is taken off the mountings and the ship, and put on 
space itself ! The gravity projector is double and pro- 
jects a beam of the gravity ray forward and an equally 
powerful beam of the space curve behind. The two rays 
are controlled bj' the same apparatus, and so are always 
equal. The resuit is that no matter how great a load 
T ■ put on it, the entire load is expended in trying to 
bend space!" 

That night work was carried on under the floodlight- 
ing from the ship's great light projectors. The entire 
région was illuminated, and work was easy. Waterson 
had been instructed to take a rest when he seemed bent 
on continuing his work. Even his great body could 
not keep up that hard labor forever, and forty-eight 
hours of work will make any man nervous. With a crisis 
such as this facing him, he certaînly needed rest. He 
agreed, provided they would call him in two hours. Two 
hours later Gale walked about a mile from the labora- 
tory, and called. He then returned and continued his 
work on the placement of the shield. It had been placed, 
polished, and tiny holes bored in it for the heat elimi- 
nator inside of four hours. It was operated by an 
electric motor, controlled from within. It could be 
lowered and leave the window clear, but when in posi- 
tion its polished surface made it perfectly safe against 
heat rays. The work had just been completed, when 
Waterson reappeared looking decidedly ruffled. 

"Say, I thought you two promiscd to call me in two 
hours ! It's been just four, and I woke up myself !" 

"But Steve, I did call you and you didn't hear me. I 
didn't say l'd wake you in two hours." 

IT was shortly afterwards that news of the coming in- 
vasion was made public. And with the news came the 

wild panics, even mad, licentious outbreaks ail over the 
world. Man saw himself helpless before mighty enemies 
whom he could not resist. Never had such a complété 
dîsruption of business taken place in so short a time. 
Things were donc that night in a terrible spirit of "we die 
tomorrow, we play today." The terrible jams in the 
cities caused the deaths of hundreds of thousands. They 
wanted to flee the cities, get into the woods and hide 
like some animal. Within an hour no news could reach 
most of them, and though Waterson had told of his ship, 
told immediately, given every government officiai an-, 
nouncements concerning it, still the mad dance went on. 
But to those that had stayed near the radio sets, this 

news brought relief. No télévision pictures of it could 
be broadcast for many hours, as there was no portable 
equipment within several hundreds of miles, and the men 
were working on the ship. 

That night the three men fook turns watching by the 
radio set for news. The Martians were due to land 
somewhere on Earth that morning. It would probably 
be a temporary landing in some land that was just at 
dawn. And it was so. But the "Terrestrian" m'ust not 
be taken by surprise. 

Waterson was to have the morning watch. Uiilike the 
others, he did not sit by the radio set. He answered the 
few messages he received, but the entire four hours of 
his watch he spent working with Bartholemew. The 
équations he was working with seemed new, strange, 
and they had terrifie import to the understanding. It 
was but a few minutes before the Martians landed 
when he had gotten the final resuit. At once he called the 
two others. 

"Wright, if that équation means what I think it does, 
we have something that will give us a tremendous ad- 
vantage! I feel sure that the Martians have actually 
worked out the problem of the atom by pure brain power 
—no machines aided them, else they too would have dis- 
covered the secret of matter. That machine has made it 
possible for us to work out problems to meet them. 
But as they may land any minute now, let's begin on this. 
We necd two of these projectors in front, and two at 
the stem. If you will start on the actual projectors, TU 
start the instrument end. Come on Dave." 

And so ail three heard the announcement that the 
Martians had landed. Twenty mighty ships had settled 
down in the arid land of Nevada. The ships were a bare 
five hundred miles from them! The dry air of the 
desert was probably best suited for Martian lungs. 
Army planes had been cruising about ail night waiting 
for the enemy, waiting to learn definitely what they were 
to face. It was Lt. Charles H. Austin who sighted them. 
He first saw them while still on the very outskirts of 
our atmosphère, and reportcd them at once, turning his 
télévision finder on them. Great balls of purple fire 
they seemed as they sank rapidly through our atmos- 
phère. The great ships floated down and as they came 
within a mile or so of him, he was able to see that the 
great flaming globes of light were beneath them, scem- 
ingly supporting them. A breeze was blowing from 
them to him, and the air, even at that distance, was 
chokingly impregnated with oxides of nitrogen and 
ozone, from the forty mighty glowing spheres. They 
were fully an hundred and fifty feet in diameter, but the 
ships thémselves, illuminated by the weird light of the 
glow of their sister ships, were far greater. Each was 
three thousand feet long, and two hundred and fifty 
feet in diameter. Hundreds of thousands of tons those 
mighty machines must have weighed, and the fiery globes 
of ionized air that shone under the impact of the cathode 
rays alone told how they were supported. Now, two 
by two they sank, and came to rest on the sands below, 
and as they came near the ground the glowing rày 
touched the sand, and for that moment it glowed in- 
candescent, then quickly cooled as the ray was shut off. 
At last the mighty armada of space had settled on the 
packed sands, and now there spràng from eàch a great 

, shaft of light that searched the heavens above for planes. 
By luck the plane of the" observer was missed, and the 
télévision set clicked steadîly on as-the quésting bcams 
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were reduced to five, and now the ground was flooded 
with blinding light. A moment later the side of one of 
the great ships opened, and from it a gangplank thrust 
itself. Then from it there came a stream of men, but 
men with great chests, great ears, thin arms and legs; 
men that must have stood ten feet high. Painfully they 
scrambled down the plank, toiling under the greater 
gravity of Earth. But what a thrill must have been 
theirs! They were the first men of this system to ever 
have set foot on two planets! And some of those men 
were to step forth on a third—the first men to visit it too ! 

Painfully now they were coming from their huge 
interplanetary cruisers, slowly they plodded across the 
intervening space to their comrades, pouring from their 
sister ships. 

THEN suddenly the télévision screen was white—a 
blinding searchlight had at last picked up the plane. 

Wildly the pilot dived, and now there came a picture 
of ail those men looking upward, their first glimpse of 
the works of man perhaps. But the beam that had been 
eluded was reinforced in a moment—then there came 
a dull red beam—a flash—and the screen was smoothly 
dark. 

Waterson and his friends feverishly worked at their 
tasks. There was no doubt about the inimical intentions 
of the Martians now. They had destroyed a man with- 
out reason. And the projectors were rapidly taking 
shape under the practiced hands of Wright. Dawn 
broke, and the men stopped for breakfast, but still the 
work on the projectors was not donc. Many parts were 
so similar to those of the other projectors that they 
could use the spare projectors for parts, many others 
were new. It was shortly after breakfast that the news 
of the Martians' landing came. They had started now 
on the famous Day of Terror. But still the men in the 
laboratory worked at their tasks. The "Terrestrian" 
had been christened according to plan, and was now 
ready to start at any moment, but the new projectors 
were an additional weapon—a mighty weapon. 

Ail matter is made of atoms, grouped to form molé- 
cules, combinations of atoms, or a molecule may contain 
but one atom, as is the case of hélium. The atoms withiu 
the molecule are held to each other by electro-static at- 
traction. The molécules of substances like wood are 
very large, and hold to each other by a form of gravity 
between the molécules. These are called amorphous 
substances. Water is a liquid, a typical liquid, but we 
have many things that we do not recognize as liquids. 
Asphalt may be so cold that it will scarcely run, yet we 
can say it is a liquid. Glass is a liquid. It is a liquid 
that has coolcd till it became so viscous it could not run. 
Glass is not crvstalline, but after very many years it does 
slowly crystallize. The molécules of a liquid are held 
together by a gravitational attraction for each other. 
But in crystals we have a curious condition. The atoms 
of sait, sodium chloride, do not pair off one sodium and 
one chlorine atom when they crystallize ; perhaps a mil- 
lion sodium atoms go with a million chlorine atoms, and 
give a crystal of sodium chloride. Thus we have that 
a crystal is not «(NaCl) but it is NawClw. Thus a 
crystal of sait is one giant molecule. This means then 
that the crystal is held together by electrostatic forces 
and not gravitational forces. The magnitude of these 
forces is such that if équivalent weights of sodium and 
chlorine atoms could be separated and placed at the 

pôles, the chlorine atoms at the north and, eight thousand 
miles to the south, the sodium, over ail that distance the 
twenty-three pounds of sodium would attract the thirty- 
five pounds of chlorine atoms with a force of forty tons ! 

So it is that in ail crystals the atoms are mutually 
balancing, and balanced by perhaps a dozen others. The 
electrostatic forces hold the crystals together, and the 
crystals then hold together by gravity in many cases; 
otherwise they don't hold together at ail. A block of 
steel is made of billions of tiny crystals, each attracting 
its neighbor, and thus are held together. But this force 
is a gravitational force. 

Now what would happen if the force of gravity be- 
tween these crystals were annihilated ? Instantly the piece 
of métal would cease to have any strength ; it would fall 
to a heap of ultra-microscopic crystals, a mere heap of 
impalpably fine dust ! The strongest métal would break 
down to nothing! 

Such was the ray that Waterson had developed. It 
would throw a beam of a force that would thus annul 
the force of gravity, and the projector had been made of 
a single crystal of quartz. Its effects could be predicted, 
and it would indeed be a deadly weapon ! The hardest 
metals fell to a fine powder before it. Wood, flesh, 
liquids, any amorphous or liquid substance was thrown 
off as single molécules. It would cause water to burst 
into vapor spontaneously, without heat, for when there 
is no attraction between the molécules, water is naturally 
a gas. Only crystals defied this disintcgration ray,. and 
only crystals could be used in working with it. 

But while the men in the lonely laboratory in Arizona 
were finishing the most terrible of their weapons, the 
Martians were going down the Pacific coast. 

When morning dawned on our world, it found a wild 
and restless aggregation of men fleeing wildly from 
every large city, and with dawn came the news that the 
Martian armada had risen, taking ail its ships, and was 
heading westward. Straight across Nevada they sailed 
in awful grandeur, the mighty globes of blazing cathode 
rays bright even in the light of the sun. 

Across the eastern part of California, and with an 
accuracy that told of carefully drawn maps, they went 
directly to the largest city of the West Coast, San Fran- 
cisco. There they hung, high in air, their mighty glow- 
ing spheres a magnificent sight, motionless, like sonle 
mighty menace that hangs, evèr ready to fall in terrible 
doom on the victim beneath. For perhaps an hour they 
hung thus, motionless, then there dropped from them 
the first of the atomic bombs. Tiny they were. No man 
saw them fall; only the effects were visible, and they 
were visible as a mighty chasm yawned in sudden érup- 
tion where solid earth had been before. One landed 
in the Golden Gâte. After that it looked as a child's dam 
might look—a wall of mud and pebbles. But pictures 
and news reels of the destruction of that city tell far 
more than any wordy description can. Once it had been 
destroyed by earthquake and fire, and had been built 
up again, but no phenomenon of Nature could be so 
terrible as was that destruction. Now it was being pul- 
verized by titanic explosions, fused by mighty heat rays, 
and disintegrated by the awful force of the cathode 
rays. We can think only of that chaos of slashing, 
searing heat rays, the burnîng violet of pencil-Iike 
cathode rays, and the frightful explosions of the atomic 
bombs. It took them just sixteen minutes to destroy 
that city, as no city has been destroyed in ail the history 
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of the Earth. Only the spot in desert Nevada where 
the last battle was foiight was to be more frightfully 
lorn. But in ail that city of the dead there was none 
of the suffering that had accompanied the other de- 
struction; there were none to suffer; it was complété, 
instantaneous. Death itself is kind, but the way to death 
is thorny, and only those who pass quickly, as did these, 
find it a happy passing. 

And then for perhaps a half hour more the great ships 
hung high above the still glowing ruins, supported on 
those blazing globes of ionized air. Then suddenly the 
entire fleet, in perfect formation, turned and glided 
majestically southward. The thousands of people of 
Los Angeles went mad whcn this news reached them. 
Ali seemed bent on escaping from the city at the same 
time, and many escaped by death. It took the Martians 
twelve minutes to reach Los Angeles, and then the 
mighty shadows of their hulls were spread over the 
packed streets, over the thousands of people that strug- 
gled to leave. 

But the Martians did not destroy that city. For two 
hours they hung motionless above, then glided slovvly on. 

ALL that day they hung over the state of California. 
moving from point to point with such apparently 

dcfinite intention, it seemed they must be investigating 
some already known land. No more damage did they 
do unless they were molested. But wherever a gun 
spoke, a stabbing beam of beat reached down, caressed 
the spot, and left only a smoking, glowing pit of molten 
rock. A bombing plane that had climbed high in anti- 
cipation of their coming landed a great bomb directly 
on the back of one of the great ships. The explosion 
caused the mighty machine to stagger, but the tough 
wall was merely dented. An instant later there was a 
second explosion as the remaining bombs and the gaso- 
line of the plane were set ofî by a pencil of glowing 
cathode rays. But when no résistance was offered, the 
Martian fleet soared smoothly overhead, oblivious of 
man, till at last they turned and started once more for 
the landing place in Nevada. 

The last work on the projectors had been finished by 
noon that day, and they were installed in the ship im- 
mediately. Then came the test. 

Again the "Terrestrian" floated lightly in the air out- 
side the hangar, and again the pile of ingots leaped into 
the air to hang motionless, suspended by the gravity 
beam. Then came another beam, a beam of pale violet 
light that reached down to touch the bars with a caressing 
bath of violet radiance—a moment they glowed thus, 
then their hard outlines seemed to soften, to melt away, 
as still glowing, they expanded, grew larger. Inside of 
ten seconds the ingots of tungsten, each weighing over 
two hundred pounds, were gone. They had gone as a 
vapor of individual crystals; so gone that no eye could 
see them ! The ray was a complété success, and now as 
the "Terrestrian" rcturned to its place under Waterson's 
skilful guidance, the men felt a new confidence in their 
weapon! The projectors of the disintegration ray had 
not yet been fitted with the polished iridium shields, and 
without these they would be vulnérable to beat rays. 

It was during the installation of these that the acci- 
dent happened. Wright had already put the left front 
projector shield ih place, ànd was beginning on the 
right, but the small ladder from which he worked rested 
against the polished iridium surface of the car, and as 

this was rounded, he did not have a very securc perch. 
The shield weighed close to a hundred pounds, for iri- 
dium is the heaviest known métal, and it was constructed 
of inch-thick plates. While trying to swing one of these 
heavy shields into place, the changed direction of the 
force on the ladder caused it to slip, and a moment 
later Wright had fallen to the floor. 

The heavy shield had landed beneath him, and hîs 
weight falling on top, had broken his right arm. Wright 
would be unable to operate any of the mechanism of 
the "Terrestrian," which required ail eyes, arms and legs 
to work successfully. While Waterson installed the re- 
maining shields, Gale hurried Wright to the nearest town 
in Waterson's monoplane. 

It was three-thirty by the time he returned, and 
Waterson had mounted the shields. His great strength 
and size made the task far easier for him, and the work 
had been completed, and the shields finally polished, and 
welded in place. 

The entire afternoon the radio had been brînging con- 
stant reports of the progress of the Martians. As they 
were doing no damage now, and were over a densely 
populated district, where any battle such as would resuit 
should the "Terrestrian" attack them would surely de- 
stroy a considérable amount of valuable property, 
Waterson decided to wait till they had left California. 
To the west was the océan, and a conflict there would do 
no damage. To the east was the desert, and to the south 
was the sparsely settlcd régions of low property value. 
Only to the north would the value of the property be 
prohibitive to a final encounter. 

When, at about five, news came that the Martians 
were returning to the desert landing spot in Nevada, 
Waterson at once set out to intercept them, and as his 
tiny car was prepared and waiting, the Martian armada 
came in sight, at first mere glistening points far off 
across the purple desert hills, but approaching hundreds 
of miles an hour. 

Yet it seemed hours while those glowing points neared, 
grew and became giant ships, though still miles away. 
When at last the leader of the Martian fleet came within 
about a half mile of its tiny opponent, without slowing 
its rapid flight, there sprang from its nose a glowing 
violet beam that reached out Hke a glowing finger of 
death to touch the machine ahead. But that machine was 
strongly charged with a tremendous négative potential, 
and the cathode ray was deflected and passed harmless, 
far to one side. 

And now the "Terrestrian" went into action, retreat- 
ing before the bull-like rush of its mighty opponents. 
The twenty great ships were drawn up in a perfect line 
formation, a semicircle, that each might be able to use 
its weapons with the greatest effect without interfering 
with its neighbor. Now from the gleaming ship ahead 
there sprang out a dull red beam, a beam that reached 
out to touch and caress the advancing ships. Six mighty 
ships it touched, and those six mighty ships continued 
their bull rush without control, spreading consternation 
in the ordered rank, for in each the pilot room had in- 
stantly become a mass of flame and glowing métal under 
the influence of the beat ray. The other fourteen ships 
had swerved at once, diving wildly lest that beam of red 
death reach them, but three great hulks dived, and in a 
dive. that ended in flaming wrcckage on the packed sands, 
ten miles below. The other three ships that had felt 
that deadly ray regained control before touching: the 
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earth, but tliose thrce tbat went down, mighty cathode 
rays streaming, struck and formed great craters in the 
sand. 

BUT again that ray of death stahbed ont, for one 
Martian had incautiously exposed bis control room, 

and in an instant it too was diving. The mighty ray 
tubes forcing it on, it plunged headlong, with ever 
greater velocity to the packed sands below. An instant 
later there was a titanic concussion, an explosion that 
made the mighty Martians rock, and stagger drunkenly 
as the blast of air rushed up, and a great crater, a full 
half mile across, yawned in the earth's surface. Every 
atomic bomb in that ship had gone off! 

The thrce ships that had bcen rayed retreated now. 
and left thirteen active ships to attack the "Terrestrian." 
The shield had been placer! long before, and now as the 
Martians concentrated their heat rays on the glistening 
point before them, it was unaffected. While they were 
practically blind, they could not risk an exposure to that 
heat ray. 

"Steve, I thought that heat ray was entirely eut ont 
by the heat eliminator. How is it I could see your 
beam ?" 

"You can't see heat anyhow—and it does eut out ail 
the infra-red rays. The reason you can see that beam is 
that I send a bit of red light with it so I can aim it." 

Again the Martians had drawn up into a semicirclc, 
with the "Terrestrian" at the centre, and now there sud- 
denly appeared at the bow of each a flash of violet light. 
At the same instant the ship before them shot straight 
up with a terrifie accélération—and it was well it did ! 
Almost immediately there was an explosion that made 
even the gargantuan Martian ships reel, though they 
were over ten miles from the spot where the explosion 
occurred. 

"Nice—they use a potassium sait in their explosive, 
Dave. See the purple color of the camion flame?" 

"Yes, but why not use the atomic energy to drive the 
shells as well as to explode them?" 

"They couldn't make a cannon stand that explosion— 
but move—he's trying to crash us." 

The Martians seemed intent on ramming the tiny ship 
that floated so unperturbed before them. Now three 
great ships were coming at them. Suddenly there was 
a sharp rattle of the machine gun, then as that stopped, 
the "Terrestrian" shot away, backed away from the 
Martians at a terrifie speed. Gale had never seen the 
explosive bullets work, and now when the three leading 
Martian ships seemed suddenly, quietly, to leap into a 
thousand ragged pièces, giant masses of métal that flew 
off from the ruptured ship at terrifie speed, and with 
force that made them crash through the thick walls of 
their sister ship, it seemed magie. Those great ships 
seemed irrésistible, Then suddenly they flew into a 
thousand great pièces. But ail was quiet. No mighty 
concussion sounded. Only the slight flash of light as 
the ships split open. Titanic ships had been there—a 
deadly menace that came crashing down at them—then 
they were not there ! And more, another ship had been 
crushed by a great flying piece of métal. Only the fact 
that these three had been well in front of the rest had 
saved the main part of the Martian fleet. The atomic 
generators of the one ship must have been utterly de- 
stroyed, for the great, glowing spheres of ionized air 
that showed the cathode rays to be working, had died, 

and the great ship was settling, still on an even keel, 
held upright by the gyroscopes that stabilized it, but 
falling, falling ever faster and faster to the earth, over 
twelve miles below. 

"Steve—did—did I do that? Why didn't I hear the 
explosion ?" 

"You sure did, Dave, and made a fine job of it—three 
hits out of three shots—in fact four hits with three shots. 
The sound of the explosion can travel through air, but 
we are in free space." 

But nine ships still remained active of the original 
twenty of the Martian Armada, and these nine seemed 
bent on an immédiate end to this battle. This tiny thing 
was deadly ! Deadly beyond their wildest dreams—if 
it continued to operate, they wouldn't—it must be de- 
stroyed. 

Again they attacked, but now the cathode rays were 
streaming before them, a great shield of flaming blue 
light. Again the thin red beam of death reached out, 
caressed the ships—and the pilot room became a mass 
of flames. But they had learned that the ships were 
controlled from some other part; they were coming 
s-noothly on ! Again came the sputtering pop of the 
machine gun. But it, too, seemed useless—the mighty 
explosions occurred far from their goal—the cathode 
rays were setting off the shells. And now one of the 
nine left the rank and shot at the "Terrestrian" with a 
sudden burst of speed. On it came at a terrifie speed 
—one mile—three quarters—a half  

THEN there came a new ray from the bow of the 
tiny glistening ship. It seemed a tiny cathode ray. 

as it glowed blue in the ionized air, but. like the ship. 
it was strangely an iridescent violet—and as it touched 
the hurtling Martian, the great ship glowed violet, the 
cloor seemed to spread and flow over it, then it stopped. 
Tic ship was no longer glowing—and the strange ray 
ceased. But where the titanic, hurtling ship had been a 
moment before, was a slight clouding—and a few solid 
specks—small—the ship was utterly destroyed ! 

The other Martians withdrew. Here was something 
they could not understand. Heat they knew—explosions 
they knew—but this dissolution of a titanic ship—thou- 
sands of tons of matter—and in a fraction of a second 
—it was new; it seemed incredible. 

But now again they formed themselves—this time they 
made a mighty cube, the eight ships, each at one corner 
—and five miles on a side the mighty cube advanced. 
till the "Terrestrian" formed a center to it. Now the 
great ships slowly closed in—but still the glistening ship 
r mained in the center. There was plenty of room to 
escape—then suddenly, as the cube contracted to a three 
mile side, it moved. Instantly there came from ail the 
great ships around it, a low but tremendously powerful 
hum—such a hum as one could hear around a power 
sub-station in the old days—the hum of transformers— 
and the tiny ship suddenly stopped—then reversed, shot 
back to the center of that mighty cube, and hung there ! 
Now swiftly the cube was contracting—and still the tiny 
car hung there! It was jerking—but it moved only a 
few hundred feet each time—then suddenly it started— 
went faster—faster—then there was a distinct jar as 
it slowed down—almost reversed—but again it con- 
tinued. At last it shot outside the wall of that cube 
and shot away with a terrifie accélération. 

"Whew—Dave, they almost got us that time! That 
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was a stunt I had never thought of—though I can see 
how it is donc. They have tremendously powerful alter- 
nating current magnets on each of those ships. This 
car is non-magnetic, but a conductor, so there are in- 
duced in it powerful currents. You notice how hot it 
lias grown in here—you can scarcely breathe—they in- 
duced terrifie currents in our outer as well as in our 
inner shell. The resuit was that we were repelled from 
the powerful magnets. They were placed at the corners 
of a cube, so the only place that we could stay in equi- 
librium was in the exact center. When I tried to escape, 
I had to go nearer one of the pôles, and the repelling 
force became greater. Then the ships on the far side 
shut off their magnets, so that they no longer repelled 
me—and I started to fall back—but I was able to pull 
out. The terrifie accélération I got just after leaving the 
eue was due to the repulsion of their magnets. You 
see it was very sizable! Had I had atomic energy 
only, I would never have gotten out of that field of 
force. I can, because of my material energy, escape 
every time. See—they are going to try again—let them 
—when they get close, we can turn on the disintegration 
ray and pick off the top ships. Then the bottom ships !" 

Again the "Terrestrian" was held in that titanic field 
of force—that field was so great that ail magnetic com- 
passés ail over the Earth were deflected, and the cur- 
rents induced in the téléphoné lines, telegraph lines, 
power transformers and ail other apparatus were so great 
that many lines in the vicinity were melted. The cube 
contractée! to a mile dimension before the glowing, iri- 
descent ray of death reached out to dissolve that first 
ship—then a second—a third—a fourth—and the Mar- 
tians were in the wildest confusion—the cathode rays 
prevented the "Terrestrian's" bombs from striking, but 
it also made their own projectiles useless. They had 
been sent to conquer this new planet for their race— 
and they were failing. They could not rush that tiny 
ship—for the deadly disintegration ray would only de- 
stroy the ship before they had had a chance to crash into 
the "Terrestrian." It seemed hopeless, but they tried 
once more. 

Now from every side the ships of the Martians came 
at their tiny opponent, mighty hurtling hulks of hun- 
dreds of thousands of tons—it seemed they must get 
that tiny ship—there seemed no opening. The three 
damaged ships had joined in this last attempt—and as 
the seven gargantuan ships charged down at the "Ter- 
restrian," there sprang from it again the pale beam of 
disintegration—and one of the four remaining undam- 
aged ships ceased to exist. The gap was closed—an- 
other ship was gone—and a third flashed into nothing- 
ness as the tiny opponent swung that deadly beam— 
then it was free—and turning to meet the four remain- 
ing Martians. 

But now they turned—and started up—up—up. They 
were leaving Earth ! And now, as the blazing sun sank 
below the far horizon of distant purple hills, one 
faltered, the burning violet spheres went dark, and it 
plunged faster and faster into the darkness below—down 
from the glowing light of the ruddy sun into the deep 
shadow far below—down to the shadow of Death—for 
the damaged generators had failed. And as that last 
great ship crashed on the far sands, the violet globes 
of light of the others were dying in the rare air far from 
Earth. The Martians had corne, had seen and had been 
conquered ! 

"Steve—they are going—we have won. This planet 
is ours now—man has proven it. But they may bring 
reinforcements—are you going to let them go?" 

"No, Dave, I have one more thing I want to do. I 
want to give an object lesson." 

The tiny ship set off in the wake of the defeated 
giants—faster and faster, It was overhauling them— 
and at last it did—just beyond the orbit of the Moon. 
The undamaged ship was leading the train of four ships 
as they went back. Their world must have been watch- 
ing—must have seen that battle—must have known. And 
now they were returning. 

AS the tiny ship came up to them the Martians turned 
at bay it seemed—and waited. Then from the 

tiny ship before them there came a new ray—invisible 
here in space—but a ray that caught and pulled the great 
ship it touched—the undamaged ship. In an instant it 
was failing toward the "Terrestrian"—then its great 
cathode tubes were turned on—invisible here in space 
also. Now it stopped, started away—but greater and 
greater became the force on it. It was a colossal tug 
of war! The giant seemed an easy victor—but the 
giant had the forces of atoms—and the smaller had the 
energy of matter to drive against it. It was a battle 
of Titanic forces, with space itself the battleground, 
and the great ship of the Martians was pulling, not 
against the small ship, but against space itself, for the 
equalizing space distorting apparatus took ail tension 
from the "Terrestrian" itself. The great cathode ray 
tubes were working at full power now, yet still, inex- 
orably, the Martian was following the "Terrestrian!" 
Faster they were going now—accelerating—despite the 
mighty cathode rays of the Martians ! 

Of that awful trip through space and the terrible mo- 
ments we had in the depths of space, you know. At 
times it seemed we must annihilatc our giant prisoner, 
but always Waterson's skilful dodging avoided the bull 
rushes of the Martian. He would strain back with ail 
available tubes, then suddenly turn ail his force the 
other way—try to crash into us. It was a terrible trip 
—but toward the end he had decided to follow—and 
came smoothly. The strain of expecting some treachery 
kept us in suspense. Two weeks that long trip to Venus 
took. Two of the most awful weeks of my life. But 
two weeks in which I learned to marvel at that ship— 
learned to wonder at the terrifie and constantly changing 
tugs it received—terrifie yanks to avoid the hurtling tons 
of the Martian. I thought it must surely weaken under 
that continued strain, but it held. We had to get what- 
ever sleep we could in the chairs. No food could be 
cooked, the sudden jerks threw us in ail directions when 
we least expected it—but at last we reached the hot, 
steaming planet. Glad I was to see it, too! 

The "Terrestrian" left its giant prisoner there, and 
as it rose through the hot, moist air it rose in a blaze 
of glowing color, for every available projector on its 
tiny surface had been turned on as a light projector— 
it was a beautiful salute as we left, red, blue, orange, 
green—every color of the spectrum blazed as a great, 
glowing finger of colored light in the misty air. 

It took us but three days to return—Waterson ad- 
mitted he went at a rate that was really unsafe—he had 
to put in another charge in the fuel distributer—water 
—and it held nearly a pint, too. 

{Continued on page 975) 



By Miles J. Breuer, M.D 

Author of: "The Book of World s" 

"The Appendix and the Spectacles," etc. 

The Hungry 

Guinea-Pig 

Dr. clarence 
HINKLE walked 
reminiscently west- 
ward along Harri- 
son Street. Things 

had changed. The city had 
grown. 

"The spirit of Chicago îs 
growth," thought Dr. Hinkle. 

Dr. Clarence Hinkle of Dor- 
chester, Nebraska, was a country 
doctor of the modem, high-cali- 
ber type. He was thoroughly 
scicntific in his methods and 
made use of ail the facilities that 
modem science offers, in taking care of his prosperous 
farmcr patients. He kept up with scientific progress by 
visiting conventions and taking post-graduate courses 
regularly. But this was the first time since his gradua- 
tion that he had been back to Chicago and his Aima 
Mater. Now, after ten years of successful, satisfactory 
practice, he was on a pilgrimage back to old Rush. For 
study, yes; but also for a visit to the old places and to 
see old friends again. 

He was especially anxious to see Parmenter. He and 
Parmenter had roomed together for four years, two on 
the South Side at the University of Chicago, and two 
on the West Side at Rush, in the center of the greatest 
aggregation of médical collèges and hospitals within the 
arca of a square mile known to the world. Parmenter 
had been brilliant and eccentric. As a student he had 
done astonishing things in biochemistry. He had made 
a wild and brilliant record in the war. Hinkle had kept 
up a desultory correspondence with him, which had con- 
veyed hints of some research of Parmenter's ; something 
amazing, but without détails of information. Parmen- 
ter's work had so impressed the University of Chicago 
that they had built him a laboratory and dispensary to 
work in. 

Dr. Hinkle walked up Harrison Street looking for it. 
The huge bulk of the Cook County Hospital loomed 
ahead of him. Thousands of Rush graduâtes ail over 
America will appreciate how he felt when he saw the old 
corner at Harrison and Congress Strcets, with the ven- 

TT^ HAT makes a g tant F JVhat makes a divarf? 
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It is a 

generally accepted idea atnong gland specialists that one 
of the ductless glands is responsible for abnormal growth. If the 

pituitary gland is a factor, what would happen if some innocent 
and gentle animal were treated with the extract? Glandular 

science has become a most important part of medicine and some 

physicians specialize in its applications. Dr. Breuer must be 
recognized not only as an excellent writer of scientific fiction, 

but as an authority on his subject. 

erable and historié building gone, and a trim, business- 
like new one in its place. It seemed that sacred memories 
and irreplaceable traditions had been desecrated. But, 
progress must go on. However, the old "P. & S." was 
also replaced by a great maze of new buildings. And 
there ahead was a sign: The Parmenter Instituts. 
So, they had even named the clinic after him ! Indeed, 
he must have done something. 

He stopped a moment to look the building over. Two 
trucks piled high with heads of cabbage drew up before 
the side entrance. The drivers conversed as they un- 
loaded the cabbage. 

"Yesterday," Dr. Hinkle overheard one of them say, 
"1 delivered a load of freshly eut al f al fa here. You'd 
think they had a lot of big animais. Funny thing for 
this part of town. And tomorrow we'll be bringing 
more stuff ; wait and see." 

They carried basketloads of cabbage-heads up the 
short flight of stairs, and the porter of the building al- 
ways opened the door and took the baskets from them. 

"Listen!" whispered one of the truck-drivers to the 
porter, catching him confidentially by the shoulder ; 
"what's ail these loads of green stuff for?" 

"For feeding our expérimental animais," replicd the 
porter haughtily, as though he knew things they were 
not compétent to understand. 

"What sort of animais?" asked the truck-driver, look- 
ing doubtfully at the building, whose Windows were 
the same as tliose of the others with their small rooras. 
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^ From the flatterieJ wreckage there gàzed ont at the raptdly growing crow'd across the street, 
a pair of immense, pinkish-brown eyes ... set in a head that looked somewhat like that of an 

enormonsly magnified rabbit. . .■ .• Illustration by VVESSO. 
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"Guinea-pigs," repliée! the porter. 
"Guinea-pigs ?" ïhe truck-drivers looked blankly at 

cach other. "What are guinea-pigs?" 
"Hm !" snortcd the porter contemptuously. "Don't 

know what guinea-pigs are!" He saw them every day. 
"A guinea-pig is an animal like a rabbit ; no, smaller— 
half as big. It looks something like a rabbit and some- 
thing like a rat." 

"Aw !" growled the truck-driver. "He's stringin' us." 
"No," replied his companion. "That's true. I saw 

them when I was in the hospital. The doctors use 
them for speerments." 

An inner door opened and a white-clad attendant 
stood looking ont of it into the hall. For a while, as 
the door stood open, they heard a number of short, 
low-pitched, whistle-like notes. Then another hand 
slammed the door shut. and again the hall was dark and 
silent. To Dr. Hinkle's mind, the sound had no re- 
semblance whatever to the squealing of guinea-pigs. 
The truck-drivers continued lo carry cabbage and to 
tarry inquisitively. 

Dr. Hinkle walked briskly up the front steps of the 
Institute, and into the office. He handed his card to the 
girl at the information desk, stating that he had an ap- 
pointment with Dr. Parmenter. 

"The doctor said you were to corne into the office and 
wait for him," she said, showing him into an adjoining 
room. 

IN Parmenter's office, a large desk was piled hlgh 
with neatly arranged stacks of books and papers. 

Sections of bookeases filled with books, papers, and 
chemicals, covered almost ail the wall space, except 
where it was occupied by a great steel safe. Since there 
was also a safe in the business office through which he 
had passed, Dr. Hinkle concluded that this one held, 
not money, but, rather, records of tremendous impor- 
tance, or some sort of chemical préparation that might 
be dangerous in the hands of the wrong people. He 
sat down and waited, his eyes flitting back and forth 
among the titles of the médical, chemical, and biologi- 
cal publications. 

As he sat in his chair, he could see through the open 
door down a long hallway. At the end of the hallway 
was another door; a curious door that seemed to be 
made of heavy planks placed horizontally, and held to- 
gether with iron straps. This door was slowly pushed 
open, an interne emerged into the hallway, and with 
considérable effort tugged the door shut again and 
turned a heavy boit. While it was open, Dr. Hinkle 
heard several more of those short, reverberating, fluty 
notes, like the low pipes of an organ. They were ac- 
companied by heavy, dragging sounds, as of something 
tremendously heavy scraping on the floor with little 
short scrapes. Another interne came down the hall, and 
as the two met, the first one said : 

"This can't go on much longer. It's got to be 
stopped." 

The second one laughed a harsh, mirthless laugh. 
"I guess we'd have stopped it already, if somebody 

would tell us how." 
The two went back through the heavy door. Dr. 

Hinkle craned his neck to get a glimpse through it. 
In the vast half-gloom through the door, he caught a 
flecting glance at a huge curvcd back and flanks, covered 
with long, straight brown hair. 

"A cow? Or a bear?" he wondered in astonishment. 
"It's bigger than a couple of both. What in " 

Dr. Parmenter walked briskly out of a door down the 
hall, and seeing Hinkle in his room, hastened in. Dr. 
Parmenter had a worried look about him ; a wrinkle in 
his forehead that he couldn't seem to smooth out, a 
wrinkle that betrayed some sort of preying anxiety. He 
looked much older than his country confrère, though 
the quondam roommates were really almost of an âge. 
They stared wildly at each other, each surprised at the 
changes in the other. They gripped hands in silence for 
some minutes. 

"Well, so this is what you're up to !" Hinkle exclaimed. 
"You look like a million dollars!" Parmenter con- 

gratulated. 
They sat and chatted small stuff for a while. 
"You do look prosperous," Parmenter insisted. "You 

must be doing well." 
"Oh, l've put aside a few thousand. Ten more years 

like these, and I could retire in modest indepcndcnce." 
Parmenter sighed. 
"1 can't seem to get ahead much financially." He 

paused wistfully. "You have a family?" 
Hinkle nodded. 
"Two boys and a girl." 
"Happy dog." Parmenter had a far-away look in his 

eyes. 
Hinkle was also looking a little thoughtful. 
"The médical drudge, the traveler over country roads, 

the custodian of colds and stomach-aches wishes to in- 
quire," he said earnestly, "if there is not happiness in 
being known ail over North America; in having papers 
published in every scientific journal ; in being invited to 
great conventions as an honored guest ; in having a dis- 
pensary built for you and called after you—a young fel- 
low like you? You make me feel like a moron." 

Parmenter's face warmed up a little with pride. 
"And a colonel during the war!" Hinkle continued. 

"Do you know, l'm famous back home among the com- 
mon folks just because I can say I used to room with 
you ?" 

Parmenter was silent but grateful, Finally he said : 
"So you got into the fracas in France too? How did 

you go ?" 
"Oh," replied Hinkle, as though he disliked to admit 

it, "plodding along in a field-hospital unit. But you—" 
his voice rose in surprise again—"a médical man ! 
How did you happen to go as an artillery officer. l'd 
think you'd want to give your country the benefit of your 
scientific training." 

PARMENTER sat straight up in his chair. His face 
livened up with interest. 

"Scientific training!" he exclaimed. "Maybe you 
think you don't need scientific training in the artillery. 
I dare say I made better use of what scientific ability I 
may have, in the artillery than I ever could have donc 
as a mere médical officer. Wasn't it so in this war, that 
only one médical officer out of a thousand had any op- 
portunity to do scientific work? The scientific training 
I got in the artillery corps has helped me to accomplish 
what l've donc since the war." 

Hinkle stared incredulously. 
"If you don't think ît takes science," Parmenter said, 

"to yank a four-ton gun into place in the middle of a 
field, and put a shell on a spot the size of a door ten 
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miles away at the third shot—you've got another guess 
coming. ïhat takes real figuring, and real accuracy in 
working. To come up into position one night, and by the 
next night to have the country for twenty miles ahead 
plotted into numbered squares, into any one of which you 
can drop a shell instantly, within ten seconds of a signal 
from an airplane observer—the whole médical depart- 
ment didn't use as much science as did our little battery 
of heavy field artillery. That vvas a glorious kick-up—" 

He stopped and turned bis head, as several fluty 
whistles came faintly from within the building. 

"But this is just as exciting," he continued when the 
eerie sound had ceased. He smiled at Hinkle's look of 
amazed inquiry. 

"I guess l'd better show you around," he said. 'T've 
got something here that hasn't been published yet." 

"T got a peek at some ungodly thing a while ago," 
Hinkle remarked; "What is it—a buffalo? No; it's 
three times as big. A dinosaur? I never heard of any 
animal that would fit what I saw. Is that what makes 
the tooting?" 

Parmenter stood enjoying his friend's amazement. 
"Perhaps Pd better préparé you for the sight first. I 

can explain briefly in a few moments. A few years ago 
I got interested in ductlcss glands and internai sécré- 
tions, and my interest eventually narrowed down to two 
of them about which the least is definitely known; the 
pituitary and the pineal bodies. l've donc a lot of work 
on these two little brain-glands and written a lot about 
them. Both of them are intimately concerned in body 
growth. You will recollect that in the pathological con- 
dition known as acromegaly, in which there is an excess 
of pituitary sécrétion supplied to the body, the limbs 
grow long, and tall giants are produced; and you know 
how stunted the individual remains in cases where the 
pituitary body fails to secrete adequately. Perhaps you 
have also followed McCord's experiments : he fed chicks 
with pineal glands from cattle, and they grew to three 
or four times the size of normal birds. Then, a couple of 
workers in California separated from the pituitary body 
a substance which they called tethelin, and which when 
injected into mice, doubled their growth. 

"I repeated and confirmed their work, and made large 
quantities of tethelin. The fact impressed me that 
r.either the pineal experiments alone nor the pituitary ex- 
periments alone produced a well-balanced increase in size 
of the expérimental animais. I obtained the active 
principle of the pineal body, which I took the liberty of 
naming physein; I got it by four-day extraction with 
ether in the Soxhlet apparatus and recrystallization from 
acetone. Man, you should have seen the baskets and 
baskets of pituitaries and pineals from the stockyards, 
and ail the ether and acetone we splashed. But, after ail 
the dirty work, the half dozen bottles of gray powder that 
we got gave us a lot of satisfaction. 

"Of course we injected the stuff into guinea-pigs. The 
guinea-pig is always the victim. At first we used six; 
and six controls which received none of the tethelîn- 
physcîn solution. But we soon discarded the controls, 
for the injected animais grew like the rising of the 
mercury in a thermometer. They grew so fast that we 
had to kill five of them when they were as big as dogs, 
for fear that we could not feed them. This one we kept 
in order to ascertain the limit of size to which it would 
grow. Now we have had it six months, and it is as big 
as—well, you'll see. It is becoming difficult to feed, and 

it's a rough clumsy beast. l'd get rid of it, if I knew 
how " 

He was interrupted by a terrifie hubbub from within 
the building. The whole structure shook, and there was 
a vast ripping, tcaring. Crash after crash rent the air, 
followed by hollow rumbles and réverbérations. 

Dr. Parmenter dashed to the door and looked down the 
hallway. There were great cracks in the plaster, and 
chunks of the ceiling were raining down to the floor. 
The door at the end of the hall hung loose, revealing 
beyond it, not the semi-gloom of a big room, but the 
bright daylight of outdoors; just as though a piece of 
the building had been torn ofï. A huge rattling, bang- 
ing din was going on, with clouds of dust filling the air. 

He started down the hall, but a shower of bricks and 
plaster through the wrecked doorway deterred him. 
Seizing Dr. Hinkle's arm, he dashed out to the street, 
dragging the latter with him. Hinkle was puzzled; 
Parmenter was pale and looked scared, but seemed to 
know what was going on. 

/~\UT in the street, people stood struck motionless in 
the midst of their busy traffic. Fascinated, like a 

bird watching a serpent, they stood glued to the ground, 
their eyes turned toward the Institute. A moment ago 
the business of Harrison Street had been going mo- 
notonously along, just as it had gone for a couple of 
score of years. Suddenly two or three people had 
stopped. Some sort of queer things had appeared in a 
window of the Institute, horrible looking objects, as 
though a monkey had jumped up on the sill. But no, 
the pink things were not arms and legs; each had a 
single huge claw at the end of it. The whole thing 
looked like an enormous rat's paw. The group of 
astonished people standing and slaring at it increased 
momentarily. 

Then the brick wall bulged outwards, and a section 
of it as big as a room fell out on the ground in a mass 
of débris. A vast brown back appeared in the opening, 
and the thing's clumsy scratching threw layers of brick 
wall across the street. The enormous animal rolled out 
and disappeared behind the three-story signboards in the 
adjoining empty lot. 

Dr. Hinkle and Dr. Parmenter ran across the street 
to watch. There was a huge commotion behind the sign- 
boards; then with a crashing of breaking wood the 
whole structure of signboards went over. There were 
screams of people on the sidewalk who were caught be- 
neath the falling mass, and the tinkle of glass from 
smashed automobile windshields. From over the flat- 
tened wreckage there gazed out at the rapidly growing 
crowd across the street a pair of immense, pinkish- 
brown eyes. They were set in a head that looked 
somewhat like that of an enormously magnified rabbit, 
though it was held down close to the ground. Behind it 
arched a great brown back, higher than the second- 
story windows, covered with long, straight brown hair, 
with black and white stripes and spots. 

The créature looked around, jerking ils head first one 
way and then another, apparently very much frightened. 
Then it moved forward a step to the accompaniment of 
crackling timber. The crowd surged away, and dis- 
appeared frantically into buildings and around blocks, as 
the animal slowly started toward it. Dr. Hinkle felt a 
sinking sensation within him as he realized that there 
were injured people on the sidewalk under that mass of 
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wrcckage that crunched and crumpled under the ani- 
nial's huge weight. Everywherc, Windows were filled 
with heads. In the Institute, the undamaged Windows 
contained white-clad doctors and nurses. In the next 
biock, an elevated train passed with a hollow, rumbling 
roar. and the giant guinea-pig crouched down and 
trembled in fear. 

Then it ran out into the street with short, quick steps. 
One could get some idea of its size from the reports of 
the spectators, who stated that there was barely room in 
the street for it to turn around in. It had started 
across the street, and in its efforts to get loose it 
caught the odor of some scraps left behind at the un- 
loading of the cabbage trucks, for it suddenly began to 
turn around. Its paw caught in the window of a flat 
across the street, and in its efforts to get loose it 
wrecked a side of the building. Beds, refrigerators, and 
gas-stoves hung out in the open air. The animal seemed 
very much frightened. 

Dr. Hinkle and Dr. Parmenter had been carried by the 
crowd to the solid shelter of the Cook County receiving- 
ward. People began to sense that the thing was danger- 
ous. and scattered precipitately away from the scene of 
excitement. An Italian fruit vendor was pushing his 
cart westward along Harrison Street. The animal 
smelled the fruit and immediately became very much 
excited. It turned this way and that, but always there 
were buildings in its way. Finally it stepped up on the 
roof of a two-story flat on the corner. The roof caved 
in, and the screams of women were heard from within. 
In its effort to extricate itself, it made a wreck of the 
building. Then it hastened down a cross street in pursuit 
of the fruit cart. 

The Italian heard its approach and stopped; he stood 
paralyzed by fear. The guinea-pig never saw him at 
ail ; it leaped for the fruit and one accidentai blow of its 
paw knocked him over and crushed him flat. Only a 
bloody, smeary, shapeless mass on the street remained to 
tell the taie. Parmenter, already pale and trembling, 
shrank back as the Italian screamed and raised his hands 
above his head, carried down by the giant paw. Par- 
menter's eyes had a cowed, beaten look in them. 

THE fruit on the cart made a scant mouthful for the 
guinea-pig. It chewed very rapidly, with a side-to- 

side movement of its jaw. When it raised its head, its 
bare lower lip was visible, pale pink, and below it a 
group of short, white whiskers. The grinding of its 
teeth was audible for a block. Another train thundered 
along on the elevated railway, its windows crowded with 
curious heads. The guinea-pig became frightened 
again, and ran swiftly westward along Harrison Street. 
As it ran, its feet moved swiftly beneath it, while its 
body was carried along smoothly rocking, as though it 
were on wheels. It ran very swiftly, more swiftly than 
the automobiles that tried to get away from it; and the 
people along the street had no time to get out of the 
way. First a child on a tricycle was swept away, and 
then two high-school girls disappeared under it; and 
when it had passed, it left behind dark smudges, as 
when an automobile runs over a bird. It ran three 
blocks west, eating up ail the potatoes and vegetables, 
baskets and ail, in front of a grocery store, and then 
tumed north. Hinkle and Parmenter lost sight of it, 
noting a car filled with armed policemen in pursuit of it. 

Parmenter's nerves were indeed shaken. He stared 

straight ahead of him and walked along like a blind man. 
Hinkle had to guide him and take care of him as though 
he were an invalid. Parmenter felt himself a murderer. 
Ail of these deaths were his fault, due directly to his 
efforts. Despite the fact that he was half paralyzed by 
remorse, he persisted in trying to follow the animal 
with a desperate anxiety, as though in hopes that he could 
yet do something to right the wrong. For a while he led 
Hinkle around aimlessly. 

Then they heard the sound of the firing of guns, and 
breaking into a run, came around the block into Jeffer- 
son Square, a small, green park a couple of blocks area. 
There the guinea-pig was eating the shrubbery, tearing 
up great bundles of it with its sharp teeth. It smelled 
hungrily of the green grass, but was unable to get hold 
of the short growth with its large teeth. The bandstand 
and the bridge across the pond were wrecked to frag- 
ments. The police were shooting at the animal till it 
sounded like a battle, but it was without effect. Either 
its hide was so thick that the bullets did not penetrate, or 
else the mass of the bullets was so small that they sank 
into its tissues to no purpose. Once they must have 
struck it in a sensitive spot, for it suddenly scratched 
itself with a hind leg, and then went on chewing shrub- 
bery. The police crept up doser and kept on firing; 
then ail of a sudden the guinea-pig turned around and 
sped up the street like lightning. Before the police re- 
collected themselves, it was out of sight, and the street 
presented a vista of overturned Fords, smashed trucks, a 
street-car off the rails and crowded against a building, 
and tangled masses of bloody clothes. A trolley-wire 
was emitting a string of sparks as it hung broken on the 
ground, and a fountain of water was hurtling out of a 
broken fire-plug. The animal disappeared to the north; 
the two médical men sought it for a while and finally 
gave it up. 

Dr. Hinkle decided that he must get his friend some- 
where indoors. They succeeded in finding a taxi in the 
panic, and drove to Parmenter's apartment. Hinkle had 
to support Parmenter and put him to bed. Parmenter 
would not eat. He continued to groan in incohérent 
misery. Hinkle went out and got some evening papers. 
The headlines shrieked. 

"Monster Dévastâtes West Side !" "Mysterious Animal 
Spreads Terror!" and so forth in their inimitable style. 
The reports said it was a fear fui bear, bigger than an 
éléphant or a freight engine, or that it was a prehistoric 
saurian miraculously come to life. They stated that it 
hunted people as a cat hunts mice, and that it had eaten 
great numbers of them, and in its savage rage had 
smashed buildings and vehicles. Gun fire had no effect 
on it, and it had in fact devoured a squad of policemen 
who had been sent out to kill it. 

Parmenter sat up when Hinkle read some of these 
reports. 

"The poor idiots !" he exclaimed in sudden and com- 
posed wrath. The grossly exaggerated reports seemed 
to have the effect of pulling him together. 

"Newspapers act like a bunch of scared hens," he said 
contemptuously. "They're starting a real, insane panic. 
that's ail. What do you think, Hinkle; is that guinea- 
pig going about deliberately killing people? Is it wreck- 
ing the town out of pure spite ?" 

"It is quite évident," Hinkle said, "that the guinea-pig 
is far more frightened than the people are. The deaths 
are mere accidents due to its clumsiness " 
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"Yes," reflected Parmenter sadly. "A guinea-pig bas 
about as little brains as any animal I could bave picked 
ont. If it had been a dog, it could be careful." 

"And the thing seems to be hungry," Hinkle continued. 
"Hunger seems to be the main cause of its destructive 
proclivities. It is hungry and is hunting around for 
food. And food is hard to find in this little ant-heap." 

Hinkle was correct. The whole subséquent history of 
the huge animal's wanderings about the city represented 
merely a hunt for food, and possibly a place to hide. It 
is doubtful if its hunger was ever satisfied, despite the 
vast amount of foodstuffs that it found and consumed. 
Certainly it paid no attention to people. The wrecking 
of the Lake Street Elevated Station was probably due to 
its efforts to find shelter. In the evening the guinea-pig 
tried to burrow under the station and hide. The space 
underneath the station was too small and the steel bcams 
too strong; and it gave up and turned away, but not 
until it had so bent and dislocated the steel structure 
that the station was a wreck and train service was inter- 
rupted. The last report of the night located it on West 
Washington Street. People were afraid to go to bed. 

In the morning Hinkle dashed out after newspapers. 
The éditorials corrected some of the previous day's errors 
about the ferocity of the giant guinea-pig, and called at- 
tention to the fact that it had definitely increased in size 
during its sixteen hours of liberty. 

"If it keeps on growing bigger ?" the editor sug- 
gested, and left it as a rhetorical question. 
The news items stated that during the night the guinea- 

pig had located the vegetable market on Randolph Street, 
for many buildings were wrecked and their contents had 
vanished. The Rush Street bridge was smashed, as were 
the buildings at the edge of the water. And the cîty was 
beginning to go into a panic; for no efforts to stop the 
animal had as yet been of any avail. 

THE evening papers of the second day brought a new 
ehock. Hinkle had spent the day following Par- 

menter about. The latter dashed this way and that, in 
taxicabs, surface-cars, buses, and elevated trains, in 
frantic efforts to catch up with the animal. They did 
not catch sight of it ail day. They arrived in Par- 
menter's apartment in the evening, dead tired. Par- 
menter was in the depths of dépression. Hinkle opened 
a bundle of newspapers they had not had time to read. 

"LAWYER'S WIDOW SUES SCIENTIST!" an- 
nounccd the hcadlines ; "Mrs. Morris Koren Files Claim 
for Damages Against Professor Parmenter for Hus- 
band's Death. One hundred thousand dollars is de- 
manded by the widow of the prominent attorney who 
was crushed in his automobile by the huge guinea-pig 
yesterday. The plaintiff is in possession of a clear and 
complété chain of proofs to establish her claim " 

Parmenter sat silent and wild-eyed. Hinkle clenched 
his fists and swore. He thought Parmenter was suffer- 
ing enough with ail these deaths on his conscience. Now, 
to have added to it a lawsuit with its publicity, and the 
almost certain loss of the property he had accumulated, 
and the complété wrecking of his career! Parmenter 
gazed now this way, now that, and sat for a while 
with bowed head. He rose and walked back and forth. 
He sat down again. He said not a word. Hinkle sat 
and watched his friend's sufferings with a sympathy 
that was none the less genuine for being speechless. 
Before him was a broken man, in the depths of disap- 

pointment and despair. Ail his life Parmenter had been 
working, not for his own interests, but for the good of 
mankind. To have the people to whom he had freely 
given of his life and work turn against him in this unkind 
way was something he could neither grasp nor en- 
dure. Hinkle ncver saw a man change so completely in 
twenty-four hours. 

A later édition carricd the announcement of another 
lawsuit against Parmenter. The Chicago Wholesale 
Market claimed $100.000 damages for the destruction 
of their buildings and merchandise stock. Their évi- 
dence was also complété and flawless. 

By morning, Parmenter's dépression was gone. He 
was pale, but calm and deliberate. His lips were set in a 
thin line, and the angles of his jaws stood out with set 
muscles. He had shakcn off his nervousness and a steady 
light shone in his eyes. His keen brain was at work as 
of old. Hinkle understood ; no words were needed. 
They had been roommates for four years and knew 
each other's moods. Hinkle gripped his friend's hand 
and put his left on Parmenter's shoulder. As eloquently 
as though he had said it in words, he was expressing his 
sympathy and his joy because his friend had found his 
strength again and in spite of his troubles. Troubles in- 
deed, for the loss of life was already beyond estimate; 
and complété ruin for Parmenter was a certainty. 

"Got to find some way of stopping the beast," Par- 
menter said succinctly. 

"If it can be donc, I know you'll do it," Hinkle re- 
plied. "Only tell me what I can do to help you." 

"Stick around," said Parmenter. "That'll help." They 
understood each other. 

Hinkle could not help admiring the sheer will-power 
of the man. Newsboys went bawling by the window. 
The morning papers announced a fresh string of law- 
suits, claiming a total of damages of nearly a million 
dollars. Parmenter paid no attention. He nodded his 
head and went on making notes with his pencil on the 
back of an envelope. He had made up his mind, and 
news had no further effect on him. Only once he took 
Hinkle's breath away with a dispassionate, impersonal 
reflection : 

"The civil damage suits will break down of their own 
weight. The matter has already gone so far that it is 
ridiculous. It won't pay any of them to spend any 
money bringing it into court. But, suppose it develops 
into criminal proceedings? 

"Well, that's ail I have to expect. Science does a lot 
of good. But sometimes it miscalculates and does harm. 
Under the laws of Nature, miscalculators pay the penalty 
of élimination." 

Parmenter sat motionless most of the day. He moved 
once to eat mechanically, and once to receive reports by 
téléphoné from the Institute. His mind was busy, as 
usual. 

The evening papers brought reports that the guinea- 
pig had gotten tangled up in a trolley-wire and received 
an electric shock which had sent it scuttling to the Lake. 
The wire dropped to the ground, interrupting the street- 
car service of that part of the city. The guinea-pig ran 
straight to the water. There it again smelled green 
forage and ran northward along Lake Shore Drive. In 
an hour it had devastated ail the trees and shubbery, and 
eaten up everything green in sight. Because it spent 
more time at this place, the police detachments caught up 
with it, and were again vainly pouring bullets at it. 
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Again something startled it, and it ran off westward. 
It ran so swiftly that it was ont of their sight in a few 
moments. For the greater part of two days they pur- 
sued it about the city in this manner, and the taie thercof 
is largelj- a répétition of what has already been said. 

Parmentcr hit his knee with his fist. 
"We've got to stop the brute somehow, or there 

won't be any Chicago left. Who would have thought 
that a brainless, clumsy, stupid thing would have the 
whole city at its mercy?" 

HINKLE was turning over the pages of the news- 
papcr, scanning the éditorials that were already 

predicting what Parmentcr had foreseen, the breakdown 
of the damage suits. The editor stated confidently that 
they would never get into court. 

"Bettcr get a lawycr anyway," Hinkle suggested. 
"I won't need one." Parmenter's face brightened. 

Did he have an idea ? 
There was no time to ask. A strange murmur had 

arisen outdoors. A rushing, rustling hum, like that of a 
flowing river, came from the distance. Now and then 
shouts rose out of the confusion. Hinkle went to the 
window, full of curiosity at the city's manifold noises. 

He stopped for a moment. He also had a quick brain, 
and in an instant the meaning of it flashed through his 
mind. He dashed back and caught Parmentcr by the 
arm. With hats and coats in the other hand, he dragged 
Parmentcr toward the back of the house. 

"What's up now?" Parmentcr demanded out of the 
depths of his préoccupation. 

"A wild, raging mob!" Hinkle shouted. "The people 
are dancing with ferocity like a bunch of savages on the 
warpath. I saw clubs and guns. They probably fourni 
that there was no redress in lawsuits, and are coming 
after you to settle it themselves." 

Parmentcr still dragged back, reluctant to follow 
Hinkle. 

"I don't care to escape," he protested. "What is the 
use of life in a world where there are people like that?" 

Hinkle stopped a moment. 
"You seem to have struck some idea for helping this 

city," he said sternly. "Do you want thcm to lay you 
out before you can rectify this blunder of yours?" 

They were blunt, cruel words, but they worked. Par- 
mentcr straightencd up. 

"You're right. l've got a scheme that will work. 
Corne on !" 

They hurried through the house toward the rear door. 
There they stopped. There was a mob in the alley ; its 
fierce yells greeted them as they opened the door. They 
shut it again and went back in. 

"Now what?" asked Hinkle. It looked hopeless. The 
mob was closing in on ail sides of the house. Parmentcr 
stood for a moment. There was a pounding on the front 
stairs of numberless feet. He hurried to the front door, 
pulling Hinkle with him ; and the two stood so that they 
would be behind it as it opened. The mob raged and 
yelled outsidc and blows thundered on the door. 

"They don't know us from John Smith." Parmentcr 
whispered. "Put on your hat and coat." 

His plan worked perfectly. The door burst in; its 
fragments swung on the hinges and splinters fell over the 
carpet and were trampled by a dozen yelling men, who 
plunged violently half way down the hall at one jump. 
In a moment the place was crowded. Parmentcr and 

Hinkle waved their arms and yelled and mixed with 
them. No one in the mob knew what was going on any- 
where except immediately about him. 

They were carried on into the rooms by pressure from 
behind ; the surge of them met the mob coming from the 
rear door. In a few minutes the fugitives had crowded 
their way out of the door and into the street. For a few 
moments and from a safe distance they watched the 
fiâmes and the firemen. There must have been deaths in 
that mad stampede. Then they crept off to a downtown 
hôtel and registcred under assumed names. 

Parmentcr sat on the bed. 
"You'd like to hear my idea?" he suggested, as 

though nothing had happcned. Hinkle nodded his head 
because he was too much out of breath to speak. 

" OlMPLE," Parmentcr said ironically. "The human 
^ mind is a rudimentary mechanism. To think that 

it took me—wic, three days to think of it. It is so 
simple that l'm almost afraid to spring it at once for 
fear there is some flaw in it. Let me takc you through 
the line of reasoning by which I arrived at it, clumsily, 
blunderingly, whereas it ought to have been a brilliant 
flash through mine or somebody else's brain." 

He lay back relaxed on the bed, his hand over his 
eyes, and talked. 

"I wish to analyze the situation thoroughly; on the 
one hand to make sure that I am correct; on the other. 
to make sure that we are not passing up some good 
method just because nobody has thought of it. 

"To stop this destruction of life and property, we've 
either got to catch the animal or kill it. There is no 
alternative, no third possibility. Is there?" 

"No. Plain enough." 
"They've tried to catch it. It went through the élé- 

phant chains of their trap in Lincoln Park, hardly 
noticing there was a trap there. Steel columns of the 
Elcvated l)end and snap under its weight. It would 
require wecks of spécial work to put together something 
that would really hold it. Our best bet is to kill it. 
Is that correct so far?" 

"O. K." 
"Now what are the possible methods of killing?" 

He held up an envelope on which he had arranged in a 
column : 

Poison 
Disease (infection) 
Starvation 
Trauma (violence) 

"Is there anything else?" he asked. 
Hinkle thought a while and shook his head. 
"These are the only known causes of death, except old 

âge. Now, some we recognize promptly as obviously 
out of question; for instance starvation. If we wait for 
that, we'll starve first. Consider disease. The only avail- 
able method of producing a lethal disease. is by inocu- 
lating with some infection which works swiftly. But. if 
we do that. we are running the risk of its spreading its 
infection to the people of the city; the spread of infec- 
tion might do more harm than the guinea-pig is doing. 
Perhaps that might be considered as a hope if there 
wasn't something better. Now, poison " 

"It looks as though poison were your real hope," 
Hinkle agreed. 

"Yes. Looks like it. The police thought so too. 
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They've tried poison-coated bullets, and the pig is still 
here. They've laid poison hait for it " 

"Do you think that the guinea-pig bas developed some 
sort of an immunity against poison?" Hinkle was genu- 
inely puzzled. 

"Simpler than that. There is a quantitative relation- 
ship. It takes a definite amount of poison to be fatal. 
Consider strychnine for example. If you remembcr that 
it takes 1/1000 of a grain of strychnine per pound of 
body weight to kill ; and suppose the beast only weighed 
a ton or two, you'd bave to have a pound of strychnine. 
It probably weighs twenty or more tons. Where are you 
going to get ten or more pounds of strychnine, and how 
are you going to administer it ?" 

Hinkle sat and looked blank. 
"Never thought of that," was his comment. 
"Violence. Trauma. That's ail that "s left to us," 

Parmenter concluded. 
"And that's out of the question," Hinkle said hope- 

lessly. "How are you going to injure that thing?" 
"To think that it's taken me three days to get the 

idea!" snorted Parmenter contemptuously. "If some- 
one tried to sell you a machine as inefficient as the human 
brain, you'd throw it back at him. 

"Trauma! Didn't I spend two years doing exactly 
that in France?" 

Hinkle leaped to his feet. 
"Artillery!" he gasped. 
Parmenter nodded. 
Hinkle sat down again, the hopeful look gone out of 

his face. 
"No use." he said. "You'll do more harm to the city 

with the shells than to the guinea-pig." 
"Say!" There was a sarcastic note in Parmenter's 

voice. "Do I have to tell you again that ballistics is a 
science? But, enough now. We'll get to work and do 
the arguing later." 

Parmenter became a thing of intense activity. He sat 
at the téléphoné, called numbers, asked questions, gave 
orders, with the rapidity of a machine-gun. He seemed 
perfectly at home in it ; obviously he had donc it before. 
From the obscure hôtel room he directed a miniature war. 
Here is some of the one-sided conversation that Hinkle 
heard : 

"Alderman Murtha ? This is Parmenter. Pve worked 
out a plan to kill it. Authority to go ahead. Want me 
to explain it? Ali right, thanks for your confidence. 
We'll have it as soon as there is daylight enough to see 
by." 

Another number : 
"City engineer's office? Calling by authority of the 

police department. We want scale landscape maps of ail 
the parks and plat maps of ail the country from here to 
Clark Junction. Deliver them at once to the Fort Dear- 
born Hôtel." 

"Is this the Chief of Police? Has Alderman Murtha 
called you about giving me authority ? Ail right, 
thanks. Where is the animal now ? South Side ? Listen. 
Order a dozen truckloads of green stufï, cabbage. alfalfa, 
anything, dumped in the empty space in Jackson Park 
where the baseball diamonds are. Have it arrive there 
shortly before dawn, ail piled on one big heap. Then lay 
a trail of the green stuff on in the direction in which the 
guinea-pig is at the timc. 

"And don't forgct to kref> your mcn aivay from that 
pile of greens!" 

HE barked the last words out viciously. Then he 
called long-distance. He placed several calls, ask- 

ing for Colonel Hahn. Finally the Colonel answered. 
Parmenter talked : 

"You know of our misfortune here in Chicago—that's 
true, but we have just now thought of it. What's the 
biggest field gun you can rush over here? Right now. 
this minute. Yes, 150's will do the business. Two bat- 
teries. At Clark Junction. A few shells nothing! We 
want a five-minute barrage to cover an acre! Some- 
where around dawn. You're a gentleman and a soldier. 
A crédit to the service, sir ! 

"Mayor Johnson has telcgraphed to the Secretary of 
War and the authority will corne through promptly. I 
have maps ready for you; send a plane to the Cicero 
landing-field, and Pli meet it there. And two airplane 
observers." 

He turned to Hinkle. 
"Now do you get the idea?" 
Hinkle slapped him on the back. 
"A 150 millimeter barrage on the brute! That ought 

to fix him." 
"Grind him up to Hamburger steak," Parmenter said 

grimly. 
"But how will you keep from wrecking the town?" 
Parmenter made a gesturc of impatience. 
"Not a building will be injured. The pig will be 

decoyed to a clear space in the park " 
"Yes, I got that idea." 
"The area of dispersion for a 150-milIimeter gun is 

about a hundred yards. That means the first shot will 
hit within a hundred yards of the target. They will 
first send over a few dummy shells. and the hits will be 
reported by airplane observers so that they can correct 
thcir range and angle." 

"Looks dangerous anyway," Hinkle said thoughtfully. 
"l'm going to Milwaukee till it's over." 

Of course he was not afraid. He was merely trying 
to carry ofï the situation lightly in order to encourage 
Parmenter. He followed Parmenter anxiously. There 
was little conversation during the two-hour ride to the 
landing-field. Three military planes were already waiting 
there. There was a swift conférence over open maps 
and a few minutes' drill on signais, whereupon one plane 
rose and sailed away into the night, bearing the maps 
with it to the position of the gunners. Parmenter looked 
after them longingly. 

"It gets into your bones," he observed. "I could 
hardly keep myself from climbing in with him. Just 
think ! Four miles away the huge field guns are clanking 
into position ; motors are roaring and the line is swing- 
ing round ; men are toiling in the dark. By morning 
there will be a semicircle of Uncle Sam's prettiest rifles 
pointed this way. But, we'll forget it and hunt for a 
téléphoné." 

A téléphoné was not easy to find in Cicero at one 
o'clock in the morning. They finally located one in the 
"L" station. Parmenter called the Chief of Police. 

"Where's the thing now?" he asked. "Fine. Ail ar- 
rangements made ? Corning." 

Parmenter's eyes blazed. Again he was an artillery 
officer. 

"Jackson Park," he said to Hinkle. 
There were long waits for cars at night: a change 

from the elevated to the surface cars; a piece in a taxi, 
and the elevated again. Dawn was breaking gray over 
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the lagoon vvhen they arrived at Jackson Park. Par- 
menter raced with feverish haste to the flat, empty space 
where a score of baseball diamonds had been laid ont 
for the use of the public. A string of half a dozen 
huge trucks was thundering away from the spot. Two 
loaded ones were proceeding slowly ; men were throwing 
out a trail of cabbage and alfalfa baies behind them. In 
the middle of the open space was a heap of green stuff, 
big as a huge straw-stack. 

Daylight was breaking rapidly. A bright orange 
blotch appeared out in the Lake; glorious streaks of 
crimson shot through the blues and grays of the water 
and sky; soon a glowing bail hung in a purple setting. 
For an instant the two médical men irresistibly admired 
the splendid spectacle of the sunrise. But in a moment 
they were interrupted by the noise of a couple of air- 
planes coming down in the open field. The pilots stepped 
out, pushing their goggles up over their helmets. Two 
motorcycle police came down the driveway. 

The two aviators unconsciously saluted Parmenter, 
and then grinned shcepishly, because he was not in uni- 
form. He looked so much a soldier that their action had 
been a natural one. 

Parmenter gave orders for one plane to taxi across the 
field out of the way, and remain on the ground in re- 
serve, while the other was to rise and remain in the air 
to direct the fire. The two motorcycle men were to lo- 
cate the guinea-pig, and guide the bait truck toward it; 
and as soon as it had picked up the trail, to hurry back 
and notify him, here at the park. 

"1T TTIEN the two motorcycles disappeared, Parmenter 
VV and Hinkle waited in nervous impatience. They 

walked much and talked little. The yelîow of the sun- 
beams grew brighter, and it seemed an âge before a 
motorcycle finally sputtered up to them. 

"The pig is coming!" shouted the driver from a 
distance. 

Parmenter threw a smoke bomb; the puff of yellow 
smoke was a signal to the airplane observer, who, by 
means of his radio, notified the gunners to get ready. 

"Poor pig !" thought Hinkle to himself. "The city and 
its police, the United States Army, motorcycles, trucks, 
airplanes, 150-millimeter guns, ail mobilized against a 
poor, lost, hungry guinea-pig !" 

The motorcycle men stepped out long enough to tell 
them that the guinea-pig was near Washington Park ; it 
had sniffed a truckful of fresh alfalfa and had whirled 
around to seize it. The truck was demolished and the 
driver had not yet been recovered from the débris. 
Parmenter turned a shade paler and set his teeth more 
firmly. The guinea-pig was now following along the 
train of alfalfa and cabbage that led directly to our heap 
in the park. Parmenter was silent as the motorcycle 
whirled around and dashed up the road. 

A whining scream came from high in the air; there 
was a great splash on the beach, which threw up sand 
and water, left a puff of smoke behind it. The airplane 
was circling around in a figure "8" between the Lake and 
the pile of greens. Another scream and a crash in the 
shrubbery, not twenty yards from the pile of greens. 
A third heavy thud scattered the edge of the pile of 
green stuff. 

"Good boys!" Parmenter breathed proudly. "They 
can still shoot." 

Hinkle admitted that it was wonderful : the guns at 

Clark Junction four miles away, the airplane doing figure 
"S's," and a shot right at the edge of the pile. A fourth 
shot came over, and scattered the nice heap of greens ail 
over, spread it flat on the ground. Although the shell 
had been a dummy and had not exploded, nevertheless 
the impact of it, squarely in the middle, had scattered the 
cabbage and alfalfa far and wide. 

"Damn !" Parmenter was annoyed. No wonder. 
With the greens spread over an acre, how could the 
guinea-pig be located accurately enough to concentrate the 
fire properly? Someone had missed that point in the 
plans. They ought to have omitted that last shot. 

Parmenter was swearing and shaking his fists. He 
started toward the scattered pile of greens on a run. 
Hinkle gazed dumfounded, as he began with demoniac 
strength to toss baies of alfalfa and heaps of cabbage 
back on the stack. He started over to help. 

Suddenly, when Hinkle got near enough to be within 
earshot Parmenter whirled around, with a terrible, savage 
expression on his face. 

"Back ! Go back !" he roared. 
The fierceness in his tone stopped Hinkle. He stood 

and stared. 
"Go !" shouted Parmenter in an agonized snarl. "Go, 

damn you ! Quick !" 
Hinkle was too amazed to move. 
"1 wanted to help you pile it up—" he faltered. 
Parmenter drew a pistol from his pocket, a huge forty- 

five caliber Army automatic, and pointed it at Hinkle. 
"Now go !" he shrieked in a shrill voice. "Right now. 

And run! RUN!" 
The command in his voice awed Hinkle. Despite the 

surging of a turmoil of conflicting émotions within him, 
he turned and ran. 

"Don't stop till you reach the lagoon!" Parmenter 
ordered after him. 

"Damn them and their mobs and lawsuits!" was the 
last thing Hinkle heard him growl. 

He reached the lagoon and looked around. Par- 
menter was working feverishly, tossing greens on the 
rapidly growing stack. 

Now there came a hubbub from the direction of the 
63rd street entrance, the rattle of motorcycles, shouts, 
the crashing of brushwood, and an oppressive, heavy 
thudding. In a moment, half a dozen motorcycles drew 
up beside Dr. Hinkle. A hundred yards away, a huge, 
towering bulk loomed past. The great guinea-pig 
thundered by, its arched brown-and-white back as high 
as an apartment house, crashing through shrubbery, 
flattening out trees, sweeping aside fences and bridges as 
though they had been spiderwebs. It skimmed along, 
eagerly nosing at the ground, following the train of 
vegetables, piping its impatient huge, fluty whistles, 
ripping up lawns and driveways in frantic attempts to 
pick up the tiny fragments of food. 

Suddenly it sighted the heap of food. It gave a 
gîgantic leap in that direction, and ran. 

"Parmenter !" shrieked Hinkle, and started out toward 
the busy figure of the scientist. A dozen hands seized 
him and jerked him back. 

"Parmenter !" he moaned again, impotently. 
Parmenter looked up at the yells of the motorcycle 

police. They were making Hinkle's ears ring with 
their shouts. 

"Look out!" 
"Corne here!" 
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" What's the niatter with you ?" 
Parmenter waved a light gesture to them, and calmly 

stepped ont of the way of the gigantic rodent. The pig 
hungrily plunged its snout into the heap of succulent 
food lie had prepared for it. Hinkle covered his face 
with his hands. The last thing he saw was Parmenter 
reaching out his hand to stroke the towering side of the 
busily feeding guinea-pig. 

He also recollects momentarily hearing the roar of the 
airplane describing figure "8's" high in the air over the 
baseball park. Suddenly thcre was a long, wailing 
scrcech in the air, and a terrifie roar. A volcano sud- 
denly seemed to burst where the guinea-pig had been 
munching. Vegetables, guinea-pig. Parmenter, ail dis- 
appeared in a flash. In their place was a wall of smoke, 

rising swiftly upward, with black fragments whirling and 
shooting in ail directions out of it. 

For five minutes, Hell roared and churncd and blazed 
out there. The din was deafening, crushing. Showers of 
dirt and spatters of blood reached Hinkle and the motor- 
cycle men. Then it stopped suddenly short, leaving a 
strange, pain fui stillness, punctuated by the feeble rattle 
of the airplane. 

Out where the baseball field had been, a huge crater 
yawned. When the smoke eventually cleared out of it, 
there was no guinea-pig. Here and there were bloody 
masses of something lying about the acrid, smoking 
earth. 

For many minutes, Dr. Hinkle stood on the brink of 
the reeking chasm, his hat in his hand, his head bowed. 

The End 

The Sweep of Space 

Look where the farthest planet rolls around, 
Old Neptune, on our Solar System's rim— 

At near three billion miles he makes his bound— 
We're almost in the Sun compared to him! 

So should we not a longer unit take 
On measuring tapes across the void of Space? 

Though our astronomers still try to make 
The "Light Year" as their interstellar base. 

But "3'ear" is a rule of Time and not of Space, 
And 'tis a thirteen-figure odd amount— 

The Light Year is an inconvénient base 
The interstellar distances to count. 

I give you now the measure of Solarian— 
One million miles of astronomie Space— 

The mighty Sun, in dignity Ccesarean, 
Has near that width across his golden face. 

One thousand of Solarians o'er the void 
Make one Saturnian, or one billion miles— 

That shoots beyond the farthest asteroid 
Between the planets in their starry aisles; 

For old Saturn, enwreathed in flying rings, 
Rolls onward, near that distance from the Sun— 

And far off Neptune, on eternal wings, 
At nearly three Saturuians makes his run! 

O shining islands of the sea of Space— 
What mariner can reach thy starry shores? 

For e'en such mighty measures are no base 
For thy great distance from our earthly doors. 

One thousand times still wider we must measure 
To make one trillion miles, or one Stellarian— 

To reach thy high, remote, celestial treasure; 
One million times the far and long Solarian ! 

But two and a half quadrillion miles away 
Great Rigel in his stellar glory shines— 

Across Canopus and the Milky Way 
Still wider must we stretch our measuring lines. 

One thousand far Stellarians so remote 
Make one Kilostellarian through the sky— 

'Tis one quadrillion miles where stars may float 
Across that fearful void we see on high! 

Across a room we pace for twenty feet, 
Or down the street for half a mile or so— 

But what is such a light and petty feat 
To sweeping through the stars' celestial glow? 

In eighteen différent magnitudes they shine, 
In ail their bright sublimity nocturnal— 

The outward sweep of Space's longest line 
Includes quadrillions of those miles eternal! 

—By James A. Tcrry 



"TTf HATEVER mi g ht be said about the future of aviation, ive must not lose 

rr sight of the psychological effects of becoming "air-minded" and scien- 

iifically inclined. Women's continued indepcndence in the économie field must 

have an effect on the institution called the "family." And who can judge better 
than an eminent psychiatrist what that reaction might be? 

^The fact that Dr. Keller is a/so a writer of no mean ability only adds to the 
value of "Air Lines" as a story. . . . Illustrated by WESSO. 

I R INES 

IT was not really Béryl Angelo 
who married William Dills. For 
a few weeks some very féminine 
ancestor of hers must have entered 
and completely controlled lier body 

and mind. Béryl, under ordinary cir- 
cumstances, would not have thought of 
marriage and its many hampering com- 
plications, and, even if she had thought of 
it as a légal necessity, would never have selected a man 
like Dills for a husband. Yet, that is what she did and, 
when she finally was able to assume control of lier 
conduct, she found that in every way it was too late. 

It would have been hard to even imagine a more 
contrasting and opposite pair than Béryl and William 
Dills. About the only thing in which they were really 
harmonious was their keen desire to play the game of 
life fairly and honestly as they saw it, but, as each saw 
it difïerently, this was of little help to them in their feeble 
efforts to get en rapport with one another. 

"I am going to be perfectly honest with you, Billy, 
Old Boy," said Béryl, about six months after they were 
married. "If it were not for my hobby of inventing new 
and at the sanie time useful pièces of machinery, this 
domestic life would bore me—horribly. I never was eut 
out for a home. Give me a machine shop, let me take 
control of a plane, or play with télévision, and I am 
happy as a song-bird in springtime, but shut me up in a 
home, to plan three meals a day and supervise the 
laundry, and life is not worth living." 

"But you knew that the reason I married you was to 
have a home. I was so tired of my room at the Authors* 
Club." 

"I know that. You were honest enough in saying so. 
And you said you loved me and you do, and in my own 
silly way, I like you well enough, but it worries me to 
have you and the home and the baby corne between me 
and my work." 

"But the baby is not here yet." 
"That's true, but when it does corne, it will have to be 

taken care of for years and years, and so will you. 
When you start to write, you are so absorbed in your 
old novels that never sell that you even forget to eat. 
That last time I worked for thirty-six hours steady in 
my shop, I found out, when I came home, that you had 
not eaten a bite, and had fallen asleep over your old type- 
vvriter." 

By David H. Keller, M.D, 

Author of 

"The Revolt of the Pedestrian," 
"The Menace," etc. 

'TU admit that I did that. But I was worried about 
you. I had hopes of a différent kind of a future." 

"You talk like a man of the last century. Things 
are différent now. Women refuse to look on a home, 
marriage, the raising of children, and the préparation of 
innumerable meals as a part of their life work. I tell 
you, things are différent. Women are doing things. 
Just sit still a minute and let me tell you what the Prési- 
dent of Aviation Consolidated said to me this afternoon. 
He said, 'Béryl Angelo, when you married that Dill man, 
one of the greatest electrical inventors of the century 
came near being ruined. You have one of the most re- 
markable mentalities that the scientific world has ever 
known. Your ability has made our company what it is 
today. You had to go and marry and tie yourself down 
to a home and a husband and babies, and you cannot do it 
and do your best work as an inventer. You have about 
ruined your career.' I tried to explain to him that I had 
made arrangements for the care of the baby and that I 
did not think I would be away from my office and 
laboratory more than two weeks when baby erme, 
but he feels rather bad about it. He said, Tf your hus- 
band was so keen to be a father, he could have gone and 
adopted a baby. His idea of thinking that you had to be 
a mother, just because you were silly enough to be his 
wife, is ail passé !' That is the way a really great man 
looks at the mess I am in, Mr. William Dills." 

"But I thought that a woman could not do anything 
more wonderful than to become a mother." 

"That is because you are not air-minded. You are 
not even machine-minded, except when it cornes to a 
typewriter, and I am surprised that you do not want to 
use a goose quill as people used to do. You are old- 
fashioned, your ideas are old-fashioned, your stories are 
hopelessly behind the times. For example, that one you 
called 'The Perpétuai Honeymoon,' In this âge, when 
there are ninety divorces to every hundred marriages, 
who would want to read a story with a name like that ?" 

936 



Slartiug the machiner y, shc slood there, watching Iht 
plane as it vient ...«/» into the bine sky. 

"But ît really is a fine taie." 
"Perhaps, but not life as it is today. I think I could 

still love you a lot if you would snap ont of it and do 
something. Win a trans-continental air race or invent a 
new variety of robot. I even suggested that new type- 
writer for you to think about, and if you had shown any 
interest, I would have invented it for you. Don't you 
remember? The one that you simply talked at and 
it wrote the words from the sound of your voice." 

William Dills kissed her good-bye, as he said, 
"Now, you run off to your work, and leave me here in 

the home with my thoughts and typewriter. If you do 
not want the baby, I am real sorry we are going to have 
one. But I think that it will corne out ail right. You 
invent ail kinds of machines and, no doubt you can in- 
vent something to take care of the baby. This is a ma- 
chine âge—what you should have donc was to marry a 
machine husband. A robot inside and a cave man out- 
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side ; something that you could connect to a light socket 
for action and disconnect when you wanted rest. Your 
mistake was in marrying a live man." 

BERYL ANGELO never heard the last of this statc- 
ment, as she was already on her way to the office 

where she had an appointment to meet the heads of 
several of the most important departments of Aviation 
Consolidated. These men were financiers, business ex- 
ecutives, capable of organizing and perfecting business on 
a large scale, but they were not, on that account, per- 
fectly air minded. They had imagination, but were 
not inventors in the real meaning of the word. More 
and more the company had corne to rely on Béryl Angelo 
for inspiration. She had given them many thoughts 
which they had been able to commercialize. Her mar- 
riage had appeared to them to be almost a temporary in- 
sanity. They dreaded the possibility of her graduai de- 
tachment from her office and laboratory, due to the in- 
creasing demands of married life. In fact, this con- 
férence was held with the idea of suggesting to her finan- 
cial and other means of continuing with her work, ir- 
respective of any future matrimonial complication. 

"We are going to be perfectly plain with you, Mrs. 
Dills," started one of the Vice-Présidents, but he was at 
once interrupted by the lady in question. 

"Please do not call me Mrs. Dills. That idea is so old 
that it is almost archaic, antiquated, motheaten. Just 
because I entered into a légal contract with a man is no 
reason why I have to be bothered with his name. I used 
to be Béryl Angelo, I still am Béryl Angelo, and for ail 
time to corne I am going to be Béryl Angelo. So, that is 
that. Now, go on with your story." 

The man smiled. 
"Well, what we wanted to say was this, Béryl Angelo. 

We were ail upset over your marriage, and while we 
want you to be happily married, still we cannot imagine 
how our company will be able to get along without your 
help. So, we want to do ail we can to help you so you can 
direct the affairs of your home life without sacrificing 
in any way your efficiency as the head of our invention 
department. Anything you need we will give you. It is 
useless to tell you that we want to make our company 
the leading company in the world. In fact, we hope that 
by future consolidation it will be the only company of its 
kind in the world. We need you." 

Another of the Vice-Presidents took up the thread of 
conversation. 

"It is not just the money alone that we are after, 
though the stockholders are naturally anxious to have 
as large a return as possible on their investments. What 
we are after is efficiency and the promotion of the ease 
of mankind. We believe that the future of mankind is in 
the air. It is perhaps useless to recall history to you, but 
you will remember that it was only in 1929 that a 
Stinson monoplane flew 650 miles from Détroit to 
Langley Field, Virginia, powered by the Packard Diesel- 
type engine burning fifty-four gallons of furnace oil on 
the entire trip. He made over one hundred miles an hour 
for six hours without electrical ignition at the cost of 
$4.68, whereas gasoline for the trip would have cost 
$26.85. This one trip opened an entirely new field for 
air travel, greater economy, ability to carry a heavier load 
of merchandise or passengers through réduction of fuel 
weight, a réduction in the fire hazard and the better use 
of every form of wireless wave by the élimination of 

electrical interférence. The Diesel engine is not fired by 
electricity. More and more the plane has been used for 
the carrying of freight. Cotton print goods made in 
Massachusetts have gone to San Francisco by plane in 
five days less time than they could have gone by rail 
express and three weeks quicker than they could have 
gone by freight. In 1929 the passenger mile per day for 
airplane service was 75,000. Last year it was nearly one 
hundred million. The human race has taken to the air 
in every way, but so far, we feel that we have only bcgun 
to taste of the commercial possibilités. We have to 
make new discoveries, leading to greater rapidity and a 
safety that will make it possible for everyone to go up and 
stay up and corne down in comfort. We look to you to 
make these inventions. The future of aviation lies in 
your hands. For goodness sakes ! don't use those hands 
in housekeeping." 

"You need not worry," replied the young lady. "I am 
as much interested in my work as you are. I am married 
now and I am too proud to undo what I have donc, and 
I am going to stay married. But even at that I feel that 
my efficiency will be just as great and perhaps greater 
because of the new difficulties I have to overcome. No 
doubt, the libération of my libido will enable me to per- 
form even greater work than I have in the past. But I 
am going to start by asking for a short vacation. There 
are certain inventions I have in mind for my home and 
then there will be a short period of incapacity. I think 
that by the first of next August I shall be ready to start 
work in earnest as the head of the department of in- 
ventions." 

After a prolonged conférence, the meeting adjourned, 
and Béryl Angelo thoughtfully went to her private 
office. Slowly, she looked over her card index. In one 
place she noted that there were two hundred and thirty- 
seven unsolved problems in aviation awaiting her active 
inventive energy to solve. Another part of the card 
index gave in détail the problems dealing with a home, 
husband and baby, and each of these problems was 
marked solved or unsolved. If solved, it meant that she 
had either actually made or had in course of préparation 
some piece of delicate machinery which would com- 
pletely take the place of the wife in the home. She 
smiled as she looked over some of these, realizing the 
fact that their very accuracy and completeness operated 
against their usefulness for everyday use. Some of the 
problems of the home were still unsolved, for example, 
bedmaking. In the laboratory she had a perfect bed- 
maker but it was so complicated and so bulky that she 
felt it would be ont of place in the average home, espe- 
cially in the guest chamber. 

IN the course of her expérimental work, she had per- 
fected over a dozen robots for work in varions parts 

of the house. Some of them worked accurately and per- 
fectly, while others left many parts of the household 
economy unsolved. There were still places where human 
servants had to be used, and even these were inefficient 
without supervision. She had tried talkies in the kitchen. 
preparing spécial films for différent parts of the day. 
For example, she instructed the cook to press a certain 
button as soon as she entered the kitchen in the morning. 
At once a life-sized picture of Béryl Angelo appeared on 
the screen and a voice that could have corne from no 
other woman started to give instructions : 

"Go and bring in the morning's mille, cream and bread 
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from the front door." Here ensued a lapse of some 
minutes. "Now place four tablespoonfuls of coffee in 
the percolator, with three cupfuls of water and place on 
the central burner of the electric stove. Turn on the 
electricity. Now go to the refrigerator and take out six 
slices of bacon and six eggs. Before returning to the 
kitchen be sure to shut the refrigerator door." Another 
pause. "Now place the bacon in a frying-pan." 

The talking movie ought to have worked, but for 
niany reasons it did not. The maids who were intelligent 
enough to.cooperate with it did not heed it and those who 
were not intelligent would not Hsten to it. One maid put 
cotton in lier ears because she said she could not work 
with that spooky thing talking to her ail the time. Béryl 
decided to place a robot in the kitchen and have less com- 
plicated meals and a greater peace, as far as servants 
were concerned, but after she had gone to the greatest 
trouble in arranging the machinery she found at the first 
break fast that the robot had been unable to tell a good 
egg from a bad one. 

After this, she awoke a little earlier, cooked a pot of 
oatmeal for her husband, put it on the dining-room table 
with some milk, bread and butter and jam, and bought 
her own breakfast in a cafétéria near the office. He ac- 
cepted this plan, as he did so many of her actions, with- 
out comment except that the first evening he remarked 
that he had been lonely without her. She at once ar- 
ranged a one-reel breakfast talkie, in "which she flashed 
fifteen minutes of brilliant conversation on him from 
the screen. He looked at it and listened to this reel one 
morning, and then never started it again. At times he 
would go out to the parler and look through the Windows 
into the street. He found it difficult to be the husband 
of such a peculiarly brilliant woman, especially when he 
found that he was spoken of as Béryl Angelo's husband. 
Lots of people who spoke to him did not know his real 
name. 

In the course of time the little baby came to live with 
them. William Dills was very happy, while his wife 
treated it as a commonplace. She was longing, had been 
longing for weeks to get back to her work. As soon as 
possible she returned home from the hospital and in a 
few days was in her office, leaving the baby in care of a 
compétent nurse and the father. In discussing this with 
her husband, she told him that she felt that a compétent 
machine was better than an incompétent nurse, but a 
nursing robot would require the constant supervision 
of a trained mechanic and that it would be impossible 
to ever train an author to properly care for one. William 
Dills did not answer this last remark, but secretly prom- 
ised himself that as this was the first and possibly the 
last time he was ever going to be the father of a baby, 
he was going to learn ail that he could in regard to the 
care of it. 

He did this, not from a sense of duty, but because he 
wanted to. If it had been a boy baby, or an ugly baby 
or the baby of any other father, he would have felt dif- 
férent about it, but it was such a lovely little girl baby, 
such a darling beauty of a little woman, that he was 
head over heels in love with her as soon as he saw her. 
This love was probably intensified by the love-hunger 
which developed so rapidly in his married life. 

So Béryl Angelo, feeling that she had satisfied ail 
the demands that even the most old-fashioned social code 
could place on a married woman, returned to her office, 
leaving William Dills, her husband; Ariel Dills, her 

daughter, and Miss Agatha Trîm, the nurse, to run the 
Dill household. It is only fair to state that they did so in 
a ncarly perfect manner. Maids came and went in 
such rapidity that Dills never tried to learn their names, 
but William, Ariel and Miss Trim remained an un- 
alterable triumvirate. 

WEEKS passed and months. Béryl, happy in her 
own particular work, exhausting ail of her mental 

power for the benefit of Aviation Consolidated, was 
satisfied to look over the twenty-four hour report which 
she had elaborately recorded on a chart of her own in- 
vention. She felt that if the baby was well, was growing 
normally and cutting her teeth on the proper schedule, 
she, as the mother and head of the family, was doing ail 
that could be expected of her. 

Meantime, William Dills was dividing his time be- 
tween his portable Corona and his equally portable 
daughter. He was learning to care for a baby, under 
the watchful eyes of Miss Agatha Trim. 

"One can never tell," he remarked to that individual, 
"what the future may have in store for us. I may not 
always be able to think up plots for new stories, and if I 
am not able to, I may be able to make a living at taking 
care of babies. At least, I am receiving a wonderful ex- 
périence with Ariel, and even if I nev^r have any use for 
that experience in the future, it is a pleasure to know that 
I am doing some little things for her now, thus showing 
her that I love her and am glad that she is here with us." 

When he talked that way, the nurse would take a long 
cane and go out into the garden and eut the seed pods ofï 
the Oriental Poppies. She told herself that this was 
the only way she could keep from exploding and telling 
the man's fool wife what she thought of her. 

But, irrespective of her relative position to her family, 
Béryl Angelo was slowly becoming an international 
figure in the scientific world. She had persuaded the 
company that she worked for to buy ail patents pertain- 
ing to the Cierva Autogyro. Thus, free from any suit 
for infringement of the original idea, she had gone ahead 
and perfected an airplane that could speed up to three 
hundred miles an hour, stop still in the air, and rise or 
descend in a perfect perpendicular. This machine was 
so nearly foolproof and so well adapted to the small 
country or city home that mankind, more than ever, went 
up into the air, as the roof of even a small house sufficed 
for a perfectly easy landing, and it was no longer neces- 
sary to go several hundred yards before attaining the 
required height to fly. 

Twenty-five years before, many millions had been 
spent in building automobile roads of cernent. Now, 
these roads lay like white ribbons over the country, used 
only by the occasional pedestrian and the less occasional 
owner of an old-fashioned automobile. There had corne 
a time when the manufacturing of fine carriages was 
stopped ; in a similar manner, Ford and General Motors 
had ceased to manufacture automobiles. Everything 
and everybody was in the air. But one thing more was 
necessary, and Béryl Angelo spent many sleepless nights 
on the problem. She wanted a freight plane that would 
take its load from any place in the world to any other 
place, without an aviator guiding it. It seemed that 
each invention pointed silently to that consummation of 
perfect aviation. Planes no longer burned in the air, 
they no longer fell. they hardly rocked. The new gyro- 
scope that Béryl had installée! as part of the standard 
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equipment of the passenger planes made it possible to 
cross the Atlantic without spilling a drop of water from 
an almost filled glass. The expense of such machines 
per mile was almost nothing, but the great cost was in 
the salaries of the pilots, who after ail, did not do much 
except sit there and draw their salaries. 

There was still some freight carried by the railroads 
and on steamships. Although the compétition was severe, 
these antiquated common carriers had managed to sur- 
vive. Everyone knew that when the pilotless plane ar- 
rived railroads would become streaks of rust and the 
ships would rot slowly in the harbors of the world, a few 
giant freighters and locomotives being carefully pre- 
served, along with the American buffalo. 

The idea was slow in arriving. Perhaps it never would 
have arrived had it not been for a visit to Broadway. 
This street was now destitute of automobiles, just as 
the Main Streets of the Middle West had become desti- 
tute of carriages years before. Movable sidewalks carried 
the millions of pleasure seekers, while commuting sub- 
urbanites came driftinginto the aérodrome in their private 
planes. Any other woman would have been thrilled by 
the neon signs, the thronging thousands and millions, 
but Béryl Angelo was disconsolate. She was hunting 
for an idea, and the excitement of Broadway, the husband 
by her side, the thoughts of her little child at the hôtel, 
safely cared for by the faithful Miss Trim, were ail 
unable to rouse her from her constant self-questioning. 

Finally, her husband spoke, "Those people on the mov- 
able sidewalks are just like so many pawns. Béryl. See, 
if they get on at one station, they have to stand still till 
they reach another station. They are in a sort of line, 
a circuit, and they cannot get out of it. Like I used to 
be when I drove a carriage, get in a rut and have to 
stay there. They are just so many pièces of helpless 
humanity. Put a soap box on that platform, and it 
would stay there just as well as a man." 

AND then the idea came to hîs wife. Without a 
word, she turned and went back to the hôtel. He 

tried to reason with her, explain that he had already 
bought the tickets, and that this might be the last time 
that they would ever see grand opéra. She simply said 
that she wanted to get somewhere where it was quiet and 
where she could think. 

Ail that night she sat at the desk in the hôtel bedroom, 
filling pages with drawings and figures and apparently 
meaningless scrawls. When morning sent beams of light 
into the room, her husband found her fast asleep at the 
desk. But she had solved the problem. 

Just as fast as she could, she traveled to the offices of 
Aviation Consolidated and asked for a conférence with 
the Président. 

"I have solved the problem of a freight plane that will 
not need a pilot. Each plane will carry at least ten tons 
of freight. By a little adjustment, we can make this 
plane from one of our standard models for $2,500. It 
will be perfectly automatic, and with it your Company 
will control the commerce of the world. What do you 
say about it ?" 

"O. K. Wonderful! Lovely!! When can you give 
us the spécifications and blue prints?" 

"Sometime. Is it worth five million to you ?" 
"It's worth ten times that much. Where are you 

going to assemble it ?" 
"On the yard, back of my home, out in Clearbrook. I 

am afraid to do the work here. Too dangerous. The 
railroads and steamship lines have been afraid of this for 
years. I will put a plane in back of the house and fix 
it up so that it looks like a wreck. When everything is 
ready, I will try it out. I wish you would send for our 
electrical expert. I want to go over détails with him." 

In a short time the man and woman who were the 
leaders in modem aviation were closeted in a sound- 
proof room. 

"Here is my thought, Johnson," said the woman. 
"We have a plane that can go many thousand miles with- 
out refueling. We have an absolute knowledge of the 
miles per hour and the miles per gallon of fuel. In one 
of our trial tests we measured off an exact hundred 
miles between two landings. We added to that the fuel 
necessary for a three hundred feet ascent and a similar 
descent. We started the plane off with an exact amount 
of fuel, down to the ounce. We timed it. It arrived 
at the landing two seconds later than we had estimated, 
with ten drops of fuel left. Ail the pilot did was to sit 
there; if I remember correctly, we wanted to lock the 
controls, but the président would not let it be done. 

"As you know, the gyroscope has not only made avia- 
tion safe, but it has made direction definite. Give me the 
exact distance between two cities and their exact relation 
to each other, as far as the points of the compass are 
concerned, and I will guarantee to send a plane there to 
within a few miles of the landing-field without having 
any other guide except the compass and the gyroscope. 
But I want to go further than that. Do you suppose it 
would be possible to establish electric lanes around the 
world, broad waves of controlling electrical force, which 
would hold pilotless planes and control the gyroscope so 
that the planes would swing around a corner. In other 
words, do you think that we could make escalators in the 
sky, transfer Broadway into the air, so that if a pilot- 
less plane, loaded with freight, rose to the level of the 
New York-London-aerial-escalator, it would be auto- 
matically guided by that force till it arrived in London ? 
We could regulate the fuel so it would drop of its own 
accord. That is what is in my mind. We could have the 
gyroscope control and the robot pilot sensitized to our 
own wave-lengths so that no competing company could 
take advantage of our invention. How does it sound 
to you ?" 

"From anyone else. Béryl, it would sound nonsense. 
We do know that there are magnetic currents circulating 
around the world. We do not know very much about 
them. Perhaps you do ? The whole earth seems to be a 
large magnet. I do know this. Electricity is cheap, and 
it is an easy thing to send a wireless wave around the cir- 
cumference of the world. It does not take long. We 
have thought we could send such waves to the moon and 
obtain the echo, or whatever you want to call it. Sup- 
pose we look at it this way. You set up a broadcasting 
station on one side of your country home. Have a re- 
ceiving station on the other side. Then send out a code 
word—just a sound will do, and you will be able, after 
a little practice, to receive that code signal, that sound, 
after it has gone around the world. It takes but a little 
while, just a very little while, as we measure time. Now, 
we can figure it out this way; that this sound has gone 
around the world on some kind of an electric escalator ; 
no use in putting it into scientific language ; we are not 
reading a paper for a scientific society. Suppose we in- 
crease the strength of the station we are broadcastins; it 
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from and make the scnding of the signais continuons; 
then we have an escalator around the world, as they have 
on Broadway." 

"Then," interrupted Béryl Angelo, "suppose we have 
the gyroscopic robot in the pilot's place tuned to that 
signal—that code sound. He has a wireless receiver. 
So long as he is in the groove, everything is O. K., but if 
the plane swings to the right or the left, then the signal 
tnakes him change the steering gear, and back the plane 
goes to its perfect course. How is that?" 

"That is right, provided our premises are right. How 
are you going to start?" 

"1 am going to send a plane around the world." 
"Isn't that a little grandiose? Why not try a shorter 

circuit ?" 
"If it works at ail, it will work that way. AU or noth- 

mg has been my motto for years. I wish that you would 
have some of the men figure out the exact circumfer- 
ence of the earth at the latitude of my house. I want to 
figure out the amount of fuel necessary to drive a plane 
around the world from that point. I want to be abso- 
iutely accurate, because when the fuel is ail gone, I want 
it to drop right in my landing field. Now, I will go and 
see about those wireless stations. I suppose the Prési- 
dent of the company can get a permit for me." 

IN a few weeks a large broadcasting station was 
erected on one side of the land, owned by William 

Dills. He protested a little, as the workmen ruined his 
cucumber bed, but the station had to go up. It was not 
really one of the old-style broadcasting stations ; it was a 
wireless projecting station, and when it was finally in 
working order. Béryl Angelo had the code sound sent 
due east, and the automatic control continued to send the 
same code signal due east every second. On the other 
side of the garden, the receiving station was erected, and 
with ceaseless regularity, the code word arrived. There 
was every reason to believe tliat it had traveled by wire- 
less around the world. The electrical expert of Avia- 
tion Consolidated visifed Béryl and expressed himself 
as satisfied that a line had been created around the world. 

"I knew you could do that," he said. "There is no 
trick at ail in doing that. You could send a message 
around that circuit just the same as you are sending a 
sound. What is the grand idea of constantly repeating 
the same sound?" 

"I was working on the receiver in the robot. I wanted 
to tune it perfectly to the sound that it was going to be 
guided by. It has to constantly react to that sound." 

"You going to use a standard machine of our make?" 
"Yes, and no. It looks like the average machine, but 

I have a lot of new trappings in it. Of course, I am go- 
ing to send it empty, except for the fuel and, perhaps, 
a goat. What do you think of the idea of sending a goat 
around the world as a passenger ?" 

"That is on a par with your other ideas. Honestly, I 
think that some of this plan is pretty sketchy. At the 
same time, if it does work, it ought to go over big. So 
you are going to use a regular four-passenger plane?" 

"Yes, the one with the two cabins. They communi- 
cate, you remember, but the large one I am going to 
leave empty. The goat, with some hay and a pail of 
water, goes in the smaller one. The gyroscope stabilizes 
the plane so that the water will not spill. That was 
shown some years ago, but even now I think that it is a 
wonderful invention." 

Together they walked to the plane. A hundred feet 
to one side of the landing field the expérimental plane 
stood. 

"Looks like an antiquated wrcck," laughed the expert. 
"I made it look shabby on purpose," Béryl laughed as 

she replied, "1 didn't want any spy to suspect what I was 
going to use it for." 

That night she had the plane filled with fuel. Her 
calculations had been accurate. She had allowed for a 
certain evaporation; in every way she had provided for 
this airplane to go around the world on the electric air 
line that she had built with her radio—go around the 
world, and stop in the garden of her land. 

The next day she came back at threc in the afternoon. 
The plane was ready except for the goat. She took this 
nanny down and, by main strength, lifted it over the side 
of the plane and put it in the cabin, seeing that it had 
free access to the water and hay. Then she looked at her 
watch. It was three-thirty. Starting the machinery, she 
stood there, watching the plane as it went three hundred, 
seven hundred, a thousand feet up into the blue of the 
sky and then, turning due east, streaked rapidly out of 
sight. 

"Now, ail I have to do is to wait for it to corne back 
on the other side of the landing field, and in the mean- 
time, keep the electric escalator working by constantly 
flashing the code word." 

She walked silently into the house. It was the first 
time for many months that she had ever been there at 
that time in the afternoon. For some reason that she 
could not comprehend, she wanted to see her little daugh- 
ter, Ariel, and her husband. She tried to remember 
when she had last seen him. But he was not in his study, 
nor was she in her nursery. At last, she found Miss 
Agatha Trim in the bathroom washing her hair. The 
nurse was astonished to see her mistress. 

"Excuse me, Mrs. Dills," she said, "I always take an 
hour or so ofï at this time, so I was not expecting you. 
Anything I can do for you ?" 

"Yes. Where is Mr. Mills and the baby?" 
"Bless me, don't you know? Every afternoon they 

go out and play house in that old wrecked airplane back 
of the house. They have some old bedding there, and 
that is where they both take their afternoon nap. Some- 
times they take their lunch there. You know the one I 
mean, the one with the two cabins ? Well, they took the 
larger cabin and fixed it up for a play house, and they 
are out in it now. They draw the blinds and go to 
sleep, and it is the dearest sight to see her cuddle close 
to him. She has grown to be quite a young lady, and 
very smart, too ; she knows a lot." 

Béryl Angelo collapsed in a chair. 
"You don't mean in that one spécial old plane?" she 

said. 
"Yes ; the one you had hauled here some months ago." 
For the first time in her life the inventor of Aviation 

Consolidated fainted. Then she explained herself. 
"That plane that my husband and daughter are in. 

Miss Trim " 
"Yes, Mrs. Dills." 
"Well, I just sent it around the world." 
"You did what?" 
"I sent it around the world. I put a goat, with some 

hay and water in the back cabin, started it off at three 
hundred miles an hour, and it won't corne back till it 
goes around the world." 
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"Well, tliey will soon come back. I would not worry 
about it. You just trust your husband ! He won't let 
anything happen to your little girl. He loves her too 
much." 

"It does not make any différence how much he loves 
her. They won't have anything to eat." 

"He always takcs a lunch, Madam, and then they can 
drink goat milk if it is that kind of a goat." 

But the wife and motlier, for so she suddenly found 
that she was, in spite of ail her attempts to act other- 
wise, was worried. She ate no supper, and after supper 
she had more cause for worry. The téléphoné rang. 

"Is this Mrs. Dills? Yes? Well, tins is Deterkin of 
the company. I am the one who did the calculations for 
you in regard to the circumference of the earth to enable 
you to figure the number of gallons of fuel you would 
need. I found my old calculations and I made a mistake 
of six thousand miles. I must have been drunk or some- 
thing. If you loaded a plane to go around the world on 
my figures, it will drop into the Pacific Océan the other 
side of San Francisco. Sorry." 

And that was the end of the world for Béryl Angelo. 
The husband that she had neglected, the baby that she 
had only given birth to and then placed in the hands of 
a nurse, the two beings whom she should have loved 
more than any others in the whole world, were going 
to die by her hand, and she could not help it. There 
they were in a cabin ; behind them in another cabin was 
the goat. The plane was in command of a robot, directed 
by a code word. They had to go on and on and on till 
the fuel gave out, and then they would drop to death in 
the Pacific Océan. 

She could not sleep. She could not even close her 
eyes. At last she could not think. Finally, morning 
came. Still dressed, she walked out into the garden. 
She wandered over to the landing field. There she found 

a little rag doll. Pressing it to her and calling, "Ariel, 
Ariel," she at last broke into a torrent of tears. 

She heard the soft beating of an airplane landing. 
"Some one from the office," she told herself. Then she 
heard a "Ba-baa," and looking up, saw a goat being 
pitched over the side of the plane and then a little girl 
and finally a man, who staggered a little as he took the 
girl's hand and walked towards her. 

"Hullo, Béryl," said the man, "Ariel and the goat and 
I had quite a ride." 

"What happened?" the woman said as. she took the 
little girl in her arms. 

"We always played house in that old plane. Yester- 
day we went to sleep, and when we woke up we were 
just beating it somewhere over the océan. It lias been a 
long time since I ran a plane, but I went and watched 
that old robot and I said to myself, William Dills, be a 
man. If a piece of machinery can run this airplane, so 
can you. So, I watched how he did it, and by and by I 
disconnected him and took control myself and say, we 
sure had a rough time of it ! Finally, I turned it around 
and made it slow down, and when it got daylight, we ate 
some of the lunch, and I finally found my way back here. 
That was certainly some trip. Ariel liked it ; guess she is 
going to take after you. Béryl." 

Hand in hand the three went into the house. Béryl 
Angelo went to the phone and called up the office of 
Aviation Consolidated and asked for the général man- 
ager. 

"Hullo," she said. "This is Mrs. William Dills. Yes. 
Don't you understand ! Mrs. William Dills! I want you 
to send some men out and take down this broadcasting 
station. 

"Yes, I am through with it. And tell the Président 
that I am going to take a three-months' vacation. I 
want to get acquainted with my family." 

The End 

COMING SOON ! 

Sequel to 

The Skylark of Space 

By 

Edward B. Smith, Ph.D. 
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First 

RNITHOPTER 

rT1HE dream of the early aviators was to cross 
■*■ the British channel. This Bleriot did and 
won world-wide famé by it. Grâce lost his life 
in the same attempt. Ilelicopters rising and 
descending vertically are still one of the dreams 
of inventors. This is an unusually interesting 
phantasy based on the ornithopter, the flying 
machine of Daedalus and Icarus in old-time 
mythology, and later in Leonardo da Vinci's 
sketches—with improvements. The story is so 
realistically written you will expect to be able 
to use the machine soon. 

A Strange Sight 

THIS taie was told to me by my friend, Peter 
Grossman, and I confess that I believe it to l>e 
the plain and unvarnished truth. First of ail, 
I know Peter and bave a tremendous confi- 
dence m his integrity; secondly, anyone who 

knows Peter, knows he has neither enough imagination to 
invent such a story nor enough guile to make it sound so 
plausible, if he did invent it. 

Peter Grossman is a hard-headed business man as well 
as an inventive engineer. He stands well up in the electri- 
cal engineering profession and is the inventor of the new 
Grossman power battery, which is at présent astounding 
the electrical industry. In his day, Peter was one of the 

best guards on his collège eleven ; 
nowadays he is bidding fair for 
the heavyweight championship of 
his home county, only two men, 
Arthur Boef and Adolph Dick- 
mops surpassing his 240 pounds. 
But Peter is still a young man 
and is in strenuous training to 
reach the top of his class. I have 
hopes that three or four extra- 
square meals per day, plus sun- 
dries, will tell their taie. 

The human bird be- 
gan to rise f aster ; 
then zrith a cool 
touch of a hand, he 
altcrcd the pitch of 
his zvings and began 
to m ov e forzvard, 
niaking no sound but 
a rustling hiss front 

the zvings 

913 
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On the day our story begins. Peter was driving ont to 
Willets' Ford, in central Indiana, to inspect a possible 
power site. The district was comparatively deserted, as 
the land was poor for farming, and it was calculated that 
a dam thrown across the river at a stratégie point would 
yield a goodly output o£ power for an hydroelectric plant. 
So Peter was on his way to look it over for a client. It 
was a beautiful summer day, and Peter's ancient Ford 
was humping cheerfully along over the ruts of an old 
country road when he saw what he saw. 

As he topped a small hill, he says, there flapped 
through the air directly in front of him and hardly a hun- 
dred yards away an ungainly ohject, which a startled sec- 
ond revealed to he a man ! In his amazement Peter al- 
most drove into the ditch. Hastily jamming on the 
brakes, the car squcakcd to a sudden hait, and Peter 
stared at this strange sight in transfixed astonishment. 

On wide-spreading wings which flapped in ungainly, 
but determined fashion, a man was wobbling through the 
air ! Truly, he was flying like a bird ! But like a sick or 
wounded bird. His progress forward was not very 
speedy, and as Peter watched, he sagged lower and lower, 
until he fell the last ten feet, and landed with a crash in 
the middle of the road only about twenty feet in front of 
the stalled Ford. His wings, one of them now broken, 
gave one or two more feeble flaps, then stopped, and the 
man lay inert, apparently unhurt but exhausted. 

Thus far too much astounded to move. Peter now 
awoke to the exigency of the situation, and heaving his 
bulk from behind the steering wheel, he dropped heavily 
to the ground. As he rolled toward the flier, the man 
looked up wearily. 

"l'm not hurt," he muttered dispiritedly. Then he tried 
to get to his feet, but one of the wings of his curious 
flying machine tripped him, and he slumped back. Peter 
grasped him by the arm and assisted him to his feet. 

"Not hurt, are you ?" he demanded. 
"No, guess not." 
"Well, l'il help you home in my fliv." So Peter guided 

the man's rather shaky footsteps to where the faithful 
old Ford was patiently waiting and helped him in. While, 
doing so he had occasion to observe this unusual birdman. 

He was a little man, "no bigger than a minute !" as 
Peter afterwards remarked. He probably weighed nearly 
ninety pounds. His hair was almost a minus quantity, but 
his eyes were large and of a brilliant blue. They were the 
eager, hopeful eyes of a dreamer, but when one looked at 
his long, slim but capable hands, one realizcd that these 
were the hands of a doer. 

At présent he seemed dejected, viewing his flying ap- 
paratus with a disheartened expression. The machine 
consisted of two parts, the wings and a motor. The 
motor was connected to the wings by a complicated Sys- 
tem of levers, and a storage battery hanging at the in- 
ventor's waist supplied the power. The owner of this 
apparatus unstrapped it from his back and laid it care- 
fully and almost reverently in the rear seat before he 
climbed into the Ford. Peter cranked up and hoisted 
himself in, proving as he sat down that the seat would 
hold no more than the two of them. 

The stranger was looking at Peter in some envy. 
"If I had part of your poundage. friend," he said, 

"there'd be two good men here now instead of one fat 
man and an undersized runt." 

"You're surely outspoken enough," returned Peter 
calmly. "Well, l'm somewhat the same way myself, and 

so we ought to get along together." He let the clutch 
into high. "My name is Peter Grossman ; profession, 
electrical engineer; home, Shermanville." And Peter 
stuck ont a chubby hand, into which the slender Angers 
of his companion seemed to be engulfed as they shook 
hands. 

"Mine is John Petite; profession—as near as I can be 
said to have one—aeroifautical engineer, and my home is 
right here," indicating a lane leading off to the right of 
the road, "if you care to drive in." 

Peter Investigates 

IOOMING among a grove of trees was a small farm- 
house of a nondescript color. It stood a short dis- 
tance back from the highway and was well 

screened by trees on at least three sides. In an open field 
to the right of the lane stood a wooden tower with a small 
platform at the top. They drove up the dusty lane, and 
Petite saw his companion's eyes roving toward the tower 
and cxplained, "That's the place where I started my 
flight. I tried it only once before and fell before I got 
to the road, so you see l'm improving." 

Peter's only answer was "Oh ?" 
He saw as they pulled into the little farmyard that the 

signs of occupancy were scanty, but that the little barn 
seemed to have been flxed over as a workshop. There 
were no chickens or farm animais in sight, and in consé- 
quence the place had a deserted look. On the left of the 
house grew an old and extensive patch of berry bushes. 

"This is my place," said Petite. "1 bought it dirt 
cheap a couple of years ago, because the {armer said that 
the land was too poor to raise a decent crop on. But it 
provides me with solitude in which to carry on my ex- 
periments. Here in the barn l've managed to fix up a 
sort of combined machine shop and chemical laboratory. 
The stulï I make my wings out of I make here. l'm a 
sort of jack-of-all-trades, you see." 

Peter took in everything. He certainly was interested. 
He said, "What do you call your apparatus, and how does 
it operate ? I see your power is electrical. Perhaps I can 
help you in its application." 

Petite gave Peter a searching glance; then, seemingly 
satisfled with his appearance, the inventer decided to 
conflde in him. Laying out his wings, which were 
mounted on a stout canvas jacket, he proceeded to use 
them to illustrate his lecture. 

"Ail true flying créatures fly by flapping or vibrating 
their wings. By 'true flying créatures' I mean the birds, 
the bats, and ail flying insects. Men have tried from time 
immémorial to imitate this manner of flight. There was 
Icarus and his daddy, Daedalus, but. like Darius Green, I 
felt that 'wings made o' wax wouldn't stand sun's heat 
an' hard whacks,' so I had to make mine of something 
else. Then there was old Leonardo da Vinci. He wrote 
several books on flight, but he didn't know a thing about 
it. He thought, like everyone else, that the wings of a 
bird struck downward and backward in flight, whereas 
they really strike downward and fonvards during the 
down stroke and upwards and forwards during the up 
stroke ! These facts were Arst demonstrated by a man by 
the name of J. Bell Pettigrew, a professer. He analyzed 
the movements of a bird's wings during flight and even 
constructed artiflcial wings which satisfactorily repro- 
duced them. That was in 1867, and he also showed that 
the wings of an insect or of a bat act in exactly the same 
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way as a bird's. Thîs may surprise you, but it's true, for 
I bave verified it myself. The wings of any flying créa- 
ture, ». e., a bat, bird or insect, are screws, structurally, 
and act as screws when vibrating, because of the fact that 
they twist in opposite directions during the up and down 
strokes. 

"Professer Pettigrew demonstrated these facts, but it 
was left to me to make use of them in artificial flight ! 

"Now the material of the wings proper is a derivative 
of cellulose, vvhich I call 'cellupress.' I use old news- 
papers as my raw material. I put it on, in imitation of a 
bird's feathers, in flakes. The main frame, modelcd 
after the bones of a bird's wing, is duralumin. The power 
is supplied by this electric motor mounted between the 
wings and working through a System of levers. I carry 
this storage battery at my waist. And there's the whole 
trouble. I can't store enough power. Fm perfectly sat- 
isfied with my wing material, but I can't get electricity 
enough to last me more than a few hundred feet. 

"I can work out a chemical problem pretty well, or I 
can design a wing even better, but I can't get more elec- 
tricity out of a battery than can be put into it." 

After this long lecture, Peter repeated a question, 
"What do you call your invention?" 

"Why," said Petite, "an ornithopter." He rolled the 
word over his longue as though he liked the sound of it. 
"An ornithopter, from the Greek word ornitJws—bird, 
and pteron—wing, you know. That is, a machine vvhich 
Aies like a bird." 

"Can you gain altitude with your orni—ornith— 
opter?" Peter, who is rather adverse to the use of big 
vvords unnecessarily, stumbled over this new one. 

"Not much. I am almost compelled to fly in a hori- 
zontal plane from my starting point. That's why I use 
that tower." 

Peter had a mental picture of little Petite clîmbing 
shakily up that wooden tower, there to launch himself out 
on the air, not knowing whether he would fall to the 
ground and be crippled, perhaps for life. or would fly. It 
must take a lot of courage and belief in self! Peter's 
heart went out to this self-styled "runt." He would try 
to help him. 

Peter eyed the apparatus speculatively. 
"If you had plenty of power, you could fly ail right, 

eh?" he inquired. 
"Yes." 
"Such a flying machine might not be worth much at 

first, but it would be worth considérable in the end, would 
it not ?" 

"A fortune!" enthusiastically. 
"Well," said Peter thoughtfully, "I have a notion to 

help you out. Tell you what! l'il corne back tomorrow 
and bring a battery of my own that I think will improve 
your machine's performance. I have some business down 
by Willets* Ford now, but l'il be back tomorrow, early. 
Here's my card." And Peter shook hands with Petite 
while the latter eamestly exhorted him "not to forget !" 

An Intruder 

WHILE Petite stood watching Peter's car rattle 
down through the midsummer dust and beat of 
the old lane, another, but unseen listener, was 

beginning to absorb the gist of the talk which had just 
passed between the two engineers. 

"Gus" Jensen, son of the road, loungîng in the shade 

of a dense clump of blackberry bushes near-by, had been 
awakened by the arrivai of the two. Cursing a bit, he had 
turned over on his stomach to view the intruders on his 
privacy. He reflected that there was a possibility that 
something profitable to him might develop out of that 
talk. Perhaps there would be something of value about 
the premises—poor as they seemed—which he could 
safely steal. If the theft promised a financial return, 
Jensen was willing to try it, always provided of course 
that it did not entail too great an expenditure of energy. 
Anything remotely resembling work was strictly against 
Gus' principles. 

When Petite drew out his flying apparatus from the 
car and started to explain it Gus' eyes bulged and he al- 
most betrayed his presence with a lurid exclamation, 
which he smothered just in time. The others were too 
much interested in their conversation to notice his out- 
break and Jensen watched the rest of the proceedings in 
safety. 

Gus was ail ears as the monefary possibilities of 
Petite's invention were mentioned. Here was the chance 
he was looking for ! Suppose he should steal those mar- 
velous wings and hold out for a ransom for their return ! 
There would be little work to such a plan, save the writ- 
ing of the note to demand money—which act would in- 
deed be labor for Gus. That was the only item which 
caused him to hesitate. But avarice can overcome even 
the laziest disposition, and the hobo decided that he would 
steal the ornithopter. 

Opportunity came sooner than Gus expected, for 
Petite, ail unmindful that someone other than Peter had 
overheard his discourse on the art of flying like the birds, 
went cheerfully about the business of mending the broken 
wing. The inventer gave no thought to the possibility of 
anyone even finding out about his invention, much less 
trying to steal it. He took it for granted that there were 
people who would steal it if they had only a chance, but 
he was sure that none of these people had wind of his 
invention. Peter, he trusted instinctively, and his trust 
was not misplaced. 

As Petite worked in his little workshop, Jensen was 
watching and trying in vain to perfect a workable plan 
for stealing the ornithopter. No plan suggested itself to 
his slow brain, so he gave up trying to think and deter- 
mined to leave the accomplishment of his design to fate. 
Jensen was a firm believer in chance. Nor was his belief 
to be shaken on this occasion. 

The day wore on; Petite worked on. Sometimes he 
whistled in a high, piercing key, which was not at ail to 
the taste of the ears of the watcher in the bushes. Those 
shrill notes grated on Jensen's nerves and angered him. 
But he retained enough sense to remain concealed and 
wait. 

Petite entîrely forgot the lunch hour, but when the 
tramp's hunger informed him that it was noon. he softly 
pulled out of his pocket a package wrapped in a dirty 
newspaper and ate the meat and stale bread it contained. 

"Have better scoffin' than this 'n a few days," he re- 
flected. "If that there little runt 'ud only leave 'is wings 
alone f'r a minute! He sticks by 'em like they wuz 
made out o* solid gold!" 

At last, however, the hobo's patience was rewarded. 
Petite laid down his machine and, still softly whistling to 
himself, hurried into the house for some necessary item, 
leaving his shop door trustfully open! Golden oppor- 
tunity! And Jensen seized it! 
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He hàstily rushed into the little old barn, grabbed the 
ornithopter and was ont again before a stammerer could 
bavé said "Jac^ Robinson." He trembled ail over with 
excitement, for Gus was a coward at heart and hated to 
steal anything, not only because of the effort involved but 
because of the peculiar thumping it caused his heart while 
the affair was progressing. Indeed, this latter quite 
alarmed him, and he was in the habit of informing other 
"bos" that he had a weak heart. 

As Jensen hurried into the bushes with his prize, any- 
one watching might have noticed a very pronounced limp 
in his walk. True, one leg was crippled ; how, no one but 
Gus knew, and he would never tell. So it happened that 
Petite, hastening back to his precious invention, discov- 
cred his loss immediately. As he entered the door, he 
looked around, then muttered to himself : 

"I left them right here, l'm sure! What !" This 
exclamation was broken off by the sight of a big gob of 
dried mud lying in the place where he had left the or- 
nithopter. "Someone has stolen it!" he fairly screamed, 
tearing his hair in anguish. Then the frantic inventer 
began to search the workshop. Yes! His brain child 
was gone ! The efforts of ten years wiped out in a min- 
ute! . . . 

With a rattling and a squeak, Peter Grossman pulled 
up in the farmyard. He found little Petite running 
around—as Peter expressed it—"like a chicken with its 
head off." 

"Thought l'd drop in again on the way home," shouted 
Peter cheerfully. "So here I am ! Why, what's the mat- 
ter here? What makes you look so pale? What has 
happened while I was gone ?" 

Petite approached the Ford with a woe-begone expres- 
sion. "It's been stolen !" was ail he could stammer. 

"Stolen. By whom ?" 
"1 don't know " 

Pursuit 

PETER had to do a bit of questioning to get to the 
bottom of the trouble. Immediately his trained 
brain took charge of the situation. 

"Let's see that lump of mud," he said. "Mud is scarce 
now ; everything is dusty." When he saw it. Peter added, 
"Pour a little water on it now : you know, wet earth has 
a différent color when dried." And when that was donc, 
he questioned Petite. "Knowing the neighborhood as you 
do, where do you think that mud could have corne from ?" 

Petite was quick to catch on, and after a minute scru- 
tiny of the wet clod, he announced : 

"There's only one place in the immédiate vicinity where 
I recall having seen mud just this color. It's a little, 
swampy patch of ground down by Cedar Creek—quite 
close too, by the way! Say, let's go down there right 
away! l'il bet it was just some hobo. They sometimes 
camp down on Cedar Creek in the summer ! You see, the 
railroad goes by on the other side of the creek. Come on, 
let's go!" 

"Take it easy. If it was a tramp stole your ornithop- 
ter, we'll have to sneak up on him." 

So the two started on the trail of the thief. It led them 
toward the marshy place, and when they lost the trail, 
which they soon did, for neither of them was a woods- 
man, they continued toward the place which Petite had 
described. 

As they neared the marsh, Petite cautioned quiet. 

With ail their care, they moved But awkwardly through 
the bushes. But smoke showed them to a fire, and at the 
fire they saw Jensen. The wings lay in a careless heap 
beside him and dangerously near the fire. Poor Petite 
almost expired when he saw them. 

Jensen was engaged in the laborious task of writing a 
note. In his hand a stub of pencil, on his knee a dirty 
scrap of paper, he was perspiring freely and cursing 
under his breath as he licked the pencil and scrawled on 
the paper. So absorbed was he with the task, that he did 
not notice the approach of the two engineers until they 
were quite close to him. Then he leaped to his feet with 
a startled expression. He had not expected a pursuit at 
ail. He had not reckoned on Peter returning that day. 
But Jensen knew instantly that his only safety lay in 
flight. How he wished some of his old companions of 
the road were here now to help out. Some of them were 
tough babies and, with their backing, he would not be 
forced to flee ignominiously as he was doing now. 

"Damn that bum leg, anyhow! Feller could git away 
from that there fat guy even then, but the little cheese 
was fast !" Such was the substance of Jensen's thoughts 
as he stumbled hurriedly along at as fast a run as he could 
muster. 

Indeed, the "little cheese" was fast—and furious! If 
his physique had permitted, he would gladly have given 
Jensen a godd beating. He caught up with the tramp 
immediately and dived at him like an angry terrier. Jen- 
sen. frightened though he was, turned and made a show 
of résistance. He was too big a man for Petite to harm, 
but his frightened eye saw Peter approaching and he 
threw up his hands with a whimper of "I gives up, bo ! 
Don't hit!" 

Peter seized the intimidated tramp by the scruff of the 
neck, and as he towered over him threateningly with his 
six feet two, he growled: 

"What do you mean by stealing this man's flying ma- 
chine ?" 

"I ain't stealin' that there thing!" whined the tramp. 
" 'Nother feller stole it an' brought it here, an' I wuz 
goin' t'take 't back soon's I cud ! I ain't no thief, mister ! 
I didn't steal 't !" 

"Shut up!" growled big Peter. "Petite, run back and 
get that scrap of paper he was sweating so profusely 
over. We'll see from that, I think, if he stole the orni- 
thopter." 

After a little search, Petite returned with the paper 
and read: 

"i got yur flappin machine and i want mony fer it bring 
50$ to " 

Here the scrawl ended. as Jensen had been interrupted. 
"So! You thought you'd get money for it!" ejacu- 

lated Peter. "We ought to turn you over to the authori- 
ties, but I don't think they'd even want a yellow cur like 
you. . . . Now, let's see, Petite, what can we do with 
this thief?" 

"Give him a swift kick and turn him loose!" returnad 
Petite with disgust. "We can't have him arrested with- 
out letting out my secret." 

"Pli give him a ride in my Ford and dump him put 
about fifty miles from here. Here, you! If I ever catch 
you hanging around here again, l'il wring your neck 
see?" 

Jensen whined an abject assent. 
Petite picked up the ornithopter, not without many 

black looks at the tramp, and the three started back to 
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Petîte's house. The little man was so glad to get his 
invention back that he whistled a little again and was in 
good spirits when they reached the farmyard. 

"All's well that ends vvell ! I shan't hold any grudge 
against you, hobo, but I don't want to catch you around 
here again ! l'il be on the lookout this time, and l'il shoot 
your hide full of rock sait !" And Jensen knew that the 
inventer meant what he said. Gus was really thankful to 
corne ont of it so well. His plans had not succeeded, but, 
on the other hand, he was not being punished for them, 
and he knew he was getting ofï easily. 

So Peter drove ofï with the tramp and Petite reminded 
him of his promise to return on the following day. 

"l'il be back early," Peter told him. 
Petite watched the old car pull out and départ in a 

cloud of dust. Then he returned to the farmhouse and 
partook of a lonely raeal. His wings he carried with him, 
having resolved never again to let them out of his prés- 
ence. After a close inspection, he was convinced that the 
tramp had donc them no harm and took them back to his 
workshop to finish his repairs. Late that night he finished 
the job, carried the ornithopter into his bedroom and 
went to bcd. 

About ten o'clock in the mornîng Peter again drove 
up. Petite greeted him and he got out of the automobile, 
carrying a small rectangular box with him. 

"How have you been progressing?" 
"I*ve got everything in readiness to attach your new 

battery," rejoined the other. "Ail we have to do is hang 
it on the belt and connect it with the motor." 

Further Plans 

PETER set the new battery down on the workbench 
of the old barn and began to examine Petite's orni- 
thopter doser than he had donc before. The bat- 

tery was a little box of brown-molded bakelite, about 12 
inches by 16 inchfs by 6 inches high. On top were two 
highly polished terminais of a rounded appearance and 
two small binding posts with a tiny silvery link between 
them. The link was now open, but could obviously be 
closed, Connecting the binding posts together. 

The whole thing was a mystery to Petite, and he did 
not hesitate to say so. Peter explained as completely as 
he could. 

"This battery is still a secret, although Pve got a Com- 
pany organized to manufacture it. Perhaps you've heard, 
or maybe you haven't, that ionized hélium gas in a tube 
has eighty times the conductivity of pure copper. Well, 
my battery consists of a sériés of tubes containing hélium 
and two electrodes. When the space between the élec- 
trodes becomes a conductor, that is when the hélium gas, 
which is my electrolyte, is ionized, and an external cir- 
cuit closed, a potential différence appears across the elec- 
trodes, causing a current to flow. Now these cells con- 
nected in sériés form my battery. The strange part is 
that the cells will not start ionization of the hélium with- 
out help, although once ionization is started, no matter 
how slightly, the battery will maintain it. Thus I have 
a flashlight cell and a tiny vibrator incorporated with the 
battery to start ionization. When this link is closed, the 
battery is ready for use and will discharge 98 per cent of 
the electricity previously stored in it. Its operating volt- 
age is 50 volts, and it is capable of maintaining its maxi- 
mum discharge of 20 amperes for ten hours ! That is, it 
will store and return ten kilowatt hours! This, as you 

know, is unprecedented in any battery. Its internai ré- 
sistance is on the order of 10-6 ohms, or in décimais 
.000001 ohms. It will positively revolutionize transporta- 
tion and the use of power in this world! Just think, 
electric automobiles and trains will be faster and far 
cheaper than gasoline or steam vehicles! It is the one 
thing which the modem world has been waiting for." 

"Marvelous !" gasped Petite, gazing in awe at the tiny 
producer of such power. "You can manufacture it in as 
large units as you wish I présumé ?" 

"Yes. I can make a battery which will pull a full size, 
loaded freight train in less space and much less weight 
than a locomotive tender." And so enthusiastic was 
Peter about his invention that he could have continued 
talking for hours, but at last he realized what he was 
there for and became suddenly curions about Petite's or- 
nithopter. "Now explain your flying machine to me," he 
said. "My interest was too much distracted by business 
yesterday." 

And Petite, with a last awed glance at the "Grossman 
power battery," gladly began to hold forth on his favorite 
topic. 

"You know, I was telling you yesterday that ail flying 
créatures use the same principles in flight. Now by 'flying 
créatures* I mean birds, bats and insects. Flying fish or 
flying squirrels are not included in this category, as their 
flight is simply gliding flight, and when their initial mo- 
mentum is expended, they must descend. But birds, in- 
sects and bats maintain themselves in the air for long 
periods. It is their true élément, and they are as per- 
fectly adapted to it as fish are to the water or deer to the 
forest. They support themselves by striking the air with 
specially adapted extremities called wings, producing suf- 
ficient reaction to maintain and propel themselves. Ail 
these wings act in the same way, thus proving that nature 
has found only one way to create successful flight. Man 
imitâtes that way—though imperfectly—with his air- 
planes. His propellers strike the air and produce a re- 
action which drags the supporting surfaces forward. 
They in turn produce reactions which lift the airplane 
and support it in the air. To fly, then, an airplane must 
move forward—and at considérable speed. But a bird 
can so shift and balance the reactions of his wings that he 
can hover for indefinite periods above the same spot. 
Witness the humming bird. • 

"Now as to the actual actions of the wings." Petite 
took out a piece of paper and a pencil and drew the fol- 
lowing sketch. 

! •• V. 

Sketch No. 1 

"This is the shape a single wing takes in flight. *A' is 
the leading edge and 'B' the trailing edge of the wing. 
The motion is the downward stroke—downward and for- 
ward, remember! You, an engineer, can readily analyze 
the forces produced by such a motion. The reaction 
will be such as to force the wing upward and forward. 
Now we have been considering the bird as motionless, 
that is, only the wings moving. If we let the bird move, 

• - • 
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o£ course the wîng motions are spread but in a wavy 
sort of fashion, but the wing itself follows the same 
movements. On the up stroke—upward and fonvard, 
remember, the wing changes to this général shape, flexible 
somewhere near the middle." 

Sketch No. 2 

"As before 'A' is the leading edge, and 'B' the trailing 
edge. You see the motion is really a screw motion. 

"My problem was to artificially duplicate this flexure 
of the wing and to make it automatic. That is, the wing 
must automatically change shape as the stroke changes. 
Well, with a strong, light, flexible material like cellupress, 
the problem resolved itself into making a sériés of in- 
ternai connections in the wing itself. This was solved by 
a lot of experimenting, and my wings flew with a dead 
weight of 100 pounds before I trusted myself to them." 

"If the action is really a screw action," remarked 
Peter, "why don't you replace wings by a pair of screw 
propellers ?" 

"Screw propellers!" exclaimed Petite, impatiently, 
"that's what everyone thinks! Can't you see that this 
has a thousand advantages over screw propellers? If a 
helicopter's screws are stopped by lack of power, it falls. 
It has no flexibility. It must have motors that run at a 
very high speed ! It requires more power because it is 
not so efficient. My wings overcome ail these disad- 
vantages. If my power gives out, I can spread my wings 
and glide safely to earth. My wings vibrate at a slow 
rate of speed, and they are very flexible. They are 
équivalent to screws with an adjustable pitch. Now do 
you doubt the mcrits of an ornithopter as against a 
helicopter?" 

"Fine!" ejaculated Peter, "l'm glad to know ail these 
things. Now let's try my battery. l'm eager to see how 
it works on your ornithopter." 

A Perilous Test 

SO they examined the motor, but to their disappoint- 
ment it was only a 12-volt motor and the new 
battery could not be used with it. 

"We'll lock up your place. Bring your ornithopter, 
and corne with me," said Peter. "I don't think your 
motor is adapted to this work anyway and I want to 
study the question in my laboratory. I believe a new 
type of motor could be worked out to advantage." 

Petite readily agreed, for he now had ail confidence in 
Peter. The two men then drove to Peter's home in 
Shcrmanville, and in Peter's small, but well equipped 
laboratory, they set to work on the problem of a motor. 

Peter tested Petite's motor and found that its efficiency 
whe« working through the necessary levers was fairly 
low. He then designed the new type of motor which he 
had said he had in mind. It took him a week to complété 
the calculations and drawîngs. In the meantime, his own 
consulting business was allowed as little of his time as 
possible. 

The new motor he called a "flappîng motor." It 
had two oscillating armatures, one for each wing, and 
worked on about the principle of an electric doorbell. 
A set of powerful electro-magnets pulled down an 
armature, and were automatically de-energized ; a set 
of magnets on the opposite side then were energized, 
and thus the armature was pulled back and forth with 
great power. Two armatures thus actuated provided 
power for the two wings. The motor was rated to 
produce a two and a half horse power, but was capable of 
great overloads. Its r.p.m.—to use this symbol—actually 
the number of complété "vibrations" per minute could 
be varied. Its bearings were very large and well lubri- 
cated, being designed to carry great stresses. 

This motor made in the shops of an electrical concern 
of a near-by city, was to provide the power for the per- 
fected ornithopter. While they were waiting the de- 
livery of the sample motor, Petite fretted somewhat, and 
was kept in Shcrmanville only by the opportunity to 
subject his wings to still more exhaustive tests and to 
improve upon them. 

At last, after delays which seemed âges to the im- 
patient inventor, the motor arrived and was installed in 
the ornithopter. On tests without the wings it proved 
very efficient, and seemed to be ail that could be desired. 

Then one morning the two set out once more for 
Petite's deserted farm to give the ornithopter a thorough 
test. By this time, Peter was nearly as eager for the 
test as was Petite. The machine rode safely in the back 
seat of Peter's Ford, wings folded and covered with a 
tarpaulin. 

When they reached the farm, it was as deserted as 
ever, but the dust in the lane had been settled by a rain 
a few nights before. 

They lost no time getting about the business they had 
corne out for. Petite unpacked the wings, attached them 
to the stout canvas and leather jacket, on which the new 
motor had been mounted, and examined closely ail the 
control wiring. He was pale, and trembling with eager- 
ness. Soon his life's dream would corne true, he was 
sure of it. He would be able to mount and soar through 
the clouds in exact imitation of a bird. No sitting in a 
close little cabin, or cockpit, while a stinking motor 
dragged him through the air, assailing his ears with 
noise. No! Just a comfortable jacket and two huge 
wings fanning the air above. A touch on the control 
buttons or on the rhéostat. A dart . . . a dip . . . a soar 
... a swirl. . . . Thrills and excitement never before 
available to man. What tame airplane ride could com- 
pare with the bliss of being a bird for the time? 

Petite's anticipations were whetted by the delays. He 
gave a last glance over the contrivance. Peter silently 
hooked the new, tested battery in place. They shook 
hands and stood looking at each other a moment. Peter 
felt the urge to give up this foolhardy attempt, but he 
said nothing. Petite turned, walked lightly to the start- 
ing tower and began climbing. The wings were folded. 
and stood out from his back. He looked like some pre- 
posterous dream of past âges—Like Icarus starting his 
fabled flight from Crète on his wings of gulls' feathers 
and wax. 

Peter felt tears in his eyes. It seemed so silly to sup- 
pose that two men could succeed in something hitherto 
so impossible as to be laughed at as absurd. But Peter's 
faith in his battery and motor did not waver, and he 
steeled hîmself for the take-off. Petite was spreading 
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his wings; waving them by hand; luxuriating in their 
feel. He was setting them! Bending forward, poised 
on the brink of death or famé ! He touched the starting 
button ; the great wings began slowly to vibrate. Then as 
they went faster, they began plainly to twist—screw 
fashion; then faster until Petite's toes, striving instinct- 
ively to maintain a foothold, were lifted clear and his 
body hung from those moving wings. 

The human bird began to rise, faster, then with a cool 
touch of a hand, he altered the pitch of his wings and 
began to move forward, making no sound but a rustling 
hiss from the wings. His speed increased ; he circled, 
rose and descended. Then turning carefully he shouted 
exuberantly to Peter, "Wonderful! She works like a 
watch ! Watch me now !" 

With these words he began another sériés of ma- 
neuvers. Turning to right, to left, up, down and hover- 
ing motionless, he practiced the use of the controls. As 
Petite became more proficient, he attempted more elab- 
orate maneuvers. Still flying only 50 to 60 feet above 
the ground, he made figure eights, circles and ellipses. 
Then he tested his speed in a straightaway flight. He 

returned and landed lightly on his feet only a few yards 
from where Peter had been watching fascinated. 

"Congratulations, old top!" shouted the birdman, "ail 
my success is due to you !" and he wrung the engineer's 
hand. "We'll organize a company! Omithopters will 
soon be as common as motorcycles ! Want to trade 
places with me and try a flight ?" 

"Not I !" ejaculated Peter, aghast. "Pd look pretty 
lying in a heap belovv that tower, wouldn't I? Pd only 
have to reduce about 140 pounds first anyway. Nothing 
doing!" 

Petite laughed. 
"Your brains are proportionate to your build, my 

friend. That should content you." 

Petite made several more flights and now Peter tells 
me they've almost got a perfected ornithopter ready for 
the market. 

So your dreams, gentle reader, of flying around like a 
bird, may be nearer realization than you think ! 

And so this dream ends, a fantasy embodying a hope 
for the future, perhaps justified by past achievements. 

The End 
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By E. D. Skinner 

Author of: "Electro-Episodcd in A. D. 2025.' 

IIEUTENANT-Colonel 
Algernon Sidney St. 
Johnstone, N. Y. 

À N. G., was violently 
agitated. This fact 

was plainly évident to John, the 
erstwhile valet of Algernon's 
"pre-war" bachelor days and 
now promoted to général fac- 
totum in charge 6t his combina- 
tion private den and public busi- 
ness office. Algernon had just 
arrived in his office, and he had 
shot down the pneumatic tube 
from the roof above with a 
velocity that escaped being a 
catastrophe by a miracle! 

In fact John had been decid- 
edly fearful that some serious 
calamity actually had happened 
up there on the roof in the first 
place, for Algernon had landed 
in his "runabout" monoplane 
with a violence that had shaken 
the whole building ! And Alger- 
non, though reputed a "fool for speed" in the air by 
popular acclaim, was rated by the experts as the most 
exactly perfect in his landings of any aviator, amateur 
or professional, extant—and his skill in this respect had 
been even more pronouncedly in evidence, since he had 
obtained this new "runabout" monoplane with ail its 
modem trick appliances. This was the same machine 
with which he had made that startling record in the 
"landing" contest at the recent Grand Aerial Olympic at 
Roosevelt Field. This year of A. D. 2026 had been ex- 
ceedingly prolific in revolutionary achievements in aero- 
nautics, and this feat of his was considered the outstand- 
ing feature of the whole year. The experts said that 
this record would stand for ail time! The officiai elec- 
trical "speed-indicator" had registered his speed at 
462.728 miles per hour at exactly one-half mile from the 
ultimate "Landing Platform," but he had promptly 
snapped his forward propeller back into its enclosed 
pocket in the machine, where its roaring fury ceased to 
affect his speed, and he had shot the rear propeller, 
which was already going at full speed "in reverse" in its 
enclosed pocket in the rear of the machine, out behind, 
and he had made an exactly perfect right-angled turn 
around the "course" marker in the center of the field— 
saving himself from a spill in that sharp turn by having 
that rear propeller going at full speed "in reverse" be- 

'# yjHERE seems to be no limit 
J. io the variations in the pic- 

tures that authors can dravo of the 

future. Mr. Skinner, obviously, 

has a good sense of the ridiculous 
and he shows us a not impossible 

future, in which is included, be- 

sides some very remarkable per- 

fections of modem inventions, now 
only in their embryonic stage, 

some developments of modem 

trends of fashion both in living 

and in dress, which combine to 

make an unusually interesting 

scientific story, ail the more fas- 
cinating be cause it is quietly inter- 

spersed with subtle humor. 

hind so that it held him—and he 
had shot the "helicopter," al- 
ready going at "landing" speed 
in its enclosed pocket in the top 
of the machine, aloft exactly as 
he came to a full stop right over 
the final "Landing Platform," 
and he had made his landing in 
exactly 9.286 seconds elapsed 
time for the final half-mile, in- 
cluding the landing on the plat- 
form, as registered by the offi- 
ciai electrical "Timer" ! And he 
had missed a perfect alignment 
with the diagram they had 
drawn of his machine upon the 
platform, and which duplicated 
thé machine's proportions, by 
less than six inches; and the 
automatic weighing device at- 
tached to the platform had 
registered less than one pound 
in excess of the combîned 
weight of himself and the ma- 
chine, showing that the impact 

of his landing had had less than a single pound of vio- 
lence in it ! 

Therefore, when Algernon upon this occasion landed 
upon the roof of his own office building with such vio- 
lence that he shook the entire structure, anybody with 
a particle of sense should have known that there was a 
screw loose somewhere. 

Now that Algernon was down in his office, however, 
the evidence that something was seriously wrong with 
him was so vivid, that a partial realization of the fact 
penetrated even the density of John's obtuse brain! 
With a bang he kicked himself out of his aviator's togs, 
and slung them broadcast over the room, and slammed 
himself down into the swivel chair by his desk with his 
face contorted in a fury. 

What John thought about the matter however, that is 
supposing that he actually thought anything concerning 
any matter, utterly failed to register upon his features. 
The blank impassivity of his facial expression would 
have proven the final despair of the original creator of 
the original Egyptian sphinx ! 

Finally, however, Algernon seemed to recover some 
measure of control over himself, for he quietly and 
methodically proceeded to slip his wrists into a pair of 
bracelets attached to an "Electric Regenerator" upon his 
desk. Then he snapped them shut and set the machine 
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at "One Second." Finally he pressed a button and re- 
lapsed into unconsciousness for that brief period of time. 
After that, evidently a bit refreshed by this modem 
équivalent for "one night's sleep," he pulled a gold case 
from his pocket, extracted a single tablet stamped 
"Equivalent to One Full Meal in Food Value," and 
hastily swallowed the thing in lieu of a "breakfast." 

Following this, he turned his attention to the combina- 
tion-lock of a drawcr marked "Private" in the desk. 
Setting the knob of the lock at "0," he turned it forward 
to "20," back to "15," forward again to "2," back to 
"1," again forward to "3," back a full révolution to the 
same "3" and lastly forward to the final "15." Then he 
applied a firm, steady pressure to the knob, and a circu- 
lar segment of the floor upon which the desk stood—the 
outlines of which blended so perfectly with the inlaid 
floral-scroll design of the rest of the floor, that, under 
normal conditions, it was practically certain to escape 
détection—this circular segment revolved half-around, 
disclosing a considérable compartment filled with sealed 
tins of tobacco, as well as a varied assortment of pipes. 
Selecting a well blackened "briar" from amongst these 
pipes, he filled it with tobacco from a half-empty tin, 
adjusted a patent "Smoke Consumer" to it, pushed a 
button in the desk which started an automatic "Ato- 
mizer" to going, by which the room was immediately 
sprayed with a perfumed disinfectant which was guaran- 
teed to effectually deodorize the fumes of tobacco. 
Then he disconnected ail the electrical connections of the 
room, so that no snooping minion of the law could "look 
in" with a "Télévision" apparatus, and "get the goods" 
on him for violating the latest légal monstrosity, in the 
shape of an anti-tobacco prohibition amendment to the 
Fédéral constitution. And then, finally and at last, 
having attended to ail the precautionary détails neces- 
sary before indulging his "criminal instincts," he "lit up" 
and started puffing violently at his pipe with a savage 
avidity. 

FOR a moment the soothing effects of the tobacco 
transformed his distorted features into a look of 

serene content, but his complacent placidity was short- 
lived! Pretty soon he was staring glumly into space, 
and mumbling fretfully to himself. 

"Tobacco is about ail the pleasure there is left in 
life," he grumbled audibly, "and even that is forbidden 
by law. Pretty soon it will be a criminal offense to 
breathe the plain, out-of-doors, unadulterated circum- 
ambient atmosphère ! Some crank will be preaching that 
it's got microbes in it—if he can bamboozle enough 
suckers into 'donating to the cause' while he does the 
preaching. This is getting to be a terrible world ! And 
meanwhile, according to the latest statistics, more than 
three-fourths of the men employed in this country are 
working for the government as 'Law-Enforcement' of- 
ficers, and they are grafting for what they can get out 
of it by snooping on the people, trying to catch them at 
some petty infraction of some légal vagary of some men- 
tally irresponsible crank of a legislator. Pretty soon 
there won't be any other kind of a job left for a man 
that has to work for a living. And, even now, the *cost 
of government' has already climbed into the trillions!" 

The man, John, traversing the floor at the time in the 
act of gathering up the aviator's togs which Algernon 
had scattered broadcast over the room when he first 
entered it, heard his master's voice speaking, and auto- 

matically, from the force of a life-long habit, he promptly 
answered: "Yes, sir. As you say, sir." 

Algernon jerked the pipe out of his mouth, and glared 
savagely at the recumbent figure. 

"Yes, sir! As you say, sir!" he mimicked the dutiful 
John viciously. "That's ail you know—just 'Yes, sir! 
As you say, sir!' Some of these days you'll be saying 
'Yes, sir! As you say sir!' to God Almighty, while He 
is consigning your everlasting soul to eternal forment!" 

"Yes, sir. As you say, sir," the irrépressible John 
echoed automatically. 

Algernon opened his mouth as if to say something— 
but, evidently, the words for what he wanted to say 
were not in his vocabulary! Anyway, he didn't say 
anything. 

It was quite évident to the discomfited John, however, 
that his master was certainly in a "heck of a stew" this 
morning! In fact, he couldn't remember that he had 
ever seen him so badly upset. 

For a few moments there was a dense silence in the 
room, while Algernon stared gloomily into space. Then, 
suddenly, as if he had finally solved a diffkult problem 
that had been tormenting him, he straightened up with a 
jerk. 

"Listen to me, John!" he snapped sharply. "Stop 
that everlasting messing around on the floor for a 
minute, and get up on your feet like a man, and pay at- 
tention to what l'm telling you." 

The inclined figure, with the inévitable "Yes, sir. As 
you say, sir," promptly obeyed with the military précision 
of a trained soldier. 

"l'm going on a scientific expédition to the top of Mt. 
Everest in the interest of the American Institute," 
Algernon continued in measured tones, as soon as the 
stooping figure was definitely stood up "at attention." 
"A new species of Ovis Poli has just been reported in a 
restricted district close to the peak of Mt. Everest, and 
the Institute wants specimens. Get a move on you, and 
get my big touring biplane stocked with supplies for one 
month, and see to it at once. I start in two hours. l've 
told you the nature of this expédition, so that you can 
figure out what I will need—but, for God's sake, give 
me some real food to eat. I haven't eaten a bite of real 
food since I married, and my teeth are about ready to 
drop out! And don't forget plenty of tobacco and a 
good assortment of pipes in that secret false bottom! 
And get Hicks & Hicks at their home plant in Glasgow 
on the radiophone, and have them ship me by airplane 
one hundred cases of their best 'Scotch.' Have them 
time the shipment so that it will catch me in mid-ocean. 
We can tranship the stuff there. They can figure out 
how to catch me, if you give them my exact air-line 
route to Mt. Everest and my exact time of leaving here. 
I will leave here exactly on-the-minute at eleven o'clock 
this A. M. New York City 'daylight-saving' time, and 
I will go precisely at an average of two-hundred-miles- 
per hour speed. They'Il probably want as much for a 
spécial shipment like this, as the bootleggers here would 
hold me up for—but, anyway. Pli be getting the real 
goods, that hasn't been 'eut' or 'doctored,' and not the 
deadly poison that they are murdering the people with 
here." 

"Yes, sir. As you say, sir," John answered promptly. 
"But, begging your pardon, sir, I might suggest that 
real food of any kind is very difficult to obtain upon 
market at such a short notice, now that people have taken 
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so generally to subsisting upon the chemical tabloid 
substitutes. If you could postpone your trip for a 
single week, I could get anything you want raised and 
matured by the old 'Electric-Forcing' process." 

"Can't wait !" Algernon snapped decisively. "The 
start must be this A. M. exactly as I stated. Do the best 
you can. I don't expect the impossible—but, for God's 
sake, get me something, anything, I don't care what it is, 
but get me something in the nature of real, tangible, 
honest-to-goodness food to eat !" 

"Yes, sir. As you say, sir," John answered with 
alacrity, but with a puzzled frown on his brow. "But, 
begging your pardon, sir, shall I stock the plane for one 
or two persons ?" 

"For one!" Algernon snarled viciously. "l'm getting 
away from the whole damned human family. The 
whole outfit gives me a pain. l'm going out ail alone by 
myself—and l'm going to eat, and l'm going to drink, 
and l'm going to smoke, and l'm going to sleep just as 
if I was actually a human being once more." 

NOT long after this, having finished his smoke, 
Algernon pushed a button which snapped his se- 

cret tobacco compartment shut again, stopped the auto- 
matic "Atomizer," re-connected the diverse electrical 
connections of the room, pushed the plug of his "Radio- 
phone" into his private "E. V. R." socket, slipped the 
framework of its combination "head-phone and micro- 
phone" contrivance over his face, and spoke softly into 
the mouthpiece. 

"Charlie Grant there?" he asked. 
"Yep! This is he speaking," the voice of his officiai 

broker came back to him, with the terse economy of 
words which was one of that individual's principal 
characteristics. "But how corne ?" he added with a note 
of curiosity in his voice. "I thought you were hiding- 
cut somewhere from that irate St. Croix Van Der 
Vere von Rennselheimer who sued you for five millions 
in damages for your criminal aliénation of his wife's 
affections—with a genuine photograph of an extremely 
compromising nature, to back the thing up. The boys 
have been telling some great stories about that photo- 
graph around here. It must be rich !" 

"That was just a bad egg that was so rotten that it 
exploded before it hatched," Algernon answered care- 
lessly. "Mrs. Ida May Van Der Vere von Rennsel- 
heimer. as she was known here, is admittedly quite an 
cye-full to look at. With this fact to go on, they hatched 
up a nice littje scheme to blackmail me—but their scheme 
didn't work. I was warned in time, and I was fixed for 
them. She gave herself away the first time we met. She 
stagcd a near-fainting act at her first sight of me, as if 
she was so dazed by one look at me that she was abso- 
lutely powerless to resist me ! Of course I am free to 
admit that my personal appearance is not to be sneezed 
at, but real honest women don't act like that ! I had to 
chase my head off, before I finally caught my Esmeralda. 
I never imagined that she ever had any serions objec- 
tions to being caught, but she wasn't advertising her 
willingness with a 'Front-Page Scarehead' until the 
proper time came. We men with money learn from 
experience to be leary about such things. So I took a 
hunch from the way that woman acted, and promptly set 
my private sleuths on their trail to dig up their past. 
We didn't get it ail, but we got enough! His real 
name—or perhaps more properly, one of his previous 

names—is just plain 'John Smith.' They have de- 
parted for pastures new—with my blessing—and it's one 
sure thing that they don't use the name of 'Van Der 
Vere von Rennselheimer' again for awhile! But that 
photograph really is a corker. It's probably ail that you 
heard—and then some ! l've got it preserved in a secret 
drawer in my safe for a curio. l'il show it to you some- 
time. They made it by composite photography." 

Charlie Grant chuckled softly into his end of the 
Radiophone. "They'll have to get up early in the morn- 
ing to catch you napping, won't they, Old Man?" he 
commented with a note of admiration in his voice. 

"They'll have to do worse than that to catch me 
napping, the way things have been going lately," Al- 
gernon snapped back tartly. "I haven't slept a wink of 
real natural sleep since I was married. It's been one 
steady GO ! GO ! GO ! ail the time, both night and day. 
l've used my 'Electric Regenerator' exclusively. What's 
the news on 'change ?" 

"Oh, sort of so-so," Charlie Grant answered deliberate- 
ly with careful précision. "Some losses and some gains, 
but, as far as you are concerned, about 50-50." 

Then, after a short pause, he proceeded with the same 
deliberate précision to make his report to his master. 

"Your stock in National Cereals, Consolidated, has 
slumped a trifle," he said. "The contract with the farm- 
ers was, that they should deliver their entire wheat crop 
to their nearest elevator upon a certain specified date, and 
at the then prevailing market price. Unfortunately for 
them, the Bears got busy on 'change just at that particu- 
lar time, and they complained that the resulting market 
price was less than the actual cost of raising the wheat, 
and they refused to deliver. We have got out a blanket 
injunction against them from the Fédéral court. This 
forbids any act or failure to act which directly or in- 
directly interfères with inter-state commerce, or which 
in any way results in a restraint of trade. That covers 
the ground pretty thoroughly. And, besides, we have 
plastered their farms with libel suits for the damages 
resulting from their failure to comply with their con- 
tracts. So we have got that situation pretty well in 
hand." 

"The farmers will have to learn that a contract is a 
sacred thing, and not merely a scrap of paper," Alger- 
non commented tersely. 

THE next is more serious," Charlie Grant continued 
carefully. "The recently discovered process of 

reducing a mountain to a molten mass by the intense 
action of super-powerful electric energy, and then 
separating the desired metals out of that molten mass 
by chemical reactions, has disrupted the whole mining 
industry and created a lot of serious complications. 
Mining by hand-labor is now practically extinct, and 
the workers in that class are on the war path. They ab- 
solutely refuse to do even the small amount of work 
that is left for them to do, at anything that approaches a 
reasonable figure. They demand a violently radical re- 
adjustment in hours of labor and rate of pay, which 
would automatically take care of those who have lost 
their jobs. They demand that the excess profits result- 
ing from this new process be divided with them, utterly 
ignoring the fact that they neither invented the process 
nor bought the rights to it—and can, therefore, have no 
just claim to the excess benefits resulting from it. We 
tried our usual trick of covcring every imaginable human 
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actîvity or inactivity with a court injunction, but they 
are défiant—and the Prohibitionists bave filled the jails 
with their victims, so that we bave no jails left to put 
tbem irito. With your 'Alaskan Gold, Consolidated,' 
tbis situation is not just now so material. The previous 
over-production of gold was already threatening the 
stability of the 'gold standard' upon which our fiscal 
system is based, and so, if this production had not been 
stopped in some way for a while, we would have had to 
'cover' the stuff up to avoid a collapse. But with your 
'National Steel, Consolidated,' the situation is différent. 
This is a basic industry, and any protracted stoppage of 
it inevitably spells disaster. We can probably starve the 
working people into submission in the end, though just 
now it looks as if this would prove expensive. But, to 
add to our troubles, the molten lava from the mountains, 
where we have used the new process, has in some cases 
flowed down into the valleys and caused widespread 
destruction to lands and buildings, Now a lot of the 
people who have suffered in this way, have combined and 
hired a shyster lawyer, and he has shot a flood of damage 
suits at us. And so, quite naturally, your stock in 'Na- 
tional Steel, Consolidated,' has hit the rocks pretty hard." 

"The damage suits won't amount to anything. They 
can't hold us for an 'Act of God,' " Algernon remarked 
carelessly. "But the working people must be kept in 
their places, no matter what it costs. Their Bolshevik 
agitators would upset everything if they got the chance. 
They will have to learn to ad just themselves to the new 
conditions resulting from modem progress. The world 
can't stand still just to please them!" 

"Well, it's going to be an expensive business this time 
ail right," Charlie Grant replied gloomily. "And be- 
sides, on top of ail this, the politicians are laying their 
plans to take advantage of the situation. It will take a 
mint to fix the next presidential élection !" 

Then, after hesitating a moment, he continued in a 
happîer frame of mind. 

"But, any way, I picked up fifteen millions for you in 
a little flurry on 'change last Sunday, so that a little more 
than evens the score for the time being," he said. "The 
Sabbatarian agitators have been getting the people ail 
stirred up lately, with a lurid crusade, demanding that the 
Stock Exchange be compelled to obey the Sunday-closing 
laws the same as the movies and baseball and the other 
business and amusement enterprises have to, and a 
resolution was passed at the Thursday meeting of the 
Board of Directors to the effect that ail Sunday sessions 
of the Stock Exchange should be discontinued—at least 
until after the approaching presidential élection. But I 
noticed that a quorum did not vote on that resolution— 
which was rushed through in a hurry, so that such little 
technicalities would not be noticed—and I suspected a 
trick and made it a point to be there promptly on time. 
As I suspected he would, the chairman of the Board 
ruled the resolution illégal for want of a quorum, and 
we transacted business as usual. But young Phil 
Sheridan failed to tumble to the trick, and so he took ad- 
vantage of what he thought was a good chance for an 
outing, and he hopped down to Florida in his plane for 
a week-end fishing trip. And then, with nobody there 
to protect his interests, the Bears staged a raid on his 
holdings and cleaned him out. Seeing that the stuff was 
there to be had for the picking of it up, I slipped my 
claws into fifteen millions of it. But young Phil was 
hit pretty hard. It seems that some bootlegger's thug. 

evidently having a day off with nothing else in particular 
to do, caught him out somewhere ail alone by himself 
and held him up and took ail his money and valuables. 
leaving him only a little odd change. Anyway, he didn't 
have enough left to buy gasoline to get back with—you 
know he still clings to that antiquated plane that was 
his father's, and uses gasoline for power—he «ever did 
have the machinery installed to utilize the modem 
Atomic Energy—and so he radioed to his bank for 
funds, and they promptly informed him that he didn't 
have any funds. That must have been a real facer for 
him! Of course the story eventually got around, and 
some of the boys got sympathetic and raised a purse to 
send his wife and baby down to him. I chipped in a 
dollar in your name, and charged it to 'Profit and Loss' 
on the books. But I have no idea what they will do 
down there. I guess they'll have to stage a 'Back-to- 
Nature' stunt, and go to fishing for a living." 

Then, after another slight pause, Charlie Grant con- 
cluded his report. 

"Well, I guess that's everything of importance that I 
have to report," he said. "And now I suppose you're 
about through with your honeymoon, and ready to get 
back on the job again. And l'U sure be glad to get you 
back again, too ! This business is too strenuous for one 
man alone. And, besides, l'm always worried for fear 
I won't do everything exactly as you would." 

"You've donc just fine, Charlie," Algernon answered 
genially. "You should worry! You're getting your 
double percentage, ain't you? But you needn't expect 
me back on the job for another month at least. l'm off 
on an airplane expédition to the top of Mt. Everest in the 
interests of the American Institute. A new species of 
Ovis Poli has been reported in that district, and they 
want specimens." 

CHARLIE GRANT whistled softly into his end of 
the Radiophone. 

"H-m-m!" he murmured hesitatingly after a bit. 
"Won't that be a rather strenuous picnic-excursion for 
the missus? You know she's nothing but a chicken, and 
she hasn't got her pin-feathers sprouted yet !" 

"Mrs. Esmeralda Clemantine Jones-Bronson St. Johri- 
stone will remain at home," Algernon snapped acidly. 

"Phew-w-w— : And so that is it !" Charlie Grant com- 
mented with a long-drawn breath. "So you two have 
quarreled already! You know I told you in the first 
place that you two were both too hot-headed to get along 
together." 

"l'm taking a lot of real, honest-to-goodness food 
along, and plenty of pipes and a generous supply of 
tobacco, and Hicks & Hicks of Glasgow will have a 
plane meet me in mid-ocean with a spécial shipment of 
genuine 'Scotch' that hasn't been 'eut' or 'doctored' and 
which isn't any kind of a deadly poison, and l'm going to 
eat and l'm going to sleep and l'm going to smoke and 
l'm going to drink like a real human for one month 
anyway !" Algernon retorted hotly. 

"You'll never make it with ail that whiskey," Charlie 
Grant remarked with judicial emphasis. 

"You don't know that big touring biplane of mine!" 
Algernon snapped back promptly. She'll carry a 
thousand cases of whiskey easy." 

"l'm not thinking about the plane; it's you that I am 
thinking of," Charlie Grant answered blandly. "But I 
know you two didn't quarrel about a little thing like 
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that ! Even you have got enough sense to arrange such 
minor détails to suit yourself, and she is no holier-than- 
thou fanatic to object to anything reasonable. Now you 
tell your papa just what the real trouble is ! You know 
Tm good at patching up misunderstandings between 
people.' " 

Then, at last, Algernon finally spluttered his heart 
ont in a wild mcdley of words. 

"Well, to begin with, she went and bought herself a 
thing they call an 'Atomizer Beautifier' over a week ago," 
he spluttered furiously, with his words tumbling over 
each other in a wild confusion in their haste to be out. 
"This thing is supposed to be a 'labor-saving' device ! She 
had been complaining that it took ail lier time to dress 
herself in the two or three minor items she wears—with 
some forty changes of costume every day to conform to 
some forty various phases of her daily existence, and 
some forty hand redecorations of her face to make its 
prevailing color-scheme conform to the forty différent 
color-schemes of her forty différent frocks—and the 
agent talked the notion into her head that this contrivance 
was just the ticket to save a lot of bother! It—or, more 
properly, they, for there are seventeen of them—is 
nothing but a small-sized spraying machine, on the same 
principle as the big ones, air-brushes they call them, used 
in the wood-cabinet factories to spray the enamel and 
varnish on the cabinets, and it is operated by hand with 
electrical power. The thing could be sold in the ten-cent 
store at a good profit, but the agent sold it to her for a 
thousand. The excess in the price pays for the bright 
idea, and for the talk the agent has to put up to sell the 
thing. The seventeen little spraying machines are filled 
with seventeen différent colors in paints, and you spray 
the paint on your face like you'd spray varnish on a piece 
of furniture. There are seventeen différent facial masks 
—made to order to fit the particular face—and these 
seventeen différent masks have seventeen différent de- 
signs perforated in them to let the paint through to the 
face in the manner desired. There are about a million 
différent possible combinations in which you can use 
these masks to achieve the results that strike your par- 
ticular fancy—and some more millions of impossible 
combinations by which you can gum up the whole 
works—and the first two times she tried it, she got her 
combination mixed and had to do the job over. The 
paint fades in a few days—so that you will have to repeat 
the opération often so that the manufacturers can sell 
you lots of paint to keep you supplied—but it takes a 
chemical to get the stuff off, and she let the chemical stay 
on too long, and it took the skin off with the paint. Then 
she had to go to a beauty specialist and get some more 
skin grafted on. Finally, however, she achieved what 
she called a success—though it looked a thousand times 
worse than any hand-painted freak I ever saw, and God 
knows, some of them would permanently stop any clock 
that has ever been invented yet—and then she celebrated 
by throwing a big house-party. Then she tumed up at 
this party in a costume which she said Wertheimer had 
especially created for her—but which was in reality an 
exact duplicate of what l've seen amongst the savage 
cannibals in the Pacific Océan Islands—and I went on 
the war path! And the one-piece watered-silk lingerie- 
combination she wore in addition to the skirt-flounce 
didn't cover her any better than the grease the savages 
smear on their bodies covers them—she'd had her skin 
treated and the high-spots touched up in colors before 

she put the thing on because they showed through—and 
I said it was the ugliest thing l'd ever seen, and she said 
the skirt was the one remaining badge of woman's his- 
torié enslavement by man and a necessity so long as the 
brute maie insisted upon such things, and I said she 
should go and live with the savages where she belonged 
if she wanted to wear a thing like that, and she said I 
was jealous and didn't want her to look pretty for fear 
she'd attract another man, and I said I wouldn't be dis- 
graced by having a wife of mine looking like that in 
public, and she said that I knew right well where I could 
go right quick if I didn't like her style, and I said that 
l'd go to the divorce court and not to the place she had 
in mind, and she started bawling and said she'd go home 
to her ma, and I hopped into my monoplane and got out 
of there !" 

EXACTLY one month after this, a huge touring bi- 
plane hovered for a moment one morning over a 

glacial précipice on the northwestern slope of Mt. 
Everest, less than a thousand vertical feet from its high- 
est peak. 

Presently the mists of the early-morning fog cleared 
temporarily, and a powerful electric searchlight revealed 
a dark object wedged in the depths of a deep fissure in 
the glacier. Like a flash, a heavy grappling hook at- 
tached to a steel cable was dropped from the biplane, 
and a good hold was secured on the dark object, and it 
was hastily hauled up into the biplane. 

Then the biplane sped away with terrifie speed down 
into the lower régions to the south-east. 

Within the hour, the biplane landed with reckless 
violence directly before the front door of "Father 
John's" famous sanatorium in Darjeeling. A moment 
later, the business manager of the establishment was 
hurrying in person down to that front door, in response 
to the report of an agitated attendant concerning an ob- 
streperous customer who "wouldn't take *no' for an 
answer !" 

Not until he heard the voice of this troublesome in- 
truder, did he suspect that the figure before him, com- 
pletely clad in full aviator's togs, was a woman ! 

"We are very sorry," he said apologetically, "but 
what my man has told you is perfectly true. The prés- 
ent season has been unusually severe, and the influx of 
amateur mountain climbers attempting the climbing of 
Mt. Everest has been unusually large, and the resulting 
casualties have been entirely out of proportion to our 
expectations. We positively cannot accommodate a single 
one more." 

"Possibly you are not aware that you are addressing 
Mrs. Esmeralda Clemantine Jones-Bronson St. John- 
stone, the wife of Lieutenant-Colonel Algernon Sidney 
St. Johnstone, N. Y. N. G., of New York City, U. S. A.." 
the woman snapped imperiously with a queenly dignity. 
"For me, no hospital is ever full! You will summon 
'Father John' himself at once, and you will have attend- 
ants transfer my husband to an operating table, and you 
will have the operating table wheeled to a bathtub filled 
with ice water, immediately !" 

It may have been that the woman's imperious assur- 
ance overawed the manager, or it may have been the 
magie of the name, or again it may have been a combina- 
tion of both, but, anyway, things happened with a sur- 
prising alacrity after that. 

In a surprisingly short space of time, "Father John" 
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himself stood before an operating table in front of a 
bathtub filled with ice water. He was a heavy-built 
man of more than six feet in height, and he had a 
"hooked nose" and a pair of beady, black eyes, deep- 
sunk beneath bushy, heavily-overhanging eyebrows. But 
he was in reality a native of the district. Of any 
knowledge whatever of the modem médical science of 
the day, he was as innocent as a child—but he had the 
lore of the âges concerning the treatments for the re- 
sults of severe climatical exposures, at his finger tips. 
Wherefore the world-wide famé of his sanatorium, which 
depended largely for its existence upon the casualties 
resulting from the prevailing fad for amateur attempts 
to climb on foot to the highest peak of the redoubtable 
Mt. Everest. "Father John" was not his name, nor any- 
thing that approached it in any way—but the nickname 
had been fastened upon him long years before by a 
would-be humorist, and it had been acclaimed as "de- 
scriptive," and it had been popularly adopted by the 
civilized world, none of whose people could pronounce 
his actual name. In the establishment of this sanatorium, 
his business manager had adroitly "commercialized" this 
nickname. 

Upon this occasion, what Father John saw at his first 
glance, was an inanimate object upon the operating 
table being rapidly stripped by two attendants, and, 
upon the floor in front of the bathtub, a woman i* 
aviator's togs busily assembling the parts of a peculiar 
instrument which she had brought with her in a case. 

With quick, professional précision, he stepped to the 
operating table and examined the inanimate object upon 
it. He fclt for its puise, and held a mirror in front of 
its nostrils. Finally he applied an electrical device at- 
tached to a plug in the wall. Then he turned to the 
woman with a brusque, uncouth manner, but with that 
kindly light in his eyes which told of the sympathetic 
heart which had endeared him to his thousands of 
patients. 

"You have taken this to the wrong place," he said 
roughly. "You should have taken it to the morgue. 
We don't treat corpses here." 

"You will treat that one!" the woman snapped back 
at him with that imperious manner of her's, but without 
lifting lier head or pausing in her work. "I am no 
doctor, but I know some things that you don't. l'H 
start this job with what you don't know, and then you 
can finish it with what I don't know." 

Perhaps Father John was over-awed by this woman's 
imperious assurance, or by the magie of her name! 
Anyway, he folded his arms resignedly and watched her 
procecdings with an intense curiosity, and only inter- 
fered when it seemed necessary to back up her strange 
commands by the exercise of his own authority. 

With rapid, trained movements, the corpse was finally 
stripped and lifted by the attendants into the tub of ice 
water and immersed. Then the woman connected her 
peculiar instrument with the electric plug in the wall, 
and projected two long "arms" from it into the water in 
the tub—one of them being at the head of the corpse and 
the other at the foot—and turned the electrical cur- 
rent on, 

Gradually the ice in the water melted, and, very very 
gradually the corpse relaxed from its rigidly contorted 
position, and assumed a more natural appearance. At 
the end of a half-hour, a perceptible glow, actually il- 
lusive of real life, was discernible in it! 

Then the woman ordered its immédiate removal to the 
operating table. With swift, accurate movements, she 
turned ofï the electrical current from her instrument, 
removed the previous "arms," and adjusted new at- 
tachments. Then she snapped a band around the fore- 
head with a métal plate pressed upon the crown of the 
head, another around the chest with another métal plate 
over the heart, and two more clasping two more métal 
plates to the soles of the feet. Then she turned the 
electric current on again—and stood rigid over the sup- 
posed corpse watching its reaction to this final treatment 
with an intense alertness, while she held a vial contain- 
ing a colorless liquid ready in her hand. 

Presently convulsive tremors agitated the body from 
head to foot. Gradually these increased until, finally, 
it was flopping about upon the operating table in a per- 
fect pandemonium of activity! In a panic of fear, the 
attendants hastily fled from the room—but Father John 
promptly recalled them in response to a frantic appeal 
from the woman. By this time his own eyes were 
bulging as if about to pop ont of his head, but he stuck 
to his job like a vétéran ! Patients of his had told him 
stories of things like this before—but the stories had 
gone "over his head." He had thought that they were 
good-naturedly guying him. Now, however, he was 
actually seeing the real thing ! 

And then, at last, the muscular convulsions in the body 
finally reached its lips, and its jaws opened spasmodically 
—and the alert woman emptied the contents of lier vial 
hastily into the wide-open mouth. 

Then she faced Father John for a moment with a 
weird, strained expression on her face—as if she had 
gazed into Eternity and had caught a glimpse of the 
Everlasting. 

"There is your 'corpse* now," she croaked hoarsely. 
"l've donc my part. See that you do yours !" 

And then she collapsed completely upon the floor in 
a dead faint—adding one more to the médical problems 
which from then on taxed Father John to the limit of 
his abilities. 

TWO weeks after this, Lieutenant-Colonel Algernon 
Sidney St. Johnstone having sufficiently recovered to 

discuss serious matters, he and his Esmeralda held a 
lengthy consultation. 

"And remember, no matter what happens, you must 
never, never, under any circumstances, go flying away 
into the dangerous places of the earth ail alone by 
yourself like that again !" she said in conclusion. "You 
must have some regard for me. You must think what 
it would mean to me if I lost you ! It was just pure 
luck that enabled me to save you this time ! I went to 
your old office trying to find ont something about what 
had become of you, and that beastly man of yours 
treated me like a dog. Ail I could get out of him, was an 
everlasting'Yes, ma'am! As you say, ma'am !' Haven't 
you ever trained that anthropoid ape to say anything 
else? If you ever bring that thing into my house, l'H 
go rîght back home to mother right then ! But I did get 
hold of your big 'Electro-Visional' apparatus anyway, 
and I searched every crazy place in the world that I 
could think of for you, but I couldn't find a sign of you 
anywhere. Then I hopped over to Charlie Grant's 
office, and he told me where to look for you, but his 
'Electro-Visional' wasn't strong enough to reach that 
distance. So I hopped back to your office, and I brow- 
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beat that beastly man of yours good and plenty this time, 
and I caught a glimpse of you through your big 'Electro- 
Visional' just as you fell into that crevasse in that glacier 
and broke your leg. And I hopped back home—knock- 
ing two other runabouts sky-west-and-crooked on the 
way, and for which you will have to pay—and I got my 
big touring biplane out, leaving my runabout out there 
for the éléments to destroy at their leisure—which will 
be some more expense for you—and I turned that big 
plane loose, and I collected a complété assortment of 
citation-tags for violations of the International Aerial 
Speed Régulations in ail the intervening languages and 
dialects, and I just reached the peak of Mt. Everest in 
time to catch a glimpse of you before that blizzard came 
up. Fifteen minutes after that, everything up there was 
covered with a foot of new snow, and then I never 
would have found you !" 

And then, after a short pause and in a strangely coy, 
pleading -voice, she added :— "l've made a few changes 
in our home which I think you'll like. l've had a hot- 
house, with an 'Electro-Forcing' apparatus attached, in- 
stalled in our back yard. This thing sprays the ground 
inside automatically with a concentrated essence of a 
powerful chemical fertilizer, whenever the aridity of the 
soil reaches a certain point, and it maintains an equable 
température by automatically tuming on the heating 
apparatus whenever it gets too cold and by starting the 
fans to going when it gets too hot, and it keeps the in- 
terior permeated night and day with a fierce electric 
light that no human can stand, and ail you've got to do is 
to stick the seed of anything you want into the ground, 
and just press a button, and then pick the stuff, ail ripe 
and ready for the table, at the end of a single week! 

And l've resurrected an old recipe book that mother 
used when she first started housekeeping, and that tells 
exactly just how to préparé anything you can think of for 
cooking; and l've had an electric range installed with a 
'Fireless Oven' attachment; and ail you've got to do is 
just to stick the stuff into the oven, and press a button, 
and the thing starts to cooking right away ; and it keeps 
right on cooking until everything is donc; and then it 
quits automatically, and you just leave the stuff in there 
until you want it; and then you go to the oven and get 
a nice hot meal right fresh and just as you want it 
whenever you choose. And l've had a man transform our 
old attic into a duplicate of your old bachelor den, and 
you can go up there and smoke whenever you want to. 
And I dug up a pair of twin beds, with real coil-spring 
maîtresses, from amongst the antiques in a muséum, and 
l've had them installed in a spare room upstairs so that 
we can get our regular sleep in the naturaï way." 

And then, finally, she cuddled her face down into the 
hollow of Algernon's neck, and stuck her nose up into 
his left ear, and whispered something that brought a 
gleam of happiness into the haggard features of the 
weary man. 

"And l've disposed of that 'Atomizer Beautifier' 
layout, and that 'Wertheimer' costume that you disliked 
so violently," she said hesitatingly. "A poor woman 
came around begging one day and I felt sorry for her. 
and I gave her the whole business. She said that she 
had been a nurse in a dog-hospital, and that they had in- 
vented a machine which did ten times what she could do, 
and so she lost her job—and that she had a husband and 
six young children to support, and that they were ail 
starving to death!" 

The End 



QAlmost immediately the sides of the hall 
became transparent and I observed the pro- 
fesser . . . inside. . . He ivas pointing at a 
light in the middle of the top of the bail. 
Then I saio his hand touch a button  
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^ave published a number of interplanctary stories, uohich have 
rr impressively presented great distances and magnitudes of space. 

Here we have a rather delightful phantasy of intra-atomic travel. The 

author does not hesitate to express his Personal views about subjects of 
physical science and calls upon the data of science for the development 

of his absorbing taie. The reader may not agree with some of his views, 
but that makes the story only the more interesting, for novelty even in 

surmise attracts the thoughtful readers. Even those less devoted to 

science ivill enjoy this romance of the electronic ivorld. 

IHAVE at last succeeded in per- 
suading Professer Longhorn to per- 
mit me to write to the public about 
our many remarkable expériences. 

"Ail right," he consented, "I really see no 
harm in your proposai ; no one shall believe you, as long 
as you do not présent too convincing a proof. I do not 
wish it to be proved until the proper time has arrived. 
In four hundred years, no less, my twenty volumes, 
which I have so laboriously written, will be found in a 
state of perfect préservation, disclosing to the world a 
perfect description of ail that I have learned and dis- 
covered. Would that the time were ripe to give it to 
them now." 

I have known Professer Longhorn for years, both as 
my teacher and intimate friend. Why he singled me out 
of the millions to be his partner, I am unable to explain. 
I was still in collège when he appointed me as his secre- 
tary. I readily accepted the position, for I knew him to 
be an unusual man, and a remarkable scientist. This 
unknown genius was at least from four to five centuries 
in advance of his time, scientifically. 

He had penetrated the secrets of the infinitely small 
atom, and of the equally immense expansion of the 
Universé. To him aïso the mysteries of time were no 
longer a secret; nor were the dimensions which lie be- 
yond our own simple three. In a sense, he knew every- 
thing which man could desire to know, and not a word 
of it did he breathe to the populus. This was partly due 
to his sensitive modesty, but there was even a more 
worthy reason—his charity and love for the human race. 

Anxious to learn, I asked him about it. 
"Why is the time for disclosing your secrets not 

ripe?" I asked. "Think of what it would mean: inter- 
planctary transportation would be as instantaneous a 
process as stepping across the room. There would be 
no such factor as time or spàce. Things could be ac- 
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complished miles away in a few seconds 
that would otherwise take many years to 
complété. You could observe ail this at 
your will; watch your plans revolutionize 

civilization, and develop it to perfection. With such a 
gif t. you would be recognized the world over as the 
father of science." 

"I naturally take it, Perkins," he answered quietly, 
"that you do not understand human nature. If you did, 
you never would have made such a thoughtless state- 
ment. This velvet scheme of yours would be possible 
only provided that the world was inhabited by a race of 
perfect angels. The modem day crook, Perkins. has 
learned to put our modem sciences and inventions to 
even more practical use, from their view point, than has 
the général public, simply because they are organized. So 
it is with everything. That is the very trouble with our 
modem cities. They simply lack organization. The city 
government is too inefficient to accomplish the big things, 
and as long as such conditions exist, crime will remain 
unaltered. I have set four hundred years as the time 
necessary for entirely overcoming this great issue. I 
do not believe in giving such a foothold to the criminal, 
for the public is not yet able to defend themselves. As 
long as we are the only possessors of this valuable se- 
cret, we may ourselves become useful in rounding a few 
of them up for our own entertainment. 

"However there is still a much more important rea- 
son. Perkins, which has to do with the influence on re- 
ligion. You have witnessed indirectly many revolts 
against the existence of God, which have taken their 
origin from false scientific reasoning. If science does not 
progress too quickly for the minds of the people, religion 
will always be a jump ahead, and there will be no im- 
médiate danger. However, disclosure of my discoveries 
would undoubtedly bring about drastic changes which 
might resuit in the utter annihilation of religion. How 

959 
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many times a civilization has thrived and disappeared 
into obscurity on this very planet, I ain fully unpre- 
pared to say, but be there cause, as there is for every- 
thing, it may some day be traced back to the disregard 
for true religion. I personally know of four such 
civilizations, the last of which inhabited the continent 
of Atlantis about eleven thousand years ago," 

The truth of this speech was too évident to be dis- 
puted. One thing was certain ; one cannot take away a 
religion without giving a better in return. Even the 
religion of the ancient Romans was better than nothing. 

It was with lus permission that I finally began to 
write these chronicles of the many expériences that we 
have had together concerning our many very interesting 
scicntific experiments. These chronicles are not to be 
told in the order in which the expériences actually oc- 
curred, but rather in the order in which I recollect 
them. You may then pass judgment as to whether the 
Professer is or is not a very remarkable man. 

The following is an account of an experiment in 
which I personally assisted, and in which we succeeded in 
penetrating the impénétrable fourth dimension, in a 
manner hitherto undreamed of ; and although the pene- 
trating process is not so easily explained, the fourth di- 
mension is really very simple ; more simple than you 
might imagine. 

IT was a balmy evening on the twenty-first day of 
June, when I was aroused from a comfortable po- 

sition in a rocker on the front porch, to answer the 
irrésistible call of the téléphoné bell. It was Professer 
Longhorn. 

"Tonight," was his simple statement. 
"You have it complétée!, Doctor?" I asked excitedly. 

I called him "Doctor" because he did have a Doctor's 
degree and that was the name which seemed to please 
him most, although he wished to be publicly known as 
Professer Longhorn. 

"Yes," he said, "and would you mind doing a little 
errand for me on the way over?" 

"Certainly not," I agreed. 
"Very well then, stop in at a chemist's and get me a 

sample of every known élément, except the expensive 
éléments such as radium, which I happen to have any- 
way ; and lug them over with you." 

Of course I could not fathom his purpose. 
After a few more seconds of incidental conversation, 

I started for the résidence of Doctor Longhorn. I 
knew that the simple word "tonight" meant that he had 
completed his fourth dimensional penetrator, with which 
he was ready to experiment, but to save my life I could 
not explain his order for éléments, most of which I knew 
he had up at his laboratory already. 

When I arrived at his house, he seemed not the least 
bit excited about the unusualness of the event, for things 
like this were everyday occurrences with him. 

We departed immediately for his laboratory, which 
was situated on top of a hill at the rear of his house and 
served also for an astronomical observatory. On the 
way up he tried to explain the fourth dimension to me. 

"Define a dimension, Perkins," he commanded sug- 
gestingly. 

"Any measurable extent or magnitude, as length, 
breadth, or thickness," I suggested. 

"So sàys the dictionary. Both are partially mistaken." 
"111 bite." 

"That is if science ever expects to find any more. By 
the process of deductive thinking, according to the défi- 
nition, any thing that does not answer to that définition 
is not a dimension." 

"Exactly." 
"AH very well, but the word dimension was in use 

long before the dictionary." 
"Well, what is your définition?" I ventured. 
"Observe this. A dimension is the part or direction 

of a motion or combination of motions." 
"Pm a little confused." 
"It is not so perplexing. What I mean is this : a di- 

mension is not, as is usually supposed, a relative direc- 
tion, in général but the relative path of a motion. Ob- 
serve that you, as a whole, can only move in three 
dimensions, although you can move in an infinité number 
of directions." 

"Yes." 
"Therefore, the secret of dimensions lies not in the 

fact that you are composed of three dimensions, but 
that we are ail free to move in so many dimensions. 
Nothing that we know is really made up of less than 
three dimensions, but any three dimensional object can 
move in any one of three dimensions—in a straight line, 
for instance." 

"A piece of paper or a shadow are two dimensional, 
are they not ?" I asked. 

"A piece of paper has thickness, and a shadow is not 
a thing. But move in a straight line, and your motion, 
you will observe, only makes use of one dimension at a 
time." 

"Suppose I were walking across the room," I ventured, 
"and suddenly took a notion to go up the chimney. 
Would I not be using two?" 

"One at a time," assured the Doctor. 
I smiled. "I am beginning to see light. When I wish 

to go up the chimney, I am going in a second dimen- 
sion in relation to the first." 

"Precisely, and if you go in any direction not in the 
same plane with the first two, you will be moving in a 
third dimension in relation to the other two. But you 
move in only one dimension at a time." 

"Now suppose I want to go in a fourth dimension in 
respect to the other three : Then what ?" 

"Not so easily donc, but altogether possible. You 
would merely have to become larger or smaller." 

"Merely !" 
"It is more easily explained by a perfect cube." 
By this time we had reached his laboratory, in which 

were ail his scientific instruments. However, the thing 
which interested me most, at that time, was a portable 
blackboard upon which was drawn the following figure : 

\ 
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"You will observe," he said, taking a pointer, "that 
the sides of the larger cube represent our three dimen- 
sions, in an orderly fashion, for its sides are ail at right 
angles each to the other two. Now substitute the word 
motion for sides : then make the cube smaller. Observe 
that a new motion is created which is at right angles to 
the other three; for if you draw a line perpendicular to 
any side of one cube, it will also be perpendicular to the 
corresponding side of the other cube. Then as the in- 
ward motion is along these perpendicular Connecting 
lines, the motion is undoubtedly perpendicular, or at 
right angles to the other three motions. That motion 
therefore is fourth dimensional in respect to the other 
three." 

I gasped at the simplicity of it ail. 
"Then time is not the fourth dimension, as was 

supposed !" 
"1 doubt if time is any dimension, it is just possible 

that it is the fifth, and again possibly not." 
"But, Doctor, it is impossible to move in that direction, 

so what good will corne of it ?" 
"Aren't you taking a lot for granted ?" 
"You mean?" 
"The secret shall be found in four hundred years. 

However that does not prevent us from making use of 
its possibilities. Did you bring the éléments, Perkins?" 

"They are on the test table." 
"Excellent ! I had you bring them ail because I didn't 

want to take the time to specify particulars; a few ad- 
ditions to my store will not matter." 

A large silvery bail, about eight feet in diameter, 
rested upon a ring table at one end of the laboratory, 
so that the bottom of the bail was plainly visible below 
the ring. On top of the bail was a large four bladed 
propeller, its shaft vertical as of helicopter design, as if 
the bail were meant for flying purposcs. Directly below 
the table was a circular tray, divided into sections into 
which the Professer placed a sample of my éléments. 
What could those éléments possibly have to do with the 
fourth dimension ? 

WHAT followed directly causes my head to swîm. 
1 am writing with six large photographs before 

me, for the purpose of reminding me that it was not 
ail just a fanciful hallucination, but a reality, a vivid 
truth. And it ail happened within the four walls of 
Doctor Longhorn's laboratory, I am sorry I cannot 
publish these pictures, but the Professer claims that they 
would only prove the truth of my story, which proof he 
wants chicfly to avoid, on account of the damage it would 
undoubtedly do. I can well understand that no one will 
believe my story without the photographs; I can hardly 
believe it myself, despite this unmistakable evidence. 

The first is a photograph of a city from an airship. 
What a peculiar city! Eut I am getting ahead of my 
story. The second, also taken from the air, was of a 
smoking volcano near which there is a canal. The third 
is a photograph of a great elevated highway bespeckled 
with traffic. The fourth is an inside view of a great 
temple, and the fifth and sixth are other views of the 
city. This concludes the set, although I have many 
similar views put away. 

As I look them over, I half wonder, despite myself, 
how it ail happened. I saw the Professer lock the door 
as we entered and I saw him place the key on the marble 
topped table. 

But to get back to my chronicle. 
There was a door on the side of the bail which had 

previously escaped my notice, into which the Professer 
disappeared. Almost immediately the sides of the bail 
became transparent and I observed the Professer moving 
about inside on a level floor which rested at about the 
table level and under which the bail retained its silver 
cast. He was pointing at a light in the middle of the top 
of the bail. Then I saw his hand touch a button and the 
bail again became its same old silvery self. Then the 
propeller began to rotate, faster and faster, until the bail 
began to rise off the table. Something queer was hap- 
pening, or was I mistaken? It looked smaller. Non- 
sense. No, it was smaller. Yet how could it be. I shut 
my eyes for about twenty seconds so that I might be able 
to perceive any change if there were any, but when I 
opened them  

"Doctor!" I shouted. "Doctor Longhorn! I say, 
Doctor Longhorn !" It was gone, bail and Doctor. I 
glanced hurriedly at the key on the table and at the locked 
door, but both were intact. 

"Good heavens," I thought, could anything have gone 
wrong with the experiment ? Perhaps the Doctor's queer 
machine made use of some deadly ray which had de- 
stroyed them both. If widy I had kept my eyes open, I 
might have been able to save him. 

I was worried and irritated beyond ail expression. A 
fly began buzzing around my head and bothered me 
considerably. I seized a fly swatter, and watched it 
hover over the ring table hoping it would land. But it 
didn't. so I swung at it impatiently. I don't know what 
it was that made me miss that fly; it may have been 
divine providence or my nervousness at losing the 
Professer. At any rate I did, and then it was, with cold 
perspiration in great beads on my forehead and my heart 
somewhere in my tbroat, that I perceivcd and realized 
that it was not a fly but a minute silvery bail with a small 
helicopter propeller suspending it. It was by the greatest 
of miracles that I had not assassinated Professor Long- 
horn. As I swayed on my feet, half dazed, I perceived 
that the bail was slowly returning to its original size. 
Finally, reaching its maximum and again coming to 
rest on the ring table, the door opened, and the Professor 
emerged. I must have presented a sickly appearance, 
for the Professor became suddenly alarmed and catching 
me as I fell, led me to a couch and fetched me a glass of 
water. 

"Perkins, what on earth bas happened?" he cried. 
"Speak to me. I did not think to alarm you. I should 
have warned you. Come, I beg your pardon my man; 
take this water." 

"You do not understand, Doctor," I gulped. "If you 
only understood " 

"Perkins !" 
I watched his face pale to silver as I described his 

narrow escape, in short gulps. 
"Oh Doctor! It is I who owe an apology; I should 

have known ; what shall I say ?" 
I saw him swallow hard. "Forget it," he said, smil- 

ing. "I should have informed you." 
That ended it. We both shook hands, both of us 

slîghtly pale. 
"Will you enter my fourth dimensional penetrator?" 

he invited. "We shall see what we shall see." We 
entered and the door banged behind us. 

"This time," he said, "in order to avoid any mîstake. 
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1 s!:all inform you as concisely as possible, just what we 
arc about to do." 

"I am very curious," I assured him. 
"In the first place, we shall need light." So he opened 

tlie door, got ont of the car, and turned on the lights, 
which were situated around the border of the ring 
table, and which cast a bright silvery light upon the élé- 
ments below. This he had forgotten to do before on 
account of the excitement over his narrow escape. The 
door closed again and I could see the laboratory clock 
as plainly as if I were looking through glass. 

"The walls of my penetrator," he explained, "are 
made of a substance of my own invention. It is only 
possible to see through it when there is more light on the 
outside than there is on the inside." He turned the light 
on in the car. "There," he exdaimed, "you cannot see 
out now, because the light on the inside is more intense 
than that on the outside. Awhile ago it was just the 
other way. That is why you were able to see me from 
the outside as you could now if you were on the outside." 

And out went the light. 
"I am curious to know what the éléments are for," I 

ventured. 
"When we have a fourth dimensional penetrator," he 

answered, "ail we need is something to penetrate. Be- 
low us are samples of nearly ail of the known éléments, 
illuminated by the lights from my ring table. If we de- 
sire to ascertain the composition of one of the gases, we 
need merely to push through the valved stems of the 
valved glass vials. If it be a liquid of which we are 
curious, we need merely submerge ourselves in the open 
disbes containing them, much the same as with solids." 

"Explore them?" I said. "What on earth do you 
mean? You talk as if we were starting for Mars when 
we are not even leaving the room." 

"Not Mars of course Perkins, but who knows what 
might happen before we are through?" 

"How convenient this fourth dimension," I thought. 

1WAS very anxious to get started, for fréquent ex- 
périences had taught me that the Professor's experi- 

ments were always extrcmely interestîng, and often very 
exciting ; and this one particularly had promises of being 
of a very unusual type. 

I looked curiously about the sphere. In the center was 
a little round pedestal which I at first thought was some 
kind of a marincr's compass, but whose dials looked 
somewhat like those of a gas meter. Arranged in circu- 
lar design were twenty-two little pointers, each with a 
separate dial of ten figures circumposing near their outer 
rims. Each one was labeled, starting at the top ; units, 
tens, hundreds, thousands, ten-thousands, etc., up to what 
is known in the English language as a sextillion, or a 
thonsand times a billion times a billion, 

"What is this?" I asked. 
"That," said the Professer, "is to keep tab on our ex- 

isting size in diameters, which is the only way we have 
of measuring our progress through infinitésimal space." 

"You are taking no chances, I see, Doctor, on over- 
stepping your meter. Why, that would be about four 
times smaller than an atom." 

"Ever so many times smaller than that, my dear Per- 
kins. Perhaps you do not understand my meter. I shall 
therefore explain it to you. Our unit of measure, you 
will understand, is our natural size, which we shall call 
one. The meter works reciprocally; that is: when we 

are actually one-half our natural size in respect to 
diameter, the unit hand shall point to 2." 

He demonstrated accordingly by starting the propeller 
and reducing our size until we were about one-half our 
original size. The sensation was similar to starting 
downward in an elevator, as the room seemed to take on 
ballroom proportions. The meter correspondingly indi- 
cated "2." 

"That indicates that our natural size is exactly two 
times our présent magnitude," he explained. 

My thoughts began to wander and I took time out to 
examine more closely the interior of the machine. An 
iron railing about two feet from the outer wall was to 
prevent us from falling through its almost invisible in- 
closure. The floor was simply covered with red carpet 
which fitted tightly to the wall and along with the two 
comfortable easy chairs, which occupied positions back 
to back on each side, gave the penetrator quite a home- 
like appearance. He opened a small trap-door which 
was placed inconspicuously on the carpeted floor. There 
we found food and water to last a month. There were 
also two large caméras, moving picture and otherwise, 
besides which were four loaded revolvers and a few 
boxes of cartridges. 

"Good Heavens!" I exclaimed, "you would think we 
were flying to Africa instead of planning to be gone per- 
haps for a half an hour. Why ail the riddles? Why the 
loaded revolvers? Hah! I have it," I said mockingly, 
"Burglars !" 

"We should both perish if we stayed over half a 
minute," returned the Doctor. 

"Be killed by burglars?" I asked. 
"Joke if you like, Perkins, but I asssure you that I am 

serious." 
It was that that brought me back to my senses. Could 

I have dreamed how close we did corne to losing our life. 
there would never have been any such mock seriousness 
on my part at ail. I suddenly realized that this was no 
common experiment, and that almost anything unusual 
was liable to happen under such conditions where we 
were approaching an cntirely new field of existence. 
From then on I becane serious. 

"What is the danger, Doctor?" I asked. 
"Death of old âge." 
"I thought you were being serious, Doctor." 
"1 assure you that I am both serious and sane." 
I sighed. I was glad to hear the last part of that. 
"Leave it to me, Perkins. I see no harm in not telling 

you just yet, so I shall leave the enjoyment of mystery 
entirely to you ; that is, unless you want me to tell you." 

"Pli wait," I agreed. 
I confess that I was wild with excitement. I could 

not imagine what the Professer was up to. My eyes 
fell incidentally on the laboratory clock which loomed 
up dimly in the distance, owing to our half size, and 
which read exactly twenty-six minutes after eight. If 
the Doctor was right we would either return at 8.26:30 
P. M., a half minute later, or die of old âge. 

"It is now a question." ruminated the Doctor. "of 
the element which we shall explore." 

"Since it is a matter of question," said 1. "Ict chance 
décidé for us." 

I always carried a small pocket mémorandum book, 
which by chance had a complété list of the éléments, along 
with a table of their respective atomic weights. The 
Doctor shut his eyes and I handed him a pin. while I 
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hekl the book open to the proper page. After aimlessly 
groping around, he finally jabbed, and it was just by a 
quick rotation of the book that I succeeded in preventing 
him from pushing it through my thumb. It stuck fast 
in the "d" in Hydrogen, atomic weight, 1.008; the 
si.nplest of ail the éléments. 

"Rotten !" I exclaimed. 
"Terrible!" agreed the Professer. 
"What shall we do ?" I said, annoyed. 
"We have left it to chance and we must accept her 

choice." 
"Very well." 
"Are you ready ?" 
"Yes." 
"We shall be off then." 

A GAIN I was conscious of that peculiar sensation 
common to the starting elevator, and again the 

walls of the laboratory seemed to recede from ail sides. 
After we were fairly started, there was positively no 
sensation at ail. While the tens hand was still on its 
ninth circuit, the walls of the room became hazy, finally 
fading into the blue distance, ail appearing much like the 
blue sky. The lights on the ring table, however, still 
shone brightly from above, and the tray was still faintly 
visible far below. I watched the Professor's finger press 
the stopping button, as the magnitude meter read exactly 
one hundred. Then a peculiar thing happened : we were 
jarred roughly by the sudden stop, not forward, side- 
ward, or up, but inwardly, after which we seemed to 
résumé our original stature. 

"The laws of inertia, apparently, are not altogether 
Etrangers in the fourth dimension," explained the 
Doctor. 

I have before said that there was no sensation, but if 
any living person cannot get a thrill out of such a manner 
of travel, he is a dead man. 

"We shall stop more carefully hereafter," he an- 
nounced. "However, we had better approach the hydro- 
gen vial before it gcts too far away." This we did 
without further delay. 

Keeping the valve of the vial within our vision we 
began to decrease in size again until we could see space 
between the valve and its wall. The meter read "1000"; 
but it read "10,000" before we actually attempted to enter 
the hydrogen. The valve then became a long black tube, 
and as we approached the hydrogen end, we first saw its 
blue—a little hole in the distance—grow larger, and as we 
emerged it once more took on the appearance of the sky, 
except that it was of a very much lighter shade. 

"You will recall, Perkins," suggested the Doctor, "that 
our little magnitude meter measures by diameters as does 
the microscope ; however, actually figuring in respect to 
size, as the meter now reads '10,000' diameters, you are 
actually contained in your natural self, as many times as 
ten thousand cubed—or one trillion times." 

"How many?" 
"One trillion (1,000,000.000,000). Let me have your 

hat." It so happened that I had it on. 
"If I should fill it with water," He made a motion 

as if to suit the action to his word, whereupon I pro- 
tested, of course. He laughed, "It would take a trillion 
hat fuis of water to fill your hat once, the way it was 
when we started." 

"Hm-mm, we ought to be seeing a few atoms by this 
time, oughtn't we ?" I asked. 

"Apparently not." 
"So I see. Is there anything to stop us from seeing 

them ?" 
"Only their minute size ; we are now approaching that 

point." 
The meter registered nearly eleven and one-half thou- 

sand diameters, or a trillion and one-half hatfuls before 
we actually saw an atom, or rather its nucleus, which 
was about the size of a pea. The electron was as yet 
invisible. 

We were actually seeing an atom! What was still 
more wonderful—this was being made possible, not with 
the assistance of the far-seeing microscope, but because 
we ourselves had been reduced so tremendously as to be 
far out of the range of the microscope. 

When the nucleus was about three-eighths of an inch in 
diameter, a thin black line began to form about nine 
inches away. This proved to be the orbit of the speeding 
electron. It was then that we noticed millions of little 
black specks ail about us, moving rapidly as if they were 
soot hurled about by the wind. A slight sensation as of a 
stopping elevator announced that the Doctor had stopped. 
Out came the caméras for the purpose of taking both 
kinds of pictures, for which I could see no use ; for prints 
could have been made from the cinéma, which could be 
enlarged. But the Doctor insisted that he knew how to 
get the best pictures, and since they were caméras of his 
own invention, I did not dispute him. He explained to 
me later that they were perspective caméras, which took 
pictures in relief. 

It suddenly dawned upon me how great was our little 
experiment. Was there no limit to smallness? What 
was to prevent us from continuing to grow smaller fcr- 
ever? What kind of a wall could possibly stand in the 
way of the infinitely small? My mind became confused, 
thinking of it. 

"Confound it," I said, "is there no limit towards 
which we are approaching?" 

"No," said the Professor, there is no such thing as 
dimensional limit. Although it is hard to recognize this 
truth, it is even harder to imagine a limit, for no matter 
how distant a limit is set, there must always be some- 
thing beyond. As three dimensional Unes can be limit- 
less at both ends, so can ail fourth dimensional Unes, 
like those over which we are traveling." 

"Ifs a rather confusing proposition," I agreed. 
"Oh no, not necessarily. It is just another way of 

stating that there is as much space within my laboratory 
as there is outside." 

"Impossible!" 
"Can you compare the two infinities by saying that one 

is greater than the other ?" 
"True. Still, I do not see how it is possible." 
"The fault is neither yours nor mine. We were born 

under certain conditions by which we have lived. Our 
eyes have grown naturally aecustomed to visualizing ob- 
jects as they seem, and not necessarily as they are. It 
is an old story. A worm may walk across a wrinkled 
piece of paper and see only the polished surface. The 
three dimensions with which we are familiar arc not de- 
fective as we know them, but either the fourth dimension 
is warped or our own three are—relatively. 

"By way of illustration, we shall represent ail the first 
three dimensional lines by three straight and ordinary 
pencil lines, but when we corne to illustrating fourth 
dimensional lines we are confronted with a much greater 
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diftlculty. There is a physical phenomenon, whether you 
think so or not, vvhich is so ordinary that we do not even 
begin to wonder at it. You have noticed many times 
while walking up a long avenue, how the other end of 
the street seems to come to a vanishing point. This is 
only an illusion, for you know it to be a fact that each 
side of the street is geometrically parallel. This may il- 
lustrate the différence between the fourth and third 
dimensions. The fourth dimensional line, therefore, is a 
line which appears to vanish at one end and spread out at 
the other but which actually is infinité in length at both 
ends, for if you follow the line out with my fourth di- 
mensional pcnetrator, you will find that it is actually the 
same width ail the way down." 

'TU take your word for it," I said jokingly, "at any 
rate Einstein wins ; it is relativity." 

And so we progressed towards the vanishing end of 
the line, with the nucleus becoming larger, the electronic 
belt broadening, and the Doctor's moving picture caméra 
ticking away merrily. I began to notice a peculiar close- 
ness about the penetrator and was wondering how the 
Doctor had provided for ventilation, when he suddenly 
stopped taking pictures and turned a valve which let 
fresh air into the room. The magnitude meter revolved 
harmoniously to the tune of nearly twelve thousand 
diameters. 

"You could put a billion of those on the head of a 
pin," said the Doctor by way of suggestion, pointing 
to the near-by atom. 

We held our course very close to one in particular, and 
finally, when the orbit of the electron was about eight 
feet across, we maneuvered in such a way as to be di- 
rectly over the speeding electron. 

SLOWLY the nucleus grew larger, through the stages 
of size, which were equal to a cherry, an orange, a 

basket bail, a pumpkin, etc. By that time we could 
actually see the electron, although it was flying past us 
at the rate of nearly fifteen times per second. 

"How distant would you judge the atom nucleus to be 
from us now ?" he asked. 

"About thirty feet." 
"Ifs at least a half mile." 
"A half mile! Why, to be visible at that distance, it 

must be immense." 
"Not so very large." 
"At least five hundred feet in diameter, surely," I 

cried 
"It is actually too small to be seen with a microscope." 
"Don't! l'm nearly crazy as it is; my mind can not 

hold it ail. Please don't mention it again." 
"I was only joking, Perkins," he apologized. "We are 

dealing with relative size only, for the présent, for it 
would not be practical to use our standard measures upon 
a thing so small that it cannot be measured by even a 
small fraction of that standard." 

He drew a foot rule from his pocket and held it up to 
the light. "Does this not prove relativity, Perkins," he 
continued, "when, with the unfailing assistance of my 
penetrator, it is made physically possible to measure 
interatomic space with a foot rule." 

"Or fourth dimensional space," I added. 
"The atom, my dcar Perkins, is undoubtedly matter of 

the third dimension and not of the fourth, and is thereby 
measurable relatively by feet and inches, but the fourth 
dimension, as I said before, is différent. Our magni- 

tude meter has served us sufficiently in measuring it for 
us. I have with me a fourth dimensional linear scale, 
which is of no earthly use as far as I know, outside of 
being useful in explaining questions which I foresaw 
we would undoubtedly come to, sooner or later. You 
will observe that it's really a scale of inches. Fourth 
dimensional space, unlike any other space with which I 
am at the présent familiar, varies as does light, inversely 
as the square of its distance from a fixed plane, such as 
our own. This rule records this variation accordingly. 
At one end we have a unit which, compared to the third 
dimensional scale, does not fall far short of a true inch, 
and reading from left to right, we have a half of that, 
a quarter, an eighth, a sixteenth, etc., until the progres- 
sion becomes of infinitésimal value." He set the two 
rules side by side. "That is the différence between the 
dimensions." 

It was odd to admit that I actually knew what he was 
talking about. 

"This remarkable experiment not only proves rela- 
tivity," he continued, "but it proves a far greater thing; 
it proves there is a God. Could such a Universe with ail 
its immenseness, order and complicatinos, come into ex- 
istence in any other way? Why do men try to depreciate 
mentally, the magnificence and wonder of the Universe 
in order to bring it into the scope of man's reasoning? 
It is far better for man to try to bring his reasoning 
within the scope of the magnificence and wonder of the 
Universe. Why is it that eminent scientists insist in- 
cessantly upon placing a limit to that which they cannot 
understand? It is because they have in a few years 
reached the rung in the ladder which signifies knowledge 
of ail, and as, with ail their knowledge, they cannot con- 
ceive of anything without a limit, there is naturally 
nothing to suppose, but that there must be a limit, and 
let it go at that." 

AH talking ceased while we watched the electron slowly 
grow larger, and seemingly decrease its speed, until it 
passed below us at the comparatively slow rate of one 
révolution per second. 

Suddenly I recalled something which caused cold beads 
of perspiration to form upon my forehead. It was ex- 
tremely unpleasant to think about, and so I concluded 
my thinking with a loud and startling shout. 

"Stop! Quick!" I shouted. "The time!" 
"What's the matter, have we collided with an atom ?" 
"No, the time ! It's nine o'clock !" 
"Surely you are mistaken," he replied. 
"I know, Doctor, but you said " 
"I recall stating that if we were gone more than half 

a minute, that we should die of old âge." 
"Exactly." 
"Let me see your watch. Excellent! We have been 

gone no longer than fifteen seconds. We have plenty of 
time yet." 

"My watch says nine o'clock," I argued. 
"Your watch is of a very good make and I assure you 

that it does not err. However, your watch was not 
made to indicate more than one time—the présent. My 
clock, which is now some trillion miles over yonder 
(that is, just across the room), is also of a very good 
make, and reads at the présent precisely not later than 
15 seconds after we started." 

"Einstein again triumphs, I see." 
"Unless Einstein lives to be four hundred, he shall 

never learn about his victory." 
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The electron increased to the size of a golf bail, and 
now we caught a glimpse of it only once every ten 
seconds. Then our penetrator showed some other re- 
markable qualifies. With a loud wher-r-r, the Professer 
accelerated the machine to follow the electron around in 
its invisible orbit. It took us seven six million révo- 
lutions to finally overtake it, and hover directly over it. 
Strange to say, even at that terrifie speed, we were not 
acted upon by centrifugal force, due to some contrary 
force. 

Then a remarkable thing happened. Suddenly every- 
thing became dark. 

"Doctor !" I cried. "The table lights—they have 
gone out." 

"Do not become alarmed, my dear Perkins," he said. 
"What is wrong ?" 
"We have merely exceeded the speed of Hght," an- 

nounced the Doctor, calmly. 
Wonder of wonders! More than 186,000 miles per 

second around a point so small that billions would fit on 
the head of a pin. 

"But," said I, "the light is from the table, is it not?" 
"The light was." 

OUR little conveyance was now brilliantly lighted 
with a soft bluish white light, which, however bril- 

liant, was not blinding unless one was inclined to look 
curiously towards its source. That minute nucleus of 
a hydrogen atom was now a bright and glowing sun, of 
normous proportions ; while directly below us, the lover's 
delight, shone alluringly as a new and more beautiful 
Diana. A great blue half moon of majestic beauty was 
our once infinitésimal electron. And what was even 
more curious was that it stood not alone, for sharing 
its light was a sister satellite about one-fifth the size of 
the other, doubling the beauty of that more than awe- 
inspiring spectacle. 

I shall not bore you with descriptions. Try to imagine 
yourself smallcr than an atom, traveling faster than light, 
receiving ail your illumination from a great bluish sun 
(an atom nucleus), and gazing down upon an enormous 
electron accompanied by a satellite which reflects with 
its sister the unusual blue tints graciously bestowed 
upon it by its mother sun. It is impossible to describe, 
so I leave the rest to you. 

For one glorious ten minutes the Doctor retarded the 
pénétration of the little ship, while we sat and gazed in 
wonderment. Nor were Sol and Diana our only neigh- 
bors. Now that the penetrator had decreased its speed 
to (approximately) one révolution per minute in propor- 
tion to our size, and since we were traveling with it just 
as slowly, we found ourselves surrounded on ail sides 
by a great curtain of stars, thousands of distant atoms, 
shining as only stars can shine on the highest mountain 
peaks. A great milky way not unlike our own, but 
seemingly much brighter, stretched around the entire sky 
in a great belt. 

"Showing that the atoms of hydrogen are also bound 
in nebular formation," remarked Doctor Longhorn. 

Of course we took pictures and I regret to say I forgot 
to read the magnitude meter at this point. Our next 
movement was to approach the electron, and as we de- 
scended, we noticed that at the very closest part of it to 
us. it was covered by a small white circle which we 
judged might bc a polar ice cap. It was so small in pro- 
portion to the rest of the planet (as we may now call it) 

that we also judged that it must be summer in the 
North. 

"It appears as though we were going to find life," he 
said. 

"Could it be possible, Doctor ?" I asked, much excited. 
"Relativity is the answer." 
"But such small people must necessarily have a very 

minute brain." 
"It is large enough for them," he replied. 
"But what I was referring to, Professor, is this: A 

few days ago I read a book which stated in so many 
words that the smallest brain that can exist with reason- 
ing power weighs two pounds."* 

"The statement was undoubtedly correct as far as it 
went, Perkins, because any smaller brain would be out 
of proportion to the environments of the earth; how- 
ever, here we have an entirely new System of standards. 
Even the light is différent from our own. Here even an 
atom nucleus has enough internai pressure to burst into 
blue hot flame. This sun must be ever so many times 
warmer than our own red hot System ; that is, relatively. 
Therefore there may even be a race of intelligent and 
civilized people living on this electron, as there may even 
be on countless numbers of others." 

"Indeed, considering the number of other électrons 
there are on the earth, it only hints at the titanic size of 
the Universe." 

"One always learns new things, Perkins. If we did 
not, our little experiment would be worthless, even 
though we have exceeded the imagination of man which 
cannot otherwise comprehend this unusual venture; of 
man whose insignificant microscope with which the sur- 
face, only, is open to exploration ; even then, when we are 
actually able, through the assistance of my penetrator, to 
explore the interior of matter, I should never have started 
without a purpose. To leam, hear, and touch ; to see with 
the eyes, even to realize, to fathom the abyss which sépa- 
râtes the beginning from the présent, and the présent 
from the end, and still greater the beginning from the 
end ; into the bottomless infinity. 

"We shall not find 'The Creator' here, for we are not 
on his plane, which is beyond. But it proves that there 
are many other places, some very close to us, of which 
science has never dreamed. Most narrow minded men 
conceive of no possible place, outside of our own paltry 
Universe. The stupid pretenders! We have gathered 
from our experience that the Universe is divided into 
jeven great orders : three of which man has lived through- 
out the âges; the orders which proportionize length, 
breadth and thickness. Then there are a set of three 
others of which man, so far, has had but a dim conception. 
Man has measured time for years without knowing ex- 
actly what it was that they were measuring. Time is 
relative, as we have now proved, with two other orders ; 
that of internai and external space through which we are 
now traveling ; and that of the proportional progression 
of the ethereal and material rings. The seventh order is 
the great Universal order which governs the other six 
together. Here may we find 'The Creator of ail things'." 

"I flatter myself that I followed you distinctly until 
you mentioned the Ethereal rings, Doctor," I admitted. 

"Some day in your spare time, Perkins," he suggested, 
"look up a diagram of the solar system. You will notice 
that the orbits of the various planets, if the diagram is 

"Animais of the Past," by Frédéric A. Lucas. 
Page 93, N. Y. 1913 Handbook. 
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to scale, increase in distance respectively by some form 
of progression." [If you are bored at this explanation, 
continue reading again at the foot of this paragraph. I 
assure you the explanation interested me greatly.] "This 
progression has bcen called Bodes Law, after its dis- 
coverer. The unit of measure is the earth's distance 
from the sun, which was set at ten. By actual measuring, 
it is found that the distance of Mercury from the sun is 
4; that of Venus 7, or 4 plus 3; that of the Earth 10, 
or 4 plus 6; that of Mars 16, or 4 plus 12, the Asteroids 
or minor planets, 4 plus 24 ; J upiter, 4 plus 48 ; Saturn, 
4 plus 96, etc. lu each case you will notice that the 
number which is added to 4 is always twice the preceding 
addendum, and since the distance of Mercury, the near- 
est planet, is 4, we may call this the base and say that 
starting with Venus with 3 as the multiplicand, we find 
that the following planets are always twice the distance 
of the previous orbit, from the orbit of Mercury. Bode, 
however, did not see, or at least did mention, this last 
fact about Mercury bcing the base, and so I have made 
this little addition, which I believe to be true. The same 
law holds true with the satellites of Saturn, but Jupiter, 
with its four larger moons which were ail that were 
known about in Bodes time, has 7 for a base instead of 
4. The truth of the matter is that there is evidently an 
unoccupied ring within the nearest, for I am positive that 
the natural base should always be 4. That led me to 
suppose that ail the rings existed before the planets, and 
if so, these rings must exist around every known body. 
I thought of the atom with its system of rings. Every- 
thing that existed must then be composed of these little 
rings. From this I became convinced that even the 
ether must be also composed of these rings, and if by 
chance their motion was in a contrary direction to the 
direction in which everything else seemed to be moving, 
this would explain how ether is frictionless and allows 
the earth to move about the sun without résistance. The 
same effect may be obtained by putting two rollers 
together. If they are moving both at the same speed in 
opposite directions, there will be no friction between 
them. It was ail this that led to my building my machine, 
which uses this System of rings as a médium in which 
to travel." 

If there is anything you don't understand about the 
Professor's explanation, it is probably what he meant 
when he mentioned the progression of rings. 

The atom nucleus had long since ceased to become 
smaller, for as we progressed, our relative distance from 
it increased, which made it appear about the same size. 

"What is it that makes the atom nucleus self-lumi- 
nous?" I questioned finally. 

"This light which we are now conscious of," he ex- 
plained, "is traveling at the relative speed of about 186,000 
miles per second, much as does our own, but if not rela- 
tively speaking, it is traveling at a much greater speed. 
As we approached the atom, it first appeared as a little 
black speck, showing that our own light was bright 
enough to make it seem black. Now that we have gone 
beyond our own light we find that it is very bright com- 
pared to the blackness of interatom space. Relativity 
simply." 

Silence followed, as we both curiously watched the 
électron grow. I became conscious of a slight change in 
our position. "Is anything wrong?" I asked. 

"1 fear we should freeze if we should attempt to land 
on the pôle." 

"Land?" 
"Surely. To corne so far without landing would be an 

inexcusable failing." 
Never did I forget that sentence. 

THE electron continued to grow until it was no longer 
perceptible as a bail. Clouds announced the prés- 

ence of an atmosphère. Then the Professor announced 
that we had reached a comparatively natural size at what 
he supposed would be equal to the size of electronic 
inhabitants if there were any. 

We burst into the electronic atmosphère as the darkness 
was again transformed into a bluish white daylight, by 
the diffusing of the sunlight by the atmosphère. About 
five miles below us were myriads of fluffy white clouds, 
which I believe were about six miles high. 

After we had finally broken through these, we dis- 
covered below us as far as the eye could see, a vast 
stretch of forest-covered mountain country, whose 
brownish shade suggested autumn. These trees, unlike 
our own in autumn, were more of a reddish brown than 
natural. 

I remarked the fact. 
"That may be explained," he answered. "It is not 

autumn as you supposed, but midsummer." 
"Then reddish brown is their natural color?" 
"Just as green is ours,"—meaning, of course, the na- 

tural color of our trees—. 
"Then unlike our trees," I deducted, "they do not dé- 

pend upon chlorophyll for their color?" 
"It is only natural to suppose," he continued, "that 

since we have a red sun and trees whose color is opposite 
to red, that a blue sun would give light to trees whose 
color was opposite to that of blue, which would be ap- 
proximately brown." 

"Why ?" 
"Because the most soothing color to the eye under a 

red light is green ; and under a blue light, brown. That 
is the reason red has always seemed so brilliant to us." 

As if to prove it, the Professor's blue necktie reflected, 
in place of its ordinary dull shade, a brilliant and alluring 
shade. 

We drifted southward and downward toward their 
arctic circle, but no signs of civilization appeared. 

At about the forty-eighth parallel we came upon the 
first signs of animal life in the form of a little domelike 
hut out of whose tubular chimney smoke was rising. 

"Man!" I exclaimed. 
"Primitive," he agreed. 
I was for landing immediately to be more informed, 

but the Doctor wisely decided to continue farther. 
From then on we passed an occasional hut. In another 
hundred miles or so, we came upon a small village of 
little domelike houses like the one which we had just seen, 
arranged in streets and avenues. There was a larger hut 
in the center, from which ail streets radiated, which were 
connected to each other by cross avenues, somewhat 
similar to a spider web, but in almost perfect circles. 

"Not so primitive," I surmised. 
"No, there is in that town, Perkins, that which hints 

unquestionably at civilization." 
"What is that ?" I asked. 
"A motor car." 
"A motor car !" 
"It is on the east side upon a street running east and 

west." 
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Indeed it was, for nothing else could have gone as fast. 
From our altitude of about twenty-five hundred of our 
feet, we also saw many little specks, which were undoubt- 
edly peuple. 

"We shall not bother to stop at a small town," said 
the Doctor, "for there will probably be cities in a world 
where there are motor cars. At any rate there must be 
othe.r towns." 

A little mud road led southward from the town, 
through the mountains. We followed it carefully down 
a long but bcautiful valley in hopes of finding a city. We 
saw three towns, nestled deep in the side of the moun- 
tains, and laid out on a similar plan to the first, through 
which the road passed, and from which other little 
roads radiated. The forest then became farm country, 
cleared of trees and planted with grains. A larger town 
appeared, through which the mud road changed to 
stone. (Remember ail this was going on in the Profes- 
sor's laboratory.) 

As this new improvement continued on out of the 
town, traffic upon it increased, which in turn increased 
our hopes. 

"And to think," I said, "that scientists have been trying 
to destroy the atom for years." 

"The atom will never be destroyed," assured the 
Doctor. 

"Nature has provided for that by providing the 
electron with more force than any outside force is able 
to destroy. No one can so much as even retard the mo- 
tions of the earth which has no more force behind it 
than is behind the electron. You have many times heard 
the story of the things that could be accomplished if the 
force behind the electron could be harnessed ; better to 
try to harness the earth. If ever man should obtain 
enough power to destroy an atom, you must remember 
that the destruction would be very slow, for at least a 
trillion electronic years fly past every second. This 
also goes to show how ridiculous these scientists are, 
when they say that the earth will probably not sustain 
life more than a billion or more years, a mere second in 
the time of the Universe." 

"These scientists have an authority for this," I re- 
minded him, "they are only using the moon, which has 
long been cold and dead, for an example of what might 
happen to the earth." 

"The moon," he replied disgustedly, "the moon ; do 
you know what the moon is for ? It is up there tp laugh 
at these, 'would be scientists,' who can only see one 
side of everything. We can only see one side of the 
moon, and probably we never shall see the other. Then 
these remarkable men who are cockey enough to call 
themselves scientists are willing to state as fact that 
the moon is nearly cold enough to liquefy air and is 
absolutely uninhabitable, when they have never seen the 
other side." 

"They judge that the other side is much like this 
side naturally." 

"Perkins, you make my blood boil. Just to convince 
you that there are people on the other side, l'm going 
to take you to the moon as soon as we return and show 
you. I know how it is possible; and what is more I 
know exactly how it came that the moon shows only one 
side, and how those volcanoes came to be there." (He 
did, and I can assure you that the Professor's words were 
not mere idle boasts.) Strange how we talk about the 
hidden side of our satellite. 

VERY soon we made a new and more startling dis- 
covery. The little stone road which we had fol- 

lowed for the last ten miles suddenly ended and inter- 
sected a giant highway, about two hundred and fifty 
feet wide at least, bespeckled with ail kinds of motor 
vehicles. The stone road entered the main highway by 
means of a ramp which approached at the center of the 
highway. It was clear that the fastest trafiic moved 
closest to the outside, to allow for slowing down beforc 
entering the ramp. 

But this was indeed a very remarkable highway: 
straight as an arrow, and level as the sea, through hill 
and over valley by means of tunnels and bridges, and 
bordered from end to end as far as the eye could reach 
with a cernent border fence, inclosing the road and side- 
walk and supporting in turn a long stream of night lights. 

"No doubt," said the Professer, "such a highway 
must lead to a city; we shall follow it." 

"By ail means," I agreed. 
Our choice of direction was made when we discerned 

a thin blue line on the left horizon which indicated some 
large body of water; and accordingly we made for the 
seashore. 

We soon learned that we were not the only airships in 
the sky. Créât wings supported giant planes and even 
dirigibles, which eut the clouds at tremendous speeds; 
while many smaller aircraft buzzed around us as Aies, in 
the form of little winged motor cycles and such. 

At the end of the road, which we were approaching, a 
curious little ring of smoke was visible just above the blue 
horizon. Along the road, in dome contour, were many 
houses of many sizes, some of which were much larger 
than the first which we saw. Some were even two and 
three floors high, wherein they took on a more cylindri- 
cal shape. 

Prescntly the city loomed up, a great expansé of marble 
splendor, with a most unusual display of architecture. 
Great cylindrical skyscrapers, constructed in ever de- 
creasing sections, towered skyward ; one even a thousand 
feet or more. There were many, however, which were 
the same diameter ail the way up. We were quick to see 
its advantages, for it allowed for rounded intersections 
at the crowded street corners. This great city, like the 
smaller towns, was built on the spider web plan, with ail 
the main streets radiating from the center, and connected 
by great circular avenues which circumscribed the en- 
tire city. The circular avenues were ail elevatcd above 
the others, and entered by ramps; and each was from 
seventy-five to one hundred feet wide. 

Five great canals entered the city at equal distances 
apart, which were nearly five hundred feet wide. and 
one which was a thousand led to the near-by océan. Great 
stackless liners, passenger and otherwise, moved swiftly 
in and out. The smoke ring, we learned, came from a 
volcano, which was about five thousand feet high, and 
which was situated between the city and the sea. 

We hovered about the city for a few minutes, in order 
to become more acquainted. A huge Grecian temple, as 
it appeared, held a prominent position in the city. It was 
of titanic dimensions, being about half a mile long, fifteen 
hundred feet wide and about four hundred and fifty feet 
high, with huge pillars supporting its heavy masonry 
roof. It was of a beautiful snow-white marble, which 
reflected the light of the blue white sun alluringly. 

Corning towards us. we noticed one of the many flying 
cyclists. He was not a great ugly beast, a hideous spider 
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man, or a curious all-metal being ; lie was simply a human 
being. Curiously we watched him, but as he could not 
see us, he continued on bis way. He wore simple 
breeches tucked in stifï whi'.e boots, and half hidden by 
an overhanging waist, which was also of a creamy hue. 
Nothing covered bis curly hair. 

Following a passenger dirigible we finally located the 
main air landing field, which was a huge round elevated 
platform supported by great round pillars. On this we 
attcmpted to land, and as we came gently to earth a great 
flock of curious people collected about us. A great 
silvcry bail with a helicoptcr propeller was strange to 
them. 

We hesitated to dismount at first for fear of the 
crowds ; but our worries wcre soon diverted, as ten armed 
sentinels pushed through the crowd and surrounded the 
machine. 

"We're either wholly welcome or under arrest," pre- 
dicted the Professer. "We shall optimistically hope it is 
the former." 

ASLIGHT hissing noise announced that the Pro- 
fesser had put into action the vacuum cup, which I 

learned, constituted the bottom of the penetrator and 
held it fast to the platform. We had landed near the edge 
of the platform so as not to interféré with other air 
traffic. After taking one last look at the penetrator we 
stepped ont to meet the sentiment of the mob. 

The leading officer stepped forward and began asking 
questions in a very musical and pleasant-sounding lang- 
uage, which was entirely foreign to us. 

The electronic satellite at that moment appeared above 
the horizon, and as we were forced to indicate that we 
were not of their earth, the Doctor calmly pointed toward 
the minor Diana and then to ourselves. 

A murmur arose from the crowd, the sentinels looked 
at each other. After a little exchange in conversation, 
we were directed to follow them. Four were left to 
guard our penetrator, and it was well that we locked it, 
for immediately the crowd rushed forward and climbed 
up on the bail. 

We followed the leader down by a flight of steps which 
led under the platform and from there across the street 
to an unusually broad building of about ten stories in 
height. Curiously, we discovered that each floor was 
only a large single room, accessible by the cylindrical 
elcvator shaft which passed up through the center of the 
building. 

We were escorted directly to the top floor, a rather cool 
and refreshing room about which there were thirty-six 
windows, arranged in groups of three. Between each 
group was a railing of marble or some such substance, in 
semi-circular design, behind which sat as if in deep 
thought, living statues, twelve in ail, occupying comfort- 
ably cushioned seats. The floor was carpeted with a deep 
blue velvety cloth, which, contrasted directly against the 
white marble wall, had a very beautiful effect. 

Nor did the thinkers wink an eye until they were ad- 
dressed by the chief officer. After a brief conversation, 
the particular statue addressed, blew a little silver whistle, 
and ail the other statues responded immediately by walk- 
ing towards us. We were then ushered into the semi- 
circle and made to take two seats of honor against the 
wall, while ail the other thinkers filed in and were seated 
in a row along the inside of the semi-circular wall. 

The first one spoke. I hardly realized that he was 

speaking to us not by word of mouth, but through the 
mind, each thought being impressed upon my mind as 
he spoke. 

"It has been reported, O welcome strangers," he began, 
"that you are from the satellite, Mertile. If this be the 
truth, let us hear from you some form of introduction. 
Give us your purpose for the visit, what led up to it, and 
how you managed to accomplish such a remarkable feat. 
We are the twelve secretaries of science, headquartered 
in the capitol city of Tenonia, in the great country of 
Asperia. This planet is called by us, 'Phema'." 

"We must apologize for a slight error in the location 
of our origin," replied the Doctor, and strange to relate I 
could feel his thoughts just as I did those of the secre- 
tary, and still more strangely we can converse thus to- 
gether to this day. 

"As we were not from your world and as we were not 
able to communicate, we used your satellite to indicate 
that we were from another world." 

"You are then from a distant sun?" 
"No." 
The secretaries stole a glance at each other. 
"Then as I perceive that you are not spirits, and as you 

are not from our world, where in création are you from?" 
The Doctor firmly believed in that when you are in 

Rome, do as the Romans do, and so he adjusted his con- 
versation accordingly. 

"Our story is strange, O inhabitants of Phema. We 
have corne through a great expanse of space, from a 
world billions upon billions of times larger than your 
entire universe, as you know it. It is so large that your 
great planet is but an infinitésimal electron, trillions of 
which form one of our éléments." The Doctor told then 
his story exactly as we know it, while the twelve secre- 
taries sat stupefied. 

When he had concluded, the Secretaries again regained 
consciousness enough to continue speaking. 

"Your story is indeed strange," he said. "It is hard for 
even us who are Asperia's foremost scientists to believe 
your story. However we hold this position, because we 
are broadminded enough to believe anything that is 
logical." He then turned to the other eleven secretaries 
and asked if they had any further questions. 

The Secretary of Mathematics spoke. 
"This fourth dimension is an entirely new contribution 

to our scientific field, for we have never found it neces- 
sary to progress so far geometrically ; however, your 
strange excuse for using such a dimension will be the 
birth of extended research in that line. May I ask if 
you believe that there are any more such dimensions?" 

"I believe that there exist seven différent dimensions, 
one for every corresponding order of existence in the 
Universe. Beyond that is merely a répétition of the first 
seven. The seventh which corresponds to Universal 
order, is a dimension which constitutes progress through 
the dimensions." 

The Secretary of Science was equally inquisitive. 
"How many planets revolve about your sun," he asked. 
"Eight." 
"You spoke of our planet being an electron in one of 

your éléments, a while ago. What is the atomic weight 
of that élément?" 

"1.008." 
"You have supplied me with a valuable piece of infor- 

mation," he approved, "You shall be rewarded presently." 
".You are scientists, I suppose," resumed the Secretary 
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of Astronomy. "Perhaps we shall be able to assist each 
other froni a scientific standpoint." 

We agreed. 
"You are now welcome to ask questions and free to 

move about in our city. We shall supply you with guides, 
or we ourselvcs shall gladly take that responsibility ; just 
as you wish." 

"We should be glad to bave your kind assistance," we 
agreed. 

"It is now approaching sunset. Perhaps you would 
like to join us in watching it from the roof. We assure 
you that it is a most inspiring spectacle." 

We were delighted to accept bis invitation. 
The elevator continued through the top of the roof 

where a wonderful view of the city met our eyes, and 
the sun with ail its blue white splendor was just above the 
sea Hned horizon. 

The light of the great blue sun, now dulled by the 
evening mists, was just as blue as our sun is red on 
similar occasions, while sun, sky and clouds, mocked by 
the becalmed sea, presented an aliuring sight indeed. 
This soft light, again, on the great white structures, 
which was rcflected and re-reflected, was still more pleas- 
ing to the eye. It was the distant trees that again re- 
minded us of their peculiar color. 

The Secretary of Botany was quite interested in our 
description of our green trees, as a resuit of our red sun. 

"Imagine the beauty of a red sunset," hc said to his 
companions. Whereupon we assured him that his sunset 
was far more beautiful than our own. 

After the sun had set, the clouds intercepted the light 
in many colors, among which, purple, green and blue 
were prédominant ; ail of these secondary colors, of which 
blue is a part. At home we never corne across blue in 
the sunset, but only those colors which are tinted with 
red ; thus there was no blue in this sunset. 

The dusk having arrived, the city became fiery with 
lights. 

"Are you familiar with electricity ?" The Secretary of 
Physics asked. 

"To a certain extent ; our cities are lighted with elec- 
tricity, though perhaps not so brilliantly." 

"What is your source of power?" 
"Water and steam." 
"Indeed, I believe we are a step in advance. Ail our 

power is supplied by the magnetic forces of the planet, 
which seem to be inexhaustible." 

"Our world is not ready for that as yet ; however, the 
time will corne." 

DINNER was served on the tenth floor, on little trays 
which we held in our laps. These people never 

used a table as an aid to eating. The tray was divided 
into eight sections, which contained in ail an eight course 
meal ; it was about two inches deep, one inch being mo- 
nopolized by the depth of the compartments, and the other 
was a twofold hollow liquid container, one compartment 
of which was supplied with water, and the other with 
some kind of fruit juice. The food was taken to the 
mouth by long handled side ladles ; nothing more ; the 
meat being already eut. Glass straws were fitted through 
little holes in each end of the tray, through which we 
were supplied with the iced drink. 

The Secretaries were then anxious to show us every- 
thing. We were first directed to the laboratory of the 
Secretary of Physics on the ninth floor, where the labora- 

tory of the Secretary of Botany was also located. The 
first thing he exhibited was a shelf containing a bottled 
example of every known élément, labeled in Asperian 
hieroglyphics. The labels, we were told, contained the 
name of the élément plus the atomic weight. These 
numbers were based upon a System of ten much like oui 
own system. 

The first, we recognized as hydrogen. But the Doctoi 
hastily seized another with a shout of delight. The 
startled Secretary, anxiously begged him to be careful 
not to break it. 

"What is it?" I exclaimed, "Why ail the excitement?" 
"Excitement! Excitement! Indeed! Read the num- 

ber on that, Perkins!" 
I glanced at the figures which were written thus on the 

paper label : "V-Iox" which translated meant "2.059. 
Hurriedly I glanced down the list in my little note- 

book to find out what gas (for the Iiottle looked empty) 
had such an atomic weight. But there was none to be 
seen. 

"My table doesn't seem to be complété, Doc," I apolo- 
gized. "What on earth is the élément?" 

"That's the question. What is it?" 
"It is coffina," explained the Secretary. English pro- 

nunciation) 
This, of course, was unfamiliar to either of us. 
"There is no such élément on our earth," explained the 

Doctor. 
The Secretary seemed surprised. "That is a remark- 

able piece of information," he agreed. "Would you mind 
picking out ail the éléments which you do not have?" 

It was not long before we discovered that it would be 
much easier to pick out the éléments which we did have. 

Hydrogen, oxygen, argon, nitrogen, carbon, cobalt, 
calcium, copper, iodine, mercury, neon, silver, tin, zinc, 
iron and radium, were the only éléments out of our whole 
system of 92 éléments which were in existence on the 
hydrogen electron. Ail the rest were strange. Ail eyes 
watched the Doctor laboriously sort them out on the 
table, and when he came to the little métal bottle in which 
the radium was kept, he showed unusual surprise. There 
was at least a pound in it. 

"That bottle would have been worth the wealth of a 
nation back home," announced the puzzled Doctor. 

"You may have that bottle as a gift," said the Secre- 
tary, "It is not worth much to us, for I have plenty 
more." 

The Professer overshowed his gratitude. 
"I shall give you anything I possess in return," he said. 

"1 shall give you the plans for my fourth dimensional 
penetrator." 

"We should like nothing better," they agreed. "Also 
in return for a supply of your éléments, we would be 
glad to give you a sample of each of ours. 

"1 regret to state that that would be impossible." 
"Indeed, would it be too much trouble to return to your 

laboratory and secure for us the necessary samples ?" 
"If trouble were the only difficulty," the Doctor ex- 

plained, I would gladly do it, but you do not understand. 
It would be physically impossible for me to return in less 
than many trillions of years." 

"I do not understand your words." 
"You take, I understand, a period of 634 of your days 

to complété a solar cycle, or one year." 
"Right." 
"But by the time I could again retaîn my normal mag- 
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nitudc, and secure for you that which you desire; your 
planet will have completed no less than countless trillions 
of révolutions about its sun nucleus." 

"I believe I understand you now. Our time is so very 
much différent than yours." 

"And even if time were the same to both of us, I 
should never be ablc to re-Iocate your sun out of the 
billions of others." 

Thoughtful silence followed. 
"However," the Doctor continued, "if anyone out of 

curiosity, would like to return with us, he may, remem- 
bering, of course, that it would be absolutely impossible 
to return." 

Ail shuddered at the very mention of it. 
"And be tortured with the remembrance of the fact 

that ail our friends had disappeared in a single second, 
after we had left our world ; and that every second after 
that. âges were passing by, like the wind, and taking with 
them ail that is dear to us? No. It would be unbearable. 
Try to imagine yourself, leaving your own world to 
become a being of the next larger planet, knowing ail 
the time that you could never return, unless by chance, 
an infinité numbcr of years later to find your world a new 
and altogether différent home, where you had once before 
lived with ail your friends." 

It was useless to suggest further, although I believe 
the Doctor would just as soon become a giant cyclops as 
become a midget, even on that scale. 

I could write volumes, describing the strange plants 
and animais that were there, and the many strange phe- 
nomena of nature ; but I shall leavc that for the Professer 
in his works, for that is more along his line. These 
things were ail shown to us within the same building, 
where ail the scientific research apparatus in the country 
seemed to be collected together. The observatory was on 
the roof. 

1 SHALL describe a little of our visit to this, however, 
for here we learned much of interest. The telescope 

was not just what we expected, for it was composed of 
but a single lens, mounted and pivoted in such a way as 
to be conveniently focused in every direction. I knew 
then that the lens was not made of glass, for it would 
have been impossible to use a single lens of glass in as- 
tronomy. 

"That is merely a simple élément," explained the as- 
tronomer, "whose atomic weight is approximately '105'. 
It is called Ranasium." 

"That lies between palladium at T06.7,' and rhodium 
at '102.9* on our scale," replied the Doctor after a few 
seconds recollecting, "Silver is '107.88', evidently ail the 
éléments which you have lie between our own. By the 
way, do you have an élément with an atomic weight of 
eight ?" 

"Polericitic gas ('8.4',) and it is highly explosive." 
"Bad news, Perkins. We are citizens of the third élec- 

tron from the nucleus of an atom of a highly explosive 
gas, to which some giant may even now be placing a 
match." 

"What matter," I said. "The explosion would be so 
slow to us that we would not even notice it." 

"That is just it. As I was saying before, there is no 
force existing which can destroy the atom, so why 
worry." 

The sky, you may as well be informed, was at that time 
ficry with stars, massed in many strange constellations. 

He naturally supposed that we would first like to ex- 
amine the surface features of the near-by satellite, but 
we informed him that already we had passed relatively 
close to it, and that we were far more interested in the 
more distant objects. He then decided that the nebulae 
would be an excellent choice, which indeed they were. 

There is something about viewing distant atom-nebulae 
through a telescope, that causes a feeling of wonder. To 
think that I was composed of Sextillions of those great 
luminous clouds, some of which were many light years 
separated. 

"The closest star," said the Astronomer, "is about 
fifteen trillion miles from here." That was about ten 
trillion miles doser than our nearest star. 

The sky was suddenly transformed by a brilliant 
aurora borealis, which made ail further observations im- 
possible. However, the aurora was magnificent, and 
showed that even an atom nucleus is not immune from 
solar disturbances. This led the Astronomer to show us 
some photographs of their sun, which, not unlike ours, 
was bespeckled with sunspots. 

A faint rumbling Sound, as if made by distant thunder, 
was just audible. 

"Thunder?" asked the Doctor. 
"Old Titanus, the volcano, has been doing that for 

months. However there is no danger of éruption, for it 
has doue it many times in the last thousand years without 
emitting anything but smoke. The last éruption, it has 
been told, occurred thirteen hundred years ago, at which 
time this part of the land, on which the capitol now lies, 
was formed. Since then, it has been extinct, outside of 
the smoke." 

As we had no place to go that night, we accepted the 
kind invitation of the Astronomer to stay at his house 
until we intended to leave. We were immediately driven 
there in a little egg-shaped, magnetic power-driven vehiclc. 
through the brilliantly lighted streets of the city of 
Tenonia. During our conversation we learned that the 
planet turned over a day once about every twenty-seven 
and one-half hours, whose sum annually totaled up to 
about two of our years. This, accordlng to Dr. Long- 
horn's ring system placed it out about the distance of 
Mars, from its nucleus. 

The suburban district of the city was mainly composed 
of the now familiar round houses. The Astronomer's 
house was unusually large, and was divided into fourteen 
triangular rooms, with the apex toward the center, where 
a little sky-lit hall was just large enough to provide for 
the fourteen doors from ail the rooms. 

The first room, that is the one directly behind the 
front door, was a form of réception room, gaily decorated 
for the benefit of visitors, with ail kinds of métal orna- 
ments and pictures. The walls were ail marble. In ad- 
dition to the door leading to the center hall, there was 
a door on both sides of each room at the end nearest the 
outside, leading to the adjacent rooms. The proud As- 
tronomer lead us through them ail : library, dining room. 
kitchen, pantry, bedrooms, and bathroom in which there 
was a magnificent fountain. The library was made up 
of great rolls of paper kept in boxes, altogether some- 
what like the modem music-roll, with the title printed on 
the end. Their contents were read by inserting the roll 
on an axle and pushing a lever which released a spring 
when you wished the roll to continue. 

In the morning we enjoyed break fast in much the 
same manner as we enjoyed the dinner the night before, 
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after wliich the Doctor began to collect those things 
which he had taken vvith him. He collectée! first a goodly 
supply of science books or rolls, and a large sample each 
of ail the éléments, especially that of ranosium, the won- 
derful magnifying élément, and radium. 

"We must take advantage of our good fortune," he 
said, "the chances are a million to one that we shall never 
find another planet advaneed so far along in civilisation." 

It was not long before we found that the penetrator 
was not half large enough to hold it ail. Wondering what 
we could do about it, we were wandering down an 
avenue with the Astronomer, when we came across a 
dwarf. In a flash the Doctor saw his chance. With the 
Astronomer as interpréter, he asked the dwarf how he 
would like to become of normal stature. The dwarf be- 
came indignant, and asked us to stqp making fun of him. 

"1 really mean I can restore you to normal size," in- 
sisted the Doctor. 

The dwarf, flnally convinced that we were not joking, 
consented to try anything once, if we were sure it 
wouldn't hurt. 

After again unloading the ship of everything but the 
radium, the Doctor swore the dwarf to secrecy and 
showed him how to make the bail larger and how to 
stop it again when he became of sufficient height. 

Nervously he hopped in and shut the door. He could 
easily see us, but of course we could not see him. Then 
we anxiously watched it expand, îearing that he might 
become over ambitions. He took no chances on still 
being too small for he again emerged, a seven foot giant. 

The penetrator was now large enough to hold every- 
thing, and we hastily piled it ail in and still had plenty 
of room for twice as much. The dwarf assisted us grate- 
fully, and presented a comic appearance indeed, with his 
big fat baby face, for as he increased skyward he also 
increased laterally. 

About midday we had a violent thunder shower, which 
was possible, because the necessary éléments were not 
among those lacking, for as you will remember, nitro- 
gen, oxygen, and argon, of which pure air is composed 
and hydrogen, the first élément in water (oxygen being 
the other) ( H,0 ) were among those which both worlds 
possessed. 

THAT afternoon the Astronomer ushered us to the 
woods after the earth had been freshened by the 

rain. The electronic fowl, as the air was cooler, were 
singing at their loudest in numerous complicated airs. 

To be walking through a forest of brown leaved trees 
in a paradise of many unusual birds, and with a hun- 
dred strange plants growing about you, is something to 
live for, especially in a forest free of insects as this was. 

"Have you no insects?" asked the Doctor. 
"We did have, not many years ago, but we have in- 

vented an instrument which kills insects by sound. We 
have an élément called, cita, which can be made to vibrate 
as many as seven hundred thousand times per second. 
When set to vibrating, ail the insects within a radius of 
two miles die, except those which are covered with earth. 
This leaves enough for the birds." 

There were trees resembling evergreens, maple, oak, 
and birch, and many others which did not resemble any 
variety I know. One tree had curious octagonal leaves, 
three of which I have preserved to this day. We col- 
lected seeds for as many trees as possible. There was a 
wood mouse with a tail about thirty inches long. 

At a farm house of the regular dome type, we saw 
many milk-giving animais, much like the goat in appear- 
ance, which were also used to pull the plough. 

That night we saw the sunset from the great temple 
which we first saw from the sky. The sunset was not 
nearly as beautiful as the interior of the temple, which 
was constructed entirely of white marble. The first 
thing that caught our eye as we entered, as it naturally 
did for anybody, was a great fountain in the center, 
which hurled its sparkling waters two hundred feet in the 
air, which then fell tumultuously, as a mighty cataract, 
into a giant bowl, from which it overflowed into a pool 
below. Inside, as well as outside, great marble pillars, 
forty feet in diameter, reached gracefully toward the 
great cciling, four hundred feet above us. The very 
base on which they rested was twenty feet thick in three 
steps. Between the several pillars were titanic statues 
of ingénions sculpturing, representing life, knowledge, 
music, etc. ; but you will understand they were not Gods, 
for they worshiped the one unknown God, just as we do. 
He was beautifully represented by many lights at one 
end of the building, which were directed in many colors 
upon a mirror from hidden sources. This temple was the 
prime temple of the whole nation and was thus erected 
purposely in the capital at a great expense. 

The country, we learned, was a huge island about the 
size of the United States and was inhabited by over a 
hundred million people. The capital was the largest city, 
housing over seven million alone. The great highway 
led to another large city, known as Palmita. 

The next morning we were up bright and early to take 
photographs of the city as an everlasting souvenir of that 
wonderful experiment. Pictures from the air, atout 
thirty of them of the city alone, were taken with great 
care to get the light exactly right. Pictures of the air- 
ships, temple, volcano, canals, ships, forests, roads, houses, 
buildings, people, vehicles, birds, animais, sea, and ail 
forms of nature were photographed. It took us nearly a 
week to secure them ail. 

The seventh day we were there the Astronomer took 
us out on the sea to an island which was about ten miles 
in diameter, and where he told us a collection of animais 
had been gathered from ail parts of the world—a forni 
of outside zoo. 

"The animais are so vicious," he said, "that they have 
built a network of bridges across the island from which 
the animais may be safely observed. They are ail 
allowed to run free, except those which are liable to prey 
on the weaker, who are isolated from the rest." 

They were taking no chances I thought, for the bridge 
proved to be about forty feet high. 

"Good Lord ! Is that alive," exclaimed the Doctor, as 
we viewed the first animal. It was a ? At least it 
was amphibious. 

"A Brontosaurus ! Or Pm not Dr. Longhorn." 
"A which?" I said, surprised that anyone could guess 

a name for that. 
"Ifs prehistoric; one of the largest of the amphibious 

dinosaurs." 
"The beginning and the end, together," I said, "just 

another knock at évolution." 
The brute was indeed large. He was sixty feet long 

and about fourteen feet high. That same day we saw a 
Diplodocus, and the Morosaurus, both something like 
the first; a Triceratops, he of the three-horned face; 
The Horned Ceratosaurus, who walks erect, and a 
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Stegosaurus, the armored dinosaur ; ail hideous créatures 
of the past. There were many others, some even more 
hideous, but most of these never existed on our earth. 
The Doctor was so overcome that he even arranged to 
sccure a young Brontosaurus to take home with him. 

I shall never forget the trip to Palmita the next day, 
at the speed of a hundred and fifty miles an hour in a 
little egg-shaped vehicle, which the Doctor later jokingly 
called the omelet. We went for the sole purpose of se- 
curing photographs, and by a lucky stroke of coincidence 
we took only the stationary caméra. The only différence 
betvveen the two cities was that Palmita, being the older 
of the two, lacked the elevated cross streets. 

We started back that afternoon, and even though 
the distance was sixty miles, I knew we would be back in 
twenty minutes. The sun was halfway down in the west 
and the sky was absolutely cloudless. It was a perfect 
day. Then about ten minutes after we had left Palmita, 
(when we were about half way) we noticed a great black 
cloud towards Tenonia which we mistook for a thunder 
cloud. Then an astonishing thing happened. A hole 
avalanche of automobiles, headed for Palmita, passed 
us with a great roar that would make ten thousand can- 
nons sound like a door slam, at the rate of about three 
hundred miles per hour. Thousands of them. 

"The volcano!" shouted Lama, (the Astronomer). 
"The volcano has awakened!" 

Had the Astronomer lost his head? He was driving 
like mad towards the thing that was causing millions to 
flee in terror. 

"Stop!" shouted the Doctor. "Stop for your life! If 
those cars should jump the lane, we should ail be instantly 
killed." 

But Lama only urged the car to greater speeds. 
"If we should stop now," cried Lama, "you would be 

forever isolated from your home." 
We realized the truth with sinking heart, but could we 

let this man sacrifice his own life just for us? Neither 
the Doctor nor I dared speak for the other, and it ail 
happened so quickly that we hardly knew what to do. 
We both looked despairingly at each other, and our 
hands met understandingly, as I detected his faint but 
determined nod. Simultaneously we grabbed his shoul- 
der begging him to forget us, and protect himself, but 
with hair flying in the breeze and teeth set, he did not 
answer ; he merely continued at the terrifie rate of three 
hundred miles per hour ; and this was the man who had 
so recently dreaded the thought of leaving this world. 

The very thing the Professer dreaded, happened. An 
automobile in the opposite alley suddenly skidded and 
turned over, and nearly thirty automobiles close behind 
it piled up on top of it, ail going nearly three hundred 
miles per hour, with a roar that numbed the senses. More 
fortunate cars were crowded into our side of the road 
and nearly forced us into the cernent wall. Skilfully we 
jumped the sidewalk. and missing the wall by hardly two 
inches, we continued upon the walk for over a mile, 
which fortunately at that time was otherwise not in use. 

SIX minutes after we discovered the smoke we were 
at the outskirts of Tenonia. Here we found thous- 

ands of bewildered pedestrians crowding the streets and 
making them impassable, for there was already an inch 
of ashes upon the streets. The dust was terrible, and 
we soon found that not only dust was falling but red- 
hot ashes and cinders, some an inch in diameter. 

Unable to proceed farther in this direction, we entered 
a ramp and mounted to one of the circular boulevards. 
Here we found it much easier to progress with the hope 
in mind that we should eventually find a less crowded 
main street. We proceeded slowly this way for over a 
mile, ever towards the flying platform and the fury of the 
volcano, and then we suddenly came upon a new diffi- 
culty. As we were crossing above one of the main 
streets, a giant boulder suddenly plunged out of the sky 
and fell right through the bridge, so close to us that we 
were forced off the bridge and into the crowded street be- 
low, and the egg became a real omelet of twisted steel. 
No one knows how we crawled out of that wreck alive, 
and the truth of it is, we ail escaped with only a few 
scratches and bruises. 

Ten blocks more through a whirlpool of red-hot 
cinders before we ever could be called safe; ten blocks 
of burning hands, face and eyes, and blistered feet. The 
sun was now blotted out by that great black cloud that 
seemed to mean destruction to ail, and which issued from 
the fiery mouth of an enraged volcano, dimly visible 
through the shower of fire and ashes. It seemed to be 
vomiting ail Hades down upon the beings of a peaceful 
city. How those red-hot, sharp-edged cinders eut and 
burned our bruises ! The air was heavy with dust that 
made us gasp for breath, while our eyes burned until 
they were almost swollen shut. Nor were these tortures 
our only difficulty. We, out of the millions, were the 
only beings who were inbound, and so we had to fight a 
mob of pushing, shoving, panic-stricken people, blinded 
into insanity and intent only on saving themselves from 
what they supposed was the end of the world. Feet 
seemed miles, and minutes seemed hours ; and thus urged 
on by the will to succeed, fearful lest we should fail after 
ail Lama had risked, we finally covered the first dreadful 
block, and reached the protection of the first culvert. 
Here we found many who had corne so far to die. We 
only dared hesitate for a second with so much before us. 
As I could only just see Lama ahead, I was about to 
suggest that we hold on to each other, but with sudden 
fear and appréhension, I discovered that the Professer 
was not with us. 

"Doctor Longhorn!" I shouted. My words came hot 
and distorted. Then Lama sensing that something was 
wrong, assisted in the useless shouting. I shuddered to 
think of the Doctor out there in that hell alone. Another 
boulder, such as only the worst of volcanic éruptions 
could produce, crashed not thirty feet ahead of us crush- 
ing ail around beneath it, causing the earth to tremble for 
acres around. I marveled at the physical disturbances 
that could produce such violence. 

Frantically we retraced our steps in search of the 
Doctor, but without success, calling as we went with 
half choked lungs. In that almost inky blackness pierced 
only by the penetrating red light of the red-hot cinders, 
nothing was visible beyond a yard. The roar of the 
distant volcano and the rain of ashes drowned out what 
little sound we were able to produce. I could neither 
hear nor see Lama, but as I felt his friendly hand in 
mine. I gripped it like a vice, for he was the only friend 
left to me. I felt him tow me gently on again towards 
the penetrator and safety, and through the fire I read his 
mind messages as if nothing was between us. 

"We must go on," he said, "It is our only chance. If 
the Doctor is able, he will do the same." 

Those words, "I£ the Doctor is able." bit into me. It 
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never occurred to me at the time that even if we did reach 
the penetrator, ail was lost without the Doctor, for he 
had the keys, and I did not know how to control tha 
machine. 

'"Oh for light and water," I thought. 
As if in answer, a boit of lightning eut the dust-filled 

atmosphère quite close to us ; and with it came a clap of 
thunder. Though loud, it was hardly audible above the 
din and roar of its superior disturbance. Such a storm 
without lightning was physically impossible. There was 
no water, with it, though even if there had been, it would 
have boiled before it hit the ground. 

When that disappeared, we were conscious of the 
presence of a new light. A building was on fire about 
two blocks ahead. A great cinder struck me in the back 
and knocked me down. From then on consciousness be- 
came a serious effort. Time seemed to pass more slowly, 
for we were just now passing under the second culvert, 
overcrowded with people from one end to the other of 
its hundred foot depth. More thunder and lightning, 
more lighted buildings, more shrieks and cries; yes and 
more ashes, tons upon tons of it ; and we had eight more 
blocks to go. 

If anyone could wish for water more than those who 
lived in that evil hour, that person is dead beyond assist- 
ance. Through those streaks of fiery cinders, which 
scratched as well as burned, which penetrated the lungs 
and singed the hair; through the driest of heat and the 
coarsest of dust ; ail these and many other tortures were 
endured even to death by the inhabitants of that great 
electronic city. Here and there, we stumbled across 
abandoned automobiles, at the place where they had been 
stalled by the depth of the cinders, and whose occupants 
had taken to flight on foot, much as we had donc. 

Back in '79 À. D. a milder volcanic éruption buried 
Pompeii, which is skilfully described by Bulwer-Lytton, 
in his novel "The Last Days of Pompeii." If Bulwer- 
Lytton's description was accurate, I, as I sit here, have 
actually lived under a disturbance which was without the 
least exaggeration three times as violent, incapable as 
I am of describing it. Yet how incidental this ail was in 
the time révélation of our great Universe. That which 
seemed as endless hours and which were endless hours, 
were after ail only fractions of a split second. While we 
were thus enduring such indescribable hardships, our 
friends at home, if they were reading their newspaper, 
had not even enough time to read a syllable. If he had 
been writing, his pen would not even seemed to have 
moved, while we were exposed to the wrath of the great 
volcano. Live through that trillionth of a second we 
must, though it take hours. 

ISHALL never forget the faithfulness of Lama, the 
electronic Astronomer. This man when he could 

easily and justly have saved himself, sacrificed his life on 
his own world so that we might live on ours. Into the 
furnace he plunged ; that furnace that he knew was hell- 
fire itself ; enduring almost impossible tortures at the risk 
of his life, and ail for what end? 

Hope turned to despair as we continued without a 
trace of the Professor. Vainly we searched, but even if 
there were no fire and brimstone, there would still be the 
mobs, and hope of finding him would be rare. What 
chance had we, then, as things actually existed? 

Half consciously we reached the protection of the third 
culvert, where we found hundreds who had given up ail 

hope and had collectéd here to die, shouting piteously in 
their delirium for water. 

"Musa! Musa!" (Water! Water!). 
We must not hesitate. A second might mean death. 

The light from the burning city now made it much easier 
to see, but we were in constant fear of being crushed 
beneath its crumbling walls as greater haste was impos- 
sible. Earth tremors increased the danger, coming fre- 
quently and violently. There were at least nine inches 
of ashes to resist our efforts and walking became almost 
impossible. 

More hours seemed to pass, and then the fourth cul- 
vert, with still six to go and the city buried in ten inches 
of ashes already. This culvert was at the intersection of 
two of the main streets and was incidently equipped with 
a was it a fountain? We rushed madly towards it, 
dipping our entire heads bhndly into it, over eager for its 
cool and refreshing contents. For a brief second I felt 
its icy coldness against my cheek. It hurt! It was 
burning ! What I at first had supposed was the coolness 
of the water, was only a red-hot coal against my face. 
The disappointment was almost unbearable. It was the 
fiery burn of molten ash, which had quickly dried out 
the fountain. Behind us, an old man cackled with 
laughtér, hysterically. 

"Gisa baspeno warna parsi de consta parchi," he 
mocked us in his native tongue. The poor fellow had 
undoubtedly become insane. 

The block, which lay before us, was directly below the 
burning mass of Tenonia's highest building, a great 
thousand-foot skyscraper, the heat of which was unbear- 
able. It was only the will of success before starting that 
carried us safely past it, walking, as it were, in a stupor 
of blindness. I cannot describe anything which occurred 
in that block. 

The fifth culvert was not unlike the others, crowded 
with lifeless forms. The ash was now a foot deep and 
seemingly as hot as melted lead to our unprotected feet, 
the shoes of which had long since been robbed of their 
soles. 

We had nearly completed the struggle with time down 
the next block when the greatest earthquake arrived. We 
were ail thrown fiât on our faces as a great yawning 
chasm opened up before us, not a yard away, which 
swallowed up a truck-load of people who were struggling 
down the avenue. Then with a second crash the jaws of 
the earth closed over them, as if nothing had happened. 
We turned our faces away from that dreadful sight as 
we arose to our feet in time to witness a catastrophe a 
thousand times worse. A thousand burning feet of fire, 
swayed, toppled and fell, with a roar that knocked us 
senseless with inconceivable force. Fortunately, by the 
guiding hand of Him who créâtes, it fell diagonally away 
from us, but the shock which followed must surely have 
been felt in Palmita. It left a burning mountain of 
molten rock and twisted steel, an impassable barrier to ail 
those who were so unfortunate as to be on this side of 
it. Or was it by the hand of the devil that so many were 
trapped who otherwise would have been instantly and 
mercifully killed? This great tragedy killed ail our 
hopes of ever seeing the Professor again. 

Blindly we tripped over the dying fatalists of the sixth 
culvert. At the opposite edge I tripped over a form 
which sent me sprawling headlong out into the ashes. I 
turned to see who the other unfortunate vîctim had been. 
and retraced my steps until I stood directly above him. A 
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flash of lightning came to my assistance lighting up his 
unconscious but smiling face. Through mingled joy and 
despair I realized that it was the Professer. I clutched 
at Lama's sleeve. Without another word, we seized him 
between us, and shielding his face from the fires, we! 
plunged on, calling his name joyfully. Plad he been 
conscious, he would have told us to leave him behind and 
save ourselves, but for this reason I am thankful that 
he was not, for he shall always know that we did what we 
did because we wanted to do it. 

Although Lama is to this day unwilling to admit it, I 
frankly believe that there were times in that next three 
blocks in which he must have dragged both me and the 
Doctor with him, for there were many moments of which 
I have no recollection, even though there were many 
others which I shall never forget, even in my happiest 
hour. They shall haunt me through life as they haunted 
me then. 

I know not how we finally arrived alive at the half- 
buried flying ficld, which had every good reason to he 
deserted. How we welcomed its friendly protection, its 
unlimited water supply (though it seemed about to boil) 
and its other comfortable resources. Our baby Bronto- 
saurus was nearly half dead with fright, as might natur- 
ally be supposed, but he was soon quieted when we en- 
tered. What a relief it was to step ont of that bed of hot 
ashes nearly knee deep into a dust-proof protector! 

Many precious and anxious moments rolled by before 
we actually brought the Doctor back to consciousness, 
nor was he slow to react. A half a minute after his re- 
covery we were ofï into space. Five miles miles further 
we found the ashes as thick as ever, and we were fifteen 
miles high before we could actually look down upon it 

ail. Here we found the sun again, a great fiery bail in a 
myriad of tiny stars. Curiously we looked down upon 
the great city of confusion. Lama was weeping silently. 
Thirty miles from Palmita marked the dividing line be- 
tween light and darkness. 

There remained then, nothing to do but set in order 
those things which the earthquake had so rudely mis- 
placed. It was then that we made a remarkable dis- 
covery. The moving picture caméra had so fallen, that 
the button which started the automatic mechanism had 
been released and a whole roll of film had run through 
undeterred, and as the lens was on the outside of the 
bail, a pictorial record of the whole éruption must have 
been taken. 

That very night on which we started our remarkable 
adventure, we again saw the laboratory clock. It read, I 
am positive, no later than (8.26:30) P. M. or a half min- 
ute after we started. 

* * » » 
When finally our picture was thrown upon a screen 

back in the laboratory, we saw the catastrophe again re- 
produced as it had happened. We saw the giant sky- 
scraper topple and fall : we saw a thousand titanic burn- 
ing torches blurred by the great rain of ashes. It 
was then that we realized what we had gone through 
that night, in that trillionth of a second, when our minds 
were numbed by reality. 

As a conclusion I might add that Lama is happy, 
faithfully watching our red sunsets every evening, and 
studying our stars and green végétation in concealed won- 
derment. However, there are sad moments when he 
remembers that his people ail perished countless millions 
of years ago. 

The End 

Calories in the Boarding House 

Air: The Minstrel Boy to the JVar H as Gone. 

The boarding house star to his dinner has gone. 
In the dining room you'll find him. 

His napkin white he has girded on 
And the waiter stands behind him. 

"Waiter, this soup is made of hay— 
And you're very shy on chicken!" 

Says the waiter, "This is calorie day, 
So please refrain from picking. 

"There's a thousand calories on your plate 
Enough for half a day, 

You're getting very peculiar of late— 
Get busy, for I can't stay." 

The boarder fell for the calorie talk 
And his dinner he managed to swallow. 

But he might as well have been eating chalk, 
And the calories left him hollow. 

Lonecoast 
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When the Atoms Failed 

By John W. Campbell, Jr. 

(Conlinued from page 925) 

When at last we reached Arizona again, Wright was 
there to greet us—and so were delegates of every nation. 
It was supposed to be a welcoming committee, but every 
one of the delegates had something to say about why 
the secret of niaterial energy should rcally be given to 
his country. 

Waterson refused to give ont the secret of that energy 
though. He detnanded that the nations scrap every 
instrument of war, and then meet in the first Terrestrial 
Congress and write lavvs that might apply material en- 
ergy to the ends of man, not to the ending of man ! 

It seems strange, the persistence with which the gov- 
ernments of the world held fast to those old battleships 
and guns ! They were hopelessly useless now, yet they 
would not agree to that tenu of the agreement ! It re- 
quired Waterson's famous ultimatum to bring action. 

"To the Govemments of the Earth : 
"For centuries and millenniums man has had wars. 

One reason has been that he has had the tools of war. 
The tools of war are going to be abolished now. Every 
armored cruiser, battleship, destroyer, submarine, air- 
craft carrier and ail other types of war craft will be 
taken to the nearest port, and every gun, cannon or other 
weapon of more than one mile range loaded on those 
ships. They will then be taken to the nearest océan, and 
sunk in water of a depth of at least one mile. 

"In the first place the weapons would be useless. The 
ship, I now have, has shown that. There will be no 
économie loss as the type of power they use is now ob- 
solète. The iron and other materials they contain can 
be produced directly by new methods that are simpler 
than salvaging that métal. They are, however, curiosi- 
ties that the future will be interested in. The navy de- 
partment of Japan will select the finest ship of each type 
from each of the navies of any other country, and I 
will then transport that ship to a selected spot well 

toward the center of the Sahara desert where they will 
be set up as muséums of naval history. 

"This is to be donc within seven days, or the 'Ter- 
restrian' will do it more completely. It must be done 
for the good of our race, and at last there is a power 
that can get it done—the 'Terrestrian!'" 

Needless to say, it was done. We ail know the resuit. 
No armies meant no national spirit—no race jealousies 
can exist unless there is some one to stir them up, and 
now it is to the benefit of no one to do so ! 

The laws that made possible the application of Water- 
son's new energies are well known—and this manuscript 
is not the place for quotation of international and inter- 
planetary law. It was a great problem, and we must 
acknowledge the aid of the Martians in solving it. Their 
experience in the application of atomic energy was im- 
mensely valuable. The light beam communication that 
Waterson made possible has done as much for us as 
have the energies he released. 

And the peace that exists between these two races 
must always exist, for they are the only neighbors Earth 
can ever have. And they did not damage us much. We 
still feel a bit of dread of them I suppose, but statistics 
have shown that the trouble man himself caused in his 
wild panics did far more damage than did the Martian 
heat rays. 

May God help these twin races, so close both in bodily 
form and place of birth, to climb on in friendly rivalry 
toward better things through the seons, as long as our 
sun can yet support life on the globes that whecl around 
it, migrating from planet to planet as the race grows, 
and the planets cool, settling on them as the Martians 
have settled on Venus. 

And thanks to Stephen Waterson's foresight and 
vision in establishing the Suprême Council of Solar Sys- 
tem Scientists, we dare hope this may corne true. 

Tue Exd 
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In this department we shall discuss, every month, topics of interest to readers. The editors invite correspondencc on ail subjects 
directly or indirectly related to the storics appearing in this magazine. In case a spécial personal answer is required, a nominal 

fee of 26c to cover time and postage is required. 

A LETTER OF EXCELLENT CRITICISM 
Editer, Amazing Siobies : 

Although I have read almost ail of your storics, 
this is my first Icttcr to your Discussions Column. 
Though the change in management bas not aflectcd 
your magazine, I (and probably others) aro sorry 
to sec that the famous Paal's illustrations will no 
longer grâce the contents of the magazine. * " " 
However, I think Wesso's illustrations are excel- 
lent and compare favorably with Paul's drawings. 

Briggs' drawings arc also good, but Bob Dean's 
illustration eould be much better. I have just 
finished the October issue. I did not like the 
cover. Wcsso made a fine job of the drawing, 
but there are probably other scenes in this issue 
that would have made a better cover piclure. For 
instance, in Vcrrill's 4*Dealh from the Skies" 
many vivid pictures are presented, such as the 
projecting of the Martian raeteorites from the 

earth by Hcndcrson's wondcrful machine. In- 
cidcntally, this slory was the best of the issue, in 
my opinion. But then, ail of VerriU's storics are 
excellent. I think that due to the incandescence 
of the material of the meteorite, électrons were 
being cvolvcd, which set up vibratory waves, which 
disturbed the thought waves and other energy 
waves in the brain. This story was as good as 
"Into the Green Prism." I Hkcd ail of Captain 
Meck's stories, namcly "Futility," "The Murga- 
troyd Experiment" and "The Red Péril." In the 
latler story the explanalion of the high frequcncy 
waves is excellent. "Out of the Void" was not so 
good. The best inlcrplanetary story doubtless was 
"The Skylark of Space." I am glad a sequel to 
this remarkablc story is planned. "The Dog's 
Sixth Sense" is ccrtainly good as far as it went, 
but it would bave been better if the adventures of 
the mind-reading détective were prolonged. Alex- 
ander's stories are good. "The Whitc Army" is 

an excellent biological story. There are many in- 
teresting facts containcd in it. It ccrtainly 
incrcascs onc's mental digestiveness to read a story 
like this rather than to try to absorb the facts 
from a texlbook. 

In "Gold Dust and Star Dust" can be shown 
cxperimentally the formation of a threc dimen- 
sional figure, but how can it be assumed that by 
continuing the process in a similar manner, the 
three dimensional objcct can be "lilted" into the 
fourth dimension. Here is my idea of the fourth 
dimension: In order to locatc, say a rectangular 
solid in space, one must know: Ist, the length of 
the solid: 2nd. the width, 3rd the height, and 
fourth, the time at which it was existing in that 
space. I enjoyed the Septcmber issue. In the 
August issue. I liked "The Wand of Création" by 
Coblcntz. I ccrtainly hope no one duplicates Dr. 
Kramra's experiment. "The Dimension Segrcga- 

(Coti'jr.ucd on paye 979) 
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"Old Civilisation of Ihe New IVorld," by 
A. Hyatt Verrill. Published by Bobbs- 
Merrill, New York—$5.00. 

THE readers of Amazing Stories are 
very familiar with the author of this 
book. Many of his stories bave 

touched on ancient American races such 
as the Incas, the Mayas and the Indians of 
Southern America. The présent book is a 
fascinating account of the discoveries which 
have been made in the last century in Mex- 
ico. Central America and South America— 
ail of which we have included in the term 
"Southern America." 

We may start by noting the fact that 
the book is thoroughly well illustrated with 
very beautiful reproductions from photo- 
graphs of the ancient remains, that numer- 
ous diagrams are given to elucidate the 
mathematics, writings and other branches 
of the learning of these pcople, that it has 
an excellent contents, list of illustrations, 
full index, and a most extensive bibli- 
ography. The illustrations of the old 
temples and structures show what a won- 
derfully artistic spirit these ancient Indians 
had; who or what they are is still to a 

great extent a mystery, but they did ex- 
traordinary work. The hardest stones were 
eut for buildings, so that when laid up a 
knife could not be inserted between stone 
and stone. The automobilist in Peru to- 
day, in places, drives over an asphalt road 
constructed centuries ago by the Inca race. 
We here read of the astonishing highway 
thousands of miles in length, with bridges 
and tunnels. The bridges were of the 
suspension type, and have disappeared. 
Some of the tunnels are still in use. We 
read of their wonderful temples, the pyra- 
midal structure called the Kus. The bas- 
relief of the Gods of Sacrifices tells much 
of their religious System. 

The author does not hesitate to say that 
there is much of mystery about these an- 
cient _ people. They did incomparable 
weaving, superior to that of the Navajo 
Indians of America, and some of the 
fabrics had 300 threads to the lineal inch, 
which is a wonderful index of fineness. 
And ail this beautiful work, for it was 
beautiful, was incomparably dyed, was 
donc on the crudest kind of looms, being 
pure hand work, as far as such could be, 
while the loom of the présent day, even the 

foot loom which is used by those who are 
ambitions in handeraft, is a complicated 
mechanism, compared to what they had, 
and our work is inferior to theirs. It is 
futile within the limits of our space to do 
more than, in a général way, recommend to 
our readers this book as a valuable follow- 
up on the remarkable stories which have been 
written for Amazing Stories Magazine 
by Mr. Verrill on this subjcct. It will 
show again how closely he follows actual 
scientifie facts, and findings in his scientific 
fiction. 

A wonderful example of their fresco 
work faces page 40 of the book. It cornes 
from British Honduras, and puts the mod- 
ernist to the blush. It is really beautiful, 
while much of the modernistic work, at 
least to the writer, sadly lacks this feature. 
Another illustration gives interesting views 
of the stepped-in arch, which was used by 
them in place of the voussoir construction 
of modem time. —T. O'C. S. 

"The Earth Tube" 
For a review of this scientifiction novel 

by Gawain Edwards, see the December 
issue of Amazing Stories. 

READERS' VOTE OF PREFERENCE 

Stories I like: Stories I do not like: 

 1  1  

 2  2  

 3  3 :  

 4  4  

Why : Why : 

This is YOUR magazine. Only by knowing what stories you like, can we please you. Fill ont this 
coupon, or copy it and mail it to Amazing Stories, 381 Fourth Avenue. New York City, telling us what 
type of story—interplanetary, biological, psychological, archeological or other kind—you prefer. 

Also, we are very much interested in knowing how you like our new dress and make-up. We are 
trying to make Amazing Stories a real magazine, but we need your help. 

I prefer  

Name  City  

Address  State  
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LET RCA INSTITUTEiS START 

YOU ON THE ROAD TO . . . . 

SUCCESS "•RADIO 

Radio Mecham'c 
and Inspecter 
$1800 to $4000 
a Year. 
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Broadcast Sta- 
tion Mechanic 
$1800 to $3600 
a Year. 

Land Station 
OperatorîlSOO 
Co$4000aYear. 

Radio needs y ou ... That's why the entire Radio industry 
is caîling for trained men . . . That's why thousands of 
men who answered these advertisements are now earning 
from $2,000 and up a year. Radio is thrilling work ... 
easy hours, too, vacations with pay and a chance to see 
the world. Manufacturers and broadeasting stations are 
now eagerly seeking trained RCA men ... Aviation and 

radio in the movies also provide innumer- 
able opportunities ... Millions of sets need 
servicing . . . thousands of ships require ex- 
perienced operators . . . Never before was 
there an opportunity like this. 

This is the Only Course Sponsored by 
Radio Corporation of America 

RCA sets the standards for the entire Radio 
industry ... The RCA Institutes' Home 
Laboratory Training Course enables you to 
quickly learn ail the secrets of Radio ... In 
your spare time, in only an hour or so a day, 
you can obtain a thorough, practical éduca- 
tion in Radio ... You get the inside infor- 
mation, too, because you study right at the 
source of ail the latest, up-to-the-minute 
developments. RCA, the world's largest Radio 
organization sponsors every single détail in 
this course. 
You learn Radio by actual experience with 
the remarkable outlay of apparatus given to 
every student. You learn the "How" as well 
as the "Why" of every Radio problem, such 
as repairing, installing and servicing fine sets. 
That's why every graduate of RCA Institutes 
has the experience, the ability and the con- 
fidence to hold a big-money Radio job. 

Broailcait Oper- 
ators $1800 «o 
$4800 a Year. 

For the added convenience of scudents who prefer 
a Résident Study Course, RCA Institutes, Inc., has 
established Résident Schools in the followingciliés: 

New York ... 
Boston, Mass. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Baltimore, Md. • 
Newark, N. J. . 

• . . 326 Broadway 
, . . 899 Boylston St. 
. . 1211 Chestnut St. 
, 1215 North Charles St. 
. . . . 560 Broad St. 

Graduâtes of both the Home Laboratory Training 
Course and the Résident Schools receive exactly the 
same training and enjoy the same privilèges so far 
as jobs and salaries are concerned. And every Home 
Study graduate may also attend any one of our 
résident schools for post-graduate instruction at no 
extra charge. 

Graduâtes of RCA Institutes Find It 
Easier to Get Cood Jobs 

They are closest to the source of Radio's 
greatest achievements because the progeess 
of Radio is measuredby the accomplishments 
of the great engineers in the huge research 
laboratories of the Radio Corporation of 
America. 

Students of RCA Institutes get first-hand 
knowledge, get it quickly and get it complété. 
Success in Radio dépends upon training and 
that's the training you get with RCA Insti- 
tutes. That's why every graduate who de- 
sired a position has been able to get one... 
That's why graduâtes are always in big 
demand. 

Study Radio at the Oldest and Largest 
Commercial Training Organization in 

the World 

Send for our Free Book. . . or step in at one 
of our résident schools and see how thou- 
sands of men are already on the road to 
success in Radio. Remember that you, too, 
can be successful... can speed up your 
eaming capacity .... can earn more money 
in Radio than you ever eamed before. The 
man who trains to-day will hold down the 
big-money Radio job of the future. Corne 
in and get our free book or send for it by 
mail. Everything you want to know about 
Radio. 40 fascinating pages, packed with 
pictures and descriptions of the brilliant 
opportunities in this gigantic, world-wide 
money-making profession. 

See for yourself why graduâtes of RCA In- 
stitutes now occupy thousands of well-paid 
positions. These positions are usually avail- 
able in from 3 to 10 days after graduation 
for men who can qualify. RCA Institutes* 
will back you up to the limit. Our catalogue 
is yours free . . . SEND FOR IT TODAY1 

Clip this CoupoM NOW! 

RCA INSTITUTES Inc. 
Dept. EX-1,326 Broadway. New York, N. Y. 
Gentlemen: Please send me your FREE 40.page. , 
book which illustrâtes the brilliant opportunities in 
Radio and describes your laboratory-method of instruction at home 1 

RCA institut! 

Formerly Radio Institute of America 

IPONtOItlD rf 

:s,i M. 

Address — 
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LIFE-TIME DX AERIAL 

Guaranteed Double Vollime,and SharperTunino 

Description of Lifetime DX Âerial 

No. 30—LENQTH 30 FEET: 
Assembled ready to string up. Brings in 
volume of ISO-ft. aerial but retains the se- 
lectivity of a 30-ft. aerial. Rings are heavy 
gauge solid zinc. Duplicates in design and 
non-corrosive materials the aerials used by 
most of largest Broadcasting Stations. De- 
sign permits using this powerful aerial in 
30-ft. space (preferably outside). Sharpens 
tuning of any receiving set because of short 
length but has enormous pick-up because 150 
ft. of No. 12 enamelled wire is used. Made 
for owners of fine radio sets who want great 
volume on distance without destroying sharp 
tuning. (Also used by many owners of short- 
wave outfits.) "Makes a good radio set 
better." 

PRICE, $10.00 

No. 60—LENQTH 60 FEET: 
Assembled—ready to string up. "Big Boy" 
size. (Same description as above except that 
300 ft. of wire is used. making this the most 
efficient and powerful aerial possible to man- 
ufacture. ) 

PRICE, $12.50 

Manufactured by 
THOROLA RADIO PRODUCTS, 

1014 So. Mlchigan Avenue Chicago, Illinois 

BE A REGISTERED.RADIO 
TECHNICIAN IN 90 DAYS 
This great eloctrical scliool frora whicli Uroadcoiiting Station WISN is operated. is training men to tlll thû enormous demand f«>r radio technicians. The tborougli. practical and complété course corers ail branches of radio, including the lut- est developments iu the tield of télévision. 
EARN WHILE   
V/>ll I CAD Al Oporating Room of IW LCiPAIin Broadcasting Station WISN ■t School oi Engineering 

Brilliant future awaits men in this big money-making flel<L Our course is endorsed by the Federated Radio Trade Association. Our graduâtes 
are"reBistered"und can easily qual- ify as comi^etent servic e men at good pay. t:o-operatioii wllh large Mil- 
waukee industries enables us to help Çlace aludents at part time jobs, ou earn wliila leariiing. I^ow tui- tlon. Sobool orchestra. Fralerni- _ _ —lies. Write for catalog todayl 

Foundedl903 Dept.E.R.G.1229 Milwaukec.Wls. 

ÇCHO^Lof ENGINEERING ;*.p f A.A i I vvov-k f . Wl 

^Batteries 

hlthu 
I.etme show you how 
to make big money , 
right from the start. 
l've prepared a FREE 
book explaining ail détails. First 
week's profit pays for ail equip- 
rnent. Voucangetallthe battery 

charging business in your community with my 
Service Station Charger—ifs yearsahead of or- 
dinary chargers —handles 50% to 70% more 

C. f. HOLMES, Chief Engineer, Dent. L 
Indepeniionl Electric Works 4912 North Clark St Chicago, III. 

FREE BOOK'Ji/.ç/ Ont 

A Few Interesting Comments 

from E. E. Free, Ph.D. 

Romances of Jules Verne Hailed 
as Aiding Science 

That Jules Verne, great writer of 
scientific fiction, who was born just a 
hundred years ago, contributed largely to 
the growth of two modem sciences, aero- 
nautics and oceanography, was maintained 
at a recent meeting of the French Geo- 
graphical Society, in Paris, by no lesser 
authoritles than Professer Charles Richet, 
dean of Parisian scientific men, and Dr 
Jean Charcot, distinguished Polar explorer 

When Jules Verne wrote bis stories, Pro- 
fesser Richet said, the only means of aerial 
transport was the balloon, a craft at the 
mercy of the éléments and of innumerable 
accidents. Verne saw that this would never 
do and imagined his famous flying machine, 
the Albatross, embodying many elements 
of design now become aerial commonplaces 
Verne's stories of the sea bottom first 
awakened public interest, Dr. Charcot said 
in the facts of oceanography. Among 
French boys who grew up on Verne's novelg 
this interest has been maintained, the ex- 
plorer said, so that not only were some of 
these youngsters inspired by Captain Nemo 
themselves to become oceanic explorers, 
but the others have had enough interest 
and information to provide financial and 
officiai support for exploration of the 
océan deeps. M. Mauraud, French Minis- 
ter of Education, added that in his opinion 
Verne's scientific romances had been among 
the most powerful educational influences 
ever experienced in France. 

Is Earth's Tail Slowly Sucking 
Away Our Air? 

That the earth has a tail, like that of 
a cornet but shorter, and is continually 
losing the gases of its atmosphère to keep 
this tail in existence is the startling con- 
clusion of Dr. Cari Stormer of Oslo, 
Norway, who has been studying the va- 
riety of aurora or "Northern Lights" 
sometimes seen a thousand or fifteen hun- 
dred miles above the ground. Already 
known as the world expert on auroras, Dr. 
Stormer recently discovered radio echoes 
believed to be due to waves which leave 
the earth and are reflected back to us from 
clouds of électrons or something else be- 
tween the earth and the sun. The only 
probable explanation of the thousand-mile- 
liigh auroras which he has observed is the 
conclusion, Dr. Stormer now believes, that 
sunlight shilling on the earth drives off into 
space billions of gas atoms from the upper 
layers of the air. These form the earth's 
"tail," perhaps visible to anyone in outer 
space as we see the tails of cornets, but 
invisible to us because of the lower, denser 
layers of air. The high auroras are be- 
lieved due to electric rays from the sun 
striking against this cometary tail and mak- 
ing it shine. If this is true the earth must 
be losing its atmosphère, slowly but appre- 
ciably. How this loss of our air is made 
up. ôr whether it is made up at ail, no 
one has yet guessed. 

♦ » * » 
Uncovers Musical Sins» oî 

Vacuum Sweeper 

A vacuum sweeper behaves like a trio 
of very had musicians; it plays at least 
seven musical notes at once, only two of 
which have any proper musical relation 

to each other. That is one reason why 
vacuum sweepers make such penetrating 
noises; a fact recognized by commercial 
experts as one great obstacle to wider use 
of these household conveniences. This 
musical misbehavior of sweepers, was dis- 
closed at the recent meeting of the Amer- 
ican Institute of Electrical Engineers in 
New York City by Mr. T. Spooner and 
Mr. J. P. Foltz of the Research Laboratory 
of the Westinghouse Electric and Manu- 
facturing Company, who have devised a 
new apparatus which measures the différent 
noises emitted by ail kinds of machines. 
The loudest single noise of the kind of 
vacuum sweeper studied by Mr. Spooner 
and Mr. Foltz turned ont to be a musical 
note sung by the rotation of the motor. 
This was accompanied by its first har- 
monie; as middle C of a piano, for ex- 
ample, might be accompanied by the C one 
octave higher. These two, if they were 
sung alone by the sweeper, might not be 
unpleasing. They would resemble, in fact, 
two tones about like the D above middle C 
on the piano and the D an octave lower. 
But the perverse sweeper sings at least 
five other tones at the same time; one due 
to the small fan that keeps the motor cool ; 
a second coming from the swing of the 
fan through the air, just as an airplane 
propeller makes a droning tone when the 
machine is in flight ; and three more tones 
sung by the vibration of the métal fan 
in three separate ways, like the vibration 
of a cymbal. The combination sounds a 
good deal like a baby playing seven organ 
notes at random. 

On Venus Yellow Races Would 
Be White 

The "white race" of the planet Venus, 
if any such créatures exist there, would 
probably be about the color of a ripe 
orange. The leaves of trees would be pink 
or crimson. Blue light, like the color of 
the star field of the American flag, would 
be unknown and utterly invisible. Prob- 
ably it would ruin the eyes of the Vene- 
rians, precisely as powerful ultraviolet rays 
damage the cyes of the inhabitants of earth. 
These déductions, together with others 
surprising enough never even to have oc- 
curred to writers of taies of interplanetary 
travel, foliow reasonably from new photo- 
graphs of Venus made with ultraviolet 
rays by Dr. Frank E. Ross of Yerkes 
Observatory, but reported by Mount Wilson 
Observatory, the large telescopes of which 
were used in the work. Venus is sur- 
rounded, these photographs reveal, not 
merely by one layer of atmosphère, but by 
two. The upper layer, which is transparent 
and probably of very low densily, like the 
upper atmosphère of the earth, is filled with 
billowy clouds resembling the very high 
cirrus clouds of the earth's air. Below this 
there seems to be a dense, impénétrable 
atmosphère of deep yellow color. The 
real surface of the planet remains invisible. 
If Dr. Ross is right about the yellow color 
of the lower atmosphère it follows that any 
sunlight which reaches the solid surface 
of Venus will be of deep yellow tint, con- 
taining no blue light at ail and probably 
very little green. 

Any créatures who live on the planet 
must have evolved, therefore, in light of 
this color and will have become adjusted 
to it. not to the relatively pure sunlight 
of the earth or of Mars. 
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tor" contains good science, but I doubt thc possî- 
bility of segregating thc third dimension. There 
bas bcen quite a number of stories using the 
principle on which "Thc Etcrnal Profcssors" is 
bascd, but Kcller's litcrary ability makes it thc 
besl of thcm. 1 wish more stories by H. G. Wells, 
E. R. Hurroughs and Ray Cummings would ap- 
pear. I hear that scientitiction stories arc being 
tilmed in Germany. I think that thcrc arc many 
such stories that would make fine films except for 
the difficulties in obtaining pictures or rather 
optical illusions for the photographing. Why 
waan't "The Twenly-Firsl Ccntury Limited" 
printed on schcdule? 

C. Wanser, 
2586 44th St., Long Island City, N. Y. 

(This interesting letter is of a type which may 
bc termed "hclpful" to thc editor. It is not only 
appréciation wc are looking for but we wish to 
be helped, and it is such letters as you write that 
will help us to go in the right direction. Verrill 
and Dr. Relier are proving to be great favorites 
with our readers, Dr. Relier bas written an im- 
mense amount in his lifetime, and bas" an appré- 
ciation of human nature outside of literature. 
You spcak of printing on schcdule. Somelimcs 
crowding ont or other causes compel us to postpone 
a story.—Editor.) 
MORE ABOUT THE SCIENCE CLUB. AN 

INTERESTING ACCOUNT OF ITS 
PROGRESS 

Editor, Amazing Storifs: 
Your kindness in publishing our letter in the 

Amazing Stories Quartekly is decply appreciated 
by Mr. Gerson and myself. The purpose of this 
missive is to give the idea, organization, suggested 
improvement, etc., of thc Science Correspondence 
Club as it stands today. 

Our aim is to promote the advancemcnt of 
science through intelligent discussion and the 
création of new ideas among its members. Our 
qualifications for merabership arc: Sincerity, 
above ail—ability to discuss leading science topics 
of the day, seriously and intelligently. Of course, 
now and then, little humorous and personal dis- 
cussion are indulged in by the members to relicve 
the mind, aftcr an intensive discussion on Mathc- 
matics—Structure of the Atom—and other topics. 
A Président and Secretary have bcen elected, can- 
didates for the positions of Trcasurcr and 
Librarian are nominated and are being placed 
before the members. 

Starting 1930, the members will ail be requestcd 
to pay $3.00 annual dues. To make this point 
clear—In the period of this year ail members 
writing to the Président reçoive a complète list of 
correspondents, an application and a ballot con- 
taining several questions. Their questions, when 
ail tabulated and the results known, will déterminé 
the ultimatc organization of the club. For an ex- 
ample, I will quote three of the leading questions: 

1. Are you in favor of a member Library with 
a Librarian and ail circulation to bc free, except 
for the cost of mailing and postage, which will 
be i)aid for by the member requesting a picce of 
literature, etc. ? 

2. Are you in favor of a $3.00 a year dues to 
bc instituted starting 1930? 

3. Are you in favor of a small paper to be 
publithed by the Club and to bc paid for out of 
the ducs? 

Thèse are just three of the most important ques- 
tions that are on thc ballot form. I will now pro- 
cced to explain and cnlarge these three questions. 

Thc Librarian is to be chosen by the members 
and his duties are to bc to collect ail clippings. 
Looks, magazines, articles, photographs, experi- 
ments and any other scientific literature lie can 
gather. These arc to be. it is hoped, submitted 
by the members who will keep close watch on their 
daily newspapers and local literature for anything 
of interest. Ail this material will bc gathered, 
separated, tabulated and will be sent out to the 
various members upon request. The member will 
only be required to pay the postage and a small 
fee, which he will rcceivc back when be returns 
the literature he has borrowed. 

The dues which thc member pays are to cover 
thc cost of printing and circulating thc club bul- 
letin and also he gets a certain amount of the club 
correspondence stationcry that he may use in his 
correspondence with other members. The re- 
mainder of this fund is to bc placed in the treas- 
ury and will go to cover any expenses that may 
arise. 

The paper docs not need any explanation, as 
that will be gîven when thc member writes to our 
Président. 

Our membership is încreasing by leaps and 
bounds and now numbers over fifty. Among our 
members are included Dr. Miles J. Brcuer (our 

NEW HF"L Mastertone 

LaboratorjMade Receiver 

s s-. 

Completely Built and Assembled by 

HFL hyiineerS'Shipped ready to Operate 

Ail métal completely shiclded châssis: 7'x21'x7}4'- Fitsnearlyail consoles. IX tubes 
operating at peak efficiency [5-224; 3-227; 2-245; 1-280.] Single dial positive one-spot 
tuniug; Humless AC Opération; Uses 5 Screen-Grid tubes, 5 Tuned R. F. Circuits; 
High Power Screen-Grid detector, with 175 volts impressed on plate; Automatic line 
voltage control inbuilt holds voltage against fluctuating; 100-Volt DC Dynamic field 
supply incorporated; 3 stage Phonographic amplifier; Finest quality précision made parts. 

Amazing Power 
Startling realism! Unlailing accuracy! Its 
great power and sweet tone awe and thrill, 
setting new standards ol performance 
achieved by H. F. L. engineers aller two 
years ol tireless research and tests under 
ail conditions, 

Keanest Sensltivlty 
Unlike any ever known! Gets distant 
stations clearly, sharply, distinctly with only 
wire screen or métal plate aerial built in 
cabinet. 

Illgbly Developed Circuit 
Intermediate employs 4 screen-grid tubes 
with 5 tuned filter circuits, easily adjustable 
to peak of tuned frequency. Positive 10 
Kilocycle selectivity. Most highly engin- 
eered receiver ever built. 

The New Audio System 
Uniform amplification over entire musical 
scale. Opérâtes with dynamic, magnetic or 
hom speakers without a bit of hum. 

The H-F-L Power Mastcr 
Not an ordinary power pack, but a specially 

developed unit of the Mastertone, 
built separately to simplily installa- 
tion. Has oversized translormer, 
full wave type 280 rectifier tube. 
Built hy Hand—Yet Low 

in Price— 
Quality—not quantity—theH-F-L 
Mastertone standard. One dém- 
onstration will convince you that 
its the master receiver of ail times. 
Fully guaranteed. 

Write today for complété 
description and price. 

HICH FREQUENCY LABORATORIES 
28 North Sheldon St.CS2EI Chicago, III. 

MONEY MAKI KG OPPORTUNITIES 
ScII guaranteed Tallor - made clothes. Lowast prlccs.Blg proflts.Your suit Free. Write for Frceaumplcs. Jay Rose Co.. Dcdk 6.404 8. Wella, Chicago 
APaying Position Open to Rcpr. of character. Tuke orders Shoea-Hoslery direct to wearer. Good Income. Perma- nent. Book "Gettlng Ahead" Free. Tan- 
nere Shoe Mfg. Co. 2141C St. Boston. 
Old Money Wanted—We WUI Pay $50.00 for 1913 Liberty head nickel (Not Buffalo). $100.00 for dîme 1894 S Mint. Big cash premiums paid for thousands old coins and stamps. Cet Postcd. Send 4o for large coin folder. It may mean large profits to you. Nu- mlsmatlc Co., Dpt. 60, Ft.Worth. Tex. 
Make Blg Money with our All-wooï Tailored-to-measure Sults. $23.50- $29.50. Commissions $4-$5. Outflt fMe! General Tallorlng Co.. Dept. 
FC-1, 618 S. Jackson. Chicago. 

Make $12 a day and get new Ford sedan Free, laklng orders for our flao. 
all-wooï. unlon-raade. mudo-to-mcasure sults at $23.50 up. Biggcst commissions puld. Expérience unnecessary. Fine outflt of large mil cloih samples, hYcc, Spencer Mcad Co.. Harrlson &Throop Sts.. Dcpt. N-972. Chicago. 
Agentscarn big money takinflorders beautlful Dress Goods, Silks. Wush Fabrics. Iloslery. Fancy Goods, 1000 samples furnished. National Importlng Co.. Dept. Z-89. 673 Broadway. N.Y: 
Agents—Jiffy Class Cleancr and other now specialtlcs offer you wonder- ful chance to make $15 profit a day. Going blg. Hurryl Albert Mllla, 5014 
Monmouth, Cincinnati. O. 
$5.00 Erery Time Vbu Sell My TalIored-to-Ordcr $35.00 value ali- wool suit for $23.50. If you want to try. wrltel Everythlug furnished free. P. A. Bobb. 2256 S. LaSaUe. Chicago. 

Hotels Need Tralned Executives— Nationwide dernand for tralned men and women: past cxporience unneces- sary. We train you by mail and put «ou In toucb with big opportunltiee. ^rlte at once for partlcuiara. Lewis Ilotcl Tralnlng Scbools, Room BW-W637. Washington. D. C. 
$95 a week, selling union made-to- 
measure, ali-wool sults & o'coats at 125. 30. $35.Blggest commlssloas paid dolly. Extra bonus. Write for détails. Nearly 200 pure-wooi fabrics Free. Pioneer Tallorlng Co., Congress Je Throop, Dept . N-1272. Chicago. 
A Business of Your Own, Bankrupt and Bargain Baies. Blg Profits. We start you. furnlshlng everythlng. Distrlbu- tora. DepL279.429W .Su pertor. Chicago. 
We Start Vou Without a Dollar. Soaps. Extrada. Perfumea. Toilet Goods. Expérience unnecessary.Carna- tion Co.. Dept. 670.13t. Louis. Mo. 
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ENGINEERING 

^ ? | BOOKS SENT FREE | J 

New Edition Contalnlng 100 Pages on 

A-C RADIO! 

o FLEXIBLE ft MAROON M VOLUMES 4300 pagea. 3200 illuntrationM, deluxe gold ntampeu birul- mg. ludez iatcach book. goueral index in Vol. Covera every aubjoct in Rleotricity—Ligbt. Powor.TrauamifM ion, Cpoeratorii, Motors, Switchboarda. Ilad io, Tolephunu II ou su Wiring Railwaya.otc. 

We'rc glad to scnd a set to your 
home to examine and use as your 
own for 15 dnya—to show you 
that bere la the most up-to-dato 
and complété work on Klectrlclty 
ever publlshcd. Wrlttcn by 
CKOCKER of Columbla U.— 
MILLIKAN" of Callf. "Tech." —HAIIKISON of General Kleo- 
trlc and 20 other noted Electrlcal 
Knglneera. 8tarta off with elo- mentary Electrlclty la simple, 
non-tecbnlcal languago for the beglnner and Includes every 
Engineering brancb for use of experts on the Job. , 

Complété Electrical Reading Course 
Electrlclty, the blggeat Industry In the world. continues 
lo grow the most rapldly. And It offers betler Jobs, 
bigger salaries and a brlghtcr future lhan any other 
fleld. Every dollar, every honr Incested in Icarntng Elec- 
triclty tclll corne back to you a thousand-fold. Learn In 
s pare lime with thèse books at one^jlfth the cost of trado 

courses. Oui line for organized 
study, qulz-questlons and a 
yeor's free consulting member- 
shlp lu the American Tcchni- 
cal Society included withoui extra 
cost. If you mail coupon Imme- 
dlately. 

Look it up! 
Thouaanda of theBO Mtn uro twed K E F E R K N G K booka by mon ein- pluycd in eMOtrioal. Luildingoonslrui' ipn and allied iinn*. Tbo JIFFY INDEX putH the anewers to 20,000 Queationa nght at your linger tipe. 

AMERICAN TECHNiCAL 
\ SOCIETY 
A Dept. E-125 T 

Diesel Ave.& SStfi st.. Chicago 

American Technlcal Society 
Dept. E-125 Drexel Ave. & S8th St., Chicago 
Ploaso aend for 15 daya' freo trixil 8-volumo set çf Elcrfrical Engineoriug juiit off the preaa, nubjeot to roturn if I winh lo. (1 pay tbetew canta exprnw ch:»ry:.-B on recuipt of l»o«»kii, you D«y express if relurned.) If 1 décidé to keep thein, 1 will pay 32.00after l.r»days trial, then S3.0Oa month until $-14.80, ■pecial advertiAing pricc, la pnid, after whirh »»ooka becoma my propeity. Year'a Coneulung MwubcmLip to bo included Ira*. 
Nam*       
Addreoa     
Employai by     
Employer'•     

QUIT 

TOBACCO 
No man or woman can cscapo | the harmfu I effecta of tobacco. jô J Don't try to baniah onaided jfi. rj®. tho hold tobacco bas upon you. A».- Join tbe thouaanda of inveter- ate tobacco usera that bave found it eaay toquit with the aidof the Keeley Treatmen t. 

TreatmentFor 
Tobacco Habit 

Successful For 
Over 50 Vears 

Qolckly banlabea ail craving for tobacco. Write today for Free Book telllog how toqoickiy Freeyouraelf l'rom tho tobacco habit and our Money Back Ouarantee. 
THE KEELEY INSTITUTE 
 Pwlght. Illlnol» 

KEELEY 

1 

NEW YEAR • NEW IDEA 
PATENT YOUR IDEAS 
Call or send me a sketch of 

( your invention. Phone LONgacre 3088 
I CI? IT C Invcntors Recordlng Blank T rvC-E- conOdenllal Advlce 

U. S. and Foreign Patents secured by 
Z.H.POLACHEK Consul!. Enfiineer 

>■■■1234 Broadway, New Yorkm 

advisor), Jack Williamson and David M. Speaker, 
ail well-known autbors. Again I issue a sincere 
request to everyone—members of the féminine sex 
are sincerely welcomed too—Jo Write and help us 
ont in our aim of getting two hundred members by 
1930. We now bave four young ladies in our 
club roster. We hope you give this letter a kind 
réception, Mr. Editer, and ail scienlifiction readers 
who are socially inclined. We again inscribe our- 
selves for the betterment of Science. 

Walter Dennis, 
Sydney Gcrson, 

c/o. 4653 Addison, Chicago, 111. 

(At last the Science Correspondencc Club bas 
materialized and wc are delightcd to get such a 
clearly expressed letter, showing how much bas 
bcen done alrcady for its organization. We wish 
il the very best of fortune. We publish this letter 
with utmost plcasurc and give the club our very 
good wishes and will help it in the future ail that 
we possibiy can.—Editor.) 

A COLOR PROBLEM. SWALLOWING 
FOOD AND LIQUIDS AGAINST GRAVI- 
TATION. LITERATURE IN STORIES. 
HELIUM BALLOONS. NOTES ON 

STORIES 
Editor, Amazinc Stories; 

I have bcen reading Amazinc Stories for more 
than a year and I can say that the magazine bas 
corne to 811 au important place with me. Amazinc 
Stories was the first magazine whieh printed a 
consistent supply of science. 

I notice that many readers want you to change 
the namc and the style of the covers of the maga- 
zine. This is my opinion on the subjcct—use your 
own judgment. No raatter how you change the 
covcr I am sure that you will not lose any old 
readers, so put the magazine out in the dress which 
you think will attract tbe most new ones. 

The discussions department of the magazine is 
to my mind as intoresting as the stories, Many of 
the lelters show intelligent thinking; most of thera 
show thought of some kind; ail of them are inter- 
esting. I noticed especially a letter in the June 
issue by W. Warren Williams. He mentions the 
appearance of a deep blue color where a model air- 
plane propeller was turning. I have noticed this 
phenomenon several times, always where the object 
that tnrned had several spokes or blades, such as a 
flywheel, an automobile wheel, etc. I can think of 
no way to account for this. The wheels could not 
turn fast enough to cause etheric disturbances of 
suffîcienl frequency to be visible; besîdes, only 
part of the circle turned blue, and the sun had 
something to do with it. I join with Mr. Warren 
in desiring the opinion of you and your readers on 
the subject. 

I want to disagree with Teddy Projector, who 
in the August issue daims that gravity is ncces- 
sary to eating. On several occasions I have swal- 
lowed liquida and even solids while standing on 
my head. To do this it is necessary to work 
against gravity. The act of swallowing, indeed 
the wholc passage of food through the alimenlary 
canal, dépends not upon gravity but upon peri- 
staltic muscular action. 

In the Seplember issue there is a letter by Gor- 
don Lane which suggests lifting a ship by mcans 
of highly comprcsscd hélium. I am afraid that 
Mr. Lane does not understand the first principles 
of the balloon. The more the gas is comprcsscd 
the greater is its density; the greater the density 
the less buoyant the efîect. Othcrwise Mr. Lane's 
umisual communication showed a good imagina- 
tion. I would suggest that he write the story hc 
implied, if he will brush up a bit on physics first. 

A word as to the type of stories to put in the 
magazine: 

I like them ail, înterplanetary, bîological, astro- 
nomical, and what-not. By ail means print stories 
with a good scientific background, but do not 
neglect the literary part of the story. X am in 
sympalhy with Dr. Breuer, in the July, 1928, issue, 
in lus plea for more literature in scienlifiction. 

How about some stories by Cummings ? He 
ranks with Wells as one of the best. Also, let's 
have anolher by Smith and Garby, authors of "The 
Skylark of Space." 

I have noticed the great changes you have 
recently made in Amazinc Stories. They seem 
ail right to me, but the magazine is almost com- 
pletely changed. However, X will continue to 
rcad the magazine as long as you kcep on printing 
scienlifiction. 

One more "brickbat." Miss Stone, in the second 
instalment of "Out of the Void," made the mistake 
of assuming that the velocity of a falling body 
dépends on the weight. Galileo proved otherwise 
centuries ago. Otherwise the story was fine, but 
let's bave accuracy. 
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OF LIFE 

A Remarkable Book 
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To Ail Seekers 

For Power 

Whatcvcr you imagine the power of 
Black Magic may be, remember there is 
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if you are more than a mere seeker for 
mystery and magie—if you rcally desire 
to MASTER LIFE to make your future, 
one of SUCCESS and UNDERSTANDING. 
The différence between success and failure 
is in knowing the right principles to apply. 
In your everyday problems you have 
wished for some way or means of solving 
this. 

HERE IS THE WAY 
You may borrow a book called "THE 

LIGHT OF EGYPT." m which the strange 
story of the Rosicrucians is told and an 
explanation of how you may have the pri- 
vatc teachings of the Rosicrucians, used 
by men and women throughout the world. 

If you are truly sincere and anxious to 
learn and to gradually bccome devclopcd in 
a superior manner, ask for this book. Ad- 
dress, in confidence, a letter (not a post- 
card), giving narne and address: 

LIBRARIAN S. G. H. 
ROSICRUCIAN ORDER 

AMORC SAN JOSE, CALIF. 
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Some other récent storics that I likcd were 
"Barton's Island," "Futility," "Danger," "The 
Grim Inheritancc," "The Airlordsof Han," "Phag- 
ocytes," "Into the Green Prism," "Buried 
Treasure," and "The Whitc Army." The last 
was quite similar to "Phagocytes" but better. 

Smith in "The Flying Fool" went to a lot of un- 
necessary trouble. Why didn't he reach down, 
take hold of his boot-straps, give a pull, and rise 
into the air? It is just as plausible. Ncvertheless, 
the story was good. After ail, the dcvicc didn't 
work. 

The story about "Sam Graves* Gravity Nullificr" 
was out of place. There was no scientific back- 
ground that I could sce. It was more of a dis- 
sertation on business instinct than scientifiction. 

I will now tell you the best way to run the 
magazine: Just as you prefer. 

Clyde F. Beck, 
Lakeport, California. 

(We certainly appreciate what you say about 
our magazine, that "it will never bc given up by 
friends. no matter what the covcr or namc may 
be in the dim future." We are glad to know that 
you find the Ictters in the discussions columns in 
teresting. Evcn those letters bearing criticism 
indicate that interest is felt in our labor by the 
correspondents. Your problem in color is not 
easy to answer. It is undoubtedly of a very simple 
origin, not involving disturbance of frequency or 
anything of that order. This may seera to be a 
fceblc answer, but in ail these cases the exact con- 
ditions have to be known to enable one to form 
evcn a good sur mise. What you tell us about 
swallowing, head downward, carrics out what, in 
our answer to Mr. Projector's lettcr, we stated 
that the editor had scen. That was a great raany 
ycars ago, but we certainly saw what we described 
and it is cxactly what you tell us you have donc 
yourself. The hélium question, of course, was 
wrongly treated by our correspondent. There is 
notbing magical about hélium. When corapresscd, 
it will not have its lifting power increascd, but on 
the contrary its lifting power decrcascs régula ri y 
as it is more and more subjccted to pressure. We 
absolutely agree with you about litcrature in 
storics. If a man could dcscribc in good litcrature 
what he sces out of a window, it would make good 
reading, so true is it that style in writing is every- 
thing. Rcmemhcr that the gentleman whom you 
wanted to lift himself by his boot-straps was put 
down in the name of the story as being a fool.— 
Editor.) 

A COMPLIMENTARY LETTER WHICH 15 
MOST ACCEPTABLE 

Editor. Amazing Stories: 
I am at the présent moment buried in "The 

Chamber of Life." I cannot wait until I have 
ccmpletcd it to in form you that it is one of the 
most interesting, fascinating and instructive stories 
that I have "tastcd" for a long time. I am con- 
stantly reading Amazing Stories. I revel in 
thera—devour them. 

I have just finished "Death from the Skies" 
and it, too, was extremely good. It was well 
written, very convincing. Howevcr, I believe 
"The Chamber of Life" excels it. 

Oh—1 do hope that you will continue to give 
us as good stories as you have so far. I will 
admit that I was a littlc disappointed when I saw 
Hugo Gcrnsback's name disappear from the pages. 
I was correspondingly surprised to see him blossom 
out in "Science Wonder Stories" too, and 
promptly obtaincd a copy, and I am thankful to 
learn that we have not lost a good magazine by 
his departure from Amazing Stories, but we 
lovcrs of scientifiction now have two magazines 
monthly to feast on. Finel The more the better. 

Who cares about the paper? 
Who cares about the covcr? 
Thcy have both bccome very familiar to me and 

I could tell Amazing Stories a mile off, upside 
down. Ifs what is inside that counts—no doubt 
about it. 

Evelyn L. Norman, 
5614 N. Campbell Ave., Chicago. 

(You need not be afraid that the quality of our 
storics will detcrioratc. We have a most able 
staff, as we may vcnturc to call them, of short 
story writers and have already accumulatcd a 
number of excellent pièces of litcrature, which 
as they appear in our columns, we are sure will 
pleasc you. The editors arc grcatly cheered by" 
such letters as yours and they would certainly be 
very much hurt if they would rcceivc unfavorable 
criticism onc-half as bitter as your criticism is in 
th« other direction—that of good appréciation.— 
Editor.) 
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VARIOUS CRITICISMS OF STORIES IN 
OUR AUGUST ISSUE 

Editor, Amazino Stories: 
1 trust that you will not losc patience at the 

frcqucncy of my lettcrs, for to me the August issue 
of your magazine containcd so many excellent 
targets for brickbats and praises that I could not 
rcsist the temptation to inform you of them. 

"Oui of the Void," by Leslic F. Stone, I con- 
sider the worst sériai you ever published. I 
wonder if its author knows that a planet the size 
of "Abrui" would cause certain changes in the 
orbits of Uranus and Neptune which would lead 
to its ultiroate dtscovcry. If the theory that the 
plnncts wcrc thrown off hy the sun were truc, then 
"Abrui" woi'Id contain only the lighter éléments, 
and radium is very heavy. For this rcason, and 
obvions others, the satellite sun is an impossihility, 
cspccially the part ahout its coming to life. Bc- 
cause of their range the death rays would have to 
consist of vibrations with disintegrating powers, 
and a substance at absolute zéro would be their 
only hindrance. On the whole, it may he an 
excellent love story, but it has no place in Amazino 
Stories. 

It would have been better if Captain S. P. Mcck 
had Icft infinily out of his "The Red Péril." A 
number which when multiplied by zéro will equal 
some integer, is not possible on the scalc of ten, 
if wc consider négative numbers to be Icss than 
zéro and apply algebraic laws to them, since 

1-7- 2 = ^ 
1-5- 1 == 1 

Larger than zéro. 
1-5- 0 = 
1 -5- —1 = — 1 
1 -r —2 = —yi 

Smaller than zéro. 
Otherwise it waa an interesting talc. In "Gold 
Dust and Star Dust," by Cyril G. Watcs, the sec- 
ond dimension is again resorted to. What would 
bodies of such dimensions be coraposcd of ? 

The others, cspccially "The White Army" by 
Dr. Daniel Dressler, seemed to be appealing and 
scientifically correct stories. 

If Jos. E. Vincent in the August discussion 
columns docs not believe in the "solar System 
theory," i.c., that an atom has its électrons and 
protons arranged and composed on the sa me basis 
as our solar systera, what then does he take as the 
composition of électrons and protons? 

James E. Suiter, 
751 Bergen Ave., Jersey City, N. J. 

(A number of our corrcspondcnts have expresscd 
admiration for Leslie F. Stone's story "Out of the 
Void." Wc only hope that you consider our other 
matcrial so good that even if this were the worst 
it still might rank as a good onc. In your littlc 
équations you do not give the resuit of dividing I 
by 0. This, of course, is infinity, ccrtainly much 
greater than zéro. As regards the second dimen- 
sion or two dimensional objects, imagine a body 
subjcct to the Lorenz-FitzGcrald contraction going 
through space with the vclocity of light. It would 
have lost ils length but would rctain its width and 
breadth, so there you would certainly have an 
object of two dimensions. As regards the "solar 
System theory" of the atom, this may ail be changcd 
in the ncar future. Chcmistry is in a very rapid 
proeess of growth and of wondorful dcvclopment. 
Rcccntly wc read of the division of the hydrogen 
molccule, and later still of the hydrogen atom s 
into two parts, two différent cléments. Ali 
branches of science are in a state of a flux gen- 
erally, lot us hope, in the way of advance. We 
certainly are theorizing very vigorously in ail 
branches. It is even said that the division of 
hydrogen into two éléments was prcceded by cal- 
culations rcscmbling in intricacy thosc of Pro- 
fesser Einstein.—Editor.) 

WEIGHT IN AN INTERPLANETARY 
VESSEL 

Editor, Amazing Stories: 
In reading the "Discussions" column in your 

Octobcr number I noticed that Mr. Whitficld Potter 
asked whether a person in a space-flicr would he 
without wcight or whether he would retain his 
normal weight. To me, an engineering student, 
this would obviously be a problem in inertia. In 
other words, his wcight would dépend cntirely upon 
the accélération of the vehicle if he wcrc screcncd 
from gravitational influence. If he were not, he 
would rctain his normal weight plus the wcight 
due to accélération. At great distances from any 
hcavcnly bodies the effect of gravitation on him 
would bc very small. In a rocket type of vehicle 
his weight would bc only that produced by accéléra- 
tion. In a vehicle of the anti-gravitational type 
the accélération would neccssarily be small, if 
not zéro, so he would wcigh practically nothing. 
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Aédrass — 

Only 4 Motions used in plnyinç this fascinating instrument. Our native llawaiian Instructors teach you to master them quickly. Picturcs C show how. Everything cxplained clcarly. 
Casy Lessena Even If you don'C know one note from ■ n o t h e r , the &2 printed lé» sons snd clesr plctures mako itessyto learnqulck- ly. Pay as you play. 

Playin Malf Hour After you sel the four easy motion* you play harmomoua ehotda w i t h very Utile practlce. No trevioua m o aie al nowledsre needed. 
whtn you enroll 

—m «wee» toncd _ 
HAWAI1AW OU1TAR. CarrylnB Caie 

and Playing Outtlt 
Value aia to axo No exd'ae-ewcrylAtnp ineluded 

,      Vlolln. Tlole. Ta. | COURSESJ Banjo llkul 
FIRST HAWAIIAN CONSERVATORY of MUSIC. Inc. | 9»h Floor. Woolworth Bldg., Dept. 267 New York, N. Y. 
Approvrd n» a Correa ponde are Srkool llnder (Ae Aoira of th* Slaf ôf New York—Mcmb4r National Jlomc Sludy Couneil. 

WRITE AT ONCE for attrac- tive ofTer and enay ferma. A poateard will do. ACT I 

\ 

SEND FOR THIS 

FREE BOOK 

OF SELF HELPS 
New practical working methods for Aviators, 
Radio Men, Inventors, Enginccrs, Mcchanics, 
Automobile and Battery Men, Elcctricians, 
Contractors, Carpcntcrs. Paintcrs, Decorators, 
Artiste, Advcrtiscrs and other technical men. 
Over 200 books covering practically ail kinds 
of mechanical work. Write for your free copy 
today. 

FREDERICK J. DRAKE & CO., PubU»hers 
510- 179 No. Michigsn Blvd., Chicago 

Tn a projectile, as in Vernc's "From the Earth to 
the Moon," he would be a freely falling body, 
after leaving the Earth's atmosphère, as would the 
projectile, and as such would have no apparent 
wcight. 

I have been-a reader of Amazing Stories for 
scvcral months and pcrsonally would not ask that 
you make any changes in your magazine, even 
though most of your stories must bc taken "with 
a grain of sait" at the présent time, at least. 

George Eastman, 
Hibbing, Minn. 

(In your letter you apply the term wcight to 
pressure duc to accélération, but it is perfcctly 
fair in a général way to apply the word "weight" 
to the sensation of accélération, although it may 
not be duc to gravitation. In a colloquial way it 
is quite pcrmissiblc. But it is not quite right to 
speak of wcight duc to accélération, for it is rcally 
pressure, not wcight. In any of thèse vchiclcs, 
rockets or otherwise, the man's weight would 
diminish as hc Icft the carth, but as long as hc 
was within the range of tcrrcstrial gravity, hc 
would possess wcight which would rapldly diminish 
as he got ont beyond the sphère of its intenscr 
action. But towards the end of Ihe letter you 
speak of the man having no apparent wcight and 
hcrc you arc right, bccause the weight would be 
there although it might not be felt by any of the 
travclers. You ccrlainly must takc our stories 
"with a grain of sait." If our authors did not 
use their imagination, our stories would bc dry 
indccd.—Editor. ) 

A SUPPLY OF BACK NUMBERS OF 
AMAZING STORIES 

Editor, Amazing Stories: 
Scveral times in your discussion columns I have 

scen wherc readers have desired back numbers of 
your magazine. 1 have ail the copies of Amazing 
Stories since the first issue. Vol. 1, number 1. of 
April, 1926, to the currcnt issue, with the exception 
of March, 1927, and July, 1929. 

Thcy are in good condition and I would likc to 
dispose of the entire lot at a rcasonable price. 

If you will publish this Ictlcr in your discussion 
column it will bc greatly apprcciatcd. 

J. Fred Seitz, 
2502 Dulaney St., Baltimore, Md. 

(VVc are sure that this letter will interest many 
of our readers, who wish to get back numbers of 
Amazing Stories.—Editor.) 

THE BEST ON THE STANDS 
Editor. Amazing Stories: 

Have just laid aside the Octobcr issue of A. S. 
and have only onc comment to makc. It is just 
like ail the others—"the best on the stands." I 
have rcad A. S. since the first issue, including 
the Annuals (now no more) and the Quarterlirs, 
and expcct to kcep right on rcading them as long 
as thcy arc published. 

I wish to agrée hcartily with Mr. G. Sctel, Al- 
hambra, Calif., that slurring of other magazines 
usually indicatcs a narrowness of character and 
shows that, quite possibly, the same person may 
writc other magazines and slur this onc. 

In his coraments on stories I take particular 
note of the fact that Mr. M. Miller, 1489 Southern 
Boulevard, terms scvcral of the stories "wild, im- 
possible, utterly fantastic," and other similar 
words. Will Mr. Miller kindly cxplain just how 
hc can be sure of his facts? "Remembcr Jules 
Verne"—is ail T have to say. Another thing— 
don't bc so sure that cvcryonc likes or dislikes the 
same stories as yourself. As to whether "The 
Skylark of Spacc," while travoling at the rate of a 
billion miles a second, should have crashcd into 
other planets, cornets or stars, rcmains to be seen. 
I class "The Skylark of Space" as one of the best 
stories ever published in A. S. 

Once again, good wishes for A. S. and give us 
the sequel to "The Skylark of Space" soon. 

Milburne O. Sharpc, R. E,, E. E. 
202 Gloucestcr Ave. East, Middlesboro, Ky. 

(We repeatedly have emphasized the danger of 
saying that stories of the future are impossible. 
Very wondcrful things are yct to bc donc on this 
earth, although it sometimes sccms as if man had 
doue as much as possible already in the corapara- 
tively short space of the last hundred years. We 
ccrtainly think the world is wide enough to absorb 
more than onc magazine in its own ficld and we 
will always avoid, if that is the proper expression, 
anything critical of our compctitors whatever our 
private opinion may be. Evcrybody docs not think 
alike.—Editor.) 

EARLE LIEDERMAN, "Tbs Mosde Boildcr 
Author of "Heir.nT o/ WrntUna," "Mnuclr BuiMinu." 
"Hcre's Health," "Secret» o! Htrrnoth," "Endurance," rte. 

If You Were Oying To-night 
«nd I offered you BoniclhinR thaï would elvc you ten yetr» more to llve. would you take il ? You'd grsb 1t. Well. 
fcllows. l've got 1t. but don'l wait ttll you're dylng or It won't do you a bit of L'ood. It will then be loo late Right now Is the tlmc. Tomorrow or any day. some dls- easc will cet you and I' you bave not equippod yourself to flkht It off. you're gone. I don'l rlalm lo cure dlsease. I am not a mrdlral doetnr. but l'Il put you In surh rondl- tlon that the dnrtor will starve to death waltlng for you lo lake slrk. ('an you imagine a mosqulto trylng to blte a brick wall? A fine chance i 

A RE-BUILT MAN 
I like to cet the weak ones. 1 dellsht In (telllns hold of a man who has been turned down as hnpelcss by olhers. 

Ifs casy enough to finish a task thal's more lhan half done. But glvo me Ihe weak. slckly chap and watch hlm grow stronger. That "s what I llkr. Ifs fun lo me bc- 
cause I know I ran do It and I like to glve the other fel- low the laugh. I don'i just glve you a venecr of muscla thaï looks good lo olhers. 1 wnrk on you both Insida and oui. 1 not only put hlg. massive amis and legs on you. but I buiid un those innor musclas lhat surround your vital organs. The klnd that glve you real pep and energy. Ihe klnd that flre you with ambition and the courage to tackle anything set bofore you. 

ALL I ASK IS 90 DAYS 
Who says It takes years lo get In shapol Show ma tha man who makes any such rlaims and l'Il make hlm eat his words. l'Il put onc full Inch on your arm in just 30 days. Yes, and two full inrhea on your rhast In the same lenpth of lime. Mennwhile. l'm pultlng Ilfe and pep Jnlo your ohl harklmne. Ami from then on. just watch 'era grow. At the end nf Ihlrly day» you won't know yourself. Your whole ImhI>' «III lake on an entiroly di(Ti rent ap- paaranre. But you're only starled. Now cornes the real 

«orks. l'ye only bullt my foundation. I want Just 60 days more (00 In ail) and you'II make those frlends of 
your» who think thcy're strong look like somethtng ths rat dragged in. 

A REAL MAN 
Whcn l'm throuch with you. you're a real man. The klnd that ran proro 1t. You will be able lo do things that you had Ihought Impossible. And ths beauty of it Is you keep on golng. Your deep full chest breathes In rlch. pure air. silmulaling your blood and maklng you just buLble over with Tlm ami vltallly. Your huge. square shoulders and your massive muscular arm» have lhat c-rav- Ing for Ihe exercise of a rcgular he man. You have the flash to your eye and Ihe pep lo your atep lhat will make you admlred and sought after In both the business and social world. 
This Is no Idlo praltle fellows. If you doubt. ma. make me prove il. <îo ahead. I like 1t. 1 have already donc this for thousands of olhers ami my records are unchal- Icnged. What I have done for them. I will do for you. 

Tome then. for lime flic; and every day munis. Let this very day be Ihe beginning of new life to you. 
Send for My New 64-Pagc Book 

MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT 
IT IS FREE 

It will show what I have donc for others and what I guarantee to do for you. It ronlain» 48 full pape phofo- 
pr.iphs of myself and many prlze-wlnnlnc puplls I have trained. Some of these came lo me as pillfu! weakllngs. lymk at them now! You will marvel nt their splendld 
physique». This book will thrtll you. Thl« will not ob- IIgâte you. but for Ihe «ake of your future henlth and hap- piness rend today—right now befnre you tum thl» page. 

EARLE LIEDERMAN 
Dept. 2701 305 Broadway New York 
EARLE LIEDERMAN 
Dept. 2701. 305 Broadway. N. Y. City 

Dear Sir: Please send me. without any obligation on my part, whatever. s copy of your latest book. "Muscular Development." 
Name     Age  
Street 
City   State. (Please write or prlnt plainly) 
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The Commander 

Shoal Waters 

Wherein Young Channing 

Meets the Toughest Trio 

North of Rio— 

rl 

Old Pawlins 

A Desperate Gang of Bootleggers Dare Everything to 

Run Uncle Sam 's New Coast Guard Blockade 

THE beam of the searchlight moved 
in a wide circle as Ensign Channing 
followed its course with his binocu- 

lars. The Coast Guard cutter was run- 
ning parallel to the shore and several 
miles out. They had run south from Cape 
Fear River to Snake River Inlet and were 
heading back to the station. 

Old Pawlins was standing beside the 
ensign. 

"The sea is running high tonight. Good 
night for the rum runners to try to make 
a landing," he said. 

"His g un, 
thank God, 
was still 

dry" 

Bart Channing nodded. He could feel 
the boat riding the huge swells as he 
watched the white caps, iridescent in the 
stream of light. 

"It was on a night like this that Lieu- 
tenant Hogan made his capture," said 
Fleming. 

Always Lieutenant Hogan. Channing 
thought. He heard of nothing but that 
capture since he joined the Coast Guard 
Station. Hogan himself seemed to feel 
superior because he was an Annapolis 
graduate, and more than once he had 
spoken in slighting lerms of the Coast 
Guard Academy from which Bart Chan- 
ning had recently been graduated. 

"Look! To the sfarboard!" shouted 
Carey from his position beside the elec- 
trician on top the small cabin. 

"She's a rum runner. and one of them 
fast ones," Pawlins exclaimed, looking at 
Ensign Channing. 

Channing cursed himself as he picked 
the speeding rum boat up through his 

glasses. While he had been 
thinking of Hogan these en- 
listed men had located the 
boat with their naked eyes. 
He removed his glasses and 
figured rapidly. 

"They're heading for 
Dead Man's Inlet," Flem- 
ing cried, waiting nervously 
for commands. 

Dead Man's Inlet was 
one of the numerous inden- 
tures which dotted the Caro- 
lina coast. The water at 
its enlrance was rough and 
its mouth was jammed with 
islands. Several narrow, 
winding creeks flowed out 
of it through the heavy 
brush of the swamp. Once 
lost in that inlet, the rum 
boat would be safe. 

"Stand by to fire," Channing ordered. 
So begins but one of the great rip- 

roaring stories of he-man adventure to be 
found in the NEW BR1EF STORIES 
for January. Get a copy today from 
your nearest news-stand and follow Chan- 
ning and his shipmates through the most 
bewildering expériences ever to happen to 
a Coast Guard crew. 

"Shoal Waters" is only one of a dozen 
great adventure stories which appear 
every month in the fascinating NEW 
BRIEF STORIES. Read "SOS'ed to 
Victory," a story of the 
Great War in which the 

« 

Channing 

enemy tries to pull a 
fast one; "Four- 
footed Fury," where- 
in a famed Spanish 
matador is outdone 
by an American cow- 
boy in a thrilling duel 
of the bull-ring; "The 
Ace of Death," a fiery 
taie of South Ameri- 
can intrigue, with a 
fabulous gold mine 
as the winner's stake; 
"There's Gold Across 
the Seas," an unusual 
taie of an old news- 
paper reporter who 
sets out to obtain the 
strange fortune willed 
to him by his former 
major in France; 
"Red Diamonds," in 

which an African missionary stumbles 
upon King Solomon's fabulous wealth and 
the fight of his life; and "Flying Gold," 
involving a thrilling fight in the air for a 
fortune. 

They are ail in the NEW BRIEF 
STORIES for January, now on sale at 
ail news-stands for only 25c. Get a copy 
today, and settle down to an evening's 
real reading pleasure. 

sboved 
h a r d 
and in 

a split sec- 
ond the boat 
was h a I f 
filled with 

water" 

"He 

aport 

J- 
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Hlfifl School 

Course in. 

2Ayears 
Th's rimplified, complété' Hifth School 

Course—speciallyprepared for home study 
by leading professors—meets ail require- mm m en ta for entrance to collège, business, and 

!»ft nthar 'eading professions., «y WIIIISF Over 200 notod Ensincere. Bm- 
Courses SrtSsïnsKi Whlch y ou need for eocccsa. No matter whnt À ma wmcn ?oar 

\ 

you need  Indinationa m a y bo, y ou can'th to soocMd witboot «peciollied Craioinai OiCtroFootbopraotical txaiolaa yoanood. 
American School Oroxol Ay * vàr&ss* 

Money Back When Yon Finish If Not Satislieil 
AMERICAN SCHOOL, Dapt.H'Up 
Druel Avenue and BSth St., Chicago \ 

Send me full Information on the eubjeot oheoked end 
how you wlll holp me wln tucoess In that line. 

•...Archltect ....Electrlcat Enslneep ....Building Oontractor ....General Education ....Automobile Englneor  Lawyer ....Civil Englneor  Mach. " 
 Structural Englnaop ...Mocha ....Buslnoe» Manager ....Steam Engin... ....O. P. A. A Audltor ...DraftsmanADoslgnor ....BooKkoepor ....Hlgh School Graduate 

, Shop Practlce ....Mechanlcel Englneor 

..Age.. Rama.    
St. and Ho.      
Town.—    Stata.. 

CARRT thlo amsrlns new •ddinar mocblna inyour vm! poeket. Mnha $3.00 »n hour   •bowlnr it to atorokeaporB, bookkeoparR, profcaslotml mon ond ethsra. AcsoU cloanin» op wltb thls fsBt seUar. Kvsryona who doos any kiod of fisarlnic need s it and wlll boy on alsht. 
Complété Adding Machine Only $2.95 
VA-PO-AD duplicatas work of large addlngmachinas. Salis for onlr •2.95. Adda. aoblracta. malUpliaa-fo a jiffu. Alwaya accorato—oavar go ta oui of order. Ovar 200,000 in usa. You maka S00 profit on arary aala. Maol If yon arer had a chance to CLE AN UP B1Q MONEY-hero It Ul 

Sample Ve-Po-Ad FREE 
Yon doo't naod azparianea. Sbaplro m ad a •175 bis flrat waak.Othara maka «50 to 1100 • week regularlr. Ton can aall as roanr as 8 Va-Pa-Adn an hour—over 14.00 elaar profit 
k TSi and my MONEY-ldAK1NG PLAN. Do It NOW. « 

303 W. Monroe St. 
'C. M. CLEARY 

Dept. Sl-CChlcago, III- 

•K »7i 

Amazincr new mefhod. Trains you quicner ana Dciter. Motion Plclurcs in your own home makc every point clenr. Genu- ine DcVry motion picture pro- jector at no extra cost. Thou- snnda of feet of film furnished. We pledffe to Rive you traininR 
nnd emDlovmcnt service nec- nnd employmont service nec- essary to aecurc a bctler job at bigger pay or refund money. Gel full facts. No obligation. Write quick while ofîer laats. 

& 
Motion Pictùres 
Train You QU/CK 

National School of Visual Education. DepC.l*NA 
537 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago. III. 

Send book, "The Film Way to Biggcr Pay," with facts about this pcw, casier way to master electricity. 
Namo...    Age   
St. or R. F. D       
City     
State — —   -  

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW/ 

AN 1NTERESTING LETTER WITH VALU- 
AELE SUGGESTIONS FROM AN 

ENGLISH READER 
Ediior, Amazing Stobies; 

I have been the delighted reader of your pub- 
lication Amazing Stobies for some considérable 
time and can wish for nothing better in the way 
of inleresting Hterature. There can be no doubt 
that your magazine îs exccedingly popular over 
here, as my agents have been frequently sold out 
and have sent for further copies. 

One of the most interesting parts in your maga- 
zine is the "Discussions" portion and 1 trust that 
you will not eut this down, as some of your readers 
wish. The varying criticisms which people put 
forward. for and against your stories, prove that 
they are interested in its welfare and their ex- 
cellent scientific arguments in some cases have 
amazed me, to say the least. 

I, of course, have some brickbats to throw as 
®ell, and these few I have outlined below. 

(1) Stories which bcar a distinct relation to one 
another in regard to their setting should not be 
published. By this I mcan stories iike "The 
Master Ants," "The Seventh Génération," etc., 
are too much like Wells' "Time Machine" to be 
fair to Mr. Wells, who was the originator, and 
whosc story was by far the best. 

(2) Can you not makc the short stories in the 
Monthly éditions a little longer? The short story 
bas the disadvantage that good scientific facts have 
to be crowded together so much that the actual 
plot around which the whole thing is evolvcd is 
lost. 

(3) I am afraid that I must join the ranks of 
those who pray for more illustrations occupying 
a half page. It would be as wcll to incrcase the 
number of your artists so as to give more varia- 
tion, but I think Mr. Wesso has donc some very 
excellent work. 

Now for a word or two on the stories gîven so 
far. For shecr originality, I think the convcn- 
tional biscuit must be handcd to Mr. Hamilton, 
whose stories "The Cornet Doom" and "Locked 
Worlds" were the finest I bave ever rcad. A 
close second cornes "The Second Déluge" by Mr. 
Serviss, who has apparcntly ceased writing; per- 
haps you can persuade him to write another. I 
was glad to see my old friend E. R. Burroughs 
agatn and I trust that we shall hear more of 
him again. Mention must also be made of "The 
Moon of Doom," "The Yeast Men," "The Métal 
Man," and many otbers whose originality puts 
them to the fore. 

A story which I helieve that your readers would 
Iike is "A Voyage to Arcturus" by Herbert Lind- 
say. It deals with Interstellar travel in a thought 
machine and the evolutionary changes which the 
travelers find on a planet of Arcturus are 
astounding. This was one of the best books I had 
rcad before Amazing Stobies came to my notice. 

I have observed in your "Discussions" columns 
that some of your readers proposed that you 
should publish some of your best narratives in 
book forra. This, I think, is very coramendable 
and a library of books of this sort would be well 
worth having. The stories should be first pub- 
lished in the two magazines and the gênerai con- 
sensus of opinion should be followed in choosing 
those which are to be published. 

These should be published monthly and as other 
librarîes such as "Benns Sixpenny Library" and 
"The Readers Library" over here have an enor- 
mous sale, there is no reason why "Amazing 
Stories Library" should not thrive equally well, 
perhaps at a higher cost per volume and a better 
binding. 

T am afraid my enthusîasm has rtin away with 
me in writing this long letlcr, which is an un- 
preccdcnted occurrence with me. but your stories 
certainly warrant the extra praise I give thera. 

I wish you every success with your publications 
which have started so well and I trust that you 
will éclipsé yourselves in an effort to make 
Amazing Stobies even better for the future. 

J. G. Strong, 
S Barston Road, West Norwood, London, Eng. 

fWe are always very glad to get foreign criti- 
cisms, especially such as yours. which speak for 
themselves. You have joincd other critics in ex- 
pressing your disapproval of so many short stories, 
but unfortunately there are many who are not 
satisfied with a small number in cach issue. We 
tried the other system, but we have found that our 
readers obiccted to it. We have a great many 
artists now working for us, and our trouble is to 
décidé which is the best. because each one has his 
own field, his own definite merits, and we think 
it is quite interesting to have interprétations of our 
stories by various artists. The writer certainly 

I GUARANTEE 

an Inch of Solid Muscle 
AU Over Your Body 

In SO Days! 

CHARLES ATLAS—Winncr of two $1000 FIRST 
PRIZES as the World's Most Pcrfectly Dcvcloped 
Man, awarded by Bcrnarr Macfaddcn al Madison 
Square Garden, New York. No other living mat» 
can daim this titlet 

Are You Ashamed of YOUR 
Figure? 

My System of "Dynamic Tension" is what you 
need. Inside of 30 days l'm going to add at least 
an inch or more of solid muscle ail over your body 
if you'll give me a chance to prove it. 

Old or Young—l'il Make You 
a Muscular Giant in 90 Days 

Anthony Ssnsone cari Mulschlor 
LOOK AT THESE PUPILS 

llere'R ronvlnring proof my pupils hernmc tremendous. virile llorruloan GianU. more musru- lar lhan many other phydcal instructnrs are. Heganlless of 
your agn I GUARANTEE to glvo you marveloui quirk-flght- ing muscles In record-smadilng 
tlme. and develop your nerve, courage, confldonco and strength, too. 

READ THIS! 
Look nt tho picture of El Mar- quis de Guadalupe. Ilc's .13 ycars young. Ho attrlbutM his pcrfcct dcvelopmcnt to the Charles Atlas Course. What I 
have donc for the Marquis and fhousandii of others let me prove I can «In for you! l'm waillng to cive you New Health. Grcat Strength and a Pcrfcct Physique. So corne on. fellows, Ict's go! 

EVERY PUPIL RECEIVES MY PERSONAL ATTENTION 
Tho lessons arc propared to suit the partlcular condition of each pupll. 

El Marquis de Guada- lupe. Mexico City 

FREE 
"EVERLASTING HEALTH 

AND STRENGTH" 
Write for thls amnzinc Free Benk full nf ptetures nf men I hnre tralncd and ail information how to nare health and strenslh. Charles Atlas, Dept 231, 171 Madison Ave., New York City. 
 Mail the eoupon TODAY—NOW! — — 

CHARLES ATLAS 
"The World's Most Perfectly Developed Man" 
Dept. 231, 171 Madison Ave., New York City 

Dcar Sir: TMeasc send me your Bltr FREE Book 
"EVERLASTING HEALTH AND STRENGTH" by re- tum mail, wlthout coet or obligation. 
Nime   
Addrcss      
City   State   
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cmd ^50 loISO Weekly1 

You can do !t easlly If you wIII corao to my faraous^ N «rhool where in 12 wcoks you ran stop Into a hlRhly pald elertrlra! job paylng $00 to $150 a wcck and make good. 
LEARN ON REAL EQUIPMENT—NO BOOKS 

You vrork irlth expert instnictora on full siza molnrs. Ecneratore. batteries, Bwltcbboardj, arma- tures. and bouse wlrlng. 
NO EXPERIENCE OR EDUCATION NEEDEO It la easy to learn Electrlclty In my practlcal work fhop. No books to read. No dry tessons to learn. 
You learn by doing. No mnfter how strange Elec- trlclty la to you. 1 Raaranteo thaï, wben you gradu- 
ate you'II know electrlclty trom "A to '/•" and If you flnd you cannot AU a blg pay Job. l'II rcfnnd every penny. MAIL COUPON FOR KRKË BOUK 
AND SPECIAL LOW TU1TION OFFEU. J. H. McSweeny. Près. 

McSwceny Eleclrical Scboots 
Ocot. E-I7-R 1815 E. I4th St.. Clovolani. 0. or 2G3 Madlson St.. Memphls, Tenn. 

(Addross school nearest you) 
J. H. MeSWEENY. Près. McSweeny Electrleal Schools 
Dept. E-I7-R, 1815 E. 24th St. Clcveland, O..or 263 Madlson St. Mcmphis, Tcnn. 

Dear Mac: Send mo a copy of your blg free bnok on ELECTRICITE' ; also détails of romarUable tultlon offer. and radio cour&o. 
l NAMB .... 
■ ADDBESS 
• TOWN   STATE  

DRAW1NG COURSE 
The biggest value you ever 
saw advertised anywhcre. 

Havcn't you often wlahcd that youfeould drat? eartoooe. lllustraio some Idoa. sketch aorne prettj face. etc.7 You can do ail of theso thlngs. One of Amcrlca'8 most ùunoua Cortoonlsta and UluBtrators haa developcd a great, elraple synlcm for micoen In ail branches oî Commercial Art. Thto System revolutlonlzed the en tire theory of 
drawlng. It moans that drawtni* can be aa eaey for you aa wrltlng— much simplet than leamlng short-j hand. bookkeeplng or typewrltlng.1 

We are now placlng thls orfadnal System for leamlng Drawlng, Art and Cartoonlng. oon- . slstlng of 34 leœons wlth over 500 Illustra-J tlons, wlthln reach of every ono. if youl wlU dévots a fow houre cach week to thol Course WE ABSOLUTRLY OUARANTEBI that you will Icam to draw and draw wcll 1 beforo you have half flnlshed the Course. If we fall to make Uila clolm good we wlll refund every cent pald us. Bv cllmlnatlng a large office force for answerfng correspond-J ence. expcnslvo catalOCT. etc.. wc are cxxablod % to make a prlce of S2.98. the cheapeat prlcoj ever known for a hlgh-gnuic home study course. Learn to draw. It Isa blg no matter what ûeld you arc in, 4 
U you orner Uw Courir 
al once we wlll tacludr 

ilrawlna outnt, 
conslstlng ol anbi'i 
penclls. pens. paper, 
eraacre. thnmb «acte, etc., enabllng 7011 to îo to wort wltboat 

«ou.™. w artOltl.,,^! rewt LcdcrarSchoolof Drawing,Dcpt.2D0G,Chdttanooga,Tenn. 
Ordera outsldo tbe 0. 8. A. payable 53.28 casb wltb order. 

LEARN TELE6RAPHT 
Be an expert Morse WITH or Continental code operstor! BIO PAY— TELEPLEX TRAVEL — FUN — * ADVBNTURB. After a few short weeks of practlcal study wlth Trlo- plex you wlll be an cxiicrt operator. 
Thls amaxing Instrument tcaches you rlght In your own home. Works Ilke a phonograph. No knowledge needed—bcglnners Icam at oncel NOT A SCHOOL. Freo 10 days' 
trial. Write for FREE booklct N-ll. 
TELEPLEX C0., 72 Cortlandt Street. New York City 

Send No Money 
Just order the Course, and^f* aq on arrivai pay poetman4>/«î/0 plus a fcw cents postoge payment In full for the en tire Course and Drnwlng Outflt. If not cntlrely sattened. rotxim wlthln ftve days and we wlll RE- FUND MONEY. Addreas: 

FREE 
AVIATION 
Information 

Sond u» your namo and addraaa for full Infermaflen rocardlng Mo Aviation and Alrplano bualna&a. Flnd ou» aboui tha many groat •pporlunltla» now opan and how wa praparo you al bomo. ouHng aparo ttma. to quallty. Our nsw book "Opportunltlaa In tho Aie- plana Industry" alapaanl frea If you answor al onca. 
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION Dept. 142>. 3601 michic.n Ave. CHICAGO 

To be sure of getlins your copy each month. sub- 
scribe to Amazing Stories. $2.50 a ycar. Expéri- 
menter Publications, Inc., 3S1 Fourth Avenue, 
New York City. 

hopes that eventually wc shall publish some books 
based on the best stories wc have published, but 
this is still in the future. Wilh regard to making 
our magazine better for the future that ccrtainly 
is our constant effort, and wc think that perhaps 
you will comc to the conclusion that wc have suc- 
cceded in improving it in the past.—Epitor.) 

LIRES AND DISLIKES IN COOD 
-MEASURE 

Editer, Amazing Stories: 
The covcr picture of the September issue was 

very good. I hope you will have Mr. Wesso draw 
most, if not ail, of the pictures. Hc's the best of 
ail. 1 do not likc so many artîsts drawing for 
one magazine. 1 would like to see more full-page 
pictures as of old. X would rather see the litles 
over the first page of the stories instcad of partly 
over the pictures. I liked the old style of letters 
in the titlcs best. Amazing Stories as you have it 
now reminds me of a certain détective story maga- 
zine. I do nvl likc it. The stories are ail right. 
"The Red Péril," by Capt. S. P. Meck, U. S. A., 
was very good. "Oold Dust and Star Dust," by 
Cyril G. Wates, was second to it. Your line-up 
for the ncxt issue bas a good lisl of authors, and 
l'ra cxpccting a good Octobcr issue. When will 
the sequel to the "Skylark of Spacc" appear in 
Amazing Stories? I would likc to see "Tarrano 
the Conqueror" and "The Man on the Metcor" by 
Ray Cumraings appear in Amazing Stories. Do 
not change the name, as it is good enough. I am 
glad that you arc increasing the rcading material 
in Amazing Stories and 1 hope you will continue 
to do so. In the first issue you had 91 pages of 
rcading, not counting the full-page pictures. Now 
you have about 7S. Will you ever have as much 
aSainf Jack Darrow, 

4225 N. Spaulding Ave., Chicago, 111. 
(Mr. Wcsso is now doing very good work. Ile 

has assimilatcd our ideas and is a great accession 
to the paper. Wc rather like the idea of baving a 
number of artists. The sequel to "The Skylark 
of Spacc" will be given probably carly ncxt ycar. 
As for the coming issue, wc hope you will not be 
disappointed. Not only were the names good—wc 
believe the stories justified the hcralding. We are 
still working on further Improvcmcnts.—Editor.) 

A QUERY ABOUT INTERPLANETARY 
STORIES 

Editor, Amazing Stories: 
I have been rcading Amazing Stories for about 

a ycar and naturally want to visit your "Discus- 
sions Department." A fcw weeks ago I rcccived 
my copy of "The Vanguard of Venus," by Landell 
Bartlett. What did the Spanish girl mean (if she 
was Spanish) when she wrote on the note "india 
is safe"? Did she mcan that India alone amongst 
ail the other nations of the world is safe frora 
the slavcry of the Vencrians? That hardly seems 
possible. Anyway, that gives me some relief. 

Ncxt thing I want to know is why ail fiction 
wrilers déclaré that the inhabitants of Venus, 
Mars, Jupiter, Saturn and other planets bave a 
higher civilization and are more advanced in 
science than wc are, for cxamplc "Mcrnos," by 
L. C. Kellcnbcrgcr. 

By the way, I rccently bought the August issue. 
"Barton's Island" by Harl Vincent was an ex- 
ceptionally good story. It was the only story in 
which I was much interested. "Ont of the Void" 
by Lcslie F. Stonc was also a good iatorplanctary 
story, but I like stories of distant future better. 
I am sorry that your artist Paul does not draw 
the pictures for your magaainc. Will you give 
the name of your new artist? 

Why don't you reprint some of the best stories 
of E. R. Burroughs, S. A. Coblentz, D. H. Kellcr, 
E. Hamilton, II. Gernsback, H. Vincent, H. G. 
Wells, A. Merritt, F. Flagg, A. H. Verrill, 
Marius, E. E. Bell, C. Whitc, L. Senarens, G. P. 
Scrviss and P. F. Nowlan? 

Mangho Anandsing, 
Box 2096, Manila, P. I. 

(You will find in some of our stories about In- 
terplanctary life (life on the other planets of our 
system) that very disagrceablc attributes arc given 
to the inhabitants of these distant orbs. You will 
find the names of our différent artists printed in 
our magazine. We fccl that wc have some of 
rcally unique qualifies in their work of carrying 
out the ideas of science of ail kinds in their illustra- 
tions, something which it is not casy to find men 
to exécuté. As far as reprints arc conccrncd, wc 
have so many good original stories that we fccl 
that we have little roora for reprinting old oncs 
which are more or less accessible clscwhcrc.— 
Editor.) 
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NOTH1NG 
TO SELL 

To introducc tbe latest Hollywood 
fad wc will give away absolutcly 
FREE OF CHARGE, one thousand 
beautiful albums artistically bound 
in a handsome gold-embosscd covcr, 
containing a sélection of gorgeous 
reproductions, life-like portraits, 
cabinet size, with the actual fac- 
similés of the signatures of your 
favorite stars. We will give you one 
of thcsc absolutcly free. YOU 
SELL NOTHING. Just introduce 
this latest Hollywood fad to your 
friends and the album and portraits 
may be vours. Write today. We 
will send you information and por- 
trait FREE at once. 

STAR & STUDIO PICTURE CORP. 
1165 Broadway, Dept. A-l 
 New York, N. Y.  

EamMoreMoney 
as TraSSic Manager 

Are you anxloua to eam real money—$3.000. $5,000, 
$7,500, $10,000 a year. and even better? Then become 
an efficient Traffic Manager. Learn In your apare 
time todoquickly. accurately and acientifically what 
the untrained traffic man can do only slowly and wlth 
many blunders—learn the whya and wherefores of 
routes, classifications, rates, procédure before the 
I. C. C., thèse and many another accomplishment that 
marks the différence between the plugger and the apeclalUt. Find ont today about LaSalIc home-«tudy train- 
ing In Traffic Management —how »t won for Walter Baker tho chairmanship of the traffic group of the Retail Trado 
Board of Boston; how It enabled JohnR. Mecka.of Sbeffield. Ala., to Increase hia Incomo more than 600 per cent; how it helped Samuel Moss. Jr., bill clork at $66 a month. to organ- Ixe an independent traffic bureau ylelding him better than $10,000 a year. Low coat; easy ternis. Send for Ot-page 
book. "Opportun!tiea m Traffic ManngeInent.,• It'a FREE. 
LcSalIe Extension Uoircrsity, Oept. 1464-1, Chicago 

LEARN fte BANJO 

underHARRYRESER 
the Worlds GreatestBanjoist .• 'f , 

The Famoua leader of the Wldcly Broadcasted 
CLICQUOT CLUB ESKIMOS offora ma amaiingly almpla Banjo Cnuroo by mail which anyono can manfr at homa in a t"w apara houra. Poaitiona, fimrerinc and ehnrda Ihoroughly illiiatraUd and oinUincd. StndrnU and l'rofra- aïonala haartily anrlorac thia mathod. Coala only law tenu a day. Spécial Banioa for Studanla. 

BE POPULAR—MAKE MONEY At homa. partiaa, or «aak-end Batherinc. Iha banjo player has many friands. Alao, the banjo la aaaan- ti-»l in ths daoca orchaatra of today. Banjoiata inaka hic mooay. Laarn mora about thia ineapanaiva 
Send for FREE ILLUSTRATEO BOOKLET 

Harry Rosor 
radio enter- talner. phono- graph artist. Ténor Banjo teachcr, or- chestra leader, composer of banjo muslc, 
guarantees succcss or mon- ey back. 

Harry Rcser's International Banjo Studio No. 32 148 Weat 46th Stroet. New*ferkl N. Y.' 

Your NO SE 
Imrroro your appetrsnco wlth lh§ 
ANITA Noso Adlusler. Shapoj flosh 
«nd cartiUce—qulcbly. aatoly «nd 
palnlessly, whll» you «leop. BaralU 
oro lastinz. Doctors pralso 1t. 68.000 
users. Write for SO-Dav Trial Offer 

 end FREE BOOKLET. . ^ . ANITA INSTITUTE. 149 Anlla Bld,.. Newerk. H. I. 

RADIO BARCAINS/ 
Brand now 7 iubo A. C. chassia. Euaranleecl $29.75 
Short Wave 1 tube sets   4.75 
Uaod 5 tube radios as low aa   9.90 
Power Tranaformers and Condenser Blocks at extremely 
low prlcea. Sond for batzaln liât of sou. aceotaorlea 
and paru. CHAS. HOODWIN CO. 
4240 Lincoln Ave. Dept. A-3, Chicago 
DEALERS IN BANKRVPT RADIO STOCKS 
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C&LLO 
Hadio Consoles 

W 

Model R61 

A beauliful Walnut Cabinet with eliding 
doora of matched Bail Walnul and ac- 
lected Japanese A eh sidepanel overlay». 
Accommodâtes Buckinpham. Crosley, 
Atwater Kent, Fada, Sparlon and ail 
standard receivers. Ample space for 
Receiver, Speaker, etc. 
Write loday for Free illnstrated folder of 
ail new styles, including Phono ■ Radio 
Combination Consoles. 

EXCELLO PRODUCTS CORPORATION 
4832 West 16th St., Cicero, Illinois 

"Dependable 'B' Battery Power" 
Non-Dcstriictivc, Rc-chargcable, Edison Elément 
Batteries for Long and Short Wave Receivers. 
100 volt. $12.00; 140, $17.00; 180. $24.00. Priées 
includc dry TRICKLE CHARGER. Ali batteries 
shipped dry with solution. S end no moncy, pay 
expressman. Also ''B" and "A" Battery OutfUs 
operating frora 32-volt Systems. 

' ' ■■ / ^ -r v ; ; 

®; ;"Ô 'Si 
-, . | j1 r -r-jT i 

Write for otir interestinR booklet. See Jay 
Battery Co.. 911 Brook Ave., N. Y. C. 

1 Positively Guaranlee 
to Inrrease ynur arms one-half Inch in slzo, chcst one full Inch. 
strensOh 25%. hcalth. 100% In one woek'* tlino, by followlnR ray instructions ami i:sln^ my exer- clser 10 minutes mnrnlncA and at 
nlcht. Send $1 for complété course and cxerclscrs. Satisfaction guar- autecil or SI refunded. 

PROF. J. A. DRYER 
Box 1850-F. Chicago, 111. 

h 

«■BOOK. 
KTHV/ttNDH 
tilitaïll 

^/sBOOKfO^ 
Am&zo and Mystify Your Friendsl 

Kam money at Clubs and Partioa. No aklll renulred It's casy. "Tha liook of 1000 Wonders" toits how and tearhos you many atartllnif trlcka of Magic. Also contaln» a complets calalog. Sond 10c. loday. 
LYLE DOUGLAS 

Station A-9 Dallas. Taxas 

AMAZING STORIES 

AN ADMIRER OF A. HYATT VERRILL'S 
STORIES. NAMES OF SOME FAVORITE 

STORIES 
E dit or, Amazing Stories: 

Having just corne upon the criticism by Mr. 
Ladig in your August issue, which concerns your 
excellent conlributor, A. ilyatt Verrill, we feel 
that wc œust come lo the défense of our favorite 
author. 

Mr. Ladig slates that "The World of Giant 
Ants" holds no appeal for him because it is not 
based on facls. Sincc this story is but a treatisc 
on the habits of ants, presented in the most absorb- 
ing manner possible, wc concludc that Mr. Ver- 
rilTs method of merely enlarging their physical 
appearancc, makes the story, in the critic's estima- 
tion. unfit for your publication. By "facts" wc 
concludc that Mr. Ladig mcans litcral records of 
truc events. Thcreforc, wc advise him to scan 
the contents of a phyaics textbook, for that is the 
type of fiction he c raves. 

"The World of Giant Ants" is the finest 
achicvcmcnt in Amazing Stories' long list of 
succcsscs. Mr. VerriU's handling of a subject 
which holds no interest in its original form for 
the average rcader, has undeniably crcalcil a 
mastcrpiecc. Wc wcrc complctcly absorbed from 
the opening sentence to the last word. A fier com- 
plcting this narrative, we fclt that, unlike other 
scientific fiction, we had gainetl a lasting knowledge 
of the subject, which was Mr. VerriU's chief aim; 
hesides, we gol a thorough enjoyment from the 
story itsclf, and are cagcrly awaiting Mr. VerriU's 
next endeavor. 

Anothcr story we wish to praisc to the skies is 
"The Sunken World" by Stanlon Coblentz. The 
fine idcalism of the author was reflected through- 
ont, and apart from the scientific élément in the 
story, wc feel that a great many peoplc would do 
well to compare the perfection attained by this 
mylhical world with our supposedly civilizcd statc. 

"The Space Bcndcr," "The Murgatroyd Expcri- 
ment." "The Red Péril," "The Yeast Mcn," "The 
War of the Worlds," "The Time Machine," "Into 
the Grccn Prism" and "King of Monkey Men" 
werc other outstanding stories. 

Some of your stories end too abruptly and spoil 
the efTcct. In other instances, the plot of the 
story is submerged beneath an abundnnce of tech- 
nical détails after a good heginning. Howcvcr, wc 
suppose that a writer of scicntifiction cannot he 
giflcd with thèse other qunlities in addition to his 
technical knowledge. Thcreforc, when such 
authors as A. Hyatt Verrill, H. G. Wells, Stanton 
Coblentz and Dr. David H. Relier are found to 
possess ail of the désirable qualifies, wc arc anxious 
to sec them represented in every issue. 

Wc wish Amazing Stories and its contributors 
continucd succcss. 

B. Herbert Grcenhouse, 
George I. Lcvitus. 

(Our readers will find that Mr. VerriU's story 
about the large ants is really a deep study in ento- 
mology and an attempt to dissect the character of 
diJTerent kinds of ants. for the time has now corne 
when we really have to assign to thèse wonderful 
insects a character of their own. If oun authors 
wcrc to he pinned down to plain, dull facts, their 
work would bc as dull as the subjccts. Wc must 
allow imagination its full sway and we must re- 
mcmher that imagination has donc a great dcal 
for natural science. Mr. Verrill. wc admit, is in- 
clincd to give a very free reign lo his imagination, 
but the charm of his stories consists in their com- 
binations of literary qualities with his knowledge 
of science, espccially of archeology, cntomology, 
and ethnology, and wc shall have a great dcal 
from his pcn. Dr. Relier and Mr. Coblentz we 
regard as authors on our staff. Mr. Wells wc have 
not used rccently because wc have so many good 
stories on hand, which are entircly original, that 
wc dislike using reprints, to any great extent for 
the présent.—Editok.) 

THE AMENDE HONORABLE 
Editor, Amazing Stories: 

Wish to rctract a criticism of one of your artists 
sent to the Quarterly some time back. Artist 
Briggs obviously is familiar with scicntihc appa- 
ratus. I made the error of basing my criticism 
solcly on one picture. AU due apology to Mr. 
Briggs. 

Burrie Cunningham, 
Springer, New Mexico. 

(We are sure that Mr. Briggs will appreciate 
this lettcr. Wc think that he has donc very well 
indeed with the représentations of scientific appa- 
ratus which forms an important part of our pic- 
turcs.—Editor.) 
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He Lefî His 

Calling Card 

•—Telltale Finger Printsl 

Three bloody finger prints on the cash régis- 
ter! He might as well have left his calling 
card—his doom was already writlen! These 
silent witnesses told the story—identified him 
—convicled him! Mail coupon below and get 
this gripping story FREE. with 12 others just 
as excitingl 

13 True Détective 

Stories-FREE! 
Gripping Mysteriesl Grucsome Tragédies! 
Daring Deeds! Hair-Raising Climaxcs! Every 
story wUl thrill you—grip you! 
Think o£ it! Real Secret Service Operatora 
give you "inside dope" on real crime casea 
and how they won handsome rewards! These 
stories are YOURS FREE! —if you act quickl 
Mail the coupon NOW! 

$2500-10,000 Year 

Finger Print Experts solved every one of 
these weird. blood-curdling crimes! Finger 
Print Experts gathered in the great big re- 

"s! Every day more and more trained 
men are needed. New Bureaus of Identifica- 
tion. new positions are opening up ail the 
time. The field is uncrowded! Opportunities 
are unlimitedl 

TheKnockof f 

Opportunity • 
fs tho knock of tho postman ma he brlnga thfa book, "Finger Prînta," to you. It bringn you fasclnatius? truo dctoctlve atoriea—it tolls you how YOU can ho- coine a Finger Frfnt Expert qulckly and easlly. Write for FHEE copy of confidential report operator No. 88 madd to Uib Cblef. 
YOU can learn Finger Print Identlflcation «aally. In a «hort time—in your h pore timo—at homet YOU can make I2S0O to S10.000 a yoar as a Finger Print Expert. Flnd out how you can enter thla moet thnlling. adventureeomo profoasIon and maka big money faatl 
Institnte of Applied Science 
1920 Sunnyslde Ave., Deptl l-9IChlcago,IlL 

Mail This AW^for Free Book 
Institnte of Applied Science, Dept. 11-91 

1920 Snnnyside Ave-, Chicago, m. 
Without any obligation whalover. aond me ypor now fully illnotratod.TP.EE book of authontie dotcctlvo talea. "Fingor Prints"; aloo fnll partlcalari aboot your Low Prices and Easy Terme. 

Nam*.. 
■ Addrtsa — 
■ City and Stat*.. 
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WIN QUICK POPULARITY 
PLAY THE TENOR BANJO! 
•' t NBVER could flpnro wby ail the glrls turnod me .1 down unlil .Tint Kcld naid to me, 'Bob, you're a 
nit-e cbap—but you're "dcad." Why don't you "ppp 
up" ? Aou'U never get anywhfro the wuy you are now !' 

"Jim was rigbt. But what could 1 do about It? 
Thon I now an ad—'My Banjo Made Me Popular 
Ovc r Night.' lien' was my big chance. I sent for dé- tails . . . and well  

"In nlmost no tlme, it seeras, I was ablo to play 
even the most difllcult pièces. I took my banjo to 
our next party. C'Iassical tunes. Jaz», 'bot numbers," they came as easy as rolling off a log. Thut uight 
âtarted me towards populanty—and bas won me a 
botter Job and the sweetest girl in the world." Do 
you want to be popular—to win qulck eucccss and 
make money on the ride? Takc your first stop by 
sending todny, now. for détails as to how you ean 
Ira m to play the ténor banjo at home—easlly— 
QLTCKLY ! 

TENOR BANJO STUDIOS 
Dept. D-Z02 9th Floor Woolworth Bldg. 

New York City 

Batld Thla Model Alrplanc 
TOURSELr 

EXACT EKl'lUA 
BELLANCA 

3-ft. model 
Columbia" 

FUI.I- SIZB PI.AN WITH INSTRUCTIONS Complété Materials for Asscmbly. Ciuaranteed fo Fly. 
Scnd for your copy of our &6-pagG booklot 
dcscriblng 24 flying modcls and complote llno 
of parts for model builders. 
Thia booklot la malled to you upon recelpt of 10c. 
Your dealer can supply you. if not order direct. 

U. S. MODFI. A1RCRAFT CORP. 
397 Bridge .St. Dept. A Brooklyn. N. Y. 

NEW SCIENTIFIC WONDEB 
fKTÇuSX 

iUf.u.8P%ior 

3-25c BIG FUN 
D n Y S I0" "Pparonlly sco thru Clolhcs. Wood. Slonc, «ny object. Sm noues tn Flesh. FREE—PKG. RADIO PICTURE FILMS.Takes plcturu without eamcia. "You'll llk. '«m." I pkq. en. Z5e order. MARVEL MFG. CD.. Dept. 83. NEW HAVEN. Cenn. 

G E A R S 
In stock—immédiate delivery 
Grars. specd redurera, sprorkets, thrust bcaringa, flrxiblo eoupllnga, 
pullrys, etc. A romplelo line is carrlwl In our Chirago slork. Can 
also quote on spécial cears of any klnd. Scnd us your blue-prints and inquirica. Write for Calalog No. 40 

Chicago Stock Gear Works 
769-773 W. Jackson BUd., Chkascjll. 

Learn Public 
Speaking 

In spare tlmo—20 minutes h mt»© atajre- friehl." nin a^f- At hnm Orerfomo „ _ ___ _   Confl«J«Dre. Inrrn—■ jrotir BilRry. a.way otbara by «Q 

INTERPLANETARY STORIES. THE NAME 
AMAZING STORIES APPROVED OF 

Editor, Amazing Stories: 
I have bcen a reader of your "wonderful maga- 

zinc" for one ycar, and think it is about time I 
woke up and gave you a pièce of my mind. Whal 
your magazine lacks is another interplanctary 
story to each issue. In rcading your "Discus- 
sions" I have seen wherc some readers want you 
to change your, or rallier "our magazine's" narae. 
I think it is ail right as it is. The name of our 
magazine is Amazing Stories, but I don't see 
anything amazing in some of the slorics you print 
in it. Keep it up to its narac and print something 
amazing. 

Now about some stories; the best story I ever 
rcad was "The Skyiark of Spacc." One par- 
licular story I did not likc was "The English at 
the North Pôle." It docs not hclong in our 
magazine at ail. Some of your stories do not 
end right, such as "Sara Graves' Cravily NuIIi- 
ficr." You should go on with the story and tell 
us what it was used for and if it was a succcss 
or not. 

Some time ago you promiscd to publish a sequel 
to "The Skyiark of Spacc." 1 don't see it 
coming. After ail thèse brickbats I think you 
deserve at least one bouquet. 

Of ail the magazines I ever read (and I have 
read a great many), Amazing Stories stands out 
as distinctiy as the Woolworth Building would 
stand out on the Sahara Désert. 

Anthony DcFusca, 
625 Bainhridge St., Philadelphia, Fa. 

(Uudoubtcdly it is not easy to have ail our 
stories amazing, but as long as you call it "our 
magazine" wc will fccl that it bas a good friend 
in you. As editors we cannot hclp feeiing a 
Personal relation with its readers, and from that 
standpoint we are most désirons to pleasc them, 
and we fec! that wc can flatter ourselves by feei- 
ing that we arc pleasing many readers like your- 
scif. The sequel to "The Skyiark of Space," bas 
heen promised us by the end of *this ycar. The 
bouquet you fling is most acceptable, and is ap- 
prcciated by us.—Editor.) 

A MERE GIRL WRITES US A LETTER, 
AND A GOOD ONE 

Editor, Amazing Stories: 
This is another ictter from a mere girl. I am 

seventeen years old, and have heen rcading 
Amazing Stories for about a ycar. fil say thcy're 
great. What we want is more intcrplanetarian 
stories and iess détective stories. I think that 
most of the olher girls will agree with me in that 
respect. By intcrplanetarian stories I mean the 
oncs likc "The Skyiark of Space," "The Second 
Swarra," "The Moon Men," and the story that you 
published in your latest Quarterly, ''Venue 
Libcratcd." 

Speaking of "Venus Liberated," I do not see 
that it is possible to exchange thoughts as the 
Vencrians did with the terrestrials. It is my 
opinion that only pictures would come from such 
an intercourse instead of words. Another thing 
that I have to criticize in the story is that the 
author made a fcw errors in the astronoray of it. 
If the satellite in the picture, Kellos, was siluatcd 
at the distance of 1,000,000 miles as stated, it 
would not have iasted one révolution. Instead. il 
would have fallcn into the sun. 1 do not know at 
what distance the sun's attraction bccomes greater 
than that of Venus, but I do know that it is around 
400,000 miles. 

Apparently, Harl Vincent is ignorant of the 
fact that the finding of a planct or satellite by 
nialhematics bas heen accomplishcd only once; in 
the case of Neptune. Stili, the old professer 
Timkcn, after a few hours' work. had not only 
found that satellite, but had actually seen it. In 
several olher places in the story there arc other 
mistakes like thèse. Plcase try and correct them. 

It might interest you to know that I have 
houghl a three-inch telescopc since I first becarae 
interested in astronomy through Amazing Stories. 

Barbara Baldwin, 
566 Collège Ave-, S. E., Grand Rapids, Mich. 

(You are pretty safe in coneluding that ncilhcr 
words nor pictures will ever go "on the ether" 
helween the carth and Venus. Harl Vincent is a 
scientist of réputation and was quite juslified in 
having the astronomer in hîs story make an 
astonishing calculation. He is not tied down to 
Levcrrier. Besides, as the author says, "Prof. 
Timkin was a clever fellow." It will interest you 
to know that you are not the only one of our 
readers who bas started in practical astronomy. 
Personally, we think that Kellos was safe enough 
for a romance or taie of fiction.—Editor.) 

What Made Mis 

Hair Grow? 

Read His Letter for the Answer 

"Two years ago 
I was bald ail ovor 
the top of the 
head. 

"I fclt ashamed for pcople to soo 
my head. I trled 

- s to overcomc this 
Btl I rcraalned 1 ,1 bald untll I used 1 /// Kotalko. 

Cl j Jy ^ J "New hair came 
almost Immedi- 
ately and kept on 
growlng. In a 
short tlme I had 
a splendld head of hair. whloh has 
been perfect ever 
since—and no re- 
turn of the bald- 
ness." 

This statement is by Mr. H. A. Wlid. Ho 
is but one of those who voluntarlly attest 
Kotalko has stopped falltng hair. ellminated 
dandruff or alded new, luxuriant hair growth. 
KOTALKO 1s sold by busy druggiats overy- where. 

FREE TRIAL BOX 
To prov© the ©fBclency of Kotalko for men'n, 

womeo'N and chiîdrcn's hair. the produccrs are 
Slvlner Proof Boxes. Use coupon, or wrlte to 
KOTAL CO., A-531, Station O, New York 

Plcaso scnd me FREE Proof Box of KO- 
TALKO. Name   
Addresa   
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What Would Happeti If 

A ligantic tube were built through th* 
ctnter o/ the earth—lollowed by a mighty 
pan-hemispheric warl 

THE 

EARTH TUBE 

By Gawain Edwards 
Undulal—a new metallic substance 
—is used by the Asiatic peuples to 
build a tube through the center of 
the earth. A young scientist and a 
girl seek to destroy this substance 
and save our civilization. Their ad- 
ventures in the great métal city of 
the enemy make one of the most 
thrilling, amazing mystery-adventure 
stories ever written. $2.00. 

At AU Booksellers 

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY 
35 West 32d Street, New York 

KowioGettheMostOitâoF 
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yital aubjecta beretofore not senerally dla- ouaaed in print. Bndoraad by tnen'ê phyaiciant. Axid edited to meet a long-felt need. 
No bopk can poealbly be as satlsfaotory. 
COT THIS OUT, aeodwftbi SI DOW for 6 mo. trial sub. wltb 6 b(* back nombera be-, 

or monor promptly rofunded.i No cbance to loeel 
Locoma Pub. Co. 

YOVNO MEN interested in themsclves 
muat not mias the above offer. 

Llke a Uanl kln. It torn bo b o m isa of 

p^03 lu.I 
nce o yo A G 

YOU can eam Rood monev m spare lime a t 
home «Leplay carde. No eelling or 
canvaenns. We instruct you, funiieh com- 

leto outlit aod eupply you with work. 
rite Co-day for freo booklct. 

Th® MENHENITT COMPANY Limited 
248 Dominino Bidg.. Toronto. Ont. 

WIIEN your splrit craves 
some rip-roaring stories of he- 
man adventure. just ask your 

ncwsdealer for the NEW 
BR1EF STORIES 

America's Greatest Adventure 
Stories by America's Greatest 

Writers 

LONGER STORIES WITH MORE ADVEN- 
TURE DESIRED. THE OLD QUESTION 

OF TWO ISSUES A MONTH 

Editor, Amazino Stories: 
I started reading your magazine about four years 

ago and up to now I bave had every issue. I 
would like to say a few things about the magazine. 
In some of your issues your stories are too short, 
as soon as you get interested in a story, it ends. 
For instance in your July issue, I may cite "The 
Space Hermit." There wcre really no advenlures 
in it. Could you not bave had them go some- 
where instead of just wandering around? The 
author could bave had them go to some Planet 
and bave some adventures there before cnding 
the story. Myself, I like rather long stories. I 
don't know about your othcr rcaders. How about 
more interplanetary stories? They are the best 
varicty of story I bave ever read. 

The "Skylark of Space" was the best inter- 
planetary story I bave ever read. How about 
some more like that from Smith & Garby? They 
bave the right stuff. I also like some of those 
stories you publish about trips and adventures in 
the future; let's bave more of those, too. 

Here's a thing that bas been asked for quite 
a lot, and that is, to put two issues a month out 
instead of one. It feels like a year in bctween 
each issue as you have it now, instead of a month. 
You should also have a better grade of paper in 
your magazine, and Icave the cover of it the 
same. 

I like it the way it is. 
W. Higgs, 

501 33rd St. W, Saskatoon, 
Sask-, Canada 

(When our magazine was started some of the 
nurabers contained very few stories. It was at 
once recognized that this was a defect, and now 
we give more. What we try to do is to give one 
rather long story and thcn fill up with othcrs 
which are shorter. You will find that some of the 
O. Henry stories which were widely celcbrated 
were extremely short. We think you will always 
have plenly of interplanetary stories. The trouble 
with them is that they inevitably develop im* 
possibilities ; that bas to be submitted to, because 
they have excellent science also. We are very 
glad to get your approval of our cover. We are 
giving great attention to the designs and we are 
sure you will continue to like them. Two issues 
a month we fear would be too many for some 
readers.—Editor.) 

OUR YOUNGER CRITICS. THEIR OPIN- 
IONS ARE DESIRED BY THE EDITORS 

Editor, Amazing Stories: 
This is my first attempt to make myself and i*y 

opinion heard in Discussions. I probably would 
not bave written this had it not been for the fact 
that I cbanced to s ce what seems a very unjust 
letter denouncing criticism from immature 
youths. I myself am seventeen and feel quite 
sure that no small percentage of your readers are 
of about the same âge, because who, aftcr ail, are 
the inventors and explorers of lomorrow if not the 
youth of today, and so, who bas a better right to 
take advantage of such a wonderful departraenl as 
your "Discussions" coluran. 

With such a magazine as Amazing Stories a 
department such as this is indispensable, for where 
else is one to let off steam from the hours of 
thinking and dreaming which your magazine pro- 
vokes? 

Undoubtcdly you think by this time that I have 
a colossal nerve to Write a letter in such a tone, 
but I assure you it is not mcant as a sarcastic or 
dictatorial one, but just as a slight protest from a 
youth, for after ail, youth must be served. 

Walter Faust, 
181 Wyckoff Avenue, 

Brooklyn, N. Y. 

(We wish that we knew what letter you refer to. 
We présumé it is Mr. Vernon's contribution. Cer- 
tainly we desire criticisms from immature youths, 
because they are our readers to a very large ex- 
teht, and it is they, as well as the adults, whora 
we wish to please. Write to "Discussions" as 
often as you wish, and we will be dclighted to 
give your letters full attention. But we do de- 
noimce unjust criticisms from young or old, 
because we are doing our best to give you a thor- 
oughly good magazine and our list of autbors is 
such that there is no reason why you should not 
be getting the best.—Editor.) 
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^HERE have been so many détective novels published in the past 
few years that to find one both exceedingly well written and 
startlingly différent is a distinct surprise. 

"The Van Norton Murders," by Charles Reed Jones, combines both 
these qualities in a swift-moving and refreshing pace. The author, you 

may recall, also wrote "The King Murder," Dutton's Book of the Month 
for April, which called forth columns of praise from the nation's critlcs, 

because of its novel reasoning and unusual plot development. 

In "The Van Norton Murders" the plot evolves around a wealthy Long 
Island family which is rapidly being killed off in spite of ail the police 

can do. It seems évident that it isn't an outside job, yet no trace of 
suspicion can be pinned on anyone in the whole household. 

One of the détectives in the story, however, tells you that he knows the 
murderer, and that you can figure it ail out yourself if you have read the 

story carefully up to this point (and you actually can). You'll probably 
find that from the moment you turn the first page you will be so completely 

enveloped in the problem before you that the wee early hours of the 
morning will still find you gripping the arms of your chair in tensed 

fascination. 

"Yount Peler's 
been shot in bis 

room. They had 
to break the door 

down to get in to 
him. He was dead 

when they got 
Ihere." 

AND THE COMPLETE PRICE IS ACTUALLY ONLY 25c 

Moreover, the publishers have gone and brought the novel within reach of 
everybody by enabling you to buy it complété for only 25c at ail newsstands. 

Simply ask your newsdealer for the January Complété Détective Novel. 
(There will be a new one at your newsstand every month.) If he is 
already sold out, send 25c in stamps or coin to 

THE MACKINNON-FLY PUBLICATIONS, INC. 
381 FOURTH AVENUE. NEW YORK, N. Y. 

"I hnow damn well 
he didn'l shoot 

himselj, because I 
tiever heard of a 

guy shooting him- 
sell in the bach, 

but the door was 
loched." 
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A LETTER OF VARIED COMMENT 
Editer, Amazing Stobifs: 

At last I ara taking the liberty of contributing to 
the "Discussions" Department of my favorite 
magazine, the pionecr of scientifiction. It was the 
first édition of the Amazing Stories Qdabterly 
which attracted my attention originally. and "The 
Moonof Doom"madcmeaconstantreader. I haven't 
missed a story since, and even obtained copies as 
far back as August, 1927, but bave not come across 
a story to surpass it, altbougb many equal it. 
I would be out of order if I did not remark on the 
name of the magazine I bave come to look forward 
to each month. In my opinion, which is probably 
worthlcss, the name Amazing Stories is in no 
way descriptive of the contents of the magazine, 
which arc of an entertaining scientific nature. l'm 
sticking by Amazing Stories to the finish, which 
termination 1 hope will never come about I bave 
always considered Mrs. Clare Winger Harris 
deserving of the highest praise for her originality, 
but I find the "Diabolical Drug" to be nolhing but 
a combination of Wells' "The New Accelerator," 
and Starzl's "Out of the Sub-Universe." How- 
ever, I enjoyed Mrs. Harris' treatraent of the 
tbeme much more than that in Wells' story. 
"Bclow the Infra Red" was an outstanding piece 
of scientific literature in fiction form, as were also 
"The Sixlh Glacier," "The Sunken World," and 
"Ten Million Miles Sunward." As I rcad your 
magazine more for entertaining instruction than 
for scientific research, 1 will not deign to prove 
or disprove any théories contained in these stories. 
What's the matter with ail the readers of the 
"Vanguard of Venus"? I have only read one 
comment on this unusually fine story so far, and I 
think this an injustice to the aulhor. Let's have 
more stories from the pen of Mr. Bartlett. Please 
disregard the pleas of the semi-monthly fanatics, 
as the Quarterly fills the gap in ciccellcntly. 

George Bowring, 
339 Newland St., Los Angeles, Calif. 

(The éditorial staff, with the exception of one 
member. bas not been changed. The "Discussions" 
column is being laken care of by the same editor 
who has always had it in charge. Mrs. Harris, 
who is a favorite of ours, will be very much 
pleased when she secs how highly you estiraate her 
work; we helieve that we were her discovcrer.— 
Editor.) 

A CORRESPONDENT WHO HAS EN- 
JOYED EVERY STORY WE HAVE 

PUBLISHED 
Editor, Amazing Stories: 

I have purchased copies of the monthly, 
Quarterly and Annual over since their birtb. 
I can honestly say that I have enjoyed every 
story in the above raentioned magazines, especially 
the monthly. 

The authors I like best are Jules Verne, Dr. 
M. J. Breuer and H. G. Wells. In your July 
issue of the monthly in the story of "The Space 
Hermit" your arlist, Paul, has drawn a picture 
showing the propeller of the plane to be abso- 
lutely motionless, while in the story it is sup- 
posed to be running at 1200 révolutions per min- 
ute. 

Robert Margolis, 
214 Rutledge St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

(Of the authors you mention as your favorites, 
Jules Verne and H. G. Wells have been objeeled to 
by very many. We consider that you are in the 
right and that they are among the best, but the 
magazine of course is designed to please every- 
body and that makes a letter like yours most ac- 
ceptable. We arc sorry about the propeller of 
the plane acting so badly. We'U have to suppose 
that the hermit was taking a glide. The maga- 
zines you ask about have no connection with us.— 
Editor.) 

A BRICKBAT FROM AN APPRECIATIVE 
READER 

Editor. Amazing Stories: 
I have been an ardent reader of Amazing 

Stories ever since I read my first copy, which was 
over a year ago. I enjoy your interplanetary 
stories and stories of the distant future very much 
and would wclcome more of thein to your pages. 
A fcw of the stories you publish mar rather than 
aid your magazine if you are to publish stories 
entirely of the Scientific class. Among these is 
Bob Olsen's story, "The Supcrperfect Bride." 
This story has no scientific strain whatsoever in it. 
and has no business in a magazine the type and 
quality of Amazing Stories. "The Evolutionary 
Monstrosity" is a disgusting piece of literature, 
if you would consider it literature at ail. Besides 
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unless placed by an accreditcd advertising agency. Advertisemenis 

for less lhan 10 words not acccptcd. 
EXPERIMENTER PUBLICATIONS, Inc. 

381 Fourth Avenue New York City 

AGENTS WANTED 
YOU ARE WANTED TO RESILVER 

MIRRORS AT HOME. Immense profits plating 
autoparts, tableware, etc. Write for information. 
SRRXNKLE, Plater, 815 Marion. Indiana. 

ASTROLOGICAL 

ASTROI.OGY—Learn what the Stars prcdicl 
for 1930. Will you bc lucky? Will you win in 
love? Will your inveslmenls prove profitable? 
Would a change in occupation give you a larger 
salary? Our Spécial 15-Pagc Astrological Read- 
ing gives prédictions—montb by month—with exact 
days, dates and happenings for 1930 bascd on your 
Sign of the Zodiac. Consult it before making any 
change in home or business atfairs, signing papers, 
love, courtship, marriage, employment, travel, 
spéculation, bealth, accidents; "lucky days." etc. 
Send exact birlhdate with $1.00 for complété 
reading. Franklin Publishing Company, 800 
North Clark Street, Dept. 212, Chicago. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

FREE ROOK. Start Little Mail Order Busi- 
ness. Hadwil, 5a-74 Cortlandt Street, N. Y. 

Amateur Cartoonist. Sell your cartoon. New 
plan. Smith's Service, Exll94 Wenatchec, Wash. 

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES 

Used Correspondence School courses sold on re- 
Îurchase basis. Also rented and exchanged. 

loney-back guarantec: Catalog free. (Courses 
bought.) Lee Mountain, Pisgah, Alabama. 

DETECTIVES 

Détectives. Work home or travel. Expérience 
unnecessary. Particulars free. Write George 
Wagner, 2190 Broadway, N. Y. 

HELP WANTED AND INSTRUCTION 

Be a Détective—Rigeest paying work; every- 
where. Write National Headqoarlers, 169 East 
83rd, New York. 

Wanted Immediately, Men-Women, 18-55, quali- 
fy at once for Permanent Government Positions, 
$105-$250 month; expérience not required; vaca- 
tions with full pay; common éducation. Write, 
Instruction Bureau, 271, St. Louis, Mo., today. 

Dissatisfied working for somebody else? Want 
your own business? Want to be your own boss? 
Start a distributing bureau. Easy. Profitable. 
Immediately. No selling. No expérience. Op- 
portunities everywhere. Complété instructions one 
dollar. Particulars free. Wagner, Box 457, Palo 
Alto, California. 

HOW TO ENTERTAIN 
Plays, musical comcdies and revues, minstrcls, 

comedy and talking songs, blackface skits, vaude- 
ville acls, monologs, dialogs, recitations, entertain- 
ments, juvénile plays and songs, musical rcadings, 
make-up goods. Catalog free. T. S. Dcnison & 
Co-, 623 So. Wabash. Dept. 20. Chicago. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Gigantic Mail: Send me 25c (coin or stamps) 

for one pound of mail. Ted Armour, 136 East 
28th St., New York. 

Movies Graf Zeppelin Flight. Caméras. Book- 
let 10c. John J. Young, General P. O., Box 28, 
New York City. 

Movie Caméra $16.50. 250 ft. films $1.00. 
Powers Projector $40.00. No-Wat-Ka, 195 Broad- 
way, Paterson, N. J. 

MOTORCYCLES 
Motorcycles, Outboard Motors, New, Used, 

Rargains. Easy Terms. Catalog free. Clymer, 
Dcnvcr, Colorado. 

OLD MONEY WANTED 
Old Money Wanted. Will pay Fifty Dollars 

for nickel of 1913 with Liberty head. (No Buf- 
falo.) We pay cash premiuras for ail rare coins. 
Send 4c for Large Coin Foldcr. May mcan much 
profit to you. Numisraatic Co-, Dept. 151, Ft. 
Wortb, Tex. 

PERSONAL 
Let me read your character from your hand- 

writing. Sample reading 12c. Grapbologist, 
2309-JQ, Lawrence, Tolcdo, O. 

PRINTING OUTFITS AND SUPPLIES 
Complété printing outfits, presses, type, ink, 

paper supplies. Write for catalog. Kelsey Co., 
G-67, Mcriden, Conn. 

SONGWRITERS 
SONG POEM WRITERS: "Real" Proposi- 

tion. Hibbler, D-191, 2104 N. Keyslonc, Chicago. 
Song Poels, Investigate, Horton, 118 Sixth 

St. S. E., Washington, D. C. 
SONGWRITERS: Reliable Proposition. Free. 

Write Macdonald's Song Service Bureau, 42 
Keenan St., Watertown, Mass. 

STAMPS 
300-300-300! Ail différent stamps (Caf. over 

$6.00); 300 Hinges; 5 approval sheets; duplicatc 
stamp album; perforation gauge; millimeter scale 
and ruler to approval applicants only for 20c. 
Edgewood Stamp Co., Dept. C, Milford, Comi. 

other things, ils science is lame in more than one 
particular. Evolution is determincd by natural 
sélection, struggle for existence and the survival 
of the fittest. It can not be accomplished by one 
indlvidual in a short space of time; it must take 
the lives of hundreds of générations and vast 
arcas of time to bring about as complété a change 
of internai and external appearances as described 
in this story. 

On the whole, though, I think you have a truly 
remarkable magazine and 1 hope you will con- 
tinue to publish as good magazines in the future 
as you have in the past. 

John H. Bishop, 
204 Fourth Street, 

Falmoutb, Ky. 

(It îs curious that a correspondent who voices 
such approval of our magazine should burl such 
vigorous brickbats. We think in one way you arc 
going too far in considering évolution a mathe- 
matically proved and definite thing. There is 
room for any amount of discussion on this subject. 
The whole story of évolution has not been written 
yet.—Editor.) 

SOME GOOD ETHICS FROM A 
FRIENDLY READER 

Editor, Amazing Stories: 
I find a distinct (and agreeable) improvement 

in the last two or threc issues of A. S., notably 
in cover designs, illustrations, éditorials, stories, 
and proof-reading. And improvement dénotes 
progress. 

I find that in certain respects humanity has ad- 
vanced but little during the past two thousand 
years. That it has (^a général) losl sight of 
certain fundamental truths known even to tht 
"ancient" philosophers. 

This is an âge of unrest, little true understand- 
ing, and irrationality, characterized by inordinatc 
ambitions and désirés; false motives; love of dis- 
play: commendablc qualitics approximated and 
manifeslcd (in raany cases) only through a moti- 
vation of expediency; cultivation of intelligence 
subordinated to mere acquisition of knowledge, 
often irrelevant to purpose, or accomplishmenl ; 
average mass intelligence low; général practical 
altruistic co-operation toward a désirable end, 
poor; etc., etc. 

Not knowledge, but wisdom and power, are the 
ultimate goal to bc attained. 

Apparcntly, al! life is progressîvely cyclical. 
That is to say, while it often appears that we are 
getting nowhcrc, such is not the case, but is only 
due to the Icngth of our "journey," so to speak, 
and to its "ups and downs." 

Virtne brings ils own reward, if genuine and 
constant. To my mind, good will unto others is 
the greatest virtue of ail. For practical purposes 
it can btj made a doctrine, and a policy. 

The greatest and biggest (mcnlally) président 
this country has yet had was a life-time advocate 
of that policy, and every citizen of the U. S. A. 
reaps the benefit of bis wisdom through the uni- 
fication of a récalcitrant South and a proud, stern- 
willed North. "In unity there is strength." And 
strength, combined with courage, intelligence and 
good-will, is conducive to a healtfay state of self- 
respect. 

Well, to get back to A. S. fhey are enjoyable, 
if not ail that is to be ultimatcly desired. While 
not dripping with the quintessence of irrefragible 
wisdom. they are, on the whole, entertaining, and 
stimulaling to a jaded imagination, and so fulfill, 
partially, at least, their purpose. 

Best wishes for your continued success. 
C. H. Osbourne, 

San Francisco, 
California 

(We are pessimistic enough to agrée with you 
in what you say about the slight improvement in 
humanity in the past twenty centuries. Just im- 
agine a world in which people were only as good 
as common sense would tell them that they ougbt 
to be. Then we would have no law, the golden 
rule would bc carrîed out, and without effort the 
world would be enormously improved. In testing 
the intelligence of enlisted men during the war it 
is understood that the mass-intelligence came out 
yery low. and we certainly think that the présent 
application of a multitude of laws to regulate hu- 
manity and the patcrnalism of the governments of 
the world shows that man certainly needs more 
intelligence, more character and less obstinacy 
and this applies to the government personnel. Our 
commenta will not improve your letter—it ex- 
presses our ideas very closely.—Editor.) 

WKo Want s a Sedan FREE? 
STUDEBAKER—BUICK—NASH! TAKE YOUR CHOICEI 

MARK 
YOUR 

STAR 
or $2000.00 Ca.sH 
Thousands of dollars in new autos and grand prucs 

will nositively be given free to advertise and make 
new triends for my lirm. Choice of Studebaker or 
Buick or Nuah new «-door Sedan deiivered free. or $2000.00 Also Oldsmobilc, Pontiac, Chevrolet, Fords, diu- isb. monda, other fine prizea and cuah will be ffiveD free! No Une writinif required. probl) make. 
 ,  — .    No _ to do. No fine writinif required. No words to No figures to add. Bank guarnntees ail prlzes. 

PICK YOUR LUCKY STAR! 
AH the stars In the circle are ezaetly alike czcept one. 1 Thut star is différent to ail the others and it may be a I lucky star for you. Can you pick it out? If you can, mark the différent star and send the clrclc to me at once I slung with your name and address. A prompt answer can ' start you on the way to win the great $2000.00 free prize. 

BE PROMPT-WIN $660.00 EXTRA 
Someone Hke you who will write me at once can get $660.00 cash just for being prompt, so you may thank jour lucky stars if you send your answer right off. No risk. Nothing to buy. Nothing hard to do Over $7000.00 in valuable prizea will be given free of cost, Send today and I will show you jost how you can get your free choice 

of these splondld new sedans or"$20<i0.Cl0 cash, without eoet or obligation of any kind. Ail win planl A reward for everybody. SEND NO MONET. Answer AT ONCE. 
GEO. WILSON, DEPT. Il, AUGUSTA. MAINE 

Mali 
khe 

Circlo 



"Come take a ride 

ta the MOON 

with 

ME! 

LET me take you up into the skies let me show you 
. wonders of which you've never even dreamed. In my 

twelve million horsepower sky-sleigh distance is no 
handicap. A thousand miles an hour to me is a mere 
crawling speed. 

Cet inl Cet in! Let me show you the wonders on the 
other side of the moon. It's like our own earth peopled 
by a strange race that has no mouths, but whose thoughts 
corne clearly to your minds. Let me show you the huge 
Hre-pits 10,000 feet deep from which they get their light 
and heat. Let me show you the wingless vehicles they use 
to travel about. Corne on corne on 1*11 show you how 
we travel in this year of our Lord 2929! 

Now This Delightful Expérience 
Can Be Y ours ! 

Delightful to anticipate, is it not this story of our fu- 
ture? Food for day-dreaming idéal for true relaxation  
instructive because it's so full of scientific facts. 

Every month Amazing Stories brings you many such 
weird stories. Stories of the unknown mysteries to be 
unfolded in a distant day. Stories that even Jules Verne 
would have admired. Jules Verne, whose astounding Imagi- 
native novel, "Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea," 
literally came true within 10 years after his deathl 

Qet a Qlimpse of Their 
Joyous Future 

It's a thrill you've never had the strange thrill of look- 
ing ahead a thousand years and reading of that distant 
day when your children's children roam the earth. 

Get a glimpse of their lives in Amazing Stories. Each 
month a complété new copy appears on the newsstands. 
Get it there, or, better still, order the next 6 Big Issues of 
Amazing Stories delivered postpaid to your home. 
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EMBARK TODAY 

On This Remarkable Journey 

As a spécial inducement we offer the next 6 Issues for 
a single $11 (Regular newsstand price $1.50.) Just $1 
brings you more than 40 rides into the distant future 40 
stories of a bewildering world that thrill you through and 
through with the fact that some day they probably will 
corne true. 

Without risking a single penny you can "ride to the 
moon" with me today. For, if after reading the first copy 
of Amazing Stories we send, you find it not ail we say 
for it, we'll cheerfully refund your dollar, and you can 
keep the copy. 

Sit down right now and fill out the coupon below. It 
is your assurance of a thousand wonderful evenings from 
now on! 

a sm 

ï 

. : MAIL TODAY : . 
The Editer, Amazing Stories, 
Dept. 2101-S. 381 Fourth Ave.. New York. N. Y. 
Dear Sir: 

I enclose one dollar, for which please send me your big barga 
offer of the next 6 issues of Amazing Stories (regular newssta 
price $1.50) postpaid to the address given below. 

Name  

Address  

City State  



Now 24 Ghreat ScreenStars 

Teach^bu How to Ma ke Love 

Absolutely TUfE/ 

y 
/ 

Real Photographs of Intimate Poses 

from SCREEN BOOK'S Own 

Private Collection Yours FREE! 

Now you can learn the art of making 
love under the tutoring of the 
world's most famous lovers. 24 

Great Screen Stars demonstrate their own 
intimate methods of making love in this 
remarkable collection of photographs. 
French stars show you French technique; 
Spanish Stars show Spanish technique; 
American Stars show you American 
technique—even the South Sea Island 
methods are clearly demonstrated. 

The Most Alluring Gift 
Ever OfFered! 

No one—single or married—can af- 
ford to miss this great opportunity to 
improve at the great game of love. It's 
a new inspiration for weary wives; a 
sure-fire method of keeping huhhy home; 
a real réputation builder for the shy or 
backward gentlemen; and the only way 
for a lady to get and hold her man. 

Authentic duplicates of our complété 
Private Collection showing these 24 
Famous Lovers of the Screen in the very 
act of making love can now be yours ab- 
solutely Free merely by sending us your 
subscription for 5 months to SCREEN 
BOOK. 

SCREEN BOOK is the fastest grow- 
ing movie magazine in the world. The 
reason, frankly, is because you get more 
for your money. Each month a new 

SCREEN BOOK brings you a complété 
illustrated book-length novel based on the 
most popular movie appearing in that 
month. At the book-stores you would 
have to pay at least $2 for that same 
novel. In addition each number ot 
SCREEN BOOK brings you Intimate 
Screen Gossip; Movie News; Dozcns of 
Snaps from the Newest Movies; Two 
Shorter NtA'els; 15 Movie Reviews; 6 
Full-Sized Gravure Portraits suitable for 
framing; and last, but not least, a Per- 
sonal Story of the intimate love-life of a 
world famous movie star. 

On the newsstands everywhere 
SCREEN BOOK sells for 25c a copy, 
but as a spécial inducement, in addition 
to giving you the Complété How-to- 
Make-Love Collection ABSOLUTELY 
FREE. we offer the next five issues of 
SCREEN BOOK for only a dollar! 
(Regular newsstand price $1.25.) 

AU you have to do is fill out the cou- 
pon at the right—mail it to us with 
your dollar (check or money-order) and 
we will forward the complété How-to- 
Make-Love Collection, in a plain wrap- 
per, postpaid, by return mail with your 
first copy of SCREEN BOOK. 

But please rush your order. The Col- 
lection is more popular than we ever 
dreamed, and we now have only a 
limited number of sets on hand. 

The Real Reason 

for Their Famé 

Now Brought to Light 

for the First Time 

These 24 Stars 
Demonstrate 
For You 

C.RETA GARBO 
JOHN MACK BROWN 
l-OIS MORAN 
GEORGE O'BRIEN 
BILLIE DOVE 
ANTONIO MORENO 
ULA LEE 
GEORGE DURYEA 
EDMOND LOWE 
DOROTHY JANIS 
DUNCAN RINALDO 
R AQUEL TORRES 
RAMON NOVARRO 
JOAN CRAWFORD 
LLOYD HUGHES 
MARY DUNCAN 
NILSASTHER 
BACLANOVA 
CUVE BROOK 
JANE DALY 
LILY DAMITA 
DON ALVARADO 
ANITA PAGE 
DOUGLAS PAIR BANKS, Jr 
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MAIL 
COUPON 
And Learn 
the Art of 
Making 
Love! 

lOyr 

c 

25 
Cents 

r "l SCREEN BOOK, 
Dcpt. xioiP, j8i Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y. 
Gentlemen: 

I enclose Si for a 5 months* subscription to SCREEN BOOK, under the condition 
that you send me FREE. your Private Collection of it Real Photographs showing 
14 Great Screen Stars in their favorite poses for making love. 

Street. 

L 

City. State. 
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